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METHODIST QUAETERLY EEYIEW..

JULY, 18r»2.

Art. I.—IXSTAUllATIO NOVA—AUGUSTE CO^ITE.

Evert age has its ovrn distinctive excellence, and boa^jts of the great--

ness of its own reformer, real or sup{)03ed. Even in the degradation

and despondency of a declining civili/.ntiou, the hard necessities of the

times, if the}' foil to produce any actual relief, geiierate the strength

to resist or the fortitude to bear the impending fixte, and nurse into

belief the credulous hope that some great name, on which all reliance

is reposed, may prove the instrument of salvation. Nero could

dream of alleviating the intolerable miseries of his subjects by the-

chimerical project of abolishing taxation ;"' and, long after the

tyrant's death, the -wretched populations of the Roman empire

deluded thcm^elves with the convicrion that he would one day retm-u

as their dclivcrcr.f In a more degraded age, and under an empe-

ror almost baser than ^S^cro, dreams of social regeneration sought for

practical realization ; and the pure and profound Tlotinus attempted,

with the sanction of Galiienu.s, to give effect to the visionary social-

ism of Plato.i It was in the hour of their gi-eatest gloom and des-

pair that Moses was sent to deliver the Israelites from the bondage

mider whicli they groaned ; and every race and generation of men
trusts in like.manner that its ]Moses has a]>peared or will soon de-

scend to lead it from present v.retchedness to the distant and dimly

apprehended land of promise. Earcly is the expectation realized

;

but occasionally it proves the instrument of its own fulfilment; and

at times the desired renovation steals on silently, like the coming of

a thief in the night, and is only recognised after its accomplishment.

Most fj'equently, as Niebuhr truly remarks, 710 Moses appears, and

the long agony lingers on to its close, and sinks beneath the ever-

^ Muratori, Annali d'ltalia. A'l aim. 5!^.

I Taciti Hist., lit), ii, c. viii.

I
SisiaouJi, Fall of the r.oniau Kmjiirc, c. i.

Fourth Series, Vol. IV.—21
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waning hope ^vliicli never ripens into fruit. Still, the belief, fluctu-

ating but indestructible, ronuiins—tluit time, and change, and cir-

cumstance, and the potency of some novel scheme, or the influence

of some cherished name, will end the long sorrow, and ultimately

"lead up the golden year." The reasonableness of the anticipation,

and the particular Ibrni which it assumes, vary necessarily with

the condition of the age in Avhich it is entertained, and the character

of the relief or advancement which may be required ; and, we may
add, that seldom is the belief more sincere than when it is without

adequate foundation. 13ut the natural tendency, in its diverse mani-

festations, whether romantically looking for the resuscitation of King
Arthur, or impelling the Mormons to the Valley of the Salt Lake,

produces many false hopes, and leads to the acknowledgment of

many as prophets and deliverers, who have no claim to such honoui',

or an inadequate one. But, with the tenacious hope of better daj'S

to come, with the anxiety for some stable faith as a refuge from per-

plexing difficulties aiul constant uncertainty in regard to things

human or divine, and with the perverse attachment to error once

embraced, especially if recommended by novelty—which are all so

pre-eminently characteristic of the human family—the blind credu-

lity of a hasty su})crstition adheres more tenaciously to its newly-

discovered idol, than a well-founded belief adheres to an object of

legitimate veucratio)i. It is thus the part of prudence to dispel, if

possible, the ha/e i-f an impending delusion before it has gathered

into a settled atmosphere of cloud; and to challenge the mission

and the revelation of an alleged propliet, Avhom it is ]iroposed to re-

cognise, before his authority becomes firmly established, and his

dream is consolidated into an accepted creed.

The last half-ccntury has been singularly prolific of new schemes

of philosoph}-—wide-sweeping and universal in their pretensions;

and in new projects of social reform, designed to remodel the whole
framework of society, and to induct new and purer forms of or'^an-

iication over the ruins of all existing institutions. Genius, learninir,

ingenuity, and, wc will add, self-sacrificing and sincere enthusiasm,

have been disjjlayed in the construction of these vast theories.

We must lament the aj)]>lication of such earnest zeal and such splen-

did intolleetuul powers to the overthrow of Christianity as a neces-

sary preliminary to the att;iinmont of the ultimate aims. It remains

for the future to disclose whether the originators of these devices

have attained the highest flight to which the human intellect is

destined to range in the current hundred years, or have yet "dis-.

solved the riddle of the earth ;" or whether there may hot be still

reserved for us a nobler, juster, and mure comprehensive ])hilosopln\
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from which, may spring, as naturally as the fruit swells upon the

tree, an ade(}uate solution of the intellectual cni;:^mas and social

problems \vhich now distn\ct the times. Our own impression is

that the great hcresinrchs of the day arc morely the firrtt swallows

of the coming spring, and arc the Giordano IJrunos, the Patrizzis,

the Telesios, and Campauellas of an impending intellectual instaura-

tion. Certainly neither in Strauss nor ( 'ointe, neither in Sclielling

nor Fourier, nor in Leroux, Proudhon, nor W'ronski, nor in any of

the other supposed prophets of the time, are wc willing to recognise

the culmiuatiug intellect of the nineteenth century, until convinced

by the fruitless lapse of time tliat wc must look backward instead

of forv^ard for the great mind that is to give ciiaracter to the age.

But, whether this hope be a delusion or not, few of the great schemes

which have been propounded in our times for the renovation of

a decrepit system, whether they have belonged to the domain of

politics or of metaphysics, or oven of science, have failed to win

for their founders the homage of a sciiool, a sect, or a party.

But, far above all recent philosophers aiid reformers, in point of

present prominence and prospective inlluence, as in point of compre-
hensiveness, ability, and practical skill, is the author of the system

of Positive Philosophy, who has embraced within the wide scope of

his contemplations, philosophy, science, politics, and practice; and
who, after running through all the departments of human knowledge,

except those which he had pred-'termincd to reject, has endeavoured

to augment the intellectual heritage bequeatiied to us by the past,

and to subserve the necessities of the present, b}' the construction

of tlie new science of Sociology, v,-hlch he designs to be the climax

of his own labours, and the crown of all human research. The vast-

ness of the plan, the singular ability with which it has been executed,

its compact and symmetrical devclupmeni. i\w profound results at

which he has arrived, and the bold claim of universal dominion with

which his system has been promulgated, have gained for Comte a

party, daily increasing in numbers, and including many of the il-

lustrious intellects of the :;ge, who arc not merely willing to follow

liis footsteps in particular instances, but assign to the Positive Philo-

sophy the honour of being a new instauration, and cnthu.sia5tically

hail its founder as the Bacon of the nineteenth century. The un-

defined hopes and the vague wants of the ;igc arc thus preparing to

crystallise themselves around a recognised centre of attraction.

Having examined in ibrmer number.^ of this Picview the sys-

tem of M. Comte as a philosophical method, and having endea-

voured to determine as accurately as might be, within brief limits,

its value, validity, and defects, we were naturally' desirous of hasten-
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ing as rapidly as possible to the consideration of its ulterior develop-

ments. We should have loft nearly half our task unaccomplished.

if, after pointing out what ^Ye deem to be the inherent fallacy and

insufficiency of the mode, wc had neglected to cxlnbit also the ex-

cellences and defects of the science constructed, and the practice

proposed, in accordance with that mode. VVe were, therefore,

solicitous of proceeding to the consideration of the fruits of the

Positive Philosophy. Wo wished to analyze and examine M. Comte's

Sociology; to review the dependant branches, which, admitting of

independent treatment, have been brought within the vast sweep of

that great science ; to investigate, with as much sobriety and impar-

tiality as we might be able to command, the grotesque scheme of

political and social reorganization which is advocated in the llepub-

lique Occidentale ; and to endeavour, from this wide, but by no means

complete survey of M. Comte's labours, to estimate the merits and

tendencies of the Positive I'hilosophy and its applications, in the

symmetrical integrity of the mighty system. But, just as wc were

preparing for the execution of this task, our pen was arrested by the

intelligence that tlie long-promised, long-expected Systhne de Poli-

tique Positive, wherein the new science of Sociology was to be re-

vised, systematized, and definitely constituted, had issued from the

Parisian press. Under these circumstances we have resolved to

interrupt the continuity of our own criticism, until we can examine

this important and anxiously desired work ; and thus guard our-

selves against the danger of cither misapprehending or imperfectly

apprehending the positions, the temlcneics, the virtues, or the eiTors

of the most original and inpiential portion of Comte's great en-

terprise. But, while we thus wait for the final exposition of the

social science, we may not unprofitably employ the short interval

Avith careful examination of the claims which M. Comte and his

Positive doctrine possess to the high honour attributed to them by
his zealous admirers, of being the Bacon of the age, and the second

great instauration of the modern intellect. This investigation is

by no means alien to the main tenor and pm-pose of our general in-

quiry ; for these are points which, at some stage or other of the dis-

cussion, must demand a solution at our hands, and form a subject

of anxious speculation or angry debate between the partisans of the

new tenets and those Avho arc not willing to renounce their settled con-

victions and cherished associations, and to abandon the venerated

doctrines of their hallowed faith, until assured by incontrovertible

evidence that tliey have lost all vahd claim upon their allegiance, and

are incapable of longer defence. If Comte be truly, as has been al-

leged, th.c great reformer of the present intellectual world, we cannot
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too soon or too cordially recognise his lofty mis?ion, and submit to

his guidance; but it" on the contrary, his pretensions to this high

character have been indiscreetly urged, and we must expect the de-

sired instauration from the hands of some other prophet, we can-

not too soon convince ourselves of the blighting delusion, and dis-

pel the vague hopes which so readily cluster around a new name

of promise.

The right of M. Comte to be esteemed the Ixicon of the nineteenth

century might be regarded as an isolated question, and treated ac-

cordingly. "We might confine our attention strictly to him and his

philosophy, estimate its prospective results, and from these data

draw, by a summary process, a hasty conclusion as to the justice

of the pretension put forward on his behalf; or we might contrast

him and his labours with the Baconian philosophy and its founder

:

but, though this might barely suiTice for a temporary and partial

solution of the immediate problem before us, no sucli formal and

imperfect parallelism would permit the inclusion of the wide and

important bearings of a question which merits a much more com-

prehensive examination. Even if the title of Comtc could be satis-

factorily disproved by this brief process, the like honour might be

challenged again and again by Proudhon, Lamennais, Gioberti,

Wronski, and the hundred other reformers, now existing, or shortly

to arise, who have invented or may propound schemes of social or

intellectual regeneration, or both. If such a process should conclu-

sively settle the pretensions of one ca'.ididate, it would excite the

claims of a multitude of others ; and the same (jucstion, under difTer-

ent aspects, would have to be moved, discussed, and decided on, when-

ever a bolder, more vigorous, original, or popular theory should inflame

the expectations or the imaginations of enthusiastic sectaries. Thus,

a mere comparison of Comte and Lacon, and of their respective phi-

losophies, however thorough and minute it might be, would only lead

to an unsatisfactory, "because inadequate, decision. It would be de-

fective, though the deficienc}' might not be altogether apparent, even

with respect to the validity of Comic's own pretensions ; for, while

such a contrast would reveal the existence of many analogies and many
dissimilarities, it would be difiicult, if not impossible, from any such

contracted field of view to determine what was purely accidental

and what v-'as essential in cither the difibrcnccs or the similitudes,

and how far these characteristics of accident or pi-operty legitimately

appertained to the anrdogics or the discrej'auces. It is of the most

urgent importance also to embrace within the scope of the same in-

quiry, the higher and more general, but still kindred mvcstigation

into the functions and distinctive traits of that philosophy which may
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riglitfully claim to be a New Inst;\m-ation, and secure for its author

the inestimable honour of bein^ truly the Bacon of the nineteenUi

century, and the Coryj)h;cu3 of an iutolloctual renovation ampler,

loftier, nobler, and even more fruitful and beneficent than its great

precursor. \Vc shall, therofore, ^vith anxious diffidence, venture to

enlarge the limits of speculations suificiently difficult and extensive

even in their most contracted form ; and Avhile estimating Comte's

own claims by a higher standard and -with a more comprehen-

sive survey than -would be afforded by any lower range, we shall

render their consideration subordinate to the discussion of a wider

question, and bring within the sweep of our horizon those collate-

ral but more impoj-tant topics, v.bich will enable us definitely to

determine the justice of Comte's and all similar pretensions, and,

if not to expedite or anticijiate the coming of the true reformer,

at least to recognise the validity of his mission when his task has

been done.

The plan, thus liglitly sketched, may seem too unliniitcd, and is

certaiTily difficult of suitable execution; but, perhaps, by an orderly

method of proccdm-o. avo may be able to accomplish it in a manner
not wholly unsatisfoctory. and to compress it within briefer limits

than might at first blush appear practicable. The same coiu-se,

very nearly, v.hich ought to be. pursued for the adequate solu-

tion of the narrower problem, will also furnish the chie for our

guidance in the treatment of the wider one. In order to maintain

the due sequence and logical consistency of our investigation, it will

be necessary in the lirst instance to determine whether the condition

and characteristics of the present day are such as to require the

radical and universal reform of the modern intellectual world, and

the aid of a reformer like Bacon to effect it. If we should con-

clude this to be really the case, wo may next examine whether tlie

signs of the times justify the expectation that any such assistance

will be vouchsafed to us. These questions may be more briefly

embodied in the simple inquiry,' Avhether a ]New Instauration is

really imminent. If this important interrogatory should be found

to demand an accpiiescent answer, we may then balance the

doubt, whether it would be possible to recognise the advent of

any second Bacon, when ho might appear ; for, unless this were
possible, any further inquiry into the characteristics by which
either himself or his philosophy could be detected, would be fu-

tile. If, howcAor, all those questions admit of satistactory deter-

mination, and we are able to arrive at an adequate comprehensioii

of their significance and the responses which ought to be given to

thera, it Avill be a comparatively short labour to determine whether
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Corate and his Positive System possess the characteristic marks
required : nor will it be either a very long or very difficult task to

delineate the general type of that philosophy which the age requires,

and Avhich may deserve to be recorded as the ])hik'Sophy of the nine-

teenth century, and the second Great Instauratiun of the modern

inteHect. It is ti*uc that no anticipation can do more than exhibit

the negative aspect of such a philosophy ; but if we obtain a rule or

a criterion for the exclusion of the erroneous or the defective, it will

unquestionably avail for the recognition of the true. Li the pro-

cedure proposed, it will be readily perceived that the preliminary

questions are the most arduous, anil that they will furnish, in great

measure, the means of replying to the concluding problems. Our
investigation thus naturally divides itself into three distinguishable

but mutually dependent inquii-ies. First, we examine the probability

of a New Instauration; next, the claims of Corate to be the Bacon
of the nineteenth century; and lastly, though in close connexion

Avith the second question, the charuetoristics of that philosophy which

may justl}' bear to our age the same relation that the Baconian

philosophy bore to the seventeenth century. The present paper

will be fully and sufficiently occupied with the discussion of the

first topic.

The simple fact that Comte has been luiilcd as the second Bacon
b}" a party, inconsiderable neither in lumibcrs, nor intelligence, might

by some be construed as avvlowcQ prima facie that the condition of

the times is such as to require and to wcleome the mission of such

an intellectual reformer; for the maxim.

Kcc deus intcrsit, nisi dignus viiidicc nodus,

is as applicable to the dramatic evolution of human progress, as it

is to the construction of a tragedy ; and it miglit bo supposed that,

imlcss the crisis were suQicient to warrant the dem;ind, no indication

of any such latent want Avould be afforded. It is true that this pre-

sumption might be rebutted by the simple allegation that a still more

numerous party, einbracing all religious persuasions, and the leading

intellects in nearly all the walks of science an<l philosophy, have

slighted the new revelation ; but such a plea we reject without a pause,

because it is absolutely certain that the true reformer will be rejected,

scorned, reviled, and trampled upon by tiie supporters of ancient

doctrines, in the same spirit that the prophets of old were stoned

in the streets of Jerusalem by the cliosen people. But, if we decline

to give any v>-eight to this objection, we are as little disposed to at-

tach authority to the presumption which it is intended to overthrow,

though we refuse to accept it for a very diflcrcnt reason. There is
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too great a proclivity, especially in tlio bosom of a highly-artificial

civilization, to exaggerate the difliciilties of the present, to hope for

sudden relief and extraordinary assistance, to behold in the objects

of partial idolatry the resuscitation of former idols, and to attribute

to each new prophet or favourite of the hour the names which have

won the veneration of the past, for us to be satisfied with any

such fallible tests. A calm and patient appreciation of the actual

phenomena around us, united with a diligent comparison of the

present age with similar conditions of the world in previous times,

can alone justify us -in venturing to claim the assent of reiieeting

men to the conclusions at which we may arrive.

There arc three periods in the past history of civilization, which

offer no slight analogies to each other, and must bear a corresponding

relation to the passing century, if this be indeed predestined to

witness an intellectual revolution, and a general reform of intellectual

procedure. These critical eras of human progress are those which

have been immortalized by the names of Socrates, or rather of

Aristotle, of Abolard, and of Bacon ; and it is from the phenomena

which they exhibit that we must derive our principal historical il-

lustrations of the significance and prospects of the present time.

Wc shall, indeed, leave to a future branch of our inquiry the formal

exposition of the relations Avhich bind these periods to our own
age ; but as it may be necessary to make an occasional reference

to the characteristics of these centuries in the earlier part of our

task, and as we desire such reference to be frequently made in the

tacit reflections of our readers as we proceed, we have deemed it

expedient to specify them here. There are, moreover, two other

eras, unequal with respect to each other, but both marked by a more
potent renovation and indicating a more profound crisis, whose con-

sideration might have lent valuable aid to our contemplated inquiries,

but these were religious and moral rather than intellectual reforms

;

and this difierence. but still more the sanctity of the subject, and
Comte's entire negation of Christianity and all divine religion, compel

us to exclude from the list of periods, more or less closely analogous

to the present, the age which witnessed the advent of our Saviour,

and that which was signalized by the great religious Reformation of

the sixteenth century, both without and within the bosom of the Homan
Catholic Church. ^Ve, therefore, purposely forego availing ourselves

of the vfiluable suggestions which might be derived from a considera-

tion of the circunistances i)rcceding and attending the introduction

of Christianity and the commencement of the Lutheran Reformation

;

and we do so, from reluctance to confound, or to appear to confound,

direct divine agencies vrith the natural operation of tlie ordinary laws
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of human progress. We shall, therefore, confine both our references

and our remarks to those secular instaurations ^vhich are more di-

rectly allied to our present subject, and which otler less temptation to

erroneous or dangerous speculations. But, though we have indicated

the periods which we design to employ as criteria in our estimation

of the current age, it is imperatively necessary, before recurring

formally to them, that we should determine the actual phenomena of

the times, and their relation to the main question, by a separate and

almost entirely independent examination.

The great fundamental vice of the nineteenth century, from which

nearly all its graver errors have sprung, and to which the origin of

the multitude of social and other evils complained of may be traced,

almost without exception, is undoubtedly the contemptuous rejection

and negation of all valid and indisputable authority. In every walk

of practice, in each of the varied departments of speculation, this

same inherent vice is equally apparent. The individual will, cm-
ploying the mere physical sense as its minister, but more frequently

as its t^Tant, has constituted itself the sole, unlicensed canon of

human actions and of human doctrines; and after a struggle of

more than two centuries, has succeeded in enthroning its interpreter,

the Intellect, (amidst the deafening applause of myriads who drovm

the feeble cry of the few dissentient voices,; as the supreme arbiter of

truth and error, and the autocratic judge of right and wrong. To
this has been accorded a dominion wliich has been fancied legitimate

because conceived to be universal and exclusive, ami which has been

regarded as exclusive because the instinctive play of the human con-

. science has been checked and crushed by the domineering influence

of sordid passions. Thus, it lias become the highest boast of

humanity, in the supposed culmination of enlightened civilization,

that the Intellect is

Lord over nature, Lord of tlie visible earth,

Lord of the senses five.

We remember, however, the terrible castigation, which of old over-

took a similar, but not equal self-idolatry, in an individual case

;

and, though the authority may not be altogether acceptable to the

anti-scriptural reformers of the present day. we cannot refrain from

recun-ing to the exultation and doom of the Assyrian king, and em-

ploying this prominent instance of like vanity and presumption as

an illustration of our present condition. In the pride of his greatness

and unquestioned dominion Isebuchadnezzar exclaimed: "Is not

tliis great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the king-

dom by the might of my power, and fur the honour of my majesty ?''
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But, " \s'liile the word Avas in the king's mouth, there fell a voice

from heaven," which Avrested from his hands the rod of his autho-

rity, and exiled him, in the very act of pompous self-glorification.

from the abodes of men, and drove him to make his dwelling with

the beasts of the field, and to eat grass as the oxen. The swamps

of the desert now hide from the eyes of men that great and mighty

city in which the deluded monarch placed his exclusive confi-

dence; and a few rude and shapt'less mounds, filled with crumbling

bricks and shattered monuments, suggest rather than attest the

site of the splendid Babylon of ^'ebuchadney.zar. A like fate may
be even now impending over the modern Babylon of the intellect.

and its unsuspecting lord : and the inchoate fulfilment of a like curse

may perhaps already be recognised by those whose eyes arc not

blinded by popular prejudice, and Avho have refused to look upon

the Gorgon's head. For, this exclusive autocracy of the human
mind, Avhich has rendered the epithet of the Age of Intellect a term

of complacent self-laudation, instead of being a source of humiliation

and shame to the nineteenth century, has been the cause of that

universal anarchy of thought, sentiment, and action, from which

those plenteous streams of evil, and that devastating deluge of eiTor

have flowed, from which at length we would now seek redemption.

The undoubting recognition of the exclusive dominion of the mere
intellect, which, once admitled. necessarily oven'ides both the moral

dictates of the human conscience and the solemn prescriptions of

God, has left all forms of liuman development a prey to the blind

passions of men, to the rabid fun^ of their sensual impulses, and to

those latent errors, which are inevitably involved in the limited and

dofectivo premises of human speculation, and which, once received

without question, must ultimately infect both the theory and the

practice which the}' are employed to sustain.* Nothing short of

omniscience could so lay down the premises for future reasoning, ur

could so order the general principles and conditions of thought, as

'^ It i.s ircarcely uecos.-ary f'.-r in to i^aj that we tlo not accept the philosophy

of Kant without iir.jiartatit juo lifications, nor adaiit the entire validity of his

principles or the logical .strictness of all his conclusioni;. But the Critique of the

Pui-e Reason is imperatively tlio /)n'/)irr to all aJcquate philosophical speculation

in this ajre; and the latter half of it, devoted to tlio Transcendental Dialcnics

and Methodology, is of iudispensahle importance in determining the necessary

imperfections and limitatixjns of liie human reason, and their causes. To these

•wc would, in the present connexion, most earnestly refer, as we have not the

space to develop the grounds of our own positions in cxlenso. Of course, we
have still less opportunity to give the points of onr dissent from Kant and their

reasons. These things have, indeed, been partially done by us in a previous

article.
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tliat they should be wholly unalloyed with error, or secure from the

consequences of orii:;^lual error in their ultimate results. When,
however, tiie whole cii'cle of truth, as of scientific knowledge, is

bounded by the narrow horizon of mere intellectual vision, and there

is no ever-present rcco!];nition of wider and more authoritative, but

unapprehended, or dimly-apprehended realms of truth beyond the

little sphere which is measured by the radius of the human intellect,

defective conclusions rarely reveal the fact of their own deficiency,

and never suggest the probability of the premises themselves being

fallacious, nor can these be readily suspected even of being in-

sufficient.

The intellectual anarchy of the day, and the entire negation of all

valid authority, of which we have spoken, arc loudly proclaimed from

all quarters around us. This important truth, first clearly detected

by St. Simon, and exhibited in all its details by 31. Comte, has noAv

become a subject of familiar apprehension to every mind which has

maturely reflected upon the condition of the age. Authors of all

degrees of eminence and ability, writing upon subjects the most di-

verse, and looking from the most dissimihir points of view,—divines

of all shades, from the bishop to the c.)vcnanter—professors of all

science, and all practice—the poet and the i)hilusopher, the statesman

and the man of science, the archaeologist and the literary dilettante,

the traveller and the novelist, the arti>L and the artisan, the publicist

and the essayist,—all lend their testimony to the existence of these

striking and deplorable phenomena. To the close observer of the

private life, the social economy, and the political organization of

modern communities, tliis wretched distemperature of the times is

displayed- in every phase of the subjects of his contemplation. The
keen apprehension of these solemn facts has inspired the long labours

of Comte, and suggested the dissimilar and grotesque reveries of

Wronski. They are everywhere asserted in the Messianisme of the

latter; and they colour with their own sombre hue nearly every page

of the Positive Philosophy of the former, not expressly devoted to their

exposition. The quick sense of the error and its bitter fruits, with-

out distinct recognition of its cause, has also dictated the chimerical

schemes of Proudhon, Leroux, and the multitudinous shoals of so-

cialists and communists, which have of late years so grievously in-

fested France.

The fatal consequences of these fundamental vices are continually

and ably exhibited by Comte, and constitute the greater, but negative

portion of his extensive work. lie makes them manifest under all

the Protean forms which they have assumed; traces them to their

lurking places, and attacks them in their strongholds ; unveils their
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ramifications, ami their mutual interdependence; points out their

wholly untenable character, and the singular or pernicious fallacies

to -which they give rise ; sho\vs their corroding influence on the uhole

body of our modern science and philosophy; detects their agency

in the rapidly-advancing disintegration of society, and in the social

calamities which so fearfully distract Europe ; discovers them sapping

the foundations of political organization, paralyzing governments,

and rendering them either impotent or baneful; and proposes to re-

medy these disasters, and eradicate the original errors from which

they descend, by the application of remedies neither safe in them-

selves, nor adequate to effect a cure of the deep-seated and chronic

disease. As wo have remarked on a former occasion, we accord our

almost entire assent to Comte's criticism of the speculative and

practical errors of the times, differing from him chiefly in refusing

his therapeutics, his postulates, and his philosophy, as an exclusive

system ; in tracing the main vices to other and more remote sources

than those supposed by him, which are true but only proximate causes

;

and in desiring an intellectual and social renovationofa wider character

and more ennobling tomk-ncy than that which is contemplated by
his pliilosophy. ^Ve would neither deny nor exclude religion because

our modern systems of theology may be tainted with erroi', or, more
properly, not in liarmony with the requirements of the age ; but wo
would look forward with hope to such an intellectual renovation as

would lay the fnuu foundations of a better philosophy, which would

correct the imperfections or aberrations of our theology, Avliile re-

storing to it its due cilicacy, and re-establishing its harmony with

human science, and wouhl, at the same time, and principally through

the influence of a genuine and operative Christianity, alleviate or re-

move the other disorders of the time. The philosophy that we long

for, is one which may.supj)iy the moral wants of men, and satisfy the

sublime appetencies of their religious nature, at the same time that

it ministers ctTectually to the other but subordinate wants of society.

It is. however, no fantastic, transcendental, or remodelled system

of Christianity, but solely such an explication of the fundamental

grounds of religion, and of the accordance of the plain, practical

doctrines of Christianity with the legitimate demands of the human
mind, as may terminate for a time, if not forever, the formidable

schism which now fatally divides human reason and Christian faith.

We would revise not the doctrines or prescriptions of Christianity,

but the argimients employed to establish them, and the essential

relations of the human reason to religious belief AYc trust that this

development of our views will prevent any misapprehension in regard

to a point where misapprehension is easy.
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To survey in detail the derivative eiTors which have emanated

from the intellectual anarchy of the times, or from the uncontested

dominion of the intellect, (terms which, if not convertible, are al-

most synonymous,) would be to renew the Ion*:; labours of Comte,

and. in great measure, to repeat the task which occupied twenty

years of his life, and furnislies, in point of bulk, the main staple of

his six obese volumes. Of course, we have no design of entering

upon any such extended inquiry. Even a brief summary of the

separate evils and fallacies, which he and others have pointed out

or omitted, would be too prolix and tedious for the present occa-

sion. All, therefore, that we can pretend to do, will be to indicate

a few of the more significant and prominent phenomena of the

times, which have a direct relation to the principal topic of in-

vestigation, and may aid us in arriving at a safe and intelligible

solution.

It can scarcely be denied, even by those who aiihere with the most

unquestioning faith to the creeds of their fiithcrs or of their choice,

that the principles of religious belief and the forms o'i dogmatic

tficologij are fluctuating and uncertain, while the direct influence of

religion is almost entirely nugatory vrith a large portion of her pro-

fessed votaries. The constant dissensions about mere shades of

Christian doctrine to the exclusion of more important considerations

;

the general substitution of ethical for dogmatic instruction, of human
morality for divine prescription ; the too frc(juent incapacity to repel

the assaults of infidel or rationalistic antagonists, the violence which

is done to the principle of f:uth in the attempt, and the ujiwarrantable

exaggeration of the authority of the individual reason in such eiforts

;

the unsettled and invalid lines of argumentation adopted in the re-

futation of objections ; the demonstration of the truth of Christianity,

and the existence of God b}^ illogical evidences ; the growing claims

of a ricketty and fanciful philosophy, almost in the bosom of the

several Churches, to concuiTCnt and equal authority with religious

faith and established theologies, in the construction, interpretation,

and determination of religious problems; the ever-enlarging circle

of intelligent minds, which allege, and frequently, we believe, with

a sad and sincere conviction in the justice of the charge, the in-

consistency and irrationality of the Chnstian doctrines which are

propounded to them as the reason of their revolt; the anxiety, de-

spondency, and despair both of those without and those still within

the pale of the Church; and the hubitual indifiercnce of accredited

Christians, and their refusal to be governe<l in their daily walk and

conversation by the plain commandments of the gospel :-^all these

things indicate the decaying eflicicncy of religious control in practice,
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and the unsound or illo<!;ical condition of our theological systems.

Wc have no disposition eitlier to imiltiply or to amplify the charges

Avhich may be brought against the present condition of the religious

world, but we think that the key-note to any adequate process of

amelioration Avas sounded by the author of Alton Locke, when ho

said, ' The only thing to regenerate the world is not more of any

system, good or bad, but simply more of the Spirit of God."' If we

would render such regeneration possible, it is imperatively necessary

that we should boldly and candidly avow the deficiencies and tiie

inherent disease of our present i-eligious practice and theological

methods, and by the discovery and confession of our errors prepare

ourselves for the task of seriously, soberly, and completely removing

them. Wc have blinked too long the real difiiculties of the case

;

we have denied, and endeavoured to bolster up oiu- consciences in

the denial of, charges, which, though false in their too wide expression,

and productive of most fallacious consequences, are nevertheless

founded upon a morbid and one-sided apprehension of valid ob-

jections. Wiih respect to the large mass of ci\ilized communities,

there can be no doubt that the Christian Church has lost the direc-

tion and censorship of both the private life and the public conduct

of men. So far then it fails to perform its legitimate mission, and

in order to retrieve its steps and regain its lost authority, it must

discover and acknowledge the causes of this temporary and partial

failure, abandon the useless and tedious occupation of lighting the

dead and buric<l ciiinueras of former infidelit}^, and adapt itself to

the urgent wants of the time by combatting new forms of error with

other and keener wea]>ons than of old, and by ministering to present

social ailments by a profound estimation of the causes and reniedies

of existing social, moral, and religious disease, ^iothing can be

gained by either denying the strength of an adversary, or refusing

to acknowledge our own weak points.

But worse, perliaps. than even those things which we have meu-

tioued as indications of the diseased state of our modern religious

systems, because the seat of the disease lies deeper, and the canker

is less easily reached, is the travesty of Christianity, which moulds

and modifies the doctrines of. the faith into a transcendental dream,

lubricating the clear, precise, p>ractical realities of a divine revelation

with the oily b\it poisonous slime of a spurious and seductive idealism.

Yet, it is unfortnnatel}- under this form, which is the mere phantasm

of religion, that modern (.'hristianity exhibits most vitallt}" and most

aptitude for credence; and though Dr. Chalmers and other divines

have boldly encountered and imperfectly refuted the weakened

form of this pseudo-philosophical religionism which was clTc!-ed
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to the British public by Morcll, the -well-ljciid of the error cannot

be reached, nor the ulcer Avhich it has produced arrested, until Strauss

be completely overthrown, and the systems of German Pantheism

from Avhich he drew, and which have percolated in feeble streamlets

throu;i,h the French eclecticism to all countries, have been swept

away before a sounder and juster philosuphy. The Christian apo-

logetics of modern times arc antiijuatcd and powerless; \ic burden

ourselves with the cumbrous ami inellicient armour of defence which

served in curlier days, but is useless against the attacks with which

vre are now assailed. The science, the phihjsophy, the social organ-

ization and the social passions of modern times are for the most part

adverse to Christianity, yet Ave refuse to avail ourselves of the ad-

vantages which are turned against us, and refuse to change our

tactics and strategy, Avlien the enemy by a skilful change of front

has turned our liank, and is marching unoj)posed as a conqueror

over our domain.

The origin of the theological difficulties wo have commented on

is of easy detection, if we are candid and bold enough to recognise

the truth which presses itself upon our notice. We have admitted,

oven within the sphere of our theology,—or, without any formal ad-

mission, the all-pervading spirit of the times has introduced into it,

—principles and maxims, Avhich, in their uidiinited acceptation, are

fatal to the permanent recognition of any authority, human or

divine. We have canonized, even in our religious contemplations,

the supremacy of the intellect, and now the creature threatens to

dethrone its Creator; for the intellectual Titans of the current ages,

like their precursors in heathen mythology, seek to scale heaven by

their own native powers, and by the suporpo.^ition of the lofty moun-

tains of terrestrial science. In the ancient legend human aid was

necessary even to secure the victory of the gods ; and the terrible

onslaught of the modern Giants must bo met with a more dexterous

use of their own terrestrial weapons. But the great error of which

we have been culpable is this : In the first Hush of the rebellion

against excessive and arbitrary hierarchical control, the absolute right

of the individual mind (which soon becomes synonymous with that

of the individual will) to interpret and thereby to establish its own

creed, and to determine the religious complexion of its own actions,

was laid down too broadly ; and tlie ministers as the advocates of

religion now find themselves estopped, without recognising the cause

of the estoppel, from denouneiiig the usurpations and tiie excdusive

claims of the intellect, in its most intellectual, but most purely human

phase, to wit, in its strict scientific development. Of our modern

theology it may be said,
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"She nursed the pinion which impcUM the steel,

AVhile the same plumage that had warm'd her nest

Draulc the hist lif..--ilrup of her bleeding breast."^

Indeed, something very muek like this has already been said, and

in a Review publi<]ied under the auspices of the Free Church of

Scotland.! When, too, the individual judgment is warped, betrayed,

excited, and blinded by the materialistic, sensual, pleasure-seeking,

mono}'- craving, debasing tendencies of the age in which we live, it

is too late to express surprise at the decline or impotence of that

religious faith, or the ineflicacy of that theology, which itself crippled

its own sinews, and broke its own Avand of empire at the outset.

But, if too late for wonder, it is not too late for contrition and reform;

and unless some means can be discovered of reconciling the claims

of reason and religion—of science and faith—without recognising

the joint and equal reign of both, or undul}' subordinating the latter

to the former, we may prepare ourselves betimes for the certain

enthronization of science or the Positive Philosoph}', as the sole

arbiter of human thought and practice.

To' show that we have neither exaggerated nor misrepresented the

deficiencies of our modern theology, and the ineflicacy of our religion

in modern practice, we take the liberty of citing the significant re-

mark of Dr. Chalmers :
" As things stand at present, our creeds and

confessions have become effete, and the Bible a dead letter ; and that

orthodoxy, which was at one time om* glory, by withering into the

inert and lifeless, is now the shame and reproach of all our Churches."

As we do not onr.-^clves forget that the main scope of the present

essay is to determine the probability of an approaching regeneration

of the modern intellect, in order to keep this aim distinctly before

the minds of our readers, and to facilitate the estimation of our

views, we beg them to compare the present condition of religion

with the religions aspects of the times immediately preceding the

career of Socrates, Abelard, and Bacon—the three periods of past

history which we have specified as likely to aflbrd analogies to the

present age, if it bo truly the precursor of a Kcw Instauration.

We shall not sufler ourselves to be detained to estimate tlie

- When the simile i.= t^ivcn to n^ so bcnntifully and forcibly in our o^\-n lanjruace

by Byron, we do not dc<Mn it ncce-Jsary to recur to either the Aves of Aristophanes,

V. SOS, or the Myniiid..ns of .Kichylus, fragm. 123, ed. Diudorf, for its earlier or

original c.\pres;i;'n.

t "The Christian i.'hurch would dip: her own grave, and might write over it

the pathetie confe<j^i.'U of Jacobi, that the head had prevailed over the heart, and

that she lay down in darkness without hope of a resurrection." North British

Review, Feb., 1S30; No. xxiv, art. v.
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sanctimonious, pharisaical, and -wavering moralitij—public and pri-

vate
—

"which is necessarily incident to such a condition of the reli-

gious -world as Ave have described. The dependence of true morality

upon the Christian faith is so intimate, that the divorce of the two,

or the decay of the latter, can only result in the substitution of

a hollow formalism—a -v\hited sepulchre, cleanly and decorous -with-

out, but full of dry bones within—for the genial and ever-operative

glow of conscious obedience to divine commands. ^Vo need only

add that, under the impulse of prevalent errors, immutable principles

and rigid rules of integrity have been in great measure supplanted

by temporary expediencies and the shifting caprices of private

sentiment. The reality of virtue has given place to its hypocritical

semblances, with which we first delude ourselves, and then hope to

deceive others. Nay, so for has this tendency been developed that

\ye have a popular system of morals, taught in our colleges, and un-

challenged in our marts, -which is founded upon this miserable counter-

feit of the reality; and Utilitarianism is welcomed with applause as

a safe guide, and credulously believed to be a tenable philosophy.

The tide is- indeed turning: all the various forms of Socialism are

so many emphatic protests against this wretched excuse for morality,

which has been deemed the sign of an advancing, instead of the mark
of a degraded civilization. Much as -we admire the general criticism

of Comte upon the fallacies of the day, there are few points which

more closely rivet our regard than the sagacity -\vith Avhich he has

detected, and the abihty with which he has exposed, the fallacies of

Utilitarianism, and the absolute want of a solid basis for our modern
ethics, practical or speculative. But, indeed, the perspicacity and

acumen of Comte are never at fault in unravelling the tangled v/ebs

of sophistry which have clustered around those popular fallacies, which

have elsewhere met with almost unquestioning acquiescence, and

too frequently with the undiscriminating admiration of the age;

—

Propiii uiirautur luoiistra furoris.-'

When -we note the sobriety and skilj w ith which M. Comte unveils

such errors, it is to us a source of amazement that a mind, -which

•winds its way so securely and unerringly through the mazes of ac-

credited delusion, should have failed to solve completely the great

enigma of the times, and should have so easily bewildered itself

and -wandered from the truth in the fanciful lab3-rinths of its own
construction. Let us add, however, that he is distinctly right in re-

cognising the necessity of an ethical reform, both in speculative and

practical morals, as the indispensable accompaniment and condition

'^- Clamlian., in Eutrop., lib. ii, v. ol9.

Fourth Series, Vol. IV.— -J-J
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of either social or intellectual renovation. As in the days of Socrates

so in our own, the restoration of sound morality and the rc-establish-

Dicnt of the firm p-inciples of morals is the sina qua non of either

advancement or alleviation. In our estimation, indeed, the moral

problem is absorbed by the roli.!zious one, and embraced by it.

To those whose attention has been arrested by the highest and

consequently the most obscure manifestations of human thought, the

incto]>]njsical phiiosopJn/ of the nineteenth century is not the least

significant or suggestive of the portentous signs of the times. In

this difilcult and airy dejiartmcut of speculation wc can readily detect,

notwithstanding the confidence of its tone and the arrogance of its

language, the same hesitancy and confusion, the same want of clearly

apprehended and consistent principles, accompanied by the same
erratic energy, and the same self-suflicioncy, which arc displayed in

the other intellectual phenomena of the day. All schools have their

modern representatives. From the dim mysticism of oriental philo-

sophies, Hindoo or Gnostic, down to the most purcl}^ materialistic ex-

plication of the phenomenal laws of the universe, every old opinion has

been revived and refurbished, though they now appear under disguised

or fantastic forms, and contend for the mastery with each other, before

they have accurately examined either the validity or the stability of

the bases on which they respectively rest. The hasty assumption

of primordial data, by a mistaken application of a supposed inductive

process, but. in reality, in compliance with a mere vague impulse,

or a v.'ild and fanciful assurance, has been made the point of de-

parture of all the multitudinous systems of metaphysics, which,

within the last half- century, have dazzled their credulous votaries,

and often hopelessly bafiied those who were not acolytes of their

schools. Even Ka'.it is, in many respects, obnoxious to this censure;

for his system is ])avtially founded upon foregone conclusions, though

their employment is not perceived by him, and there is an interfusion

in all his reasonings of unexamined })rinciples. which vitiate his

scheme, and introduce inconsistencies and invalidities into the most

beautiful and perfect specimen of profound metaphysical research.

2<or docs Comtc e?caj>c this defect by his negation of metaphysics,

for this negation is a no less unwarrantable assumption than any

other presumptive tenet would have been.

But, besides the extension and development of half-forgotten

systems, with a rare recogriition of the actual relation of the later to

the earlier forms, other schemes have been propounded, which blend

in an intricate web iho characteristics of different previous methods

of procedure, and conceal their affinities by the wild reveries with

which they arc combined and gilded over. The wheels of all the
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recent forms of philosophy rim in the nits which h;ul been -woni lon^

ago ; but at times they pass so rapidly from one tnick in the stodivm

to another, and wind about so curiuusly and intricately, as they

follow the interlacing lines of former circles, that it is almost im-

possible for either their adepts or others to recognise the actual

character and direction of their courses throughout their whole

extent. But, while hazarding this condensed criticism of modern

metaphysical speculation, vre are blind neither to the pre-eminent

intellectual abilities which have been devoted to this renewal of o:d

projects, nor to the fact that tlie researches of the great mhids which

have already ennobled this century, have uncovered to the day ::?

great fundamental problems of metaphysics and ontology, which tlicy

have been nnable to solve, but which demand a partially satisfactory

solution before real progress in any direction is possible, or the

intellect can cease to be the cause of its o^^^l stumbling. It rnnst

bo observed, too, that the result of this devious and chimerical in-

vestigation of the sublime enigmas of the human intellect has been

to revive in late years, with renewed interest an-l with brighter hopes

of some partially satisfactory solution, the groat problem of the

certitude of human knowledge, which both lies at the foundation of

metaphysics, and must constitute the regulating principle of all intel-

lectual development, scientific, philosophical, or practical. Gioberti

and llosmini. Franck and Javary, A^'ra, ?tIercior, and Gerbct, rlie

greater and the lesser minds of our time, are at length addressing

themselves with a clear perception of the true aims of philosophy, to

the determination of this primary and all-important question. The

same instinctive recognition of the great desideratum of the times

has also induced M. Comte to attempt a. solution of this riddle of tlie

human mind by lopping off that portion of knowledge which is the

source of difficulty and the fountain-head of thuse anomalies and

antinomies which appear to refuse to be reduced to cither imiform

laws or fixed principles. The misfortune has been that hitherto

philosophers, with scarcely an exception, have confined themselves

to the old i-ange and mode of procedure, and have sought by a further

extension and stricter development of those very systems which

have caused and at length pressed into the open day their errors

and paralogisms, to escape from the fatal conserjuences which liave

been incident to the contracted stadium within which the discursions

of the intellect have been restrained. The same guide, which has

betm'ed their floundering steps into the hopeless ([uicksands whore

no firm footing is to be found, is still employed to lead them on to

a solid gi'oimd which is fancied to lie beyond. A'uin hope ! they

have taken as their exclusive authority that very scientific intellect
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which has undcrraincJ all nutliority, and occasioned all their em-

barrassments.

A re lualvagio consiglier pcggiore.

The great metaphysical problem of the nineteenth century, which is

the present eni^^ma of the modern sphinx, cxtcndinp; its influence as

its doom to the permanence and vitality of all forms of human de-

velopment, individual or social, is to determine the bond of concilia-

tion by which the world of knowledge can be rescued from its purely

experimental character, and the external world invested with some-

thing more than the shadowy phases of a merely phenomenal ex-

istence :* in otlier words,—in the language of the German schools,

—

to give knowledge, both in its subjective and objective aspects, the

stability^ and reality which are now denied to it by- Sensationalism

as well as by Idealism ; and to exhibit the intimate harmony, if not

entire identity, of the fundamental principles which determine the

mutual dependence and yet dissimilarity of the two. After this

point has been settled, the question arises, which is concei-ned with

the application "and development of this primitive doctrine, as to the

limitations within which this doctrine is to be held, and within

which each of its modes of development can be safel}'- and logically-

employed.

The great problem to which we have alluded has been reached,

perhaps pro[toundod by the general tenor of our modern philosophy

;

the necessity of a solution h:is been indistinctly perceived : and some
blind and staggering ciVorts have been made to vault over, rather

than to explore the difliculty. M. Comte's mode of procedure has

been already alluded to ; and kindred with it, though less consistent,

is the attempt of .Mill. The German school has ruslied to the other

extreme ; while the French Eclectics, like tlie blind Polyphemus in

the cave of the Cyclopes, dash their heads vainly first against cue

° It is, perhaps, co.ixing too far tlio iuterprctatiou of the mysticism and ob-

scurity of Hociu' Wronski to recoi,'uise the dim suspicion of this fundamental
problem in the following: enigmatical passage of his Mtssianisme, torn, ii, pp. 4.39,

460:— "Pour pen que Ton approfondisse, d'une part, le scepticisme de Hume, et

de I'autrc surtout, la dualite de Leibnitz, que nous venons de signaler comme
ayant ettS tout a la fois, et les termes respectifs du sensualisme et du rationalismc
philosophiqucs, et Ics motifs do la nourelle tendance de la philosophic, on re-

connaitra que cette tendance sup.'rieurc cousistc a di-couvrir un Principe Jhsolv.

qui puisse d'une part, concilier ou au moins embrasser eu lui les deux principes

heterog-.nes de I'univors, c'est-a-dirc, Ic savoir et Tetre, el de I'autre part, fonder
peremptoircment la certitude <le.s connaissanccs philosophiques. Comme tel.

ce principe inconditionncl de IV-tre ct du savoir, n'cst rien autre que I'Jbsolu

lui-mome, cetle source supreme de toute r<'-alitu." This last sentence pluu'^es us
so deep into the peculiar mysticism of iVessmiu^m, that lierc we leave M. Wronski.
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side ami then against the other s'ulc of the cavern, which is to them

hopelessly and impenetrably dark, notwithstanding the fancied

spectres which float before their unperceiving eyes. The Germans

are at least consistent; they have innnersed themselves in the in-

finite abyss of Pantheism, and have identified the creation with the

Creator, the objective with the subjective side of knowledge, and

have suffered the object known and the subject knowing to be both

simultaneously absorbed in the fountain-head of knowledge and the

material of knowledge, whence both are rcpresent-ed as emanating and

returning by an incessant pulsation of the Godhead—the continuous

efflux and reflux of divinity from and to its own centre. Such an ex-

planation may beguile the mind by the apparent perspicuity of its

phi-aseology, and simplicity of its doctrine ; or it may overwhelm it by

the rigidity of its logic, as well as by the obscurity and fluidity of its

substance ; but no form of Pantheism can be accepted by a sober,

reflecting mind, which is self-conscious of its own processes and

their results at every step of its deductions, for it deprives the intellect

of any fixed point of view from which to survey the universe, and

denies it any stable ground on which to stand, {the postulated ~ov

GTU) of Archimedes,) in its interpretation of the facts or phenomena

of either life or nature.

But, though such be the delusive and chaotic state of metaphysical

philosophy, we think that, in its secret and troubled workings, which

have stirred it from its lowest deeps, it lias thrown up on its shores,

as the results of its tempestuous agitations, the great philosophical

problem of the nineteenth century, and that it now impotently and

blindly fumbles over the difficulties which it has evoked, without

being competent, in conserpionce of the indistinctness and invalidity

of its own priuciples, to give the urgently demanded solution.

We shall not follow the innuonees of erroneous mctophvsics in

their reaction upon all the sciences, the religious life, or the social

and political action of the day, nor trace the modes in which the

distemperature in these branches of intellectual development has

reacted upon metaphysical philosophy itself, important as both these

inquiries necessarily are to the full comprehension of the diseases

of the times, their causes and their prospective issue. It suffices

for our present purpose to have shown tliat metaphysics, like morals

and theology, has its own great problem demanding adequate solu-

tion, and is unable in its present state to satisfy tlie demand which

is made upon it. It is the magnitmle of the intellectual require-

ments of the times, their relations, their interdependence, and their

universality, which must determine whether a New Instauration is

essential to further intellectual progress.
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The f^encral tonov of tluit criticism ^Yllich ^"e contemplate Attempt-

ing hercaftor, though not in the ])rosent essay, on the former ])erioi.ls

of intellectual crisis, Avill sulhci.'ntly reveal the close analogies be-

tween the ethical and mctajihysical. and also the logical wants of the

jjresont age, and the similar necessities of the generations preceding

previous intclloctual reforms.

From the tendency of our hurried observations it will be readily

gathered, that the iiictnphysical aberrations and incapacities which

Ave have signalized, originate almost entirely in the nebulous domain

of what is termed by Kant Transcendental Logic. But dim and

cloudy as is that supramundano region, even when the skies of intel-

lect are in other vcspccls most clear and serene, it is thence that the

rains descend which fertilize and determine the expansion of all

sciences, and it is through them that all the heavenly light which

illumines the mind is refracted. As the lofty mountains of the ter-

restrial globe penetrate the mists and clouds of the upper air, so-

the summits of all human sciences hide themselves in the obscm-ity

of metaphysical and logical speculation; and it is in that dusky

region that vre nuist grope for the discovery of their principles and

the rules which in.nu-e their accurate and healthy development.

Hence it is, that, in a period like the present, when all intellect is

so profoundly agitated, wc arc obliged to recur to these arduous and

ethereal branches, who.-e necessary use is hardly recognised or sus-

pected in the ordinary ])eriods of tranrpiillity. Our present dif-

ficulties arc in great measure attributable to the neglect of Logic, and

the looseness of metaphysical speculation, which have characterized

the centuries since the l>acoTiiau Instauration. We have neglected

to establish correctly the principles, condition.?, and limit:itions of

valid reasoning: we have slighted Aristotle nnd scorned the school-

men; wc have employed premises obtained by insufficient or un-

warrantable processes, which are neither true in themselves nor co-

extensive with the amplitude of the conclusions v.hich they have been

conceived to support ; and we have either narrowed unduly the range

of human thought, or rejected with contempt the controlling influence

of well-marked lines of demarcntion be3'ond Vihich the human mind

at any rate, in its present stage of development, cannot safely or con-

sistently wander. Safe in the supposed universality and infallibility

of our processes of observation, experience, and induction, and de-

luding ourselves into the belief that the whole Uaconian philosophy

is contained in the mutilated fragment of it of which wc boast, we

have forgotten that the validity uf even these instruments in their

most perfect form depends almost entirely upon their em])loymeni

by the reason, and we have heedlessly overlooked the necessity of
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analyzing and regulating our logical procedure at the same time that

wc were bunting for what were unduly considered the only real facts

for use. But, if the data of Transcendental Logic have been imper-

fectly determined or habitually slighted, the doctrines of the mere
science, as the prescriptions of the art, have been wholly disregarded,

or contemptuously flouted, without being understood. Through a

regularly diminvcndo scale, the estimation in which Logic has been

held and the use which has been made of it iiave rapidly descended

since Peter Ramus and John Milton, or even since llaymund Lully,

until, a few years back, the lowest attainable liinit was reached, and

this essential branch of learning was represented in popular belief

by the miserable and illogical shreds of ^Vatts and Hedge. True,

the tide has at length turned, and this we regard as one of the most
fiivourable omens of the time. The inquiries luidertaken by Kant,

and prosecuted by the gi-eat leaders of the derivative schools of

Transcendentalism ; the raore recent labours of Mill, Hamilton, and

De iMorgan, and the daily returning reverence for Aristotle, evince

a growing sense of the necessity of recalling the lose science, rather

than any very great aptitude for its enlargement and reconstruction.

The importance, however, of this incipient movement can scarcely

be fully appreciated, until we master the lessons taught by all former

intellectual renovations, and to be exhibited hereafter in some detail.

It is somewhat remarkable that ~Sl. Comte, though cashiering Logic

at the outset of his work, has himself noted and constantly censures

in strong terms the looseness and illogical te.xturc of modern reason-

ing, and has rendered signal service towards the cn-ovginentation—
we cannot say constitution—of Inductive Dialectics. His labours

have been employed by ^\ hewell, and turned to profitable account

by iMill : the latter has cordially acknowledged his obligations ; the

former has appropriated them with ungracious and suspicious silence.

These indications, however, of a returning sense of the necessity of
logical studies have not yet been welcomed with any corresponding
change in practice; nor could this have been expected, since none of

the philosophers whom we have mentioned, with the exception of

Kant,* has analyzed the foundations on which the superstructure,

to be either valid or adequate, must rest. If, indeed, De Morgan
understands his own Formal Logic, which is put forth with much
pretension, it is more than we iiave been able to do, thouirh we have
accorded to it a more diligent study than it apparently merits; and
if Mr. Mill fails to perceive the deficiencies, fallacies, and inconse-

° Of course, Tve cannot stop to analyze the analysis of Kant, but can onlv sav,

without being altogether accurate, that it rather examiueJ received doctrines

than extended their rancre.
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qucnces of liis own valuable -work, Ave luight, perhaps, aid him in

their dotcction. Of Sir AVilliam JIainilton Ave will only say that any

permanent fame corresiKindin^ witli his apparent capacity must bo

acquired by ulterior pi'oductions; for of his published works, much
as they deserve approbation, wc must say as was said by Cicero in

regard to a diiFerent subject, " Nun res laudanda, scd sjjcs est."'^'-

Thus Logic needs extension as well as renewed estimation ; the lead-

ing intellects of the day are becoming sensible of this ^^ant, and also

discovering that the science is imperfect both in its higher and its

lower branches, and that its habitual neglect hitherto as science and

as art has exercised a most deleterious influence on the forms and

the conclusions of modern intellectual development.

With a defective system of Logic, or without the practical recogni-

tion of any, the expectation, credulously entertained, that the ex-

perimental sciences would be free from the risk of logical errors,

has been eminently irrational, and has been grievously disappointed.

It is by no means surprising, however, that there should have been

a general failure, on the part of the votaries of science, to recognise

the fallacies involved in their favourite jjursuits, for, besides being

almost uniformly the last class of cultivated men to accept or to

perceive the necessit}' for any great intellectual mutation, the narroAV-

ness of the intvUiuible sphere to which they have confined them-

selves—supposing it the while to be illimitable—proves a positive bar

to their discovery of its imperfections. The exclusive devotion to

the experimental method, which has not been apprehended with either

the sobriety or the just appreciation of its value uith Avhich it was

contemplated by its great legislator. Bacon, has limited its criticism

of the intellectual jjnjcesses euiployed by it, to a usere examination

of the fallacies of sense and the formal conditions of ordinary induc-

tion. "We are not insensible to the beauty and profundity of Sir

John Ilerschcrs ].")iscoursc on Natural Philosopliy; wc are not in-

clined to underrate the value or the solidity of the third and fourth

books of ;Mr. Mill's J^iogie; and we are still less disposed to deny

the services rendered by M. Comte to the Logic of Liduction ; but

still we must assert that science has denied itself the indispensable

benefit of a vantage ground beyond its own limited sphere, Avhence

it might security survey its own legitimate range, and determine the

conditions of its own validity, and the extent of its incompetency.

This want Comte is naturally prevented from suspecting by the essen-

tial character of the Positive Philosophy. P)ut, though neither the

actual nature of the defect nor its cause has yet been clearly recognised,

the consequences are already becoming sufficiently apparent.

"^ Fiv.giii. Iiaoit. K'.-i PuLl., cit. Soivius., Comm. !\'.l Virg. jEn., \i, S77.
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The numerous efforts wliicli have been made in recent years to

review, criticise, co-ordinate, and reclassify the sciences, with the pur-

pose of facilitating their symmetrical adunatioii and jtrospcctive am-

plification, furnish indubitable evidence of a latent and instructive

sentiment that, notwithstanding our noisy boasts about the age of

intellect, some new principles, or some revision of old ones, arc es-

sentially required for the accurate determination of the truth and

validity of our scientific conclusions. The "svorks of Comte, Aza'is,

Ampere, Whcwell, }tlill, Wronski, and a host of others, indicate, with

greater or less precision, the existence of such a want, and have

commenced, with varying degrees of ability and success, that pre-

liminary criticism of the sciences which is felt to be essential to

their further progress, and by "which alone their inherent vices and

the modes of redressing them can be discovered. This retrospection

of former acquisitions, and the formal registry, as it were, of present

possessions—the Domesday r>oke of Science—are an almost certain

guarantee that current methods of procedure have displayed nearly

their whole efiicacy, and that a limit has been reached, beyond which

it is impossible to proceed Avith any just confidence, -without re-

curring to first principles, and a reconstitution or reform of the

scientific methods hitherto exclusively eni]doyed. This significance

of the modern attitude of the sciences is, indeed, apparently avowed

in express terms, by Dr. AVhewell, as the stimulus for the composi-

tion of his -works on the Inductive Sciences. We may draw fresh

courage froui the augury : for this symptom of our existing science

may be regarded both as a sign of its supervening enervation in its

present form, and also as an ouicn of ai)pruaebiug renovation under

ampler conditions.

The censure of the science of the nineteenth century, which -we

have ventured to offer, is necessarily vague and indistinct from its

extreme brevity, and the exclusion of all details ; but our space

does not permit us to be minute, nor do we consider ourselves

authori.^ed by our inadequate acquaintance with the multitudinous

sciences themselves to do anything more than present a few general

reflections upon what we regard as the characteristic faults of

procedure which are common to all of them, but most especially

attributable to those which are esteemed the most rigid and firmly

established—the Physical Sciences. Our brevity in this respect is

the less to be regretted, inasnnich a.'^ the defects of modern science

—

its omissions, its unwarrantable assumptions, and its inconsequential

reasoniu'-'-s—have been to no inconsiderable extent exposed with re-

markable sagacity and with singular fulness of detail by 'SI. (.'omte,

who has dwelt, perhaps, too frequently upon the specialization of
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modern intellect, whereas it is equally guilty of the opposite offence

of crude and premature generalization, lie lias failed to recognise

its erroneous!}' exclusive character, Avhich is the chief sin of his o^vn

philoso})hy ; but he has justly shown the impending sterility of re-

ceived scientific procedure, and its debasing subordination to purely

utilitarian ends. If we had the time and the ability now for the execu-

tion of the task, which at some future day we hope to achieve, the

charges which avc should bring against modern science would lie beyond

the domhin of Comte's speculations, and would be equally applicable

to Iiis own Positive System, which is the very sublimation of the

scientiGc tendencies of his age, and their purest and most consistent

reaUzation; for the fecundating principle of evil which we discover

in the much lauded science of the times, consists in its divorce from

all other knowledge, in its negation of everything not demonstrated

in accordance with its own exclusive views, and in its failure to re-

cognise its own dependence upon higher but less systematic sources

of knowledge. In the mean time, however, we have no hesitation

in rcfen-ing to the lirst three volumes of the Corns de PlalusopJdc

Positive for the special criticism of the Physical Sciences, and for

sufficient confinnation of the general tenor of our remarks, though

not of our separate positions : we would also most particularly refer

to the first volume of tliat great work for the exposure of the improper

and illegitimate a])p]ications of Mathematics, and the insecurit}'' of

its foundations in its liigher departments; for, though we do not

agree with his prufounl strictures in all respects, and dissent cntiroly

from him in our intL-rprctation of the characteristics of mathGinatienl

truth; though we must conceive any survey of this or the other

sciences impcrfocL, which is exclusively made from a point within

their sphere, that is to say, from a purely positive point of view, and

must regard this as peculiarly insufficient to satisfy tlie necessities

of the jiresent tinics
;
yet all the obvious objections to the actual con-

stitution of ^Mathematics and the Sciences, and many which are

visible onl}' to tho most acute scrutiny, are exhibited by M. Comte

with masterly skill. There is, indeed, one defect of our mathematical

science which his philosophy precluded him from apprehending,

(ind wliich we will accordingly indicate here. The metaphysics of

i\lathematics is unheeded, or, if heeded, is not understood by modem
mathematicians : indeed, this branch of the science has never been

accurately constituted; and the consequence is, that when we leave

the simpler branches of the study, and plunge into the abysses of

the Calculus, under its various modifications and applications, Ave are

hurried along by the irresistible force of our blind machinery, with-

out adequate consciousness of the significance of the se\eral stages
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of" advancement, without the means of detectin.::!; adventitious ciTors,

and without the liopc of comprehcndin;^ the vnlidity or the invalidity

of the reasoning which is disguised under our algehraic symbols.

To us the Calcuhis, in the hands of modern mathematicians, is like

the Dutchman's steam leg: before the journey is commenced, the

direction and even the distance may be determined ; but once set in

motion, it hurries on regardless of everything but the completion of

its route, and drags along the unfortunate wretch attached to it, with-

out permitting him the least control of his own progress, or the least

deviation from the arbitrarily prescribed course. This is an ob-

jection which, from M. Comte's pohit of view, could not have been

apprehended, and which we may, perhaps, have exaggerated; but

though we do not regard M. Comte's criticism as complete, we
refer to it as amply sufficient to demonstrate the urgent necessity of

scientific reform. The mere English reader may discover a few ad-

ditional censures and many repetitions of Comte's observations in

AVhewell's History and Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, which

may be profitably consulted as his philosophy is entirely diverse

from that of Comte ; and inquirers of a lower grade may find some
shrewd but humble speeulations on tliis subject in the Genie da XJXe
siccJe of M. Alletz. We are, of coiirsc, as little disposed to accept

or endorse the infidel tendencies, remarks, or doductions of Comte,

as we arc to assent to the feeble, spurious, and blundering Kantism

of Whewell. Both writers, however, indicate the consciousness of

existing defects in science, and the necessity of a general renovation

of its whole structure. "Whewell, indeed, scarcely conceals the vain

delusion that he may be destined to be the Bacon to inaugurate the

new reform; and Comte has been hailed with this title by his fol-

lowers, and has himself avowed his conviction that only through

his philosophy can the desired regeneration be effected.

When we pass to the applications of science and pliilosophy to

practice—or what is usually held to be practice beyond the domain
of either—we enter upon the province occuj)ied by the latter and

larger moiety of M. Comte's great work ; lor his projected science

of Sociology, which has been welcomed with very flattering ac-

ceptance, embraces both the different branches of Positive Ethics

and Positive Psycholog;^-, and also attcnii)ts with very great success

to reduce to a scientific form all the riianifestations of the public and

private life of communities. It is not the purpose of the present

essay to examine, or to express any opinion on the subject of M.
- Comte's Sociology; as we have already said, we must examine the

Sijstinic de PoU'iquc. Positiic before cnteriug upon this inquiry.

We have referred to this science at present solely to authorize our
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combining under one head, for the ])urposc of enabling us to ac-

complij^h our proposed task with greater brevity, the very various

topics which wouhl otlierwise demand to be considered under separate

divisions. This course is not designed as an approval of ^I. Comte's

procedure, but solely as a measure of expediency with respect to the

attainment of our own immediate objects.

At a time when Europe is convulsed with revolution, and shock

after shock vibrates through the Avholc family of civilized nations, as

if the ancient order of things, with its hopes, its boasts, its great

achievements, and its delusive splendours, were destined to be buried

under the waves of a new cataclysm; when the theories of the

political economists have only succeeded in multiplying wealth in

the hands of the wealthy, of taking away from him that hath nothing

even that which he liath, and of increasing both the bitterness and

extent of pauperism : when Socialists and Communists, Positivists

and Messianists, assert their claims to exclusive dominion over

the regulation and re-organization of societies, which are now left

Avithout any adequ;itc direction, and a prey to all the miseries which

have sprung from fallacious and unlicensed habitudes of thought and

action, for relief from the fatal cousoquencos of which errors they

vainl}' look to those eifete and antiquated systems, Avhich have not

impeded, if they have not actually occasioned their present ruinous

condition,—at a time, when the lust of gain is the sole impulse of

human activity, and almost the only umpire of human life ; when
nations have been cut loose from their moorings, and drift about on

the storaiy seas of political and social agitation without rudder as

without pilot; Avhen all the bonds that of old linked man to man in

harmonious intercommunion and mutual dependence have been rudely

snapped asunder, and society has declined from a vital organization

to a loose and fluctuating aggregation of men ; when intellect has

become the slave of avarice,, though proclaiming its incontestable

dominion over the universe, and science has descended into the mere

tool of huckstering gain; when all classes are profoundly agitated

and consumed with reciprocal jealousies, because steeping their daily

bread in the life-blood of each other; when all authority, religious,

political, social, domestic, or intellectual, meets with only a transient

and hesitating obedience,—at a time like this, it were folly to dwell

upon the political, the economical, the social, or the doniestic aspects

of the day. in oriler to deduce from a detailed examination of them

a measured response to the inquiry, whether these are such as to

suggest tiie necessity of a general reform of the intellectual convic-

tions which have reduced the civilized world to such a state, or have

suffered the continuance of such evils. The answer is borne to us
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upon every wind that sweeps from beyond the ocean : in the Parlia-

mentary Reports of England, in the statistical tables of the Irish

popidation, in the memoirs of the French Academy, in the note-books

of travellers, and in the essays of the poor-law doctors, as well

as in the whirlwind of revolution, whose temporary lull only indicates

a more violent coming out-burst, the same voice of Avarning is upon
the blast, announcing in tones that cannot be n)istakcn, except by
the most perverse stupidity, the alternative of an immediate regenera-

tion of the whole circle of speculation and practice, or of imminent
and overwhelming disaster.

The analogies between the social charactei'istics of the present

times and those of the other critical ages of humanity which we have
regarded as suitable aids or tests for our speculations, are singularly

close and striking, as will be afterwards made apparent, and as may
be detected by even a hasty examination.

In closing tliis part of our investigation wc would remind our
readers that our object on the present occasion has not been to dis-

cover the remedies to be applied to the evils which we have pointed
out, nor even to determine exactly the nature or extent of those evils,

but simply to show that the diseases with whicli the present century

is infected arc of such a character as to recpiire a complete intellectual

renovation for their satisfactory removal. To settle accurately the

diagnosis of the maladj^ and to determine the therapeutics to be
employed, and the modes of their ap])lication, is an ulterior and
entirely distinct problem.

Summary as has been our hurried consideration of the aspect of

the times—and no one can be more sensible than ourselves of either

its excessive compression or of its manifold deficiencies—we think

that it sufficiently indicates the need of another Bacon, or of such a

universal instauration of the intellect, as would be analogous to tJiat

introduced by the sage of Yerulam, oidy penetrating deeper than

before, as befits the more advanced cultivation of the age, and com-
prehending a vaster scope for the exercise of its curative powers.

But this investigation has also furnished a few passing indications

both of the sense of this necessity, and also of an expectation, more
or less faint, that the want is about to be supplied. The justice,

however, of this expectation remains to be established by furtlier

evidences, which we will endeavour to furnish in a very brief forjn.

A strong presumptive evidence of the reasonableness of this hope
may be detected in the general tenor and tone oi' our current literature,

notwithstanding this too shows clearly the chaotic confusion in which

it is weltering for want of fixed principle.-?, and its almost entire sub-

jection to the licentious and passionate individualism of the da}'.
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Science and philosophy, as we have already seen, have faintly dis-

tinp^uisued beyond the haze which suvrouuds them, sliadows of ap-

proaching change, and have made efTorts, for the most part both vain

and vague, to acconiplisli prematurely the incumbent duty, either

partially or completely-, and thus " outstrip the slow result of time."

With an impatience Avhich springs from a keen instinctive perception

of the urgent need, uncontrolled by any sufficient knowledge of the

preliminary conditions of its healthy satisfaction, and with a rashness

which argues their own audacity rather than their competency for

the task, authors of all grades of eminence or insignificance, and of

all shades of ability, have flooded the press with their own special

propositions for a sweeping reform. ^Iraiy of them certainly illustrate

the truth.

Tout esprit n'est pas comixiSe d'une titofle,

Qui se troiive tailk'C d fiiire un philosopher"

But such names as Comtc, ^lill, and Wronski, cannot be properly

included in any sucli category; least of all the first, for the last only

proves that the most fatal union—as fatal as his own Union-Ahsolue—
is the alliance -of profound philosophy with extravagant folly:

—

nil cxitinliiis qvam cum rationc insanirc.j But the instances are

endless around us, in which the most chimerical dreams of fancy in

its wildest moods have been gravely commended by the patronage of

really acute and able minds.j "What has been thus crudely appre-

hended by science and philosophy, has been more distinctly perceived

by the critical literature of the times, and still more clearl}' foreseen,

without generating the intemperate desire for premature realization,

by the divine frenzy of poetic inspiration, which scales the heaven

in the early morning like the lark, hails with prophetic instinct the

fu'st rosy dawn of light on the distant mountains, and heralds forth

the coming day, without pretending to hasten its advent, or determine

the exact mode of its appearance. ]\Iuch of our recent poetry breathes

the cheerful air of hoju-ful anticipation—dashed, indeed, in its ex-

pression with the individual idiosyncrasies of difiereut authors.

Thus, the poet of the Reverberations sings :

—

True the plaint,—but, if more true,

I vrouM not ilcplore it;

—

If an Jvleu fatle from view,

Tii:ie may yd restore it.

-' Moli<:'re, Les Foluucs Savantos, actc i, scCne i.

t JI. Cornelius Ai-'ripi-a, I>e Vanitate .S:ieiitiarum, c. i.

I "Sjmnioruni patrooinium philosophi susrcpcntnt, ncc ii quidem crntemptis-

simi, scvl in primis acuti, et cousequentia et repugnantia videntes."

—

Ck. de Div.,

lib. ii, c. l.xxii, § loO,
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Winter still succeeds to spring,

15ut fresh springs arc coming

;

Other birds are on the wing,

Other bees are humming.

Tennyson, tlic Laureate of EnglaiKl, aisi)]ays tlic same enthusiastic

creclcucc in the future, though still more distinctly and in a more

self-conscious manner. His ^vholc poetry is, indoed, irradiated

throughout with the ever-present sevitiuicnt of the certainty and

magnhude of the coming change; and this sublime instinct con-

stitutes the loftiest merit of his genuine poetic inspiration.

Not in Tain the distance beacons. Forward, forward, let us range

;

Let the great world spin forever down the ringing grooves of change.

Through the shadow of the ghibe wc sweep into the younger day:

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay.

And in that splendid and most philosophic poem, " The Palace of

Art," the dim mutter of the same oracuhuMvisdom forms the under-,

tone of the whole allegory.

. As in strange lands a traveller walking slow.

In doubt aud great perplexity,

A little before raoou-risc lioars the low

Moan of an unknown sea

;

And knows not if it be thunder or a sound

Of stones thrown down, or one deep cry

Of great wild beasts ; then thiuketh, " I have found

A new land, but I die."

And, again, in " The Poet's Song:"

And the nightingale thought, " 1 have sung many songs,

But never a one so gay.

For he sings of what the world will be,

When the years have died away."

If we r:.. „. .. 'htly comprehend the significance of that strange medley,

The PriiTcess" it is designed to convey the prophetic anticipation

of a better age, already knocking at the doors, when the supremacy

of intellect which has caused our i)rc.->c-nt confusion, shall m con-

sequence of its own restoration to health, give place to the nobler

dominion of religious sentiment and moral duty. But the whole of

Tennyson's poetry is coloured with the glow raised by the confident

hope of a better and healthier organization of the intillectual con-

dition of the world. The same song, which he sings with so many

returns is also re-echoed in fuller or fainter notes by a hundred minor

poets, who have cither caught at second-hand the in.spiration, or have

been 'touched by the magic of the approaching change.
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Such examples of the cheerful and prophetic spirit of our recent

poetry might be inilefiuitely rnuUipiicJ; the difficulty is to reduce

the number of our selections—not to find them. It would be equally

eas}' to produce like evidence of the assured belief of the coming re-

novation from other sources, usually regarded as of greater authority.

From the works of philosophers and divines, and from the essays

in the English and Continental Eeviews testimony -which would be

stronger to some minds, though improperly so, could be easily col-

lected. Indeed, we have before us at this time, a long series of such

testimonials, which we have been gathering for some 3'ears in the

course of our reading, but we do not insert them here, both on account

of the inordinate S})ace which they would occupy, and because on

this point Ave regard the higher poetry of the day as the most credible

of all witnesses.

The reform thus ja-oclaimed by poetry, and whose urgent necessity

is attested by the more sober speculations of men, may be reasonably

expected ; for, in addition to this sort of oracular vaticination, a

strong incentive to hope is afforded by the unquestionable intellectual

energy and abirrty of the time. There is no decline of intellectual

activit}-, but rather an excess; no sign of intellectual enervation,

but rather of Herculean strength directing its forces to mistaken

ends and under unfavourable conditions, because in the midst of a

distempered atmo.-phere. In such circumstances we may legitimately

regard the notes of promise as indications of its fulfilment, and the

voice of hope as the prelude to the song of victory.

We have thus arrived at a satisfactory answer to the first great

question in connexiiHi Aviih this subject ; and have concluded, we think,

on valid grounds, that a new Instauration is required, and may be

expected at no distant time. xV future essay Avill afford us the op-

portunity of determining the characteristics of "the future man,*'*

and of weighing the claims of Comte to be regarded as the Bacon
of the nineteenth century.

" Tennyson's Trinccss. conclusion. In oxir citations from Tennyson, wc
omitted in conscquenc*.- of its lengtli, perhaps the most striking indication of his

- active faith, which is furnished by the scries of his poems. This is the acephalous

poem, printed vol. i, pp. 201-20S of the American edition; and especially that

part of it commciicinfr,

Even now wo hoar «ith inward strifo,

.\ motion toiling in tlie gloom

with whicli iiifiy be compared Jordano Bruno, De Minimi Inv., lib. i, c. i, p. 97,

cit. Brucker. Hist. Crit. Phil., torn. v. p. 9. (Add also to our citations: Bailey,

Festus, p. 2S0, Am. ed.)
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Art. U.—colonization.

1. Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Jlmcrican Colonization Society. 'Washing-

ton, 1851.

2. Nineteenth Annual Report of the New- York State Colonization Societij. New-

York, ISol.

Afiucax Colonizcition is among the great facts of the first half of

the nineteenth century. A Christian couimon\Yealth. animated by

the spirit of modern civilization, now occupies the abandoned sites

of the slavers' barracoons ; and, -whether in the form of increasing

Cliristian states stretching along the pestilent Guinea coast, or only

in the wasting vestiges of a vigorous but shortlived civilization, the

mem.orials of that work will long remnin, and in the distant future

it will appear to have been among the memorable things of the pre-

sent age.

The history of European misrule in Wcsteni Afi'ica is among the

darkest chapters in the annals of human depravity and crime. The

simultaneous discovery and occupation of America gave a greatly

increased importance to African conmierce. From an early antiquity

Africa to the south of the Great Desert was kno\ni almost exclusively

as an exporter of slaves. Before the age of the Caisars slaves from

beyond the mountains of Nubia or the Great Desert were sold in the

marts of Carthage and Cairo, and were to be seen in the rich villas

of the luxurious ]lomans. The same trade was prosecuted to a

limited extent by the Saracens ; but its growth was greatly circum-

scribed by the genius of Islamism, by wiiich freedom was awarded

to all slaves who cnibraced the faith of the I'rophet.

The exportation of slaves from Africa grew out of the pre-

valence of slavery in that country. No despotism is so intense

as that of an African king, and nowhere else is there found

so general and complete a system of slavciy as prevails in the

kingdoms of that continent. Slaves are the chief commodity ; in

this form wealth is chiefly embodied, and the price of things is

reckoned at so many slaves. "When Kuropcan commerce had created

new wants, slaves were freely offered in exchange for the coveted

"wares; and as slave-labour was the only available form of African

industry, the trade in slaves naturally began to be regarded with

favour by the European merchants.

Down to the middle of the fifteenth century, however, the demand for

labour was too limited to create, to any considerable extent, a demand
for African slaves; nor was the foreign slave-trade known till the de-

FouRTH Series, Vol. IV.—23
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mand for labour iu tlic Aiuerican colonics called it into existence.

The adaptation of the African, -wlio iiad been reared in bondage, to

the condition of a slave, as opposed to the unconquerable love of

freedom in the American Indian, sujii^ested to the humane, but short-

sighted bishop of Ciiiapas the scheme of substituting negro for In-

dian slavery in the .Spanish American colonics. A more controlling

argument soon appeared iu favour of the proposed sub.^titution,

—

it proved to be prv>litable,—and imjiclled by such an influence the

nev.-ly-created commerce advanced rapidly, though opposed by both

the civil and the ecclesiastical po^vers. i'rom that time forward the

African coast was the scone of an ever- active traffic in the bodies

and souls of men. Hundreds of thousands of unhappy victims of

European cupidity were thus torn from the homes of their child-

hood and borne beyond the deep into hopeless exile; -while the

American colonics became peopled with a servile i-ace, widely dis-

tinguished in mental and physical chnracteristics from the colonists.

The slave-trade has long since ceased in all .those parts of America
that were originally occupied b}' British colonies, and in most of

them slavery itse-lf has been abolished by law; but the descendants

of the victims of that trade are still to be found there in increasing

millions.

The native Africans when separated from their national institutions

and home associations were wholly without institutions, laws, or re-

ligion. They were men oidy so far as physical character, and moral

and intellectual susceptibilities are concerned; of those mental en-

dowments that dig^^ify manhood they were entirel}- destitute. Their

native tongue, no longer available as a medium of communication,

was disused and soon forgotten ; the rites of their conjurers, at first

but imperfectly understood, soon passed from their memories ; and all

of the very little originally possessed above mere infantile ignor-

ance was entirely lo.-^t. America received from Africa only un-

furnished human animals, possessing, indeed, all the capacities of

men, but as destitute of mental as of material endowments.

The system of African slavery, though one of the most stupendous

wrongs ever inflictod by human cujiidity upon defenceless innocence,

has iievertheless been overruled by Providence to the good of its vic-

tims. It has removed the debased and ignorant savage from his de-

grading associations, and has i)laced him in contact with the Christian

civilization of another race. Here his susceptible nature has imbibed

the spirit of the institutions among which he was placed, and thus his

character has been elevated and his social position improved. Other

nations have advanced rapidly in civilization and refinement since first

the African race v.as naturalized on American soil, but none has made
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the same relative progress that tlic negro has done. To-day the three

millions of that race in this country embody a mass of moral and intel-

lectual po^ver, that ^vill compare advantageously ^vith the middle
classes of any European country as they were three hundred years ago.

The children of unlettered Africans—slaves or princes—have in

numerous instances attained a respectable rank of intelligence, even
when compared with the advanced standard of the present age.

The worshippers of the most worthless grcc-i^rces, whose only re-

ligious emotion was slavish fear, and whose onl}- worship was a sense-

less or degrading ceremony, have listened to and received the simple
fiiith of the gosjiel, and by it have been elevated to the dignity of
Christ's freedmen. The elements of a nation were cast upon our
shores, but by reason of mental destitution they wanted the cohesive

properties that change individuals into societies. These properties

have since been supplied, and now we have in our midst the stran'^o

spectacle of the elements of a miglity nation, instinct with all the

properties of manhood, yet wholly disintegrated and incapable of
uniting with the established social mass. The differepce between
the African race in America and their brethren in their flitherland

is an incidental result of the system of slavery ; though, as it is

wholly incidental, neither the institution itself nor its patrons can
plead this in mitigation of the unmixeil ini(piity of the system.

The enslavement of one portion of society by another is not merely
the result of arbitrary acts of legislation. Where there is o-reat

disparity of mental and moral elevation among the various classes of

society, something approaching to the character of sla^-ery will ahva^'s

e.xist, and without such disparity even legal slavery will be more
nominal than real. It is questionable whether even the forms of
slaver}'- can be maintained beyond a certain point in the approach of

the enslaved to the mental elevation of the superior order. To avoid

this result, slaveholding powers have sometimes purposely placed ob-

stpjctions in the way of the mental culture of the enslaved. That
however until recently had not been fouml necessaiy, "as the m.eans

of education were not so readily accessible as to come within the

reach of those for whom they were not siiccially designed. If there-

fore wo see, in this age of benevolence, and in our own Christian

country, this hitherto almost unknow'n enormity, it obviously is

not owing to any unprecedented wickedness, but rather to the

peculiar difficuliy of sustaining the system of slavery among sur-

rounding influences, compelling those interested in its perpetua-

tion to resort to stringent measures for that purpose 13ut the

remedy is too violent to be long used. It is too late to e.xpecfc

to perpetuate a social organization by cutting oil" one portion of
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the people from the means of self-culture, that they may the more

certainly remain the chattel.-^ of another portion. The moral sense

of American slaveholJin^ communities will effectually frustrate

any such fiendish purpose:;, though the throne of iniquity should

frame that mischief by a law. But the fact that such insane

legislation has taken place, is evidence that the slave population is

already approaching that standard in mental progi'ess at which slaveiy

must cease. And this jirogross must continue, unless the standard

of education among the whitt-s shall decline also. "While masters and

slaves are fellow- Christians, deriving theircommon hopes and learning

their reciprocal duties from the same Bible, the privileges most valued

by the former will not be wholly denied to the latter. And as there

is good gronnd for the presumption that at no period has the progress

of the American slave population been so rapid as it is at present,

it must be evident that the whole system is steadily approaching ihe

point of its extinction—and that too under circumstances that threaten

no violent or hurtful collisions of rival castes. The precise mode
in which th^s shall result, is among the secret things of the future.

The scheme of African Colonization, in the present condition of

things, is only incidentally related to slavery. The American Colo-

nization Society ])rofe3ses to have nothing to do with it, and proposes

only to colonize free personsof colour in Africa. But it would be neither

just nor wise to pretend th.at the two things are not intimately related.

But for the sub-incumbent slave population, the interest in behalf of

the fi-ee blacks that gave rise to the cause of colonization would not

have been felt ; and nearly every eRort in behalf of that cause has

been made with a reference, more or less direct, to its influence upon

slavery. That interest, too, has, in the great majority of cases, been

prompted by ben-jvolent feelings towards the enslaved, and of more
or less intense hostility to the system of slavery.

The plan of restoring any portion of the e.xiled children of Africa

to the land of their forefathers originated in England, and is one of

several schemes devised for the benefit of the negro race, by that

noble band of philanthropists whose names are inseparably joined to

the glory of the abolition of the slave-trade and the complete over-

throw of British colonial slavery. The origin of the scheme is also

connected with the history of our own revolutionary struggle. At
the close of the American revolution, among the provincial troops

in the British army were more than a tiiousand negroes, who had
been allured to the royal standard by the promise of emancipation.

"With quite as nmch fidelity to an unprofitable obligation as is com-
monly found in such cases, the British government undertook to re-

move these destitute and homeless ones to places of safety. A por-
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tion of them "U'crc taken to London and there discharged, and the

rest to IS'ova Scotia. The miserable condition of those in London
arrested the attention of certain benevolent individuals in that city,

and as it ^vas fouiiTt impracticable to render them cfllcient aid in

En;:^land, the plan of transporting them to Africa Avas hit upon. Ac-
cordingly they were conveyed to that distant shore, and there, with
their brethren from ^ova Scotia, who joined them soon after, they
laid the foundation of the colony of Sierra Leone.

Li America the plan of colonization had a broader and more com-
prehensive design, and it was instigated by a no less genial charity.

About the year 1S15 two pioneers in that enterprise—Mercer of

Virginia, and Finley of New Jersey, miknown to each other—were
deeply engaged in studying to find out some method for benefitting

the African race in America ; and to both the plan of colonization

appeared at once the best and the most feasible. During the next

year these philanthropic men were brought together at "Washington

city, and there, in connexion with Messrs. Key, Caldwell, and Mills,

all genuine friends of the coloured race, they laid the foundation of

the American Colonization Society. That any other than benevolent

purposes actuated any of them in this movement could be suspected

only by those who know neither the men nor the work in which they

engaged.

The American Colonization Society was organized in the city of

Washington, in December, ISIG. The most prominent agents in its

organization were, besides those just named, certain distinguished

public characters from the more northerly southern States,—Clay of

Kentucky, Randolph of Virginia, "Wright of Maryland, and some

others. The views and ex]>ressious of these eminent men, of course,

gave tone and colouring to the new society. From the first an ex-

treme sensitiveness in reference to slavery was manifested, and great

pains were taken to vindicate the society against even the suspicion

of hostility to that institution. It is somewhat difficult to account

for all that appears of this kind. It can hardly be thought that the

antislavery sentiment of the country was not recognised and relied

upon. Perhaps that was set down as so much fixed capital. The
old Emancipation Societies had become inactive for want of some

definite object, and it was natural to expect that the feelings that had

hitherto found expression through those bodies would now be brought

to operate in behalf of colonization. Accordingly the first aim of

the nascent society seems to have booi\ to conciliate the more sen-

sitive and uncertain slave-interest. The society was strictly inhibited

from any intermeddling with the subject of slavery, by having the

field of its action CDufined to ftcr coloured person.^?, while neither
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slaves nor slavery is allmlcd to in its fundamental laws. But this

significant silence was not deemed sufficient, and accordingly pains

were taken to pledge the new organization to a course of action tliat

should not be inimical to the cause of slavery.

31r. Clay, the early and steady friend of the Society, who may be

said to have stood sponsor at its baptism, and to have been security to

the slave power for its good conduct ever since, on the occa.<ion of its

organization took the o])portunity to define the relative positions of the

Society and slavery, and his own position as to both. " It vras proper

and necessary," he remarked, " distinctly to state, that he understood it

constituted no part of the object of this meeting to touch or agitate, in

the slightest degree, :i delicate question connected with another por-

tion of the coloured population of our country. It was not proposed

to deliberate on, or consider at all, any question of emancipation,

or that was connected with the abolition of slavery. It was upon

that condition alone, he vras sure, that many gentlemen from the

South. and \Yest, whom he saw present, had attended, or could be

expected to co-operate. It ivas i/pon that condition only that he

himself uttendcd"

He was followed by the celebrated John r^andolph, who, notwith-

standing his occasional antislavery paroxysms, was now more em-

phatic than Mr. Clay himself in vindicating the society from any

suspicion of liostility to slavery. He said, "it appeared to him, that

it had not been sufTiciently insisted on, ivith. a view to obtain the co-

operation of all the citizens of the United States, not only that this

meeting does not in any wise afTect the question of negro slavery, [to-

wards emancipation, of course,] but as far as it goes, must materially

tend to secure the property of every master in the United States over

his slaves. It appearcl to him that this aspect of the question had

not been sufficiently presented to the public view. It is a notorious

fact, that the existence of this mi.xcd and intermediate population of

free negroes was viewed by every slaveholder as one of the greatest

sources of the insccurit}- and unprofitableness of slave property;

that they serve to excite in their fellovv'-bcings a feeling of discontent.

of repining at their situation ; and that they act as chamiels of com-

munication, not only betvrcen difterent slaves, but between the slaves

of diffurcnt districts; that they are the depositaries of stolen goods

and the promoters of mischief In a wordly point of view, then,

without entering into the general question, and apart from those

higher and nobler motives which had been presented to the mooting,

[by Mr. Caldwell,] the owners of slaves werf intore.^ted in providing

a retreat for this part of our popuhition."

Randolph was followed by Mr. Robert "Wright, of Maryland, whO:
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in giving in his adhesion to the society, thought it necessary to ac-

company it Avith his protest also. "As 1 tliscovcr," said he, "the

most dcHcatc regards to the rights of pro})crty, I shall, -with great

pleasure, lend my aid to restore this uiiturtunate people to the en-

joyment of their liberty But A\-hile Ave Avish to promote the

happiness of these free people of colour, Ave ought to take care not

to fui-nish the means of transporting out of the reach of the master

his properti/."

These addresses Avere designed to define the position of the society

before the public ; and to secure the fa\-our and co-operation of the

friends of slaA'ery, a tone of whining dej)recation A\-as adopted by its

friends towards 'them, AA"hile those Avho consented half-reluctantly to

be its sponsors, did so Avith the language of Avarning and menace

upon their lips. Everything Avas done to appease the pro-slavery

interest—the anti-slavery sentiment of the nation Avas disregarded.

The society had a southern aspect from the beginning. This was

seen not only in the sentiments uttered, but also in the persojinel of

its organization. The president and eight out of thirteen vice-pre-

sidents Avere from slave States,—probably most of them Avere slave-

holders; and the executive-officers—as the society Avas located at

Washington city—Avere all from slave territory.

The favour of the great men who officiated at the organization of

the society, or Aveve named among its officers, though purchased so

dearly, was not expected to extend so far as to induce them to mate
any considerable personal or pecuniary sacrifice for its benefit.

The burden of the details of the society's affairs Avas to be borne

by the original projectors of the enterprise, Avhile the national govern-

ment Avas relied on as the source of the pecuniary means that Avould

be required. Accordingly, among the first acts of the nCAV organiza-

tion was the presentation of a memorial to Congress in behalf of

their designs. That document Avas the Avork of a very difTerent set

of men from those Avho spoke for the society at its constituent meet-

ing. It portrays in vivid colours the degraded condition of the free

coloured population, and feelingly deplores their Avretchedness. The

designs of the society for their relief are then set forth, and spoken of

as affording the government a favourable opportunity " for repairing

a great evil in our social and political institutions, and at the same

-time for elevating from a Ioav and hopeless condition a numerous

and rapidly increasing race of men, tcho rraiit notliing hut a jjroper

theatre, to enter upon the pursuit of happiness and independence in

the ordinary paths Avhich a benign Proviilence has left open to the

hmnan race." A yet more expanded and elevated view of the sub-

ject is presented in another ])art of the same document. " It may be
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reserved," say tlic nicmorlalists, " for our government to become the

honourable instrument, under divine Providence, of conferring a still

higher blessing upon the large and interesting portion of mankind

benefitted by that deed of justice, by demonstrating that a race of

men, composing numerous tribes, spread over a continent of vast and

unexplored extent, fertility, and riches, unknown to the enlightened

nations of antiquity, au'l ^vho had yet made no progress in the refine-

ments of civilization, for Avhom history has preserved no monuments

of arts or arms—that even this ill-fated race may cherish the hope

of beholding at last the orient star revealing the best and highest

aims and attributes of man. Out of such materials to rear the

glorious edifice of Avoll-ordered and polished society, upon the deep

and sure foundation of equal hnvs and diffusive education, would give

a sufficient title [to a nation or to individuals] to be enrolled among

the illustrious benefactors of mankind, -whilst it would afford a precious

and consolatory evidence of the all-prevailing power of liberty, en-

lightened by knowledge and corrected by religion." That this fii-st

official document of the Society, rather than the unoQicial remarks of

the speakers at the organization, should have been taken as the real

language and exjircs.sed sentiments of the new organization was not

an unreasonable demand ; though, since such papers arc often passed

over unread, while short and earnest speeches very generally arrest

public attention, these and not that would, to the public mind, give

character to the society. Such to some extent was the case, and

to the same degree was the efficiency of the society destroyed.

The real strength of the cause of colonization lies in the moral

convictions of the American people that they owe a long- delayed

duty to the coloured race. That sentiment prevails in all sections

of the country, and is shared in common by slaveholders and non-

slaveholders. ]t is the necessary result of the common Christianity

of the country, and is cherished by the benevolent spirit of the age.

In the free States that spirit manifests itself in the form of the anti-

slavery sentiment that almost universally pervades the enlightened

and conscientious portion of the coranmnity ; but which, on account of

the difficulties attciuling the subject, and for the want of some prac-

ticable method of rendering itself available in doing good to its ob-

jects, too generally wastes its energies in inaction, or vents itself in

unavailing anatliemas against the institution of slavery. At the

South the same spirit exists, if less generally than at the North,

yet in a more practically active form. It is occupied in meliorating

the condition of the enslaved, and in forming a public opinion tliat

compels the most heartless master to award to his bondmen many
of the privileges of fellow-creatures. It is teaching the whole slave-
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holdiiig community to recognise the enslaved as moral agents re-

sponsible to God, and tlierciore endowed by liim with rights cor-

responding to their responsibiUties. Accordingly the duty of allow-

ing them religious privileges, and afTording them the means of re-

ligious culture, is more and more recognised and practised. Their

morals are cared for; they are taught to hallow the Sabbath; and

though slavery necessarily discards marriage, yet in spite of this,

there is a constantly increasing tendency to protect the chastity of

the enslaved, and to invest their qaasi marriages with the sanctions

of religion. In many individual cases it has led to the emancipa-

tion of whole estates of slaves, and in others to liberal pecuniary

contributions for the benefit of the coloured race. Had the friends

of colonization relied more exclusively on the influence of this senti-

ment, resting their claims chielly on high moral considerations, in-

stead of pandering to the selfishness of heartless slave-mastci-s, they

would have gained for that cause the respect and confidence of its

natural allies, and so been enabled elliciently to prosecute their

benevolent enterprise. Their course in this matter has been a

succession of grievous bhmders ; for in attempting to please all, they

have not succeeded in satisfying any.

At first, indeed, the colonization cause was in danger of suffering

the fate of the child of many fathers. As it had a face for every-

body, so everybody was its friend. It came into being under the

auspices of the great. The general government looked patron-

izingly upon it. It Avas commended to the friends of slavery as an

expedient for increasing the value and security of their "property;"

to the enemies of slavery it •was held up as the one safe and speedy

method for its extirpation. The missionary zeal of the Churches

was invoked in its behalf, since it promised to open the -way for

preaching the gospel to the heathen, and was to be, in some sense,

itself a missionary organization; while the propagandisra of the

politician and the scholar, and the cupidity of the merchant were to

find in union with it an ample field for their peculiar enterprises.

But at the same time none of these numerous and powerful friends

of the cause of Colonization were responsible for its subsistence ; and

while each loft it to the rest, not a few were alienated by reason of

the bootless fiivour of antagonist parties.

These results, however, Avere only gradually developed. Northern

antislaveryism was very generalh', thougii rather Languidly, enlisted

in favour of colonization, notwithstanding the ungracious attitude

at first given to that cau.se. Auxiliary associations were formed,

by the spontaneous action of the people, in most of the free States,

and considerable sums of mono}' were raised. A friendly feeling to-
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war'ls the society and its objects was also gaining gi'ound among the

more intelliizcnt of tlie coloured pcojile, and many of them, especially

in the middle and more northerly southern States, began to look to-

Nvards Africa as the \\(>\)Q antl the home of the American coloured

pcojjle. This ^vas the more important, since the success of the

society's operation is dependant upon their favour and confidence.

This fact has been t-^^'O generally overlooked, especially Avhen, to gain

the favour of the slave interest, the confidence of those without whose

co-operation the society can do nothing, has been most uselessly sacri-

ficed. Could the; fuvour of the friends of slavery have been pur-

chased at such a price, it would have been too dearly paid for. Here

was the capital blunder. iS'ot that the Colonization Society ever

deserved to be suspected by the coloured people, but that it permitted

itself to be placed in a false position by professed friends, Avho have

proved not worth the i)rice at which it was attempted to buy them.

For the first iifteon years of its history the Colonization Society

drew out a languid existence; though during that period a settle-

ment was fi.xed on the coast of Africa, whither some twelve himdred

American negroes were transported, and about three hundred re-

captinc'd Africans,—the latter at the expense of the government of

the United States. But this same period produced great changes at

home, relative to slavery. The demand for slave labour was largely

augmented, and the value of slaves increased accordingly. ]\Ien now
saw their pecuniary interests involved in the institution, and casting

aside the claims of justice, they began to question the prescriptive

authority by which it had so long been denounced as an evil, and to

look with disfavour at anything that tended, however remotelj^ to

its removal. . Then lirst arose a decided and avowed proslavery

party in our country, to whom belongs the distinction of being the

first to avow the ninnster doi^ma of the times—the moral righteous-

ness of slaveholding. At the same time, by virtue of the steady

progress of the age, the antislavcry sentiments of the better portion

of society were becoming more and more intense; and of course the

antagonism of parties grew more decided and violent. A further,

though accidental, cause of irritation was also added, which greatly

complicated and rendered more intricate the existing diflieulties.

The antislavery cause at the North fell into the hands of parties but

poorly (jualified to manage its delicate and complex interests. The

work that under more favourable circumstances had puzzled the

shrewd and dispassionate (Quakers, was now undertaken by men of

directlv opposite characters. Assuming a speculative and romantic

theory of duty as to the relations of masters and slaves, these men
laboured to propagate their opinions v.ith all the zeal and much of
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tho usual intolerance of enthusiasts. Resting in tlic conviction that

the subject admitted of no compromise, and that \vhatcver came short

of their own standard must be rejected and opposed, these newly-

fled;i;cd philanthropists denounced the Colonization l^ociety as one

of the bulwarks of slavery. This assault ^vas uncalled for and
unwise ; and whatever may have been the opinions and motives of

the assailants, nian}' of their imputations were unjust. But un-

luckily for the cause of Colonization, so much had "been conceded,

that it was not difficult to place the society in tlic aspect of an
apologist for slavery.

TIjc assault, however, would probably have proved comparatively
harmless, had not the friends of the society been driven by it into

a- position still more fatal to the interests of their cause. Never did

the strategy of ;i.n experienced campaigner succeed more perfectly

in drawing his enemy into a snare, than did the movements of the

Abolitionists, (the name is used in no opprobrious sense.) whether

they designed it or not, in entangling the Colonizationists in a net

from which it was impossible they should escape without great

damage. The very worst that the Coloni/ationists could have done,

was to take up the gauntlet thrown down by their new enemies, and
so come before the public in opposition to those who were re-

cognised as, par excellence, the enemies of slavery. And that very

thing they did. Of course, they were worsted at every onset ; for

though they were cheered on by the n^jbs that were overriding all

law to put down the Abolitionists, the sober and discerning drew

av,-ay from the contest and did nothing ; or, impelled by sj-rapathy

for the victims of a remorseless persecution, made common cause with

them, in their follies as well as their sufl'orings. The position into

which the Colonization Society was brought by the mistaken polic}'

of its friends, was as unfortunate as its worst enemies could have

desired; for while the North was almost wholly lost to colonization

in the contest, the South entirely withdrew its confidence, and left

the society and its interests to drag out a feeble existence, or to

perish through neglect. There is cause to believe that the experience

has not proved entirely profitless, though there is much yet for the

directors of that society to learn. When its reports and other official

papers shall cease to be vehicles of vituperation against abolitionists,

and of apologies for slaver}* and .slaveholders ; when its orators and

essaj'ists shall cease to vilify our free coloured population, and to

teach the comparative advantages of slavery over their condition;

when, in short, tlie society shall express a friendly sympathy with tho

objects of its beneficence rtrtfY^fthan with their-^icmies, a new and

gi-eatly improved state of things will occur in its afl'airs.
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AVc will now turn our attention from the domestic affairs of the

American Colonization Society to cuntemplute the scene of its foreign

operations. Liberia in Africa lies on the western coast of that con-

tinent, extending in a south-eastern direction from the vicinity of

Sierra Leone to Cape Talmas, a distance of over tiu-ee hundred rniles,

at Avhich point the coast turns to the eastward, and runs three hundred

miles farther, along the northern border of the Gulf of Guinea, to

the great Delta of the xsiger. 'J'his region was for a long time the

seat of European and American commerce in Africa, especially the

slave-trade. That part occupied by the new republic is a beautiful

and fertile region, well watered and highly productive. Situated

between the eriuator and the noithern tropic, it enjoys perpetual

summer, and is richly supplied with the means of human subsistence.

The climate, though fatal to white men, is eminently congenial to the

constitutions of the African race, who feel the scorching rays of the

vertical sun less painfully than the breeze that fails to blast the

opening flower, and to whom the miasma is less deleterious than the

winds that only nerve up the energies of a race adapted to another

climate.

It does not fall within our design to trace the progress of the

colony planted on this coast by the emigrants carried from Ame-
rica under the auspices of the Colonization Society; we purpose

only to notice results, and from them to deduce appropriate conclu-

sions. Down to the present year (1S51) the aggregate receipts of

the Society, from various sources, anioimt to 3913,030 ; to which may
be added § 31 2,000, the amount raised and expended by independent

societies in the same work ; making a total of nearly one and a quarter

millions of dollars, expended in the cause of colonization in thirty-four

years. Out of this sum the current expenses of the society have

been paid; the territory extending nearly four hundred miles along

the coast has been paid for; over six thousand American coloured

persons have been colonized in Africa, and many considerable public

improvements made. These ficts, though they proclaim the feeble-

ness of the society's efforts, and the insignificance of its means, also

very satisfactorily establish the fidelity and economy of its ad-

ministration. But these statements veiy inadequately exhibit the

results effected by the society. The coast for four hundred miles,

once the {irincij'al seat of the horrid slave-trade, has been redeemed
from its worse than heathen barbarism, and erected into a Christian

state, abounding with appli;mces of a vigorous civilization. All along

that coast, and penetrating into the interior, are found the toAvns and
settlements of a well-regulated republic, that is now claiming its place

among the sovereign nations of the earth, and launching out upon
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a successful career of industrial and educational enterprises. Nearly

two hundred thousands of the members of tlie native tribes acknow-
ledp;o the authority of the new government, and rejoicing in its pro-

tection, are steadily, and in some cases even rapidly, preparing tlicm-

selves for a full participation in the privileges of citizenship. Mo-
dern civilization, instinct with the spirit and life of Christianity, has

become naturalized in the land of the negro.

In searching for the first-fruits of colonization,' attention should

be directed to Africa rather than to America. If its only results

were the removal of a very small portion of our coloured people, the

enterprise would be worthy of very little attention. But the persons

whose removal from America caused no perceptible vacuum, have been

widely and most beneficially felt in Africa. Q'he American negro

goes back to the land of his forefathers a very diflerent kind of

person from the representatives of his race that originally went out

to the land of the coloured man's enslavement and emanci])atiou.

He comes back to his fatherland and to his kindred tribes a relatively

educated and elevated character, and so, from the necessity of the

case, becomes to them an apostle of civilization. And as the spirit of

a youthful cinlization is instinctively aggi-essive, though its standard,

as compared with older communities, may be low, -when acting on a

mass of barbarism its success is certain. If the social elevation of

our native population may suffice to raise, to their own level, the semi-

enlightened masses that Europe is disgorging upon our shores, may
not the American coloured emigrants in Africa in like manner elevate

the native tribes to their own advancing standard? The fixcts now
occurring in Liberia abundantly prove that this must be the case.

The native Africans regard their kindred from America as a superior

race of beings, and yet as so related to themselves as to be objects

of hopeful emulation. To speak the language or to wear the apparel

of these strangers becomes an object of their ambition. Ideas pe-

culiar to a state of civilization, and full of its difiusive life, are readily

received and rapidly disseminated among them. The wants thus

created give occasion to increased industry, and this in turn increases

the appliances of civilization. Commerce brings the barbarian of

the interior into contact with the civilization of the seaboard, whence

he returns to his inland home with new incitements to action, and

new ideas of life and manners. The schools established in and about

the colonial settlements are already giving a new character to the

rising generations of natives in those parts, and the more powerful

influences of vital Christianity are steadily transforming those savage

tribes into orderly Christian communities.

It has been asked, in reference to this work of colonization, whether
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there is not (lan;^cr that it inny result, as have other similar schemes,

in the subjection an<l ultimate extinction of the native tribes. The
fraternal relation? hitherto maintained by the colonists towards the

natives arc not thouL^ht to bo suflicient surety that such will not be

the case; for the period of colonial inflmcy is not the time of

most imminent danger, as then a sense of weakness restrains the

colonists from violence, or even from such flagrant acts of injustice

as would arouse the vengeance of their barbarous neighbours. Nor
is the progress of Christianity among the natives alone a suflicient

safeguard against the most sanguinary conflicts between them and

the colonist. Christianity, at an early date, made most encouraging

progress among the American Indians, but it did not save their tribes

from exterminating wars with the whites. The Hottentots and

Caffres of South Africa have received the gospel ; nevertheless we
hear the shout of crtcnnination uttered against them by their colo-

nial neighbours. And with such examples before us it is well to ask

whether like dangers do not threaten the relations of Liberiau

colonists and the native tribes in their vicinity.

In the cases above r.amed, and others of like chai-acter, it must be

observed that the distinction between colonists and natives did not

consist exclusively in disparity of mental character arising from the

accidents of education. They were of different voces, distinguished

by obvious and immutable ])hysical characteristics, the well-known

and ever-active causes of sectional prejudices and partisan divisions.

And as diversity of nee is made an occasion of prejudices, so unity

of race has its corresponding affinities ; and while the former

are too stubborn to yield to the force of education, and too powerful

to be overcome by the amount of Christian charity that may be rea-

sonably calculate 1 on in any civil community, the latter also co-ope-

rates with those inllucnces, to unite in one body individuals very far

separated in mental and moral characteristics. While therefore

among us, the Caucasian race is found incapable of assimilating with

cither the American-Indian or the African race, and consequently

living in virtual hostility to both : and while in Australia and South
Africa tlie European colonists are steadily pusliing the native tribes

towards extinction, in Liberia, on account of the absence of this cause

of hostility, there is no apparent tendency towards such a catas-

trophe. Everything there indicates another state of things. Though
the colonists caimot be expected at once and entirely to forget their

superiority as a class, yet so perishable are the barriers between

themselves and tiie natives that they cannot be perpetuated. The
families of colnni-^ts and of natives live in close proximity to each

other ; their chihhen attend the same schools ; and by thus growinc:
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up together they imbibe the same itloas and become a common people.

The institutions of the new republic all tend to efface the distinction

of the two classes. Already many native Africans are enjoying the

rights and privileges of citizens, and some of them are found in posi-

tions of honour and responsibility. The furming mass rc<:|uire3

only a larger infusion of the American ch-mcnt to secure and hasten

the assimihiting and elevating process now so happily in operation.

Among the probable results of colonization, none is more note-

worthy than its incidental influence towards elevating the negro

character, by creating among men of that race a just self-respect,

and by inspiring in others corresponding sentiments towards them.

Once the language put into the mouth of the naked and kneeling

African, by the British Society for the Abolition of the Slave-trade

—

"Am I not a man and a brother V"—was a question ; but the results

of colonization have changed it into an indignant demand. Oppressed

by the superincumbent weight of an unapin-oachable superior caste,

the African in America could never assert his claim to equality with

his fellow-men, and no monuments or historical traditions remain to

vindicate such claim in his belialf. Lut the opportunity so long

withheld has been at length afforded ; and well has the coloured man
justified the largest expectations of his most sanguine friends. In

contemplating the facts presented hi the histor}-- of Liberia, all but

the perversely blind must detect some of the highest attributes of

the human character, among the learling nun of that infant common-
wealth. There the coloured man has discovered his own latent

capabihties, and learned to venerate his own manhood. There the

African race stand forth demonstrating their powers and suscepti-

bilities for high intellectual and moral culture. The truths thus

elicited must soon be everywhere recoginsed; and then the world

shall be called to admire a race of men, once accounted the connect-

ing link between rational and irrational beings, advancing with un-

paralleled rapidity towards a lofty eminence. Had colonization done

no more, such an achievement would a thousand fold repay all its cost

of labour and treasure. From this point of observation the future

is full of promise to the African race ; and things quite as improbable

liavc actually occurred, as would be a rivalry in social progress during

the ensuing centuries between that race and tiie Anglo-Saxon.

Each of those races has its peculiar adaptation for success in such

a contest, and both have advantages not jiossessed in equal measure

by other portions of mankind.

In this way we may look to l..iberia f<ir an influence that must

act most efftciently in favour of the final emancipation of the African

race. Such an influence must necessarily arise irom the very ex-
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istcnce of a. wealthy educated and powerful republic of coloured people,

holding and maiutainini; its place among the great nations of Chi'isten-

dom. Hitherto the world lias silently assented to the enslavement

of the African race fioin an indefinite bat effectual conviction of their

mental inferiority. Take away that notion, and compel the world

to confess the real manhood of the negro, and every generous soul

will cr}' out against his enslavement. Already the infant republic

of Liberia is operating toward this g-reat end, and this tendency

must increase with the growth of the republic. Its probable influ-

ence upon slavery and the condition of the coloured population of

this country has been a subject of special interest among all classes

who have concerned themselves in the cause of colonization. It

must now, however, be apparent to all that its immediate influence

towards removing that population is very inconsiderable. A few

thousands have been removed in a period of thirty years, and
during the same time the increase of that race among us has been

by hundreds of thousands. For the last ten years the ratio of

emigration to increase has scarcely equalled two to a thousand.

Nor can such an increase of emigration be anticipated, for many
years to come, as will sensibly affect the numerical progress of

this increasing mass. It is evident, therefore, that one of the

primary designs of the originators and early advocates of coloniza-

tion, whether prompted by benevolence or cupidity, is not likely to

be realized.

The effectual ob.-^tacle to the removal of the slave population is

the profitableness of slave laljour. jS!ot that slavery is favourable to

the increase of national wealth, but to immediate individual aggran-

dizement. As a system of practical political economy nothing can

be more ruinous
;

3'et on account of the state of things where it most

flourishes, the few are enriched by it, though at the expense of the

whole. This state of things depends chiefl}' on the greatly increased

demand for cotton, by which an enhanced value has been given to

slave labour. By this means the planting interest in the cotton-

gi'owing region has completely risen above all others; and so, while

one class has been directly enriched, the commmiity, as a whole, has

been impoverished. Still this interested class, by virtue of their

numbers and social iniiuence, and the dependence of all others upon

them, have been able to lead the public mind and to dictate the

measures of government. Their plantations constitute a ready

market for the domestic slave-trade, and thus the slave interests of

Maryland and Virginia are united with those of Georgia and Mis-

sissippi. The cotton-trade extending from the planter to the con-

sumer is rooted in and derives its existence from slavery; and in
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return it imparts w'v^om and stability to tliat institution. While,

therefore, these things continue as they now are, we cannot expect

any general movement towards the removal of the slave population

from the country. And here lurks the danger of the system of sla-

very. The glitter of gain usually cffectuahy blinds the sight to

every other object. The perpetuation of slavery is sought as a

means of personal gain ; and regardless of the tendency of the

age to condemn the whole system as illiberal and unjust,—alike

anti-American and anti-Christian,—and of the increasing moral

and intellectual power of the slaves themselves, thus rendering

them a niost unsafe element in the body politic, the system is ex-

tended, and all thought of its annihilation, or even nxodification, is

scouted, and proscribed as a pestilent liercsy. The future as viewed

from this stand-point, is dark as the prophetic writing upon the

walls of Eclshazzav's palace.

13ut if by any of the many possible changes in the affairs of the

Avorld, the value of slave labour should be greatly diminished, the same

interests that now effectually forbid the removal of the slaves would

as earnestly demand it. Make slavery unprofitable to the individual

master, and it will very speedily become extinct. And should cotton

come to be largely cultivated out of the United States,—in the East

or West Indies, or in Africa,—or should some substitute for cotton,

better and cheaper, be discovered and brought into extensive use,

that event would occur. And should these things take place while the

present social relations of the two races cnitinuc they would at once

separate by their own natural repulsions, lint whether in that case

Liberia would become the asylum of the freed coloured people would

depend upon ulterior causes. If an exodus awaits the American

negro race, their land of promise is not yet certainly ascertained.

It may be Africa, or the Antilles, or the wilds of I^Iorthern ]Mex-

ico. it is possible, too, that the regions where they shall then be

chiefly collected, would be gradually abandoned by its white popula-

tion, as in Jamaica, and so the negroes at length possess the fields

they once cultivated for others. Tiie oidy valuable consideration

connecting colonization with these contingencies, is that it is pre-

paring an adequate asylum for that population, if at any time it shall

come to be needed.

Independent of tliese things a few years may produce great changes

in the affairs of the American Colonization Society. The institution

was from the first ostensibly devoted to the free i>eople of coloiu-.

and to them it may address itself without hindrance. Bid the free

coloured people know their ov.-n best interests, and had they sufficient

cnterjirise to prosecute them at a little present sacrifice, the address

FouRTU Series, Vol. IV.—24
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•vvould not be unheeded. Whatever may be thought of the coloniza-

tion scheme as to its ulterior purposes, its immediate fruits upon

those \sho embrace its offers arc unquestionably beneficent; and

every free coloured man in America should be taughc to feel that

his individual welfare, as well as the best interests of his race, are

pointing him to Liberia. But in order to this, the language of the

Colonization Society and that of its agents and platform orators

niust be so modified as to conciliate the good-Avill and inspire the

confidence of coloured men. Could they themselves be convinced

that those who are inviting them to go out to find for themselves a

comitry in a distant land, are really their friends, acting from purely

benevolent motives, multitudes would speedily accept the invita-

tion. While, hoAvevcr, the representatives of the Society assume

the tone and port of negro-drivers, it is not wonderful that the gifts

brought by their hands arc regarded with suspicion. It is believed

that of late there has been some improvement in this matter; and

also that the character of the Colonization Society is becoming better

understood by the coloured people of the free States. It is truly

desirable that these good works may continue to advance.

Among the mo.^t valuable of the immediate results of colonization

is the opportunity it has afforded benevolent persons to emancipate

their slaves, and make adequate provision for them in a state of

freedom. In many of the slave States emancipation is rendered ex-

ceedingly diflieult or quite impossible; and where it is practicable,

the condition of free coloured people is not such as to invite the

benevolent to seek it as the portion of their freedmen. Accord-

ingly in such cases emigration and perpetual slavery are the only

alternatives presented to the slave whose master earnestly desires

to do his whole duty towards him. To these, therefore, colonization

is truly an angel of mercy, and Liberia a land of refuge. More
than three thousand—over half the number sent out—were eman-

cipated expressly for that purpose, nearly all of whom would

have remained slaves had no such place of refuge been offered;

nearly two Imndrcd thus purchased their own freedom. It is further

evident, that the legal owners of a great many slaves only need to

be convinced that an asylum is there prepared for their unfortunate

wards, Avhere freedom may be enjoyed in reality, to induce them

to grant the boon. Only let it be demonstrated by a proper

array of well-attested facts, that the colonized negro is benefitted by

the change of his condition, and many masters will hasten to send

their servants thither.

The reports named at the head of this jiaper amply prove the

assumptions v/c have made as to the position of the society. In
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the appendix to the Report of the Parent Society is a statement

of the emigration to Liberia, (exclusive of that to the Maryland

Colony at Cape Palmas,) from the bcginnin:; of 1820 to the end

of 1850,—a period of thirty- one years. In February of the first-

named year the ship Elizabeth sailed from New- York for Africa,

under the direction and at the expense of the government of the

United States, with eighty- six emigrants, chiefly from NcAV-York

and Pcimsylvania. The emigration for the next ten years amounted

to thirteen hundred and thirty-six, and for the ten years following, to

two thousand, four hundred and twenty-three ; while that for the last

decade is only tweut}'- three hundred, of which number nearly fourteen

hundred fall to the last three years. These figures demonstrate the

absence of n.ny available favour towards the societj'- among any con-

siderable class of the peo2)lc of the United States, and as clearly

prove the bad policy of trying to please everybody. Had the same

amount of efforts towards conciliation, that has been addressed to

the slave-power, been used towards " the free people of colour residing

in our country,"' without whose consent the societ}' can do nothing,

a very different state of things would have ensued. A change for

the better as to that particular has taken place within a few years

past, and a corresponding increase is seen in the number of emigrants.

It is equally instructive to observe from what places these emigrants

have come, and from what they have not come. More than one- third

of the whole (twent3'-two hundred and fifty-eight) were from A''ir-

ginia, nearly an equal proportion from North Carolina, and a much
larger proportion from ^Maryland, including about eight hundred

sent by the Maryland Colonization Society to Cape Palmas. Of

about seven thousand persons sent out to the two colonies, over

forty-four hundred have come from these three States. In these

States it is well .known that there is a large number of free negi'oes

intei-mingled with the slave population, constituting the class of per-

sons so often and earnestly alluded to, by a certain order of coloni-

zation advocates, as a troublesome and dangerous body. In these

States, too, are to be found some of the most reliable friends of the

coloured race,—persons whose views of the sui)ject have been formed

upon an intimate and extensive acquaintance with the facts of the

case, and whose benevolence has not expended itself hi barren ex-

pressions of sympathy. ]\flssipsippi, Alabama, and Georgia have

each contributed over five hundred; South Carolina about three

hundred and fifty; Tennessee and Kentucky about two hundred

and fifty each, and Louisiana nearly two hundred. Many of all

these were liberated slaves, freed and sent out by their former masters.

On the list of States from which emigrants have gone, the names of
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Elaine, Nc^Y-Hamp5llive, Vermont, Wisconsin, Florida, Arkansas,

and Texas, do not appear. Massaclmsctts, New- Jersey, and Micbi;:5an

have rriven one each ; knva, three ; Dela-\vare, four ; Connecticut, ten

:

the other States ranizc from twenty-one—the number from Illinois—to

one hundred and seven—the number contributed by the Empire State.

These statements very satisfactorily demonstrate that at the end of

thirty-four years' labour the cause of colonization has scarcely made
itself felt b}' the groat muss of our coloured population. The great

work upon which depends all its efficiency is yet to be done.

Did the reports inform us of the sources of the society's income,

Ave should see still more clearly where lies the strength of the cause

of colonization. From the Parent Society wo have no information

on this subject ; but in the last report of the New-York State Society

is given a classiiied list of Churches from which contributions were

received during the year. The information thus given is significant

and highly suggestive. Only four denominations are named as con-

tributors.—the Old. and the New School Presbyterian, the Reformed

Dutch, and the Methodist Episcopal Churches. From the other

gi-eat denomination^,—the Episcopalians, a body noted for the wealth

and high position of its :idherents, and from among Avhom the Colo-

ni'/ation Societies are ambitious to choose their vice-presidents;

from tlie Quakers, the ancient and steady friends of the coloured race;

from the Baptist-^, amung the most rmmeroas and liberal religions

bodies among us: froju the Congrcgationalists, a denomination

second to none in ciilightcned liberality,—from all these no account

is given. Nor are the reports from the denominations named as

contributors such as to impress one with the conviction that even in

these bodies the cause of colonization has come to be regarded as one

of the great religious and benevolent enterprises of the times. The
Old School Presbytrrian Church has been esteemed the strong tower

of the Colonization Society : and yet of all its numerous Churches in

this State, only twenty-two are heard from, and the aggi-egate of their

contributions (§l,')r»l o4) falls below what many of them pay singly

to other benevolent in>titutions. The New School Presbyterians

occupy a somewhat loss cordial relation to the cause. Only ten of

the numerous Churches of tliat body have sent contributions am.ount-

ing in all to six hun'lrod dollars,—more than half of which come from

our congregation. The Keformed Dutch Churches have shown a

much more general and steady attachment to the cause than any

other denomination. Tlie relation of the Methodist Episco])al Church

to this cause lias hmg been anomalous and ambiguous. The society

has been endorsed by our highest ecclesiastical bodies, and warmly
commended to the favour of the people. Three of our bishops (North
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and South) and lour other distinguished clergymen of our name are

among its long array of vice-presidents. A fair proportion of its

travelling agents are Methodist ministers; and of the emigrants,

there are more Methodists than of all otlicr classes of Christians united.

And yet it is eviilent that the society has but very partially enjoyed

the confidence and sympathy of the groat body of our people. The
cause of this -we have pointed out in the preceding pages ; the evidence

of it is found in the reports under notice. Previous to the summer
of last year the contributions to that cause from our Churches had

been indefinitely small. It ^^vas then determined by the State Society

to employ as an agent, a regularly accredited minister of our de-

nomination, charged expressly to visit our Churches and lay before

their congregations the claims of the colonization cause, and make
collections. The experiment -was made, and, as a result, at least one

man is thoroughly convinced that the great mass of the Methodist

people in the State of 2s^eAV-York do not cordially sympathize with

the Colonization Society, though probably nine-tenths of them are

decidedly in favour of colonization. All this is patent upon the face

of the report. Twenty Churches are named, giving an aggregate con-

tribution of about two hundred dollars; and then it is added in a

note— "probably forty Methodist Churches visited by the agent gave

collections to the amount of one thousand dollars." It woidd have

been nearer the truth probably had the report said eighty Churches

were so visited, and that the contributions (generally public collec-

tions in small country Churches) were elicited by considerations of

favour towards the agent personally rather than by any particular

regard for the society he represented.

From the facts thus presented by the Keport it is evident that the

heart of the people of New-York has not been reached by the aj.peal of

the Colonization Society. Now we will not charge this to any fatilt in

the cause itself; nor will the friends of the society lay it to the heartless-

ness of the people. Shall we then charge it to the interference of the

Abolitionists? That would not mend the matter, as it would imply

a Avant of independent understanding among the people, leaving

them to the cunning of designing men. It would also be unjust,

since many Abolitionists arc opposed, not to colonization, but only

to certain positions and measures of the Colonization Society, and

more especially to the language of its orators and agents. The fault

is in the unfortunate position that that society has ahvays occupied

toward free coloured 'persons, and toward such white men as have

especially sympathized with them.

We have written these things with only good wishes for the cause

of colonization. \Ve look upon it as an agency promising much
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good to the Afrlciui race, and as such -we account it worthy of the

confidence and support of every true philanthropist. But ^sq cannot

shut our eyes to the manifest and o_!:;regious bhinders of the ad-

ministration of the Colonization Society ; and as -we value the cause

^\•e feel constrained to protest ajrainst some of the unnatural alliances

into which it lias been brou;:5ht by its false or mistaken friends. It

is high time that good and wise men should look at this whole sub-

ject of slavery and the allairs of the coloured race with calmness

and in the spirit of Christian patriotism. Too long have criminations

and recriminations made up the staple of the controversy on this

subject. The issue of the controversy cannot be doubtful. The
point of interest is not whether a change may or may not come

—

as to that there can bo but one opinion among men ; but that when

it shall come it may prove in the least possible degree disastrous to

the quiet and secui-ity of our beloved country.

Let the special advocates of freedom remember that Providence

is seldom or never in a hurry, and therefore learn to wait patiently

the development of his purposes. There is no cause to suspect that

the resources of his wisdom, even in this most difficult case, arc

exhausted. If v.-ith a hopeful confidence the whole affair is com-

mended to Infuiite Power and Goodness, and in the mean time

present opportunities properly occupied, a happy issue may be an-

ticipated.
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Akt. m.—PLUTARCH'S TUEOLOGY.

Perhaps no one moralist or philosopher of antiquity is so fit a re-

presentative and interpreter of the best elements in the religious

systems of the ancient pagan world, as I'lutarch. Ills peculiar adap-

latiou to perform thisofSce uill appear i)-om several considerations.

In the first place, the age in ^vhich he lived enabled him to gather

up all the valuable results of heathen philosophy and theology, of

purely human vrisdom and virtue, and hand them over to those -n-ho

were to enjoy the brighter light of the Christian revelation. He
flourished in the latter part of the fii-j^t, and the beginning of the

second, century after the birth of Christ; Avhen the religions of

man had had full scope to do their utmost for the elevation of

the race, and the religion of God had just entered on the work of

human redemption ; when the old world was ripe and ready to be

dissolved, and history was to begin, as it were, anew with the reign

of Immanuel, God with us. Then, if ever, was the time to gather

up the fragments, that nothing might be lost. He was acquainted

with all that was valuable in the history and philosophy of the past

;

of the truth and gi-ace that were destined to make all things new
in the time to come, he was entirely ignorant. He was, therefore,

in just the situation to testify of hcatlicnism, the whole of heathenism,

and nothing but heathenism.

The pagan world, as a whole, Avas not then, perhaps, in its best

state, either of morals or politics, litemturc or religion. The mass
of mankind, so for from having attained to a bettor knowledge and

a purer worship of the Deity by unaided Imman wisdom, had, doubt-

less, departed more .and more from the true God, as they receded

farther and farther from the light of the primitive revelation. The
Greeks and Romans had degenerated from the virtue and piety of

their ancestors. Grecian liberty had long been extinguished,

and with it Grecian literature, science, and art had been bereft of

their pristine light and life. The lloman empire had passed its

meridian, and was already on its decline. Roman faith, Roman virtue,

Roman piet}', once proverbial, had become a by-word. The learned

were to a great extent sceptical, the great were monsters of iniquity,

and the masses had reached a point of corruption and degradation

which, while it fully justified the dark picture that inspiration has

dra^vn of them in the Epistle to the Romans, also demonstrated, to

the painful conviction of the wisest and best of the heathen philo-

sophers, the necessity of some new wisdom or power to deliver thorn
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from the bondage of error and sin. Yet, at this very time, there

vrcre some of the noblest spirits that have ever lived ; and the very

degeneracy of the age nurtured their virtues to an unwonted great-

ness, and quickened their energies to search out—if perchance it

could be found in all the accumulated resources. of human thought

and experience—an adcfiuate remedy. These then, we repeat, were

the very times, and these the very men, to collect and concentrate,

as in a focus, all tlie scattered rays of truth and goodness that

were diffused over the ages and nations of pagan antiquity.

In the second place, the school of ]>hilosophy to which Plutarch

belonged, was omincntly favourable to such a work as we have as-

signed him. The Academy, of which he was a disciple, was, in its

moral and religious tendencies, the best of all the Grecian sects;

insomuch that when learned men were first brought into the Church,

this was, in the providence of God, the preparatory school—the

connecting link between philosophy and Christianity. Moreover

the Platonists of this age. the ISew-Platonists, were Eclectics. They
were not so addicted to rmy master as to abjure the doctrines of every

other. They loved Plato, they loved Socrates ; but they loved truth

more, and felt at liberty to seek it wherever it could be found, though

it were in other sects and in foreign lands.

Plutarch was an Eclectic in religion as well as in philosophy.

While he practically embraced the religion of his ancestors, he held

that there was essential truth in all religions. And he made it his

study to mediate betv.eon them, to interpret their real significance,

and thus to reconcile tlioir diversified forms with each other and with

the fundamental doctrines of the religion of nature and reason.

In what other way could he have been so ivell schooled for the office

of an interpreter and representative of pagan antiquity to the Chris-

tian scholar and philosopher?

In the third place, the character of the man conspired with the

age in which lie lived, and the school to which he belonged, to fit

him for this worlc. lie was constitutionally and habitually devout.

He was in principle and in practice a moral and religious man, a

moral and religious philosopher. Not a trace of scepticism appears

HI his works. Not a stain of vice or impiety rests upon his character.

A sincere and controlling faith is seen cveryAvherc in his life and in

his writings. His historical works, beyond those of any other pagan
historian, arc consciously and intentionally a history of divine pro-

vidence. Ilis philosophy was not, like too many philosophical

systems both ancient and modern, a temple without a God. The
secrets of nature were, in his view, so many sanctuaries of the Deity

;

etill more were the good man's closet and heart. Nor was it a re-
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ligion of reason alone to which he gave his assent. lie accepted,

not with an indiscriminate credulity, still less to the exclusion of

others, but with an intelligent faith, the religion of his flithcrs, rest-

ing on authority and tradition, embracing positive institutions and

supernatural revelations—a religion of miracles and prophecies, of

prodigies and mysteries, above the powers of nature and beyond the

comprehension of man.

His mental, not less than his moral, constitution and habits qualified

him to be the representative of ancient theology and religion. While

his faith predisposed him to believe, and his virtues prepared him

to love, all that was excellent in antiquit}'-, his extensive knowledge

brought it all within his reach, his thoughtful mind subjected it to a

careful examination, and his practical sagacity discerned its moral

and spiritual significance. lie observed, he reflected, he travelled,

he read. As a historian, he knew all the facts ; as a philosopher, he

analyzed them : as a moralist, he contemplated them in their relation

to morals and religion.

The following are those treatises of Tlutarch which pertain more

particularly to theology and religion. On Superstition; Of Fate;

Of Fortune; Concerning the Demon of Socrates; On the Cessation

of Oracles; Concerning the Oracles of the Pythian Priestess; Of

the Et over the Gate of the Temple at Delphi ; Of Isis and Osiris

;

Consolation to Apollonius; Consolatory Letter to his Wife; The

Delay of the Deity in the Punishment of the Wicked. Besides these,

the Arguments against the Stoics and the Epicureans, of which there

are four, have important bearings on theology, and acquaint us in-

cidentally with the theological opinions of Plutarch. Furthermore,

there are scattered passages and incidental allusions throughout his

moral and even his .historical works, Avliich should be brought to-

gether in order to a full exhibition of the author's sentiments.

A brief exposition of the design and method of each of the above-

mentioned treatises may not be uninteresting or unprofitable, before

we proceed to a more formal and synoptical statement of the author's

theological opinions.

1. On Superstition. This is not, like most of the Moralia, in the

form of a dialogue, or an e))istle addressed to some individual ; but

an essay, or rather an indignant declamation, setting forth, in the

strongest language, the unparalleled weakness aiid misery of super-

stition. There arc no bounds to the fears and sorrows of the super-

stitious, as there arc no limits to the power and presence of the gods.

They cannot flee from the dominions of the universal tyi-:int, like

other oppressed subjects. Tiiey cannot, like other slaves, demand

or expect a change of masters. Criminals fly to the altar for pro-
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tection ; tl\c altar is theW place of torment. Most men find rest and

relief in sleep; their sk'cp is made up of fri<ilitful dreams. Indeed,

their life is one perpetual dream of horror, in which their reason is

always asleep, and their fears al\va3"S awake. They fear everything

—

the land, the sea, the air, the sky, the dark, the light, a sound, a

silence, a dream. Death itself, instead of the end, is, to their appre-

hension, the beginning of sorrows that will never end. Other fears

lead to exertion, that evil may be avoided or escaped; superstition

paralyzes effort and forbids the use of means, since evil comes by
divine appointment—as' the Jews would not fight on the Sabbiith, and
the Athenians under ISicias suffered themselves to be cut in pieces

by their enemies, rather than engage in battle during a lunar eclipse.

The essay draAvs an extended comparison between superstition

and atheism. Atheism is unhappy, but superstition is more so.

It is a fatal calamity to be blind in a matter of such moment : but

it is better to be blind, than to see tyrants and monsters in our best

friends ; better to be deaf to the sweetest strains of music, than, like

a tiger, to be driven mad by them. It is as bad to think ill of the

gods, as to speak ill of them, and far less manly. He who fears,

hates the gods ; and he who fears and hates the gods, is their enemy.

He wishes there Avere no god, but is too great a coward to say there

is none. Yet it is more honourable to the gods to deny their

existence, than to libel their character by representing them as

pleased with human sacrifice.';, like the Celts, or as requiring parents

to cast their own oftspring into the fii-e, like the Carthaginians.

The author would rather have it said, that there is no such man as

Plutarch, than that he is a monster of cruelty and wickedness. In

conclusion, he e.xhorts his readers strenuously to avoid superstition;

but not in so doing to rush into the opposite, extreme of atheism,

overleaping true piety, which lies between them.

There arc rhetorical extravagances in this essay, which, interpreted

in their full and literal sense, would hardly be consistent with other

treatises of the san-ie author, where he represents superstition as in

some respects prefc'rable to atheism.* There is also a radical defect

in his apparent pliilosophy of atheism, (gi-owing perhaps out of the

fact, that he treats of atheism only incidentally,) in that he inakes

superstition a di.sease both of the understanding and the passions,

but atheism an error of the understanding alone.f Still it is an ex-

ceedingly able and elo([uent dissuasive from superstition, and, on the

whole, a very sound and judicious cssa}'.

° Cf. ricasuro not Attainable according to Epicurus.

t For the true philosophy on this point, see Rom. i, 21-28; also Xcn. Mem.
Soc, i, 4, 18.
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2. Of Fate. This is addressed to Piso, and purports to be vrrittcn

at his request. But it ^v&xrs less the aspect of a familiar letter, than

of a theological treatise.

Considered as a substance or essence, h'ate is the universal soul

of the vrorld, and exists under a threefold distribution, ansAvering to

the three sisters in the Greek mythology, and inhabiting severally

the solar, the lunar, and the sublunary sphere.*

As an energy or exercise, Fate is defined (in terms collected and

expanded from Plato) to be a divine principle intransgrcssible

through a cause that cannot be hindered ; or a law, consequent upon

the nature of the universe, according to uhich all things, that are

done, are transacted. Though comprehending an infinite succession

of events, it is not itself infinite, but finite, since it does not go for-

R-ard as in a straight line, but moves, as it were, in a circle, which

returns into itself. Like the civil law, it ordains generals primarily

and antecedently, particulars secondarily and consequently ; and de-

termines things not absolutely, but by by pnthesis ; not separately, but

in mutual connexion. By all things being transacted according to

fate, the author explains himself as meaning, that all actual events

are contemplated by it and comprehended in it—not that all are

necessitated or made imperative, not that all are, in the strictest sense,

fated or according to fate
;
just as the civil law extends to all that

is done in the state, and contem])lates treason and comprehends in

its scope valour, though neither valour nor treason is strictly lawful

or commanded by la-\v. Fate is consistent with the possible and the

contingent, with chance, fortime, and froc-will, (as he endeavours to

show by a definition and analysis of each,) since (such is the sub-

stance of his argument) though all things are comprehended by fate,

all things do not occur by necessity, but everything according to the

laiv of its being and nature As it regards providence, fate does

not comprehend it, but is comprcli<-nded by it. Fate is always ac-

cording to providence, but providence never according to fate.

In providence, as in fate, he juakes a t'.ireefold distinction,! first,

the sovereign will of the Supreme < )rdaincr and Disposer of all

things ; secondly, the energy of the second order of deities, who

are the authors of generation and preservation; and thirdly, the

agency of the demons, who are the guardians and overseers of human

aflfairs.

The subject of this treatise is one which has always awakened

discussions of the liveliest interest ; and, whatever we may think of

* So 7/c learn by comparing; this treatise with the Face in the Disc of the Moon,

t And like the Fates, resiJing severally in the starry or solar, the lunar, and

the sublunary s-phtvo.
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our author's success in solvin;^ the great problem of " fixed fate, free-

•will, forckuowIeJge ahsohitc/' v.e must at least concede to him the

merit of having handled it with much frankness and boldness, and

at the same time with eminent judiciousness and reverence for

practical piety.

3. The little piece on Fortune is an earnest vindication of human
affairs from the dominion of blind chance and physical necessity,

and a proctical demonstration (based chiefly on analogy and com-

mon sense) of the supremacy of mind, the necessity of wisdom
and good conduct, and the responsibility of each individual for his

own character and destiny. It does not touch upon the doctrine

of chance as related to the origin of the material universe ; nor does

it contemplate particularly the bearings of that doctrine on the

divine government or the future state of the soul. It seems rather

to be directed against a perversion of the doctrine of divine agency;

in other words, against a species of fatalism and Antinomianism, as

affecting the whole character and conduct of men, whether in the

duties Avhich they owe to themselves, to each other, or to God.

Fortune, in the view of Plutarch, does not exclude the idea of God,

—it is included in his universal providence. It belongs especially

to the province of the demons. But it is a perversion of the doctrine

of providence to expect any deity, whether higher or lower,—any

demon, whether good or evil.—to do for us Avhat we can and ought to

do for ourselves. tStiil more absurd is it to rely on an unintelligent

cause for that which must be the result of reason. Mind sees,*

mind hears—the senses, in themselves, have no percipient power

—

still more true is it, that only mind can foresee and provide, regulate

the conduct, and secure a virtuous and happy life. Mind makes the

man, as distinguished from the brute; and reason, not instinct;

character, not fortune ; free-will, not physical necessity, makes the

mind.

4. Concerning the Demon of Socrates. This, like some of Plato's,

is a dialogue within a dialogue, and, owing perhaps to the conscious

or unconscious influence of the subject, is conducted with more

Platonic art and skill than any other of Plutarch's writings; though

it wants the inimitable case and grace with which the dramatis

personcc arc introducoil and the rapid and exciting yet natural suc-

cession, in which the fpieslion and answer follow each other, in the

regular Platonic dialogue.

Cephisias, the brother of Kpaminondas, goes to Athens on an

embassy, and falling in witii Archidamus, an Athenian, is requested

by him to narrate the incidents attending the recent return of the

^ " Light is in tLc soul.'' ?\lilton, Sams. Agon.
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Theban exiles to their country, the recovery of tlio citadel from the

usurped possession of the Spartans, and the restoration of the Theban

republic. The principal scene of the dialoiruc is, therefore, laid at

Thebes ; the time is one of the most important points in the most

brilliant period of Theban history; the actors are Eparainondas,

Pelopidas, Simmias, (the disciple of Socrates.) and the other principal

men of the state ; and the narrative of the surprise, the massacre,

and the recapture awakens a thrilling interest. Our author took

the more pains, perhaps, to interweave these political characters

and events with the main subject of the dialogue, because they shed

such lustre on his native Bccotia. Tiicy appear, indeed, as the

prominent figures in the foreground of tlie picture. The discussion

about the Socratic Demon arises incidental!}'-, as the conspirators

differ somewhat touching the significance of certain omens, which

seem to portend good or evil to the conspiracy. It grows, however,

very naturally into the main question in the presence of the Socratic

Simmias, and also of a Pythagorean philosopher, Theanor, who,

warned b}'' dreams and visions, has come from Italy to Thebes to

offer sacrifices at the tomb of a brother Pythagoreun, that had been

generously nursed, in his last sickness, and honoural^ly interred by
the family of Epaminondas. The answers to the main question

—touching. the nature of Socrates's Demon—are various. One,

somewhat sceptically inclined, suggests, that it was only his own
sagacity, discerning the natural signilicnnce of signs which are

not understood by common minds. AVhen pressed, hoAvever, Avith

the objection, that he is thus justifying the charge of atheism Avhich

the accusers of Socrates brought against him. he rejilies, that this

explanation does not exclude superhuman agenc}', since the sign

must have an intelligent cause, as well as a sagacious interpreter.

A soothsayer, on the other hand, maintains, that some particular

demon, attached to Socrates from his birth, guided him by some
mysterious vision in all the actions of his life ; and he relates an

instance as occurring under his own observation, when Socrates,

having set out to go by a certain street to a certain destination, sud-

denly stopped, considered a moment, and then took another direction,

urging his companions to do the same ; some of them complied, but

others, passing on through the same street, were met by a very an-

noying, though not very serious, accident. Simmias said, that having

once asked Socrates about it, and received no answer, he never

repeated the question. ]>ut ho had often heard him declare those

to be vain pretenders, Avho professed to have seen a divine apparition

;

while to those who affirmed that they had heard a supernatural voice

he would gladly listen and inquire into the particulars. In his
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opinion, therefore, tlic Demon of Socrates was not so much a vision,

as a voice, addressed, not to the out^Yard ear, but to the inward sense,

just as in dreams the mind seems to apprehend unspoken vrords. And
such voices are addressed to all, but are heard only by the eminently

wise and good; the heedless multitude do not hear them. In con-

clusion, Simmias relates a story of an inquisitive and virtuous 3^outh,

(Timarchus, the friend and companion of Lamprocles, Socrates's son,)

who, in his eagerness to ascertain what the Demon of Socrates was,

went down into the cave of Trophonius, and there, on the second night,

in a trance, his soul left his body and visited the unseen world, Avhere

he saw the demons, like stars, leaping about an immense ca\-ern or

hollow sphere, some rising out of it and shining brighter as they rose,

others falling back into it and growing more and more dim as they

sunk, but each bound by an almost invisible cord to a soul, which it

endeavours Avith very different degrees of success to draw upward
to a higher sphere; and he is informed by way of explanation, that

each man's demon is the better, the rational part of his own soul,

which, the vulgar tliink, is within them, (^just as they suppose the

image reflected from a miiTor to be in the glass,) but the more intel-

ligent, knowing it to be without and above them, call it a demon.

Those stars, therefore, which he saw to be extinguished, were souls

whose whole existence was merged in their bodies ; those that rose

and recovered their light, were such as retire from their bodies after

death, having escaped the dominion of sense, and not being subject

again to generation in a material body ; and those tliat were carried

up on high were the demons of philosopb.ers and wise men. But
you will know more of these tilings three months hence, concluded

his invisible guide ; and three months after, he died.

The Pythagorean philusopher pronounces this story credible, and

confirms it by reasoning ; though, in his argument, he proceeds on

the supposition, that the demons are souls that have escaped from

all union with flesh, and have turned guardian spirits to preside over

other souls. The demon, however, does not go along Avith every one

;

but as in a shipwreck, those that are far from land their friends

only look upon witli pity, while they encourage and help those that

are near, so the demons deal with mankind. While we are immersed

in Avorldly aflairs, and j)ut off one body only to put on another, they

let us alone to try our own strength and reach the haven by our-

selves ; but when a soul that ha,s gone through a thousand genera-

tions and almost fmi.shed her course, struggles bravely to ascend,

the Deity permits her proper demon to come to her assistance.

The demon enters promptly on the work : and if the soul hearkens

to his voice and obeys his instructions, she is saved; if not, the
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demon leaves her, and she falls back into a miserable, hopeless

state.

This dialogue presents Epaminoudas in a noble and attractive

light, as in choice a patriot and philosopher rather than a warrior,

who thinks much, says little, and always acts in strict obedience to

the dictates of his own reason and conscience, tlespite of friends or

enemies. He refuses to take part in the conspiracy, because he

would never put men to death, except in obedience to law. Yet the

conspirators know, that all his sympathies are on the side of liberty

and his country; and when the blow is struck, they find in his mo-

deration a tower of impregnable strength.

5. On the Cessation of Oracles. The scene of this extended

conversation, or debate, is laid at Delphi, where our author, very

appropriately, fixes the locality of several of his theological dis-

cussions. The interlocutors arc a company of priests, scholars, and

philosophers, who have come from, or travelled in, almost every part

of the world. The main question* is, why oracles have almost ceased

;

for the cessation is acknowledged not to be entire. A Cynic philo-

sopher answers, that the gods have forsaken men because of their

increased and increasing wickedness; and when others scout the

doctrine as imputing caprice to the gods, and undertake to explain

the fact hy natural causes, he leaves the company in righteous in-

dignation. Demetrius, a grammarian froni Tarsus in Cilicia,t re-

fers the cessation of oracles in Greece to the diminished population

of the country, especially in the neighbourhood of the oracles, a)id

the consequent diminished necessity for oracular responses. Cleorn-

brotus, the Lacedj^monian, who has ju.-t returned from a visit to the

Temple of Jupiter Ammon, argues, that the demons, who preside

over the oracles, have died or transmigrated and left the oracles

dumb. He also expresses the Ijelief, that evil demons, sometimes,.

take possession of the oracles, and return wicked responses, and

demand cruel sacrifices, unworthy of the gods. Lamprias, the

Delphian, thinks, that the failure of the inspiring exhalation from

the earth may be a proximate cause, though the ultimate cause,

*> The agitation of this questiou among ia!.';iu priests .ind philosophers is

peculiarly significant at the very time when "tlie living oracle" of God had

come down to dwell on earth.
•• h-nreforih oiad-s an- c.m-<l,

God hath now di'nt hij livin- oraol"," Xv.—Htlton, Bit-. Reg., b. 1,

It was about the same time, too, that human sacritici-s ceased to be generally

offered in the ancient pagan world, giving place to the one sacrifice on Calvary.

Cf. Hackett's I'lutarch, p. 93.

I
" No mean city," the rival of Athens and Alexandria in literature, science,

and the arts.
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•whether of the cessation or of the commencement and continuance

of inspiration, as of every other finite being and event, is God.

The discussion, it will bo seen, involves incidental questions of

great interest, such as the relation of first and second causes, the

nature and manner of inspiration, the existence and duration of

demons or inferior deities, and the character and government of the

Most High. A long argument is entered into to prove, that there

is not one world only, nor on the other hand an infinite number, but

five—the proof being drawn chieUy from the mysteries of the number
five, and from the analogy of othei- things that exist by fives, as the

five senses, the five regular solids, the five zones, &c. An effort is

also made to establish and explain the fact, that the year was growing

shorter and the seasons growing colder ; an idea which was suggested

by the declaration of the priests of Jupiter Aramon, that from year

to year less and less oil was annually consumed by the lamps in the

temple.

C. Concerning the Oracles of the Pythian Priestess. The scene

of this dialogue is the same as that of the last. The plan is also

similar, and the subject kindred. It is a dialogue within a dialogue,

or rather, it is a familiar report of a rambling conversation, which

arose among a mixed company of priests and philosophers, natives

and strangers, as they visited in succession the apartments and in-

spected the offerings of the Temple at Delphi, sometimes discussing

the material of the statues, as, for instance, the origin and composi-

tion of the far-famed Corinthian brass, at other times, the significance

of the symbols which chanced to meet their eyes; now the ap-

propriateness of the offerings, and the merit of the acts or actors in

whose honour they were consecrated, (where, by the way, Plutarch

seems to hint, that the prostituted beauty of the courtezan is quite

as worthy to be canonized, as the misdirected heroism of the mere
warrior,) and now again the reality of prodigies and predictions,

many of which arc related, and their alleged fulfilment referred

to mere chance by an Epicurean philosopher, but declared by
another interlocutor, who doubtless represents the opinion of our

author, to be an actual and unquestionable accomplishment, as little

referable to blind chance as the writings of Epicurus himself. The
principal question, however, is, why the Pythian priestess, in modern

times, no longer gives her responses in verse. In answer to this

question, it is said, in the first place, that the artcient oracles were,

not unfrequently, uttered in prose, and ihc modern are sometimes

communicated in verse. In the second place, the earlier ages were

in their nature more poetical than the present. Everything was

then written, or rather spoken and sung, in verse. This suited the
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taste of the nations in their infancy. Moreover it aided the memory
at a time -when books were unfrequcnt and unknowi. ISIow, on the

contrary, poetry -was associated -.vith fiction, and to couch the oracles

in a poetical form were to brin^;^ discredit or suspicion on their truth.

Prose had become the vehicle of history and philosophy; -why should

it not also be the language of religion and revelation. ? Furthermore,

the questions now referred to the oracles were of minor importance

and of a more prosaic character; and propriety required that the

ansv.-ers should correspond. Besides, in ancient times, vrhen kin^^s

and statesmen came to the oracles with questions of groat national

import, the responses were given often in a poetical and even
enigmatical form for the sake of obscurity, since, if communicated
in more intelligible language, they might occasion offence, or other-

wise injure the credit of the oracle. The form, it is further ar'^ued.

is a matter of comparative indifl'erence, subject to the demands of

expediency, or the changes of times and circumstances. But the re-

sponse is neither more nor less true, neither more nor less miraculous,

whether it is communicated in prose or verse. If it was to be f^iven

in Avriting, instead of being orally pronounced, surely no one would
fmd foult with the chirography, and say, that the response was not

Apollo's, because the letters were unworthy of a divine hand. Nei-
ther the voice, nor the sound, nor the words, nor the metre proceed
from the god, but from the woman. The god onl}- presents the visions

and kindles in the soul a light to discover future events. Hence, if,

as some wonder and complain, the responses, when in verse, arc not

always in Homeric or Hesiodic perfection of metre, this is no re-

proach to the deity. It is befitting, that the priestess be chosen from
among the illiterate, in order that she may approach Apollo with

vii"gin soul immaculate. And the revelation, as it reaches us, must
partake of the nature and the imperfections of the organ through

which it is communica,ted ; since it is the actual, if not the necessary,

method of inspiration, as also of providence, to use instruments in

accordance with their nature; just as in Homer, when Minerva would
persuade the Greeks to any enterprise, she brings Ulysses on the

stage ; when she designs to break the truce, slie finds out Pandarus

;

but Avhen she would put the TrojaTis to rout, she addresses herself

to Diomedc—it being, in fact, impossible to move a cylinder like a

sphere, or make a trumpet sound like a harp, or an illiterate person

speak like a man of letters.

The author, it will be seen, proceeds on the assumption of a gcnei-a!

conformity of the supernatural to th.e natural. The laws of nature

are never cnnlravcncd. The course of nature is internipled no

further than is necessary. The great law of proportion and adapta-
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tion of means to ends governs the special intervention, as Avell as

the ordinary succession of events.

7. Of the Ei over the Gate of the Temple at Delphi. This is ad-

dressed to Serapion, an .Vtlicuian poet, who is one of the interlocutors

in the foregoing dialogue, and to whom Plutarch gives an account

of a discussion, in which he himself took part with Ammonius the

philosopher, Lamprias the J^elphian, and several others, (two of whom
were also among the dramatm persona' of the last dialogue.) at the

Temple of Delphi, about the time when ;Xero visited Greece. The
subject of discussion is one—the significance of the mysterious in-

scription (Et) over the gate of the temple. xVll agreed that it was

symbolic or enigmatical, in accordance with the well-known character

of Apollo, whose very surnames (Pythian, Delian, icQ.) indicated a

fondness for such curious and recondite questions. But they put

widely different interi)retations upon it. The first said, the current

report was, that the original Jive of the seven sages inscribed the

letter E on wood because it was the JJfih letter in the alphabet, and

dedicated it to the temple of Apollo, a.s a perpetual protest against

reckoning the other two (Cleobulus and Periauder, both tyrants)

among their sacred number. The second believed, that it was the

contingent particle E/, meaning if, and significant of the questions

and prayers which infiuirers brought to the oracle, and in both which

the particle Et held a prominent place, as, for example, in the question,

Jf I shall marry V or the petition, Jf (would that) it might please the

god! The third agreed with the preceding in considering it equiv-

alent to if, but preferred to interpret the if as expressive of the

logical relation of tlie antecedent and consequent, (if such a thing is

given,'^' such a result will follow,) and so symbolical of the consecra-

tion of the logical faculty, or reason, to the god. The fourth, deeming
mathematics a more worthy ofiering than logic, pronounces the number
five (expressed by E; to be an emblem fit of that sacred science.

Or the same sacred number may be taken as the representation of

the five senses, the five musical chords, the five regular solids, or the

five orders of living beings from the brutes to the supreme God.
The last. (Ammonius, Plutarch's teacher in philosophy,) while he

speaks respectfully of the traditional, the grammatical, the logical,

and the mathematical interpretations, sets them all aside, and pro-

pounds a solution more strictly theological. lie takes the Ei to be

the secon;! persuu singular uf the verb of existence, and by address-

ing the deity thus, (ijiou aut,) he supposes the worshipper to ascribe

to him what belongs to him, and him only—necessary, eternal, and

^ If i^5 well known to he but a shorter form of give, and « is probably a kindred

imperative of au old Greek verb.
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immutable existence.* Thus interpreteil, it stands in beautiful rela-

tion to that other famous inscription at Dclplii, yr<In9i aeavrov.

The god admonishes the -worshipper, Know thi/iclf: and the Avor-

shipper responds, Thou art, and none besides thee is ; myself and all

creatures have but a derived and dependent existence, which scarcely

deserves the name of heijig.

8. Of Isis and Osiris. Of the Religion and Philosophy of the

Egyptians, would be a title more fully and exactly descriptive of this

piece, Avhich is accordingly addressed to a priestess of Isis, who was

also priestess of Apollo at Delphi. The doctrine of the discourse

is, that the religious rites of the Egj-ptians, so far from being the

mass of folly and superstition Avhich it was then custou:iary to con-

sider them, concealed beneath appropriate symbols, truths in religion

or philo50{)hy that were fraught with practical utilit}' and moral ex-

cellence. It was not strange that a people who not only placed

sphinxes before their temples, but concealcl their Avritten language

and litcratm-e, history and philosophj^ under a veil of hieroglyphics,

should set forth their religion in the disguise of symbolical rites

and enigmatical tales, which, literally iuterju-eted, were indeed ab-

sm-d and nionstrous enough, but which yet contain obscure hints and

shadowy resemblances of the most important truths. The dress of

the priests, the form of the temples, the sacrifices and modes of wor-

ship, and all the romantic tales of the birth and death, the wander-

ings and wars of Isis, Osiris, and Typhon. are so many dispersions

and refractions of the logical and j)hiloso{)hical truth, as the rainbow

is of the sun. Accordingly Egypt has been visited by Grecian sages

in every age, all of whom have brought away more or less of their

mysterious wisdom, and some, especially l.'ythagoras, have borrovred

not a few of their religious symbols. Tlutarch not only identifies

the Egyptian gods with those of Greece, ((Jsiris, or Avhat is another

name for the same deity Serapis, with Tluto, Isis with Proserpine

or Minerva, etc.,) but, though not altogether unconscious of the ab-

surdity he is perpetrating, suggests many contradictory Greek etymo-

logies for their Egyptian names, lie relates at considerable length

the story of the three principal i)crsonagos of tlie Egyptian mytho-

logy, and then, with exemplary patience, details several of the al-

legorizing constructions that have been put upon it—such as the

physical, Avhich identifies Isis with the land, Osiris with the Nile,

and Typhon with the sea; or, pcrha|>s, Osiris with moisture, and

Typhon Avith drought—the astronomical, which refers Isis to the

earth, Osiris to the moon, and Typhon to the sun; or, as others

will have it, for there is no agreement in this matter, Osiris to the sun,

' So Jehovah in Hebrew. Cf. K.xod. iii, 14.
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Isis to the moon, and Typbon to the chaotic tendency of matter

—

and the metaphysical, \vhich makes Osiris the First Cause, or Intel-

ligent Principle, of the universe, Isis the faculty of reception.

Orus the cfiect, and Typhon the principle of disorder. He speaks,

with manifest partiality, of the dualistic system of the Persians, and

seems to recognise the necessity of a distinct and intcllifient author

of evil, -who must himself be evil or malevolent, but who will at length

be overcome by the benevolent author of all good. The adoration

of animals by the Egyptians our author condemns, but he puts the

most charitable construction upon it as of a piece with other forms

of idolatry, Avhich alwn^-s stops with the form, and fails to penetrate

to the thing signiiied ; and though it were better, like the Greeks,

to speak of the several animals as sacred severally to the several gods,

than to vrorship them like the Egyptians, yet to worship them is

quite as excusable as to Avorship images of Avood and stone, or gold

and silver, since the meanest creature that is endowed with life

and sense and motion, belongs to a higher order of being, and there-

fore is a more fit symbol of the deity, than any imago of however

costly material or however exquisite form and finish.

With -all its doubtful allegorizing and fanciful etymologies, this

treatise is a valuable contribution, not only to the history and philo-

sophy of the religion of Egypt, but to the hermeneutics of idolatry

and mythology in all the heathen world, excessively charitable doubt-

less in its interpretation of heathen rites and traditions, yet distinctly

recognising their degeneracy and corruption in the understanding

of the mass of mankind, and that as the result of their own de-

generacy and cori-uption.

9. Consolation to Apolloniu>. This is a consolatory letter ad-

dressed to a friend on the death of a son who bare the same name
Avith his father. The usual precepts and considerations Avhich

philosophy suggests for the solace of the afflicted are here urged,

such as the fruitlessness of grief, the AA-eakness of excessive sorrow

or extreme joy, the mutability of all things earthly, the liability of the

race to afflictions, some of Avhich arc heavier than ours, the miseries

of life and the desirableness of escaping the evils that may be in re-

serve, and the necessity of death, sooner or later, since it is the lot

of mortals and the debt of nature. History also is searched for ex-

amples of fortitude under aflliction, and poetr}' is laid under contri-

bution for the choicest gems of consolation. But our author seems

to have been aware that religion is the most efficient comforter in

the hour of sorrow; and it is Avith the religious considerations which

he presents that wc are chiefly concerned. As Socrates well said.*"

*^ Cf. Plat. Apol. Socr. 3*2.
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death is either like a deep sleep, or it resembles a journey into a far

country and for a long time, or it is the utter extinction of the soul

as •well as the body; and in neither of these views can it be con-

sidered an evil. For if death is annihilation, it is the end of ex-

istence, and therefore of all the ills to ^vhich existence is subject.

If it is a profound sleep, (poets have ahvays been fond of represent-

ing sleep and death as twin-brothers, and sleep as the image of death.)

what is more refreshing, what more grateful and welcome to weary
mortals than sound sleep? Or if it is ratlier a jom-ney to a distant

country, a removal from the body into the land of spirits, what more
desirable, than to escape the prison in whicli we are here confined

and go where alone liberty, truth and wisdom can be found? Hence
to the question. What is the greatest good? the oracle has often re-

sponded, death ; and the gods have bestowed death on those whom
they love, as a rewai'd for their piety. If then we mourn our own
loss, when our children die in early life, it is criminal selfishness;

and if we mourn for their sake, we ought rather to rejoice and thank

the gods, that they have been delivered from the ills of humanity and

made to participate in the divine nature. As compared with eteniity,

there is no diiTerence between a long and a short life; and to mourn

that our friends die in childhood or early manhood, is more absurd

than it would be for the ephemera^ of Pontus, whose whole existence

is but for a day, to sorrow immoderately, if some of their number

should perish at midday or even in the morning instead of living

till evening. At all events, call away whom they will, and when they

may, the gods take only what is their" own, since they have an ab-

solute property in us and ours; and if, according to a tradition so

ancient that Aristotle says it may well be udled eternal, they, at the

same time, exalt us to a more refined nature and a more blessed life,

they justly claim our thanksgivings, instead of our complaints.

Like music, poetry, and painting, life should be estimated, not by its

duration, but by its excellence. Not the longest life, therefore, is

the best, but the most virtuous. And Apullonius was an eminently

virtuous youth, dutiful to his parents, dear to his friends, benevolent

to all mankind, and devout towards the gods. His father should,

therefore, be comforted with the belief, tiiat he had been withdrawn

from this low earthly entertainment, before he was surfeited with

drunkenness, and been admitted to a high seat of honour and blessed-

ness in the abode of the pious, Avhcre, as Pindar says,

The sun sluncs with nu.imcloii'leil light,

V.'hcu all the woi-M above is thick with night.

10. Consolatory Letter to his Wife. Plutarch having lost a

daughter, two years old, wlio was born after four sons, and who died
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and A\-a3 buried in his absence, writes a letter full of tender sj-m-

patliy, yet manly foi titud(\ to the bereaved motlier, whose name the

daughter bore, lie druws a beautiful picture of the bright, playful,

innocent, and afiectionatc child, the life and joy of a famil}' brought

up luider parental care at humo; and he deeply laments her early

deatii. But a daughter for two years was better than none, was a

gift to which the}- had no claim, and for which they should therefore

be grateful; and the very charms which delighted their eyes, while

she lived, might and should still live in their memories and in their

hearts. He commends his wife for her decorum, not onl}* on this,

but other occasions of the same nature, (for they had lost two children

before.) in that she had not put on mourning apparel, nor disfigured

herself or her maid-servants, nor filled the house with mourning and

lamentation; but, as in times of prosperity and festal rejoicing she

had ever been marked for her frugality, so in the hour of sorrow

she had shown herself a pattern of moderation. He maintains here,

without any alternative hypothesis, a full persuasion of the im-

mortality of the soul : and the shorter the time during which it has

sojourned in the bndy. the less does it become contaminated and

fettered b}' fleshly app-.-tites and passions, the less likely is it again

to sink back into a bodily form, and the more sure it will be to rise

at once pure and unconstniincd to the realm of pmit}' and light

—

just as a bird, soon let loose from a cage, forthwith exults in its re-

covered freedom, whereas, if it remain too long in the cage, it becomes

attached to its prison, and. when sot free, spontaneously returns to its

captivity. The soul of the aged man, like his body, stoops and bows

down to the earth, while that of the 3'outh looks upward. "Hence
by the laws and traditions of our ancestors, when children die, no

libations nor sacrifices are oflered for them ; for infants have no part

of earth or earthly affections. Nor do they tarry and hover about

the sepvdchres and monuments where their bodies arc buried. The
religion of our country teaches us otherwise ; and it is an impious

thing not to believe, Avhat our laws and traditions assort, that the

souls of infants pass immediately into a purer, better, and more

divine state. Let us, therefore, conform to the laws in outward de-

portment, and endeavour still more earnestly to have our hearts

chastened, pure, and undeCled.''

In these consolatory letters of Plutarch, wc see the utmost that

philosophy and natural religion can suggest for the consolation of

the afllictcd. And it is not a little—with gratitude to God, as well

as in honour to our author, do Vt'C sa3-it—it is not a little comfort

and hope Avhieh this thoughtful and devout .spirit was able to derive

from natural reli'iion for his own solace and that of his bereaved
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friends. Yet how far was ho from having; attained to that full as-

surance of a resurrection and a reunion in a hotter world, and that

tender, affectionate, fdial confidence in a heavenly Father's love as

manifested and proved hy his severest discipline, which Christianity

inspires, which even the Old Testament inculcates, and which Job and
David, Paul and John breathed so spontaneosuly from their lips and
lives ! The Bible was made for a sorrowful, because a sinful, world.

11. The Dialogue on the Delay of the Deity in the Punishment
of the Wicked purports to have taken place at Delphi, between
Plutarch, Patrocleas his son-in-law, Tiinon his brother, and Olympicus.
and to have been occasioned by the wild i-avings of a follower of

Epicurus against the justice ami the providence of the gods. As
becomes the mutual relation of the interlocutors, Plutarch under-
takes the ofllce of answering questions and solving difficulties, while

the others appear in the character of in(purcrs and objectors ; and
the piece is, for the most part, a monologue in which the author dis-

courses at considerable length on the great subject of punishment
as related to the government of God. The principal objections

against the delay of divine justice arc fir.st brought forward, in that

tardy vengeance affords no satisfaction to the injured, and imposes
no restraint on the evil-doers, and that it destroys all belief in the

reality of divine providence in the minds of the wicked, who impute
the punishment, when it does come, to chance, and call it, not a pcnalt}^

but a misfortune. Plutarch begins his reply by disclaiming, with

the diffidence characteristic of the Academy, all knowkdp^e on a sub-

ject which lies beyond the scope of human visdoni. Even music,

war, and medicine are beyond the comprehension of those who arc

strangers to the arts. IIow much le.<s shall mortals comprehend
immortality! The laws and customs of men often appear absurd

to those Avho do not understand the n^ason fur them. What wonder,

then, if there are difficulties and, to our ajijirehension, even absurdities

in the government of God I

AVith these prefatory remarks, not intended, however, to evade the

question or its difliculties, but to secure a retreat should he be found
unable to cope with them, the author j)rocecds to assign some of the

probable reasons, wh}^ the Deity may delay for a season the infliction

of deserved punishment on the wicked.

1. He thereby sets us an cxam])le of forbearance and long-suffer-

ing. Human virtue is but an imitation of divine excellence—a par-

ticipation of the divine image. God made the world so as to teach

us wisdom and moderation; it was worthy of him to govern it so as

to teach us patience and long-suffering, which is not the least dinne
of his attributes.
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2. He tliercby affords tlic wicked an opportunity for repentance

and reformation. Character is eminently susceptible of change, as

the very words rpo-(3^ (turn of mind) and y&oc (custom, habit) in-

timate. History records the names of many who were dissolute,

licentious, or tyrannical in early life, but who afterwards reformed

and rendered illustrious services to their country and mankind. " If

Miltiades had been put to death when playing the tyrant in the

Chersoncsus, or Ciuion when living in incest with his sister, or

Themistoclcs when rioting and revelling in the agora, where then

would have been .^larathon, Kurymedon, or glorious Artemisium
where the Greeks laid the foundation of their liberties !" The very

excesses of such men in their youth show the depth and richness of

the soil from which they spring.

3. He preserves the wicked in order to use them as instruments

of punishing and restraining other wicked men, or, perhaps, that

they may give birth to a virtuous and noble posterity, as the Athenian

law, after the examj)lc of the ]']gyptian, deferred the execution of a

pregnant woman, Avho was convicted of a capital crime, till she had

brought forth her child. Thus Pericles and Pompey sprung from

a despised and accursed parentage, and Ulysses and ^Esculapius

descended from such tyrants and monsters as Sis3-phus, Autolycus

and Phlegyas. Even the inhuman Phalaris was, as it were, a medicine

to the Agrigcntincs ; and so was Marius to the Romans.

4. Bj- delay, punishment sometimes overtakes the wicked under

more appropriate and .-triking circumstances, than if it came upon

them immediately. Tiiey sutler or die by the same means, perhaps

by the very same in^iruments, which they used in wronging and

destroying others. Or their ill-gotten gains prove the occasion of

their ruin. Or their own consciences betray the guilt which had

escaped detection, and bring on the punishment which they might

otherwise have avoided. l*ertinent examples of each of these sup-

positions arc cited from history. Among the rest is the case of a

youth who had murdered his own fiither, and long passed wTttrcmt

suspicion. But at length, as if in a fit of frenzy, he suddenly rose

from his seat at a ban([uet, struck down a nest of swallows Avith his

spear, and crushed the young under his feet. When asked what could

have possessed him to do so barbarous an act, lie replied, Do you

not hear, how they have this long while been crying out against me,

that 1 murdered my father? The remark excited surprise, led to

examination, and issued in the conviction and punishment of the

unnatural son.

5. All this on the supposition, that punishment is actually de-

layed in those instances in. which it appears to be. But it is not so.
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Crime is always more or less its own punishment, just as the criminal

bears his own cross to the place of execution. Children in the Ro-
man amphitheatres admire and almost env\' the po<>r creatures who,

dressed in gay attire, dance for the entertainment of the populace,

till they see the flames bursting from that very attire (inlaid with

combustibles for that purpose) and hastening to consume them;*
then they perceive that their punishment had begun at the very time

when they were the objects of their fooli.sh admiration: so the wicked

begin to be punished as soon as they begin to do wrong, and pay
the penalty of their crimes (when it seems to be deferred) not later'

but longer; nor arc they punished only when thoy have grown old,

but they grow old, all the while suffering punisliment. And this

long time, it should be remembered, has reference merely to human
apprehension, not at all to the gods; for in their view the whole

duration of human life is nothing, and to hang the criminal or stretch

him on the rack now instead of thirty years agjo, is the same thint'

as to do it in the evening instead of the morning, ^leanwhile they

run no risk of his escape by any possibility out of the prison of life

in which they confine him till the day of execution. And what

though, during his imprisonment, he eat and drink, and dance and

play with the halter over his head ! Shall we say, that he is not

punished, till we see him hanging by the neck, or already stiff and

cold after having drunk the hemlock ? Shall we say, that the fish,

that has already swallowed the hook, is not caught, till "wc see it

roasted by the cook or served on the table".' If. then, the soul has

no existence after death, the Deity may bo said to deal severely rather

than too mildly with those Avhosc days are ])rolonged.

But, 6. The soul is immortal. This is inij>lied in the providential

care which the gods take of men, since it is absurd to suppose, that

they would lavish so much expense and pains-taking on so short-

lived a creature as man is, if the present is his only state of existence-.f

Moreover, the immortality of the soul is implied in the sacrifices

which men offer, and the gods accept, for the souls of the departed;!

and in the evocation of departed spirits from the unseen Avorld, as it

is practised by necromancers, and sometimes enjoined by oracular

responsc3.§ And if the soul exists after death, it is reasonable to

° It T\ill be observed, that tbe allusion is to Midi iiunis]imcut3 as Nero is said.

in Eccle.=;iastioal History, to have inflicted on the C'nvistians. The illustration

in tbe previous sentence is also a locus f/as.w>((s in relation to our Saviour's

having Lis own cross laid on him, till Le was no l'>ii;:er able to bear it.

t Compare Matt, xxii, .32 : " God is not the God of the ilcnd, but of the living."

I So the author of the Second Book of Maccabees proves, that Judas believed

in a resurrection from his offering; sacrifices for the souls of the slain.

§ In like manner, (as Prof. Ilackctt justly remarks, in his excellent edition of
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suppose, that it -will be rewarded or punished. For, during life, it

contends like an athlete at the games ; and >vhen the contest is ended,

it receives its reward. Y>y way of illustrating and confirming this

truth, Plutarch relates, with some hesitation lest it should be deemed

a fable,* a singular story of a young man, named 'J'hespcsius, who,

after having been for several days apparently dead, was said to have

returned to life, and communicated to his friends an account of

what befell him in the interval.

Thespesius, before this occurrence, had been a most unprincipled,

profligate man ; but the disclosures thus made to him, respecting

the tendencies of the life he was pursuing, had such an effect on his

mind, that he immediately reformed and became henceforth a pattern

of every virtue.

In order to give a consecutive analysis of Plutarch's argument

on the main question, we passed over, in its place, a kindred subject

of no small importance, which comes up incidentally and occupies

no inconsiderable space. It is the imputation or visitation of the

sins of parents upon their children—sometimes, according to the

current belief, many generations after the guilty individuals have

passed away from the earth. Plutarch pronounces many of the

popular stories of this kind to be sheer fictions ; but he acknowledges

the truth of the doctrine, and proceeds to justify the providence of

God therein—from analogy, from the natural bond of connexion

between parents r.n<l children, and from the salutary influence of such

a procedure, as a means of moral discipline and correction. Men
instinctively honour even the remote posterity of the great and good.

On the same principle, whether of justice or of expediency, they

may, and sometimes do. entail disfranchisement and other penalties

on the descendants of the atrociously wicked. Time, no more than

space, has a necessary power to sever the chain of cause and effect.

If a plague which originated in Ethiopia infected Athens, why may
not justice—i^enal evil—pass over from one generation to another.

A family, like a state, and even more than a state, is a unit so lon-^

as it continues to subsist, and must possess a collective responsibility

commensurate with its identity. Besides, nothing has a more powerful
tendency to deter men from a vicious life, than the fear of entailing

the consequences of their follies and vices upon their offspring.

this treatise,) i^ucli iiistaacos as tl.at of the witeh of Eiidor in the Scriptures,

demonstrate a boli-f in flic doctrine of sui existence after death among the Hebrews,
Warburton and his dis.iplca to the contrary not-withstanding.

'•* Plutarch, like I'lato, usually couches liis views of the un.=cen world under
the guise of a myth, for whose truth he will not vouch; and in Plutarch, this

myth usually takes tlic f.,rni of a trance, or dream, or vision.
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The punishment of the wicked after death is unseen and disbelieved

;

but the pain.? and penalties viiich they bring upon themselves and

their posterity in this life arc open to observation, and cannot fail

to impress deeply all who are not quite destitute of natural afiection.

And as in medicine, so in punishment, the great question is, What

will cure the disease? whether the remedy is applied directly to tlie

diseased part, or reaches it, indirectly or sympathetically, through

some other oi'gan, is of minor importance. In all cases, however,

where moral medicine is applied to the children of the wicked, the

children are also wicked; in other Avords, tliey inherit the disease of

their parents, or a predisposition to it, and punishment is a remedy

or a preventive for the cliildrcn's malady, while, at tiic same time,

it impresses a salutary lesson, on all vicious parents.* Accordingly

Providence does not always visit the iniquities of the fathers upon

the children, but only when the children resemble them in character.

If the children of vicious parents are themselves virtuous, the penalty

will not fall upon them, though it may reapjiear with the vice in

some future generation ; as warts, moles, black spots, a dark com-

plexion, or other family marks, sometimes sink out of sight for a

time, and emerge again perhaps after the lapse of a century.

Such is the substance of this remarkable treatise. We feel

that Ave have not done it justice in the process of abridgment,

especially in sacrificing the numerous historical examples Avhich,

while they embellish the style and illustrate the meaning, never

seem to interrupt the course of the argument, but superadd the

light of flicts and the conviction of reality to the force of de-

monstration. A quick and accurate moral sense—a sort of moral

and religious intuition—coiispires with a fertile memory and a prolific

imagination, to lift this treatise, not only to a high pre-eminence

above any other on the same subject that has come down to us from

pagan antiquity, but to elevate it to the rank of a standard work on

the subject for all coming time.

Having extended our analysis of these works of Plutarch to such

an unforeseen length, our space will allow us to furnish only the

most condensed summary of his theology, as it is found in these

and other writings.!

*= '-Sin begets sin. and notliincr can sta.v the plague but the direct interposition

of Heaven,"—this lesson is written yi\A(- and deep in the poetry as well as the

philosopliy of the Greeks, in the liteniture as -vs-ell as the history of nations, in

the hearts and consciences of men as well as in the sacred t^criptures.

t Every article in this summary might have been accoiiipaniod with a voucher

:

but these references would have occujiiod miioh .space, and we deem thcni un-

necessary; by far the greater part will be readily found in the treatises here

analyzed.
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1. The Relation of the various National Religions to each other

and to the Relii^ion of Nature. All nations worship tlie same gods

under different names, ascribe to them the same attributes under

different representations, honour tliem Ayith rites diverse indeed in

outward appearance, but alike in their essential meaning; in short,

hold a religious foith iu modes and forms manifold and various, but

in spirit one and the same. The modes and forms distinguish the

national religions, the spirit and essence constitute the religion

of nature and reason. Even so the heavens and the earth are

common to all nations, though each gives them a different name.

The sun is intrinsically one and the same for all countries ; but his

light wears a very different aspect, as reflected from different ob-

jects, refracted by different atmospheres, and seen by different eyes.

Plutarch's position is a medium between the vulgar heathen notion,

that every nation has its own deity or deities, and the uncom-

promising doctrine of the Bible and the early Christians, that there

is but one true God. while the gods of the heathen are vanity and

a lie.

2. The Proper Interpretation of Religious Rites and Myths.

This is a great secret, which men have always been studying, but with

imperfect success. Some take the myths iu their literal sense, and the

rites merely in their outward forms, and fall into the grossest super-

stitions. Others exjjlain them all away, and leave nothing but blank

atheism. If there is essential truth and unity in the mythologies of dif-

ferent nations, they must, of course, receive a figurative interpretation.

The theogonies and theomachics, the marvellous stories of the gods,

are allegories. Tiie rites and sacrifices, the temples and altars and

sacred vestments are all so many symbols of religious truth. And
in the interpretation of thom, two extremes arc to be avoided—an

excessive allegorizing, which virtually annihilates all mysteries, all

religions, all gods, and a mere literalism, which sets them at variance

Avith each other and with the reason and common sense of men.

Especially are they chargeable Avith absurdity, who resolve the deities

into mere powers of nature, making Racchus a mere personification

of wine, Vulcan of fire, i^e. As well might we take the sails and

rudder of the ship for the pilot, or the loom and the web for the

weaver. Nor is tlio method of Euhemerus any better, who reduces

all divine things to the level of Jui/nan affairs, and degrades the

gods to the form and state of kings and commanders of the earliest

ages, thus duing violence to the intuitive convictions of the human

race.

3. Nature and Origin of Idolatry. Plutarch's doctrine of symbols

leads to his explantition of the nature and origin of idolatry. All
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those creatures and tilings -which have become objects of worship

in diflorcnt nations, were originally contemplated as symbols of the

Deity, who is the only proper object of adoration. Thus the Greeks

esteem certain animals as sacred to certain divinities, whom, in certain

respects, they represent or resemble. ]^ift the Egyptians worship

the animals themselves as divine. The sun is a striking image of

God; and thus the Persians came to worship it, as itself God.

Sometimes we see a nation or sect stopping at an interrae<liate stage

and regarding the animal as an incarnation, the sun as an embodiment

of the Deity, etc. The undiscriminatiiig multitude are ever prone

to confound gifts vrith their givers, words with things, signs with the

things signified. The men of an early, believing, and poetical age

very naturally called the gifts and creatures of the gods by the name
of the gods themselves, not really believing them to be divine, but

honouring them as manifestations of divine power, wisdom, and

goodness. But those who came after them, having degenerated

alike from their poetry and their pict}', not only called such things

by divine names, but believed them to be divine. So Ave call the

works of Plato by his own name. Dnt a man must be very stupid

and vulgar, when he hears his neighbour say, he has bought Plato,

to suppose that he has purchased the philosopher himself. The use

of any appropriate symbols is not to be forbidden ; though some

are far preferable to others, and the use is always liable to abuse.

The symbols themselves are worthy of homage, but only as, and in

proportion as, they are seen and felt to be fit )vpresentative3 of the

Deity, or of the worship that is his due."

4. The Sources and Standard of Authority in Religious Faith

and Practice. These are tradition, and the laws and customs of

nations. . To demand a reason or demonstration for the opinions

which we entertain of the gods, is to raise questions which ought

not to be agitated, and, indeed, to subvert the very foundation of all

piety and religion. It is suflicicat to believe and worship according

to the faith of our forefathers and the instructions of the country

where we have been born and bred.f The office of reason in religion

is that of an interpreter and mediator. It is the business of the

priest to receive from the laws the representations that pertain to

the gods, and then apply his reason to the investigation and discovery

of the truth contained in them. In like manner, it is the work of

the philosopher to classify, reconcile, and interpret the common con-

- It tk'M. bo ohscrvcJ, that llio mo^t intollipont (,'athuUos have borrowed or re-

produced riutareh's doctrine in justification of their iina;-'o worshiji.

t So Socrates, Xcn. Mem. i, 3, 1 ; Porphyry, Ep. ad MiirccUum 13; and so the

general voice of antiquity.
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ceptions and intuitions of men concerning God and their relations

to him: for these universal ideas or instincts are the teaching, the

handwriting of God himself; and the religious traditions and in-

stitutions of men go back to a period so far beyond the memory of

man, that they may well be deemed eternal, and therefore divine

—

go back at least to that earlier and better age of the world, -when man.

in his pristine purity and piety, lield more frequent and intimate

converse ^vith God. (Jreat deference is due to the earliest /:>oc/.?,

particularly Homer and llesiod, as competent witnesses to the truth,

as it Avas l)elieved in that early age. The opinions of philosophers

so -wise and good, so virtuous and pious, as Socrates and Plato, arc

also entitled to much respect. Homer and Hesiod, Socrates and

Plato are cited by Plutarch almost as frequently as Moses and David,

Paul and John are quoted by Christian theologians. Still they are

cited rather as Avitnesses, than authorities ; their testimony is to be

received no further than it accords with the laws and religious in-

stitutions, the sacred traditions and intuitive convictions of mankind,

or with that system of doctrines and duties, which reason, by a fair

and consistent interpretation, derives from these sources.

5. Existence of the Deity. Plutarch seldom enters into an ex-

tended process of reasoning for the express purpose of proving the

existence of the Deity, lie assumes it as an admitted and .un-

questionable fact: or lie contents himself uith the moral argument

drawn from the evil tendency and manifest fruits of atheism. Still

it is sufficiently evident, on what kind of proof his own convictions
.

rested. lie relied chieily, as we should presume from the statements

under the last head, on the universal and intuitive belief in the

Divine Existence vhich has prevailed in every age and nation. A
government Avithout a religion, a nation without a god, never existed.

and never avIU exist. As Avell might there be a state Avithout ma-

gistrates, or a city Avithout foundations. The argument from the

relation of cause and cfR-ct must have had great Aveight Avith him.

since he not onl}' felt the necessity of a First Cause prior to all

second cau.ses, but he could not conceive of any efficiency in any

material cause aside from divine agency—as Avell might the rudder

supersede the pilot, or the lancet dispense Avith the physician.

Indeed a glance at the fluctuating and temporary nature of all earthly

existence convinced him on broader and more metaphysical grounds.

that there must be some Being, back of all this, before all this, to

Avhom belongs necessary, unchanging, eternal self-existence. More-

over the Deity is constantly revealing himself to the imdcrstanding

and almost to the senses of all classes of men by oracles and pro-

digies, and to the reason and conscience of eminently holy men I'V
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more direct, spiritual communications/'- So conclusive and so pal-

pable to the mind of Piutarch -was the evidence from these and the

like sources, that he had no patience to ar;^ue the point at length

with those Avho would not see it; and with all his devoutness, he

never took the pains to write a treatise directly on the subject.

6. Revelation. God reveals himself to men, directly and in-

directly : directly to the eminently Avise and good, just as the

favourites of kings receive their comuiuuications from their own lips

;

indirect]}- to most men, as the multitude learn the Avill of kings and

commanders by proclamation, or the sound of the trumpet, or some

otlier intervening, external sign. In direct revelation, the divine

Spirit may be supposed to touch and move the human spirit, without

the intervention of an}- bodily sense or material medium, as incident

light is in contact with the rcllected ra}"- at the reflecting surface.

Indirect revelations are communicated through the medium of signs,

which constitute the basis of divination. Tliese are referable chiefly

to two classes, oracles and prodigies, kindred severally to the pro-

phecies and miracles which constitute the external evidences of

Christianity. Plutarch seems to entertain no doubt of the reality

and trustworthiness of both these sources of revelation, as they

existed among heathen nations.! Fraud has indeed fabricated false

and wicked oracles, (and their cruelty and wickedness demonstrate

their falsehood,) and superstition hasnndtiplied pretended prodigies

by misconstruing ordinary events. Put the counterfeits do not dis-

prove the genuine coin ; they rather confirm it. The tests of a

genuine prophecy are the definitcacss of the prediction and the ex-

actness of the fulfdment. There is no event so prodigious or un-

looked for, but it may naturally come to pass at some time or "other

in the course of ages ; and so a chance prediction might, perchance,

meet an accidental accomplishment. Put when a person not only

foretells the event, but defines, how and when, through what means

and by what person it shall come to pass, it is beyond the j)ower of

chance or human skill to conjure up such a j)rophecy ami its fulfil-

ment.t We might as soon believe that the writings of Epicurus

were composed by a fortuitous combination of the letters of the

" In like nifiuner .Socrates appeals to rev'?latii>u in proof of the Divine Kxistonce.

Xen. Mem., i, 4, 18. All the arguments in jiroof of a revtlatiou, of course, go to

substantiate the Divine I'xi.stence.

t The early Christian .\{iologihts dillVrc<I from cacli other on tliis question,

some denying and others acknowledgiu;j; an inferior, a sort of milural prophetic

element in heathenism preparatory to Ciiristianity, as Paul, perhaps, did.

Tit. i, 12 ; Acts xvii, 23, 2S. ^

*

I It is in just tliis parlieularity, an'i also in per-picuity, that the authenticated

pagan oracles, that have como down to us, are deficient.
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alphabet. As to Lis plul(>.Topliv of inspiration, Plutarch supposes

the deity to be its source, and, sometimes at least, an exhaling vapom-

its medium or occasion; and the inspiring exhalation ceasing, the

inspiration may cease also—for none of the gifts of the gods are

like the gods themselves, in their nature immortal. Again : the sub-

stance of the revelation proceeds from the deity, but the style and

manner depends on the genius, character, and will of the priestess;

nay, an evil demon m;iy, sometimes, thrust himself in and utterly

pervert the oracle,—so corruptible is all created good.

In his treatment of }»rndigie3, Plutarch is less explicit and less

satisfoctory,* and we .shall pass the subject with a bare allusion to a

theory which he casually suggests, viz., that there is a mysterious

sympathy between providence and those images and offerings which

are. consecrated in the temples, whereby they move conjointly to

signify future events—in other words, that these sacred donatives

are a sort of organ.- of the Deity, pervaded by his spirit, and instinct,

as it were, with his life.

7. Divine Nature and Attributes. Starting from the idea of self-

existence, or, which is the same thing, real existence, (for only that

rcalj_y is, which exists necessarily in and by itself,) Plutarch deduces

from it unity, eternity, immutability, independence, entire purity,

and the highest conceivable excellence. These attributes are implied,

not only in the inscription (E/) over the gate of the temple, but in

the very names of the god at Delphi ; for Apollo (not many) denies

plurality, Jeios aflirms unity, and Phwbus was the name given by
the ancients to everything that is bright and pure. In like manner,

in the names of Isis and Osiris, he finds shadowed forth knowledge
and holiness, as divine attributes. Auer the example of Plato, he

often calls God the IJeason (o rove) and the Good Being (j6 dyadov).

Goodness or love to mankind {(pUMvdpo-ia,) and justice unlimited

by time or place, he is csjiecially fond of predicating of the Deity.

Of the natural attributes, he speaks less frequently. Still there can

be no doubt, that he attributed to the Deity omnipotence, omniscience,

and omnipresence. Or rather, he more accurately conceived of the

Most High as existing indepeudently of time and space, there being

no past or future, nothing near or remote to him, since all things are

alike present with, and exist in himself. A god subject to the

same accidents and limitations from time and place as men—a ^od

confined to a human form, a material body or any otlier outward

circumstances—most of all a god without a soul, and dependent on

= Ix't the sceptic, or ilic lolicvoi*. who wovild see an-J feci the difference between

pagan prodigies and the Christi.iu uiiraclcs, read Plutarch along with Taley's

Evidences.
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tlie caprice of men, like the idols of the besotted multitude, -R-ere

no god at all. Self-sufficiency and self-perfection belong to the very

idea of the Supreme Being. And from these result, or to these be-

long, the conception of unlimited power, infinite kuovrledge, absolute

perfection, and entire blessedness.

8. Inferior Deities, or Superhuman Being.='. Plutirch's doctrine

in regard to the nature and rank or ranks of such beings, docs
not seem to be consistent with itself, and probably Avas not settled

in his own mind. But he appears to have entertained no doubt, as

to their real existence. Nor can we explain his language on this

subject, as a condescension or accommodation to the popular belief

It is a part of his philosophy, that there must be, or may Avell be,

intermediate beings between the supreme God and men, as a bond
of union and a medium of communication between them; and they
were alike erroneous in his view, who would have God to be the cause

of nothing, and they who would have him directly concerned in

everything. Whether they are immortal, like God, or die, like men,
though after a longer existence; Avhether they are a permanently
distinct class of beings, or may rise or sink into a participation of
the divine or human nature according to their character and
tendency; whether they are all good or some of them evil demons*

—

these are questions on Avhich he is at variance with himself When
and Avhere this doctrine of intermediate beings originated, whether
in Persia or Egypt, Phrygia or Thrace, he does not know. In Greece,

Homer used the names gods and demons interchangeably. Hesiod
was the first to distinguish and define between them. Plato con-

sidered demons as a necessary link between God and man. Plutarch

regards them as the agents of the divine government, whether in

nature or providence, whether in .'Special revelations and inter-

positions, or in the ordinary care and discipline of men ; and bo
often uses language which reminds us strongly of that Avhich the

Scriptures employ in setting forth the ministry of angels.

0. Divine Agency. First and Second Causes. In nature, as in

Avorks of art, there are tAVO kinds of causes Avhich conspire to produce
the effect—the efficient or final cause, and the physical or m.aterial

cause. The latter may be AvhoUy void of intelligence; the former
must be an intelligent, rational being. Strictly speaking, the former

alone is the cause, Avhile tlie latter is only the instrument Avhich tho

° In the use of daijLOvzq for fi*i7 demons, it will be seon Lo^7 tho wr}- was pre-

pared for the New-Tcstamcnt scn^c of that wonl; while tbo old as'^ociatiou of

the same name with the gods of the hoathcn pave the c.irly Christians a verbal

advantage in their assaults on the old in^-thology : " The tliinf;s which thcr sacri-

fice, they siicrifi.jo to dcifwfia, and not to Go<.l." 1 Cor. x, 20.

Fourth Series, Vol. IV.—26
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intelligent cause uses for the accoin])lishincnt of his ends. The
artist is the proper cause or author of the painting or sculpture;

the colours and brushes, the marble and chisel arc only the instru-

ments -with which he uorks. So lieason or God is the proper cause

of the universe, and matter, >vith its properties, is only the means
which he uses. Si ill both may properly be called causes, since both

are essential to the ciTcct. ]]oth are proper subjects of philosophical

inquiry ; and tlie freest investigation or the strongest affirmation of the

one involves no denial or superseding of the other. In iheir tendency

to partial and one-sided views, however, men arc always prone to

exalt one to the neglect or exclusion of the other. The ancient poets

and divines confined their view to the first and most excellent cause,

having on all occasions these well-known words in their mouths

:

"Jove the beginning, middle, source of all," but giving themselves

no concern about physical causes. Their successors, on the other

hand. Avho, for tliat roa "on, were called 6vaiKoi, or natural philosophers,

stopped with the physical causes, and did not deem it necessary to

ascend to the Divine ilca.son, as the eCScient cause and proper author of

all existence. Tlio same mistakes are perpetually repeated in the

explanation of omens and prodigies, oracles and prophecies, some
deeming them wholly natural, others making them wholly super-

natural, whereas th.e true jdiilosopher will avoid both these extremes,

and labour to assign to the natural and the supernatural each its

several province. So far from believing fate to be the cause of all

things. Plutarch iloi'S not allow that it is properly the cause of

anything, since, like the laws of nature, it is only an established rule

or mode of the divine agency. Evil, especially moral evil, does not

proceed from fate, still loss from God. If fate were its cause, it

would be necessary; if God were its author, it would not be repre-

hensible, lie seems to regard sin as the result of man's free agency,

and inclines to consider it as connected in its idtimate source vrith

an evil principle or power in the universe, according to the dualistic

philosophy of the East. "For if nothing can come without a
cause," lie argues, " and good cannot be the cause of evil, then

there must be an original source of evil as well as of good in the

universe. And this is the opinion of the wisest and greatest pai^t

of mankind."

10. Providence. Moral Government. Providence is threefold,

and may be thus dofuiod :—The first and supremo providence is the

intelligence or the will of the Supreme God. doing good to all beings

and things, according to which primarily all divine things throughout

the universe have bcf-n arranged in the best possible manner. The
second is tliat of the secondary gods, who range through the heavens.
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producing mort;iI existences in due order, and regulating all that
pertains to the safety and preservation of the several species. The
third is the providence and foretliought of those demons who on
earth are appointed the guardians and overseers of human affairs.

The supreme providence is prior to nature, antecedent to Me, and,
indeed, the most ancient of all thing.^ except him whose will or
intelligence it is, who is the Maker and Father of all. In the inter-

pretation of God's providence and moral govcrumcnt over men, tvro

extremes are to be avoided. The one is that of the superstitious,

who turn all natural occurrences into prodigies, and construe every
evil, that befalls, as a special punishment for some particulai- sin

—

who are paralyzed with fear, for e.\ample, at sight of an eclipse, as if

God had withdravrn his favour, when, in fact, it is only themselves have
lost their reason; and with correspondent weakness, they find the

cause, jierhaps, in something that they have eaten or drunk, or in the

non-peiformancc or misperformance of some outward ceremony. The
other extreme is that of the atheist or mere philosopher, who, when
he has found a natural cause- for an event, forthwith jumps to the

conclusion, that it has no final cause, no moral intention, no possible

relation to punishraent or discipline. The truly v.ise and pious man
will recognise the perfect harmony of physical and final causes,

will expect to see them co-operating in the divine government as they

do in human affairs, vrill study to discern their ruutual relation ; and
though he will meet, as he m.ight expect, vath many incomprehensible

mysteries in providence, yet if he exercise sullicient candour and
patience, he will find satisfactory evidence that God does deal vrith

men in this world more or less according to their character; that he

does, sooner or later, directly or indirectly, reward virtue and punish

vice ; that justice is often administered only with more manifest per-

fection because of its seeming imperfection and delay; and that

moral discipline is, after all, the grand design, as it is also the great

secret, of our checkered earthly existence. Evil^ though not the

necessary means of good, is oven-uled by all-seeing wisdom and
all- controlling power. It calls forth the forbearance and compassion

of God, and thns is the occasion of a new development of the divine

perfections for the imitation of men, whose excellence consists in

the knowledge and participation of the divine image. ^Moreover

Providence uses the wicked as his executioners in the punishment

or the restraint of other wicked men, or as his instruments in the

accomplishinent of a good which they do not intend, and when he

has accomplished the end, then he cuts them off from the world.

Fortune is a part of providence, and is said to happen, because

it fiiUs in with our plans or wislics, and yet is not the result of
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human purpose, knowledge, or tigoncy.* Chance also, -which Plutarch

uses as a more comprehensive terra than fortune, ia comprehended

hi providence, and is called fortuitous, merely because its occurrence

is unforeseen and its c.iuse unknown to us.

As God's providence and man's agency conspire, so prayer and

exertion should ahvays go hand in hand; for God is the brave

man's hope, and not the coward's excuse. Pray, and yet hold to

the rudder
;
pray with your hand on the plough

;
pray, while you gird

on your armour—these arc precepts which are justified by sound

philosophy not le?s than true piety, having received the sanction of

the heroes and sages not less than the priests of antiquity.

With Plutarch, providence was no idle speculation. It was a

deep conviction of liis moral nature, which was ever present with

him ; and is not less manifest in the whole series of his biographies

than in the most strictly religious of his moral essays. He was the

Puritan historian and philosopher of his age. He saw the hand of

God in nature and in Jiistory, and he WTote "the Magnalia"of

Greece and Piome.

11. AVorship. Piety. The Nature of Religion. So far as ex-

ternal service goes, Plutarch, as we might have presumed from his

general doctrine touching the authority of law and custom in matters

of religion, deemed it suQicient, and not only sufficient, but right

and duty, to obey the same precept which Socrates inculcated and

referred to the oracle as its original source, viz., honour the gods

according to the laws of the state. For these, so far as they pertain

to religion, he regarded, in the first place, as going back to a divine

origin; and, in the second place, though they had been much per-

verted and gro>.'=ly mi.^understood, still the traditionary rites and

institutions of all countries, in all their diversities, were more or less

appropriate symbols of the pure and spiritual worship that should

be rendered to the Deity. But all external services arc little worth

in comparison with the homage of the heart and life. The gods are

most honoured by rigiit views of their character, and best pleased

with obedience to their will. The desire of truth, especially in what

relates to the gods, is a sort of grasping after divinity, and a mark

of more piety than any ritual purgation or temple service whatever.

And •though thank-on'erings, especially for the blessings of know-

ledge and peace, (var trophies in the temples are of questionable

propriety,) are acceptable when they proceed from a grateful heart,

yet it is more becoming, especially for kings and princes, to con-

** The ancients, very gonrr.illy, by the use of the words fortune or chance,

. meant to deny simply human forecast, not divine agency, e. g., forte quadam

divuiitus. Liv. i, 4.
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secrate to the god the lasting monuments of justice, temperance,

and magnanimity. AVisc men should go to the gods for all the good
things which they would enjoy ; and, most of all, Avhen Ave aspu-e

after such knowledge of them as human nature can attain to, we
ought to pray, that they themselves will bestow it upon us—truth

being the greatest blessing that man can receive or God can give.

In a word, virtue, holiness, true piety is likeness to the divine image,

which consists chiefly in wisdom and goodness. Fasting and austere

observances are to be encouraged, so far as they conduce to this end,

to which the}^ doubtless, have a natural tendency. But to make
religion consist in abstinence from meats and drinks, and mortification

of the body; to v.rap one"s self in sackcloth and roll in the mire and
groan because he has eaten this and drunk that, is a folly and ab-

surdity which Plutarch is never weary of ridiculing—sometimes he

sternly denounces it as the fruitful source of atheism. For men
were not first made atheists by any defect in nature or providence.

No ; it was the uncouth actions and senseless passions of superstition

—her canting words, her foolish gestures, her magic incantations,

her fantastic processions, her foul expiations, her barbarous and in-

human penances—it was these, that gave occasion to many to say,

It would be far better that thoi-e were no gods, than such as a)"e

pleased with these toys and trifles.

12. The Natural Character of Man. Cleans of Recovery. Touch-
ing the native character of man, our author is not consistent with

himself. Sometimes he seems to teach, that souls at birth proceed

directly from their Maker, and so partake of innate goodness. More
frequently, however, and in better keeping with his whole creed, he

holds, that souls are born into this life in ])unishment for the sins

of a former existence, and in consequence of an earthly and sensual

tendency, which sinks them down into a body of flesh and blood

in spite of all the discipline to which they have hitherto been sub-

jected. From the fallen and sinful state in which men are thus born,

there is no recovery, but by a prolonged [process of discipline and per-

sonal expiation carried on through a succession of transmigrations

or earthly generations, with intervening seasons of purgation in

another world. Of free forgiveness or vicarious atonement, he seems

to have no conception. This world is thus turned into a sort of

purgatory, as well as probation for the next. And the next, or in-

visible world, is much the same (only more severe) to all who have

not already finished their probation but nmst undergo another meta-

morphosis, that is to all who have not reached a state of entire puri-

fication on the one hand, or, on the other, been proved hopelessly

incorri"[ible.
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13. A Future State. The haiuortality of the soul is deruoustratcd

by the universal belief of it in all a;:cs and nations, by inspired la\v-

givers and oracular rei?ponses, by offerings for tlie dead and evoca-

tions of departed spirits, by the testimony of those vrho have visited

the unseen uorld in trances or visions, and most of all, by the pro-

vidential care which the <^ods exercise over men, and v,"hich is alto-

gether disproportioncd to the value of their brief earthly existence.

When the soul has passed through its season of trial, and completed

its series of earthly generations, it enters upon a state of rewards

and punishments -whicu arc everlasting. The good rise to the region

of the sun and stars,* to a life with and like God, where God is

their leader and king, where they hang on him vrholiy, behold him
without weariness, and passionately admire and affect that divine

beauty which cannot be uttered or conceived by men. The wicked

sink into an abyss of woe, where he sometimes represents them as

subjected to the cxtremest bodily tortures which justice can inflict

or ingenuity invent, while, at other times, he eschevrs the idea of

bodily inflictions, and describes them as plunged in utter mental

darkness, sorrow, and despair.

Our readers are capable of reflecting for themselves upon this

outline, and drawing their own inferences from it. Perhaps, however,

we may be indulged in the remark, that it administers reproof to

the advocates of both the extreme views which are so often and in-

discriminately taken of pagan antiquity— to those Avho argue the

sufficiency of the light of nature for all practical religious purposes,

and those who decry natural theology as utterly devoid of truth or

excellence, and thus unwittingly subvert the foundations of all re-

ligion. In the name of antiquity, in the name of humanity un-

enlightened an<l itjsbi ised by the Scriptures. Plutarch bears witness

to the ti-utli of thusc fundamental doctrines which belong in common
to natural and rev<>aled religion, and are assumed as the basis of the

evidences of Christianity. Lut he sheds not a ray of light on that

darkest, deepest problem in theology, which has ever awakened the

most profound solicitude in thoughtful, serious minds, viz., IIow shall

a man be just with God? and the satisfactory solution of which is

the characteristic glory of the Christian revelation. And on the

subjects of the divine existence, providence, probation, and a future

state, he testifies with much doubt and hesitation, and not unfre-

qucntly mingles hurtful error with uncertain truth. The false no-

tion that matter is necessarily contaminating and the prime source

of evil, mars the moral tendency of his ethical system. The gloomy
** The intermcilialo abo'le, to and from -vvhicL the soul passes in its successive

metempsychoses, I'luturch su^rgests, may bo t)ie moon.
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doctrine of traDsmigriition of souls, with its associated misappre-

hension of tlio doctriucs of punishment and expiation, converts the

universe into a dark and dismal purgatory, earth into a vast prison,

and the bodies, not only of men, but of the lower animals, into so

many dungeons for the incarceration and discipline of fallen spirits.

When true, his disclosures of a future world ^Yant authority. The

whole system is deficient in motive power. It Avants especially the

animating, inspiring, renovating power of hope and love for the

elevation of the masses, whom it leaves sunk in almost helpless and

hopeless degradation. On the whole, there is, perhaps, no lesson

Avhich Plutarch teaclics us more eiTectually than this, (and what can

teach this lesson more impressively than the doubts and errors of

the Avisest and best of pagan philosojjhcrs ?) J low unspeakably great

arc our obligations to the authoritative testimony of Ilim Avho came

forth from the unseen world, and so could speak what he know, and

testify what he had seen of God and eternity :—who was not only

in the beginning with God, but who was God, and tliereforo had the

right, as well as the power, to promulgate tiie precise and only terms

of reconciliation to rebellious men—who became flesh, and dwelt

among us, full of grace as well as truth, and thus enabled men t-o

hear and see and handle the Word of Eternal Life.

Art. IV.—BIPvDS AND AUDUBOX.

Ornithological Biography ; or, cm ^Iccount vf /.'f }I.ihii-< of the Birds of the United

States. By J. J. Ari.rr.oN-. Philp.delj.hia tin.l EJinburgh. lS0y-'lS3a.

A PECL'LIAK charm invests the live.-^ of naturalists. The path of

the military conqueror is bloodrstaincd,*tliat of the statesman in-

volved and tortuous, Avhile the pale legions of avarice usually beset

the goal of maritime discovery, and a?sociatc the names of its heroes

with scenes of anarchy and oppression; but the lover of nature, who
goes forth to examine her wonders or copy her graces, is impelled

by a noble enthusiasm, and -works in the spirit both of love and wis-

dom. Vv'e cannot read of the brave Avanderings of Michaux in search

of his S3'lvan idols ; of Hugh Miller, while at his mason's work,

reverently deducing the grandest theories of creation from a fossil

of the '• old red sand-stone;"' or of Wilson, made an ornithologist, in

feeling at least, by the sight of a red-headed woodpecker that greeted

his eyes on landing in America,—without a Avarm sympathy Avith

the simple, pure, and earnest natures of men thus drawn into a life-

devotion to nature, by admiration of her kuvs and sensibility to her
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beauty. If wa thou_^l it fully follow the steps, and analyze the charac-

ters of such men, avc usually liad iu them a most attractive com-

bination of the child, the hero, and the poet—with, too often, a shade

of the martyr. An inklin;; of the naturalist is indeed characteristic

of poets. Cowpcr loved hares; Gray, goldfish; Alfieri, horses;

and Sir "Walter Scott, dogs: : but, when pursued as a special vocation,

Ornithology seems the mo.-:t interesting department of natural

history.

Birds constitute the poetry of the animal creation : they seem, like

flowers, the gratuitout? oflspring of nature ; and although their utility,

as the destroyers of baneful insects, is well known, we habitually

associate them with the sense of beauty. Indeed, familiarity alone

blinds us to the suggestive charm attached to winged creatures ; and

we can scarcely imagine the hopelessness that would brood over

woods and fields, if deprived of the tuneful voices and graceful move-

ments of the fuathorod tribe. The gift of aerial locomotion they

enjoy, is a distinction which robes them with an attractive mystery,

and leads us to rcgvird them as creatures of less restrained volition

than any other species; freedom of action is thus one of their less

obvious charms, but one to which we instinctively refer a certain

exemption from ordinary trials, and capacity of high pleasures : the

chartered libertines of the, air, ranging its vast expanse as in-

clination or necessity dictates, they seem to belong to a more highly-

endowed order of animal life, and to spiritualize the principle of

motion by grace, alacrity, and a power to counteract natural forces.

The flight of a bird, attuitively watched, is one of the most inspiring,

revelations of nature. The case, rapidity, and grace with Avhich it

ranges the "upper deep," and the apparent caprice or unerring

instinct that regulate^ its course, appeal at once to science and poetry,

and the roinstrel as well as the naturalist is Avarmed into observant

admiration. Delicacy of organization and exquisite plumage add to

the interest thus cxcIiL'd ; and when we combine with these attractions

that of a versatile musical endowment, it is not surprising that birds

have created such cntimsiasm in the explorers of nature, and such

affection in untaught but susceptible minds. Aninial s^urits seem

embodied in the swift, volatile, and gay tribe; and while they approach

human nature in this regard, its holier sympathies are illustrated by

the domestic habits, tlie attachments, and individuality of birds ; and

thus they become naturally linked with the most grateful associations

of human life : so that in conversation, literature, and art, they occupy

a more distinctive and significant ri.'lation than we award to any

other order of creatures.

To the natural theologian there are few illustrations more pleasing
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and available than those derived from the structure of birds : its

adaptation to their habits yields the most useful hints towards the

invention of a flying machine; the perforated membrane -which

encloses the lungs, through -which air passes into the cavities of the

breast, abdomen, and even into the hollows of the bones ; tlie powdrful

muscles of the wings, the lightness and delicacy of the plumage,

—

increasing their buoyancy while protecting them from the weather,

—

the cleaving shape of the head and bill, and the rudder-tail, mark
them for inhabitants of the air, of -which they consume a larger por-

tion in the ratio of their size than any other creatures ; the magnitude

of the brain, too, is proportionally greater; and the complexity and
perfection of their vocal organs is a problem for science : while in-

stinct asserts itself in their migratory and domestic habits, in a

manner so reniarkable that the history of birds has furnished more
inspiration to story-tellers and poets than all the rest of the animal

creation. In special adaptation the various modifications of beak and
talons is wonderful ; how different a feeding-apparatus, for instance,

belongs to the woodpecker and the California fruit-eater. In the per-

fection of the senses, also, birds excel, and share the pleasures of

sight and sound -with man, indicating their enjoyment with an almost

human expression. The minute and exquisite beauties of insects,

visible to us only through the microscope, have given rise to the belief

that the richest provision exists for the gratification of their sight.

The act of singing, and the innumerable cadences and versatility of

note they exhibit, suggest that the world of sound has for them an

infinite range of significance. In variety of aptitude and vocation

they also assimilate with the human species—some being, as it were,

minstrels by profession, and others architects or hunters; and not

until we enter into the labours of the ornithologist, can we imagine

VN'hat numerous and modified species exist of birds of prey, and of

passage—the climbers, the gallinaceous, the waders, and the -web-

footed. The wonderful process of ovation is yet another natural

mystery revealed by birds, and Audubon used to speak of the rapture

with -which, when a boy, he Jiung over the newly-discovered nest,

and looked upon the little, shining v^^s^^, so carefully and snugly

disposed. Independent of the sense of beauty and the kindliness

of feeling to which birds minister, they seem to embody and express

pleasure more directly than any other oflspriug of nature ; her benign

influence is singularly associated -with them ; the spontaneous and,

as it were, vital jo}' that seems to animate their song and motions,

brings the idea of enjoyment vividly to the heart—they seem to

prophesy and proclaim happiness; and, accordingly, tlic misanthropes

repudiate, while the cheerful welcome them. It would require a
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degree of iTitrospcctive attention rarely exercised to realize how much
the familiar notes of birds act upon our moods ; in the balmy stilhiess

of a summer noon, the vernal air of a spring morning, or amid the

gorgeous drapery of an autumn wood, the chirp, carol, or cry of birds

breaks upon our solitude with an impression or a winsome effect

kindling to the imagination and eloquent to the heart. "Lord,"

exclaims old Walton, '^what mu.^ic hast thou provided for thy saints

in heaven, when thou affordc-t bad men such music on earth?"

There appears to be a meaning in the sound beyond what reaches

the car; it links itself with the aspects of nature, with the spirit of

the hour, or blends with the sad reminiscence or the hopeful reverie.

like its echo or response.

There is, too, a metaphysical reason for the superior interest birds

excite ; they have great variety and individuality of character, and we

instinctiveh' apply their names to our acquaintances as the best and

most available synonyms. Who has not encountered human beings

selfish as the cormorant, loquacious and unoriginal as the parrot, vain

as the peacock, gcntjc as the dove, chattering as the jay, volatile as the

swallow, solemn as the owl, rapacious as the hawk, noble as the eagle,

and so on through all the modifications of character? There are.

-indeed, two human attributes which birds possess in a striking de-

gree—affection and vanity. There is a bird in Mexico with a most
beautiful tail, that builds its nest with two openings, in order to go in

and out without rufllinu' its feathers. The brilliant and varied costume

of birds has suggested fabrics and patterns innumerable to more
rational beings ; and n)any of them, apparently, take a? conscious de-

light in their array, and the display of it, and in their vocal accom-

plishments, to win admiration or sympathy, as the most accomplished

coquette or gallant. In fact, although they seek prey and build nests,

their ways are quite social, and they seem born to leisure like people

of fortune : and it \a this apparent immunity from care, this life of

vagrant enjoyment,—as if mere flying about and singing were their

destiny,—that renders birds, like flowers, so grateful to the mind and
senses. 'J'he blue jay i.^ a pi-actical joker ; the snow-bunting delights

in a storm, and the wliitc owl in moonlight, quite as much as any
poet ; the tailor-bird sews leaves together to make itself a nest with

the skill of a modiste : the cuckoo is an adopt in small imposture—

the Yankee pedlcr of birds : the maternal instinct of the quail in-

duces her to ]>reton 1 lameness, and lead off urchins in search of her

nest on a false track. There is an Indian bird of luxurious tastes,

whose domicile is divided into several compartments, each of which

it lights up at night with lire-flies. We cannot see the kingfisher

intently gazing down upon the waters from a lofty tree, without
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reiilizin^ the wonderful visual adaptation of its optics. It is attested

by many travellers, that when a mule falls dead on the plains of

South America, although not a bird is visible to the human eye, in

a few moments flocks of vultures appear, having cither scented or

seen their prey from so vast a distance as to indicate an incalculable

power of the visual or olfactor}'- nerves. We caimot see a flight of

crows without thinking of the ancient time, v/hen their course was so

anxiously watched by the augurs ; or hear the first v,-elcomc-note of

the robin, as he hops about the field before our dwelling, as if on a

congratulatory visit at the advent of spring, without having the asso-

ciations of childhood revived with the tliought of that memorable

English b;^llad v.hich consecrates this bird to youthful affections.

Of the rude sculptured figures on Egyptian tombs, the most cor-

rectly designed are those of birds ; and in that land of sunshine and
mystery, the ibis was held sacred ; vrhile as cflectivc accessories to

the grand and monotonous landscape, most appropriately stands a

solitary heron, apparently carved in bold relief against the twilight

sky ; or floating high above the traveller's head, is seen a symmetrical

phalan.x of flamingoes, their black wings and snowy bodies gracefully

parting the ambient firmament. The hue of a Java sparrow's beak is

inexpressibly cheery; the habit of the ostrich of burying her eggs in

the sand and leaving them to be hatched by the sun, and the fidelity

of the carrier-pigeon, are facts in natural history' prolific of com-

parisons. The antique design of the doves at a fountain, is constantly

repeated by mosaic and cameo workers; and on sword, banner,

and signet, the king of birds remains the universal emblem of free-

dom and power, equally significant of American libert}' and Roman
domnion.

One of the most celebrated jurists in America was missed at dinner

by his family, one day in the country; but, after diligent search, he

was found in the hayloft, absorbed in watching a pair of swallows,

and acknowledged that, accustomed as he v>-as to technical and abstract

investigations, the observation of animated nature proved a refresh-

ment he could not have imagined. Eew of us, indeed, can fail to

have acquired a personal interest in birds, however we may have neg-

lected tlieir biography. A family with which we were domesticated

abroad, had a pair of turtle-doves in the house, who flew about at plea-

sure, and exhibited no fear, except in the presence of strangers ; one

of them died, and wo were surprised at witnessing no indications of

the despairing grief ascribed to this bird v.hcn thus bereft. The

anomaly was explained, however, when we noticed wliat an attach-

ment the dove manifested towards a beautiful boy of six years ; her

favourite resting-place was in the profuse golden hair of the child

;
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here she would sit broodin;:^, -while the boy vas at his sports or his

book, swaying to and fro with his inoveraents, or quietly nestling when
he assumed a fixed position. Sometimes, when the sunshine fell

upon the pair, in a picturesque attitude, the idea of a cupid with one

of his mother's doves, or of an infimt St. John with this living emblem
of beatitude, irresistibly sug_gested itself. The child Avas seized with

a brain fever, and, after a brief illness, died; and then the dove's

plaintive cooing was incessant; she refused sustenance for a long

time, and adopted a monastic life, in the high and dark folds of a

window-curtain—abjuring her previous habits of sociability, and ap-

parently consecrating her life to sorrow. AVho that has watched

the yellow birds swinging on the lithe sprays of an elm in a 2sew-Eng-

land village, the flight of blackbirds, in the autumn, round the shores

of Lake Champlain, or the graceful sweep of the curlews on the

Atlantic coast, and not thenceforth found them indissolubly associated

with these localities V As I crossed the piazza of St. Mark, at Venice,

for the first time, I noticed Avith surprise that the pigeons did not

fly at my approach, and recalled the fact that they had been sacredly

protected by the ancient government, and enjoyed prescriptive rights,

which they obviously considered inviolable. It is a striking thought,

when wc contemplate it, that the cider dovai that pillows the head of

beaut}', or trembl(.-s at the brcatii of her whose fair bosom it covers, was

torn from the wild sea-bird ; that the graceful plume that waves over

the warrior's crest once sustained the poised eagle among the clouds,

or winged the ostrich on his desert path. ^Vith how many evening

reveries and reminiscences of sentiment is the note of the whip-poor-

will associated, and what an appropriate sound for the desolate marsh

is the cry of the bittern I It is not surprising that tradition and poetry

embalm the names of so man}'- birds; from the superstition of the

ignorant mariner to the appreciative love of the educated bard, they,

though so often sacrificed, are yet endeared to man. The fables of the

roc and the pheni.K are among their most remote memorials ; mytho-

logy has wcdtled them to her deities ; on tavern-signs they betoken

good cheer, and on banners are national emblems. Burns uttered a

natural human sentiment when he asks, in the song, the little birds

o' bonnie Doon, how they can chant, and he sae fu o' care ! One of the

most exquisite metaphors in English poetry is that of Goldsmith, when

he compares the good pastor' .s ellorts to lure his charge to the skies

to those of a bird tempting its offspring to fly; and next to it is

that of Byron, in allusion to Kirke AVhite's early death, comparing

him to the dying eagle who sees that his own feather winged the fatal

shaft. And another more tender and graphic image still is that

of Dante in the episode of Erancesca do llimini :

—
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Quali Colombo, dal disio chiamate,

Con I'ali apcrtc e forme al dolcc iiido

Volan per I'aer dal volcr portatc

:

Cotal uscir della schii>ra ov'e Dido,

A noi venendo pur I'acr maliguo,

Si forte fu raffcttuoso grido.

Boccaccio's falcon and Sterne's starling, and the raven in Barnaby

Rudge, arc classic birds, since rendered by genius the expositors

of noble and humorous sentiment. But in this, as in all other de-

partments of nature, the most characteristic and feeling tributes

emanate from the poets.

The graceful flight and instinct of the woterlbwl—the very senti-

ment of the bird, and the im})ression it makes upon a contemplative

mind, have been embodied by Bryant : the very rhythm of that

favourite poem seems to coincide -with its lonely and sustaincJ motion

when sweeping in majestic curves the gray tAvilight of an autumn

day. The superstition attached to birds has been used -with con-

summate art in two poems, the popularity of which indicates how

successfully the natural and supernatural may be wrought and

blended in verse ; we need scarcely allude to Coleridge's Ancient

Mariner and Poe's Raven.

The metre, images, and even the diction of Shelley's ode to a shy-

lark echo the aspiring, joyous flight and melody of that favourite bird

of the poet.-?. Hans Andersen's juvenile story of the " Ugly Duck"
touches felicitously a comic vein, that observers are well aware may
be amply suggested in this field ; witncs.s the graphic humour of

Irving's description of a rookery and a barn-yard fov.d on a rainy

day, in " The Stout Gentleman." For the peculiar sentiment that

imaginative minds elicit from the song or appearance of birds, and

the associations they awaken, we may refer to Milton's beautiful al-

lusion to the nightingale, who "all night long her amorous descant

sang," and the fine ode to the same melodious bird by Keats;

to Wordsworth's ballad of "Poor Susan." Dana's "Beach-bird," and

Sprague's " Swallows that floAV in at the Church AVindow." These

instances of poems suggested by " wanderers of the upper deep,"

are not, perhaps, so illustrative of the peculiar influence they exert

upon human sympathies, as the casual allusions and incidental meta-

phors which continually prc.-;cnt themselves in the standard poets.

As ornithology is more generally studied, and the peculiar habits of

these "aerial companions" of Audubon become more familiar, poetry

will more definitely consecrate the subject; others of the S})ccies,

besides the s_elf- sacrificing pelican and the harmonious bulbul, will

figure in story; and the bards will follow the sagacious example of
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one of our own pocis,* and by exact observation, render the char-

acteristic advents of birds a means of ctfectivcly describing nature,

as thus, in spring:

—

"Then bursts the song from every leafy glade,

The yielding season's bridal serenade;

Then flash the wings, returning suinmer calls,

Through the deep arches of her forest halls;

The bluebird bivathing from his azure plumes

The fragi-anoe borrow 'd Avhere the myrtle blooms;

The thrush, poor wanderer, dropping meekly down,

y Clad in his remnant of autumnal brown;

The oriole drifting like a tlake of fii-e

Rent by tlie wliirlwiad fr^.m a blazing spire
;

The robin jerking his spasmodic throat,

Repeats staccato liis peremptory note;

The crack-brain 'd bobolink courts his crazy mate,

Poised on a bulwark tipsy with his weight

;

Merry in his cage the lone canary sings.

Feels the soft air and spreads his idle wings."

Audubon's career as an ornithologist began and ^Yas prosecuted

with an artistic rather than a scientific enthusiasm. His father ap-

pears to have been an intclhgent lover of nature, and took pleasure

in -^-alking abroad v.ith his son to observe her v/onders. These col-

loquies and promenades made a lasting impression upon his plastic

mind; it is evident tliat the habits and appearance of animated

nature at once enli.stod his sympathies ; the accidental view of a book

of illustrations in nfltnral history excited the desire of imitation,

and he began in a ru<le way to delineate the forms, colours, attitudes

and, as far as possible, the expression of the creatures he so admired.

Chagrined, but never wholly discouraged, at the ill-success of his

early attempts, he annually executed and destroyed hundreds of

pictures and drawings, until long practice had given him the extra-

ordinary skill which renders his mature efforts unequalled, both for

authenticity and beauty. He artlessly confesses that finding it im-

possible to possess or to live with the birds and animals that inspired

his youthful love, he became ardently desirous to make perfect

representations of them, and in this feeling we trace the germ of

his subsequent greatness. Thus the origin of Audubon's world-

renowned achievements was di.-interested. His love of nature -was

not philosophic, like that of ^Vordsworth; nor scientific, like that of

Humboldt; nor adventurous, like that of Boone; but special and

artistic,—circumstances rather than native idiosyncrasy made him

a naturalist; and his knowledge was by no means so extensive in

" Holmes.
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this regard as that of others less known to fame : but few men have
iudul^^od so genuine a love of nature fur her own sake, and found

such enjoyment in delineatin;^ one of the most poetical and least

explored departments of her boundless kingdom. To the last his

special ability, as an artistic naturalist, was unapproached; and while

one of his sons drew the outline, and another painted the landscape

or the foreground, it was his faithful hand that, with a steel pen, made
the hairy coat of the deer, or, with a fine pencil, added the exquisite

plumage to the sea-fowl's breast. For years he fondly explored

woods, prairies, and the Atlantic shores, and drew and coloured birds

and beasts, without an idea of any benefit other than the immediate

gratification thus derived. It was not until his interview with Lucien

Bonaparte in lSil4, and the lattei-'s unexpected offer to purchase his

drawings, that he conceived the project of giving the results of his

explorations to the world. Although, in pursuance of this intention,

he embarked soon after for Europe witli ch;\j-acteristic promptitude

and eager hopes, tlie loneliness of his position and the want of means
and influence depressed him on landing; but the instant and cordial

recognition he met with from the active literary and scientific men
abroad, soon confirmed his original resolution, lloscoe, Wilson,

Jeffrey, Brewster, Herschel, and Humboldt successfully advocated

his claims, and cheered him with their personal friendship ; and, under

such favourable auspices, his first contributions to ornithology appear-

ed in Edinburgh. Indeed, notwithstanding the privations and dif-

ficulties he encountered, an unusual amount of sympathy and encou-

ragement fell to the lot of Audubon. Compared with other votaries

of a special object purely tasteful and scientific in its nature, he had

little reason to complain. Of the one hundred and seventy sub-

scribers of a thousand dollars each to his great work, eighty were

his own countrymen; and his declining years were passed in inde-

pendence and comfort in the midst of an affectionate and thriving

family—the participants of his taste. His elasticity of temperament

also was not less a distinction than a blessing; it supported his weari-

some and lonely wanderings both in search of birds in the forest and

in search of encouragement among men ; and when the labour of

years was destroyed, after a brief interval of mental anguish, it

nerved him to renewed labour, so that in three years his portfolio

was again filled.

Born the same year that independence was declared by the

Americans, his father an admiral in the French navy, and his

birthplace Louisiana, he was early sent to France for his educa-

tion, where he received lessons in drawing from David, but pined,

the while, for the free life and the wild forests of his country. On
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his return, his father jzavc him a beautiful plantation on the banks

of tlie Schuylkill, and he married ; but neither agricultural interests

nor domestic ties could quell the love of nature in his breast; and

for months ho ^-andercd in scarcli of objects for his pencil, unsus-

tained by any human being except his vife, Avho seems to have

realized from the hrst the tendency and promise of his mind. At
length, in order to enjo}^ the opportunities he craved, and at the same

time have the society of his family. Audubon detemiiued to emigrate,

and selected the village of Henderson, in Kentucky, for his new
home. In the autumn of ISIO he floated down the Ohio, in an open

skif}" with his Avite, child, and two negi-oes, his mattress, viands and

rifle, happy in the prospect of nearer and more undisturbed inter-

course with nature, and intensely enjoying the pomp of the autumnal

woods, the haze of the Indian summ.cr, and the wildncss and solitude

around him. The locality chosen proved adequate to his aims ; day

after da}'', with liis dog, gun, and box of pencils and colours, he made
excursions, now shooting down a fresh subject, now delineating its

hues and form ; one moment peering into a nest, and at another

scaling a cliff, for hours v.-atching the conduct of a pair of birds as,

unconscious that their doings were to be set in a note-book, they

constructed a graceful nest, fed their young, or trilled a spontaneous

melody; over streams, through tangled bushwood, amid swamps and
in ston}- ravines, beneath tempest, sunshine, and starlight—the in-

defatigable Avamlorer thus lived; the wild-beast, the treacherous

Indian, the gentle moon, and the lowly Avild flower sole witnesses of

his curious labours.

Audubon returned from Europe to prosecute his ornithological re-

searches with fresh zc?t and assiduity; and his first expedition was

to the coast of I'lorida, where he made rich additions to his portfolio

among the seafowl of that region : he afterwards successfully explored

Maine, the British Provinces, and the ice-clad and desolate shores of

Labrador. The most remarkable and happiest era of his life was,

doubtless, that eniployed in collecting the materials, executing the

pictm-cs, and obtaining the subscribers to his Birds of America;

his wanderings previously have the interest of adventure, and

the charm derived from the indulgence of a passionate love of

nature; and his subsequent excursions and artistic labours, in behalf

of the work on the (.Hiadrupcds of America, begun in 1842, afford

pleasing evidence of his taste and perseverance. But the period in-

cluded by his ornithological cnterpri.se, is more characteristic and

satisfactory. He had a great encl in view, and the -wildest forest

and most unfrecjuented shores, the highest and most cultured sphere

of society, and the most patient and delicate limning were the means
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of its realization; and it is when contcmplatinij; him in this three-

fold relation that avc learn to appreciate the mingled hardihood,

enthusiasm, firmness, and dii^nity so remarkably imited in his

character. In the -woods, a genial companion, a single-hearted, kind,

and generous friend, as ^vell as a childlike enthusiast and manly sports-

man; he stood before the council of an institution with his first

delineation—the bald-headed eagle—or opened his portfolio to the

inspection of an English nobleman in his lordly castle, -with quiet

self-possession, an independent air, and ^vithout exhibiting the least

solicitude either for patronage or approbation. Arriving at a frontier

village, after a tramp of mouths in the v,-ildcrness, his long beard,

tattered leather dress, and keen eye made him an object of idle won-
der or impertinent gossip ; but none imagined tliat tliis grotesque

hunter-artist enjoyed the honours of all the learned societies of

Europe. His exultation at the discovery of a new species, and his

satis{;iction at the correct finish and elegant verisimilitude of a speci-

men, amply recompensed him for days of cxpo.suro or ill- success.

On his joumey from the Soutli, he kept pace with the migration of

the birds ; and he proclaimed the Washington sea-eagle to his country

and to the scientific world with the pride and delight of a conqueror.

His passion for rambling caused Audubon to fail in several business

enterprises he undertook; and at one period he applied to Sully for

instruction in portrait painting, but soon abandoned the idea. So
faulty did l)av>-son, the engraver originally employed by the Prince

of Musignano to illustrate ornithology, consider the early specimens

of Audubon's skill as a draftsman, that he refused to execute them,

and appeared to consider the pigments invented by the woodland

artist as the most remarkable feature they presented. Although thus

discouraged on every hand, Ave can readily believe his declaration,

that he left America with profound regret, although his career abroad

affords yet another striking evidence of that memorable and holy

saying—"that a prophet is not without honour save in his own
country." It is natural that a man who succeeded by virtue of toil

and fortitude should repudiate the commonly received faith in mere

genius ; and we are not surprised that his settled view of the philo-

sophy of life was patient self-reliance, and meditation on facts derived

from personal observation, with unremitted habits of labour. To
these resources he owed his own renown and achievements; and

his high arched brow, dark-gray eye, and vivacious temperament

marked him as fitted by nature to excel in action as well as thought;

a destin}' wliich his pursuits singularly realized. There was some-

thing bird-like in the very physiognomy of Audubon, in the shape

and keenness of his eye, the aquiline form of tiie nose, and a certain

Fourth Sinui:.-^, Vol. IV.—27
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picrcii\c^ and vivid expression ^yhcu animated. He -was thoroughly

himself only amid the freedom and exuberance of nature ; the breath

of the woods exhilarated and inspired him ; he was more at case

under a canopy of bou;^hs than beneath gilded cornices, and felt a

necessity to be within sight either of the horizon or the sea. Indeed,

so prevailing was this appetite for nature, if Ave may so call it,

that from the moment the idea of his last projected expedition was

abandoned—in accordance with the urgent remonstrances of his

family, mindful of his advanced age—he began to droop, and the force

and concentration of his intellect visibly declined. Both his success

and his misfortunes, therefore, proved the wisdom of Richtor's ad-

vice to steadfastly and confidently follow the permanent instincts of

character, however they may seem opposed to immediate interest.

The style of Audubon rellects his character with unusual emphasis

and truth. He was one of that class of men who unite intellectual

and physical activity in their natures so equally, that while their

ver}- temperament forbids them to be exclusively students, their in-

telligence demands a constant accession of new ideas. Professor

Wilson and Baron Plumboldt belong to the same species. Ko one

can glance over Audubon's Biogi-aphy of Birds, without being struck

with the unusual animation and reality of the style, lie writes Avith

an ease and enthusiasm that makes portions of his work quite as

entertaining and far more suggestive than a felicitous novel. Instead

of a formal nomenclature or pedantic description, he digresses con-

tinually from the teduucal details which are requisite to the scientific

value of his treati.-e, to charming episodes of personal adventure,

sketches of local scenery and habits, and curious anecdotes illus-

trative of natural history or human character. The titles of these

incidental chapters adecpiatcly suggest their aim and interest, such as

" Hospitality in the Woods," " Force of the Waters," " the Squatters

of Labrador," '" Wreckers of Florida," "a ]\Iaple-Sugar Camp," "a
Ball in Newfoundland," "Breaking up of the Sea," ' Pitting of

Wolves," "Long Calm at Sea," "A Kentucky Barbecue," itc.

We are thus genially admitted to the knowledge of much that is

characteristic and interesting, by spirited and graceful naiTatives.

His artist's eye and his sportsman's zest give liveliness and a pic-

turesque grace to the best of these interludes ; they relieve the mono-
tony of mere description, and also impart an individuality to the

entire vrork, by associating tlie positive information it conveys Avith

the fortunes and feelings of the author. Ilis habit of naming newly-

discovered birds for his friends is another pleasing feature. Thus
genially is our view of nature enlarged, the attractiveness of romance

given to a department of natural history, and one part of the world
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made perfectly acquainted with tlie feathered ti-ibes of another. We
need not enlarge upon the amenities resulting from pursuits of this

kind, and their encouragement by individuals of taste and wealth,

—of the innocent and available gratification thus extensively yielded,

or of the more liberal and pleasing views resulting therefrom. In
a literary point of view, the style of Audubon, notwithstanding an
almost unavoidable vein of egotism, in its clearness, colloquial fa-

cility, and infectious enthusiasm, proves how much more eflcctively

intimacy with nature develops even the power of expression than

conformity to rules ; and vindicates completeness of life, animal and
mental, as essential to true manhood even in literature.

This, in our view, is one of the most important lessons derived

from such a career as that of Audubon philosophically considered.

There is a cant of spiritualism, at the present day, which repudiates

the vital relation of genius to material laws. In the view of this

shallow philosophy to trace intellectual results in any degree to

physical causes, is derogating from the essential beauty of mind.

The class of persons who afl'ect this extreme devotion to ethorial

system.?, aim to sever body and soul while mutually alive, contemn
physiology in their analysis of character, and recognise only the

abstract in mental phenomena. This mode of reasoning is founded
not less in irreverence than error. The most truly beautiful and
significant phases of intellect, foncy. moral sentiment, and all that

we deem spiritual in man, is born of its combination with the human.
Indeed, the grand characteristic of life, considered in a metaphysical

light, is that it is a condition which brings together and gives scope

for the action and reaction of material intluences on spiritual genius.

The end is development, growth, and mollification. As the rarest

fruit owes its flavour and hues to qualiti(\s imbibed from earth and
air, from rain and sunshine ; so what wo edl the soul is the product of

the thinking and sensitive principle in our nature, warmed, enriched

and quickened by the agency of an animal organism,—the channel of

nature,—by sensation, physical development, appetites, and sensations

as well as ideas.

An author differs from other men only by the gift and habit of

expression. This faculty,, for wliich, in the ordinary purposes of

convenience and pleasure, speech only is requisite, through genial

cultivation redoubles its force, meaning, and beauty, and is capable

of affording a kind of permanent utterance to what is most dear and
important to man. It is obvious, therefore, that the more thorouichl}'

an author's nature embraces the traits peculiar to manhood, the more
eflicient and satisfactory will his vocation be fulfdled. Hence the

universal recognition of Shakspeare's supremacy in authorship;
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it is because his ran^e of cxprc.-Jsion iDchuled more of Avliat is -within

and around life—more, in a vrord, of humanity—than any other single

expositor. In general, authorship is partial, temporary, and its force

lies in a special form. V/riters devoted to abstract truth, like Kant
and Jonathan Edward.^, arc not to be included in the proposition,

as their appeal is not to the sympathies, but to the pure intelligence

of the race. But the authors -who really affect the mass, and repre-

sent vividly the spirit of their age, are not less eminent for genuine

hunjan qualities—for prevailing traits of temperament, "appetite, and
sensibility—than for superior reflective and imaginative gifts. It is,

indeed, essential that they should possess the former in a high degree

in order cfiectively to exhibit the latter. This is constantly illustrated

in literature and art. With a fancy that scarcely approached the

idealism of Shelley, 15m-ns thrilled the hearts of his kind bv %irtue

of an organization that humanized his genius. Landor is equipped
•with the lore of antiquity, and all the graces of classical diction to

advocate his liberal opinions, yet -while his elegant volumes adorn
the libraries of scholars and men of taste, Dickens, comparatively

ignorant and unrefined, by virtue of what may be called a more genial

instinct, pleads for the oppressed in a million hearts. Jenny Liud
sings man}- cavatinas -with more precision and artistic power than

Grisi, but her voice, uncharged with the sensuous life whose vibration

is inevitably sympathetic, docs not so seize upon the nerves or

quicken the blood. The clement of sensation as related to sound,

form, and ideas is essential to popular literature. It is the peculiar

characteristic of this department of art that it depends upon sym-
pathy, which can only be awakened in large circles by addressing

the whole nature. ]>y winning the senses as well as the mind, stirring

the heart not less than eliciting the judgment, and, in a word, making
itself felt in that uni\er.-;al human consciousness which, to distinguish

it alike from mere intellect or mere feeling, we call the soul.

The author who expects reception there, must write not only -^vith

his intelligence, his imagination, and his will, but with his tempera-

ment and his sensitive organism; he must, in a degree, fuse percep-

tion and sensation, nervous energy and moral feeling, physical emo-
tion and atrial fancy ; and then, at some point, he will be sure to

touch the sympathy of others—not the scholar only, but the peasant.

Accordingly we ah\ays fmd in the habits and idiosyncrasies of po-

pular authors a clue to their success. There is an analogy between
their constitution and their writing. The tone of the latter is born

of the man, and forms his personal distinction as an author. Reason-
ing, rhetoric, and descriptive limning, considered as processes, do
not dilTor according to the vrriter, they only vary in a certain spirit.
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manner, or, more properly, tone ; and when -vve analyze tins, vre shall

find it given out by the individual character, by the particular union
of moral and physical qualities that make up the identity of the
author, and not originating in a pure abstract and spiritual emanation.
Far from diminishing, this but enhances the interest of authorship

;

it renders it a great social fact, and a legitimate branch of human
economy. It teaches us to regard authors as we regard men, by
the light of character ; and from their human to deduce their literary

peculiarities instead of the reverse, -which is the method of superficial'

criticism.

The popular basis of Audubon's renovrn, as well as the individuality

of his taste as a naturalist, rests upon artistic merit. We have al-

luded to the instinctive desire he so early manifested not only to ob-

serve, but to possess the beautiful denizens of the forest and the

meado^y ; and he candidly acknowledges that he was induced to take
their portraits to console himself for not possessing the originals.

Rude as were his first attempts to delineate birds, few portrait paint-

ers work in a more disinterested spirit : the motive Avas neither gain,

nor hope of distinction, nor even scientific enthusiasm ; for when
Wilson called at his place of business, these primitive sketches were
produced as the results of leisure, and the work of an unskilled

amateur. It is evident, therefore, that a genuine love of the occupa-

tion, and a desire to have authentic memorials of these objects of

his enthusiastic admiration, vras the original cause of his labours

with crayon and pigments: circumstances, an ardent temperament,

and an earnest will gradually developed this spontaneous tendency into

a masterly artistic faculty: he sketched, painted, and destroyed,

copied, retouched, and improved, until he succeeded in representing-

perfectly the forms, colours, attitudes, and expression of the feathered

tribe. The life-size of these delineations, tlu'ir Avonderful accuracy,

the beauty of their hues, and the animation of their aspect instantly

secured for the backwoodsman artist universal praise ; but a minute
inspection revealed yet higher claims : each plate, in fact, is an
epitome of the natural history of the species depicted,—male and
female, young and adult are grouped together, their plumage at dif-

ferent seasons, the vegetation they prefer, the soil, the food, some-
times the habits, and often the prey of each bird are thus indicated

;

and we take in at a glance not only tlio figure, but the peculiarities of

the genus. This completeness of illustration—the result of vast

study—united, as it is, with grace and brilliancy of execution, led

the great naturalist of France to declare that our country had achieved

a work unequalled in Europe. No lover of nature, whether poet or

savan, can contemplate these exquisite and vivid pictures in a foreign

\
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couiitvv, without delight and gratitude; for, without any exertion

on his part, Wioy introduce him to an intimate acquaintance with the

varied and numerous birds that haunt the Avoods, sky, and waters

between Labrador and Florida, in hue, outline, and action as vivid

'and true as those of nature; and their intrinsic value as memorials

is enhanced by the consideration that a rapid disappearance of

whole species of birds has been observed to attend the progress of

civilization on this continent.

Art. v.—^[ETIIODIST PPvEACIUNG.

Cnj^-RACTEmsTrc Sketohks or Sl-mmerfielp, Cooiolvx, Bascom, Fisk, and Oli.\.

We arc not yet through witli the subject of Methodist preaching.

Our two preceding papers, though hazardously frank in their dis-

regard of some favourite ])rcjudices, have met with a reception, the

cordiality of which has been the more refreshing because little

expected It is (^ulte natural that we should feel the flattery, and

infer from it a license to encroach still forther on the good nature of

our readers. Jf so, thc-y must blame themselves as well as us.

After affirming, in our last article, that there were scattered

all tln-ough our ranks al)lc representatives of the great modern

interests of Christianity, as well as of its ordinary pulpit instruc-

tions, Ave remarked that " our ministry has not been without a

class of men pre-eminent even above these, for reputation at least—'men of renown' in the Church." Summerfield, Bascom, Fisk,

and Olin, were named as examples.

The peculiar unity of our Church, resulting from its itinerant

episcopacy, and the interchange of its pastors, has been highly

favourable to the reputation oV such men. They have been recog-

nised as the common representatives and common favourites of the

denomination. They moved extensively through its territory, not

as foreign visitors, but as honoured members of the one great family,

leaders in the common pastorate. In no other denomination of the

land has this sentiment of fraternity been so prevalent and so char-

acteristic. Besides its moral beaut}', it has been of no little practi-

cal value ; a groat idea, a great deed, or a great man, has always had

a wider sway among us than among other Churches. AVhile the re-

putation of eminent preachers in more localized or more districted
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communions has been analogous to that of leaders in the State

legislatures, the fame of our distinguished preachers, and its moral

power, has been analogous to th.c n-.itional fame and influence of our

great Congressional leaders. AVith the increase and consolidation of

the Church tliis advantage is disappearing—perhaps inevitably. It

gave to the class of men referred to a standing among us, similar to

that Avhich the great preachers of the age of Louis XIV. occupied

among the clergy of France. Wo may have hereafter as great men
intrinsically, but they can hardly Avicld as extended a sway over the

general mind of the Church.

"NVe propose to attempt, in this article, characteristic sketches of

some of our most notable preachers,—not elaborate estimates or

finished portraits, but rapid draAvings—" sketches," as our title says,

—and not for the purpose of presenting them as pulpit models,

but as pulpit studies, affording examples of both excellencies and
defects, and at the same time not uithout interest as specimens of

personal character.

Su.Ar;\[EiiFiELD Y^-as the first of general fame, and, unquestionably,

one of the very best. Fragrant still are the associations of that en-

deared name. A chaste style; fertility of good but not extraordi-

nary thought,- adorned frequently, however, by apposite figures; the

facility of a remarkably colloquial manner, which made his hearers

feel as if they had a sort of interlocutory participation in the dis-

course; and, above all, an indescribably sweet spirit of piety—the

very personality of the speaker sanctified, and revealing itself in his

tones, looks, and gestures—were the traits of this extraordinary

man.

This manifestation of his personal characteristics had nothing,

Jiowever, of egotism about it. It was not preaching himself instead

of Christ, but Christ in himself, as well as in his subject; so tkat

Christ vras presented at once both "olijectively " and "subjectively,"

as the Germans would say, and thus became " all in all." The fime

of few men has depen<Ied less upon original talent, and more on

personal dispositions, than that of Summerfield. Though the most

transcendent in bis reputation, he was. at the same time, the most

imitable of our eminent preachers. Simplicity, placidit}^, meekness,

and a colloqui;il manner, combined with good but not great ideas,

certainly would seem to be of easy acquisition. Still the imitation

of the excellencies of a model, liowever desirable, is often found

exceedingly difficult. To copy a model entire is impracticable, and

always results in absurd defects, for tlic moral idiosyncrasies of men
give an individuality to their character and manner which must remain
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inexorably distinct from nil resemblances, as the diflFerences of faces

show themselves notuithstauding any similarity of features. Only

such as are similar in these idios3^ncrasies should think of imita-

ting each other's excellencies. Henry B. Bascora -would have

become ridiculous Avith tlie pulpit manner of John Summerfield.

Men, however, of tranquil dispositions, of neat style and ready flow

of thought, ranking; now only at mediocrity, might place his exam-

ple before them with peculiar advantage. A deep consecration like

his, a simple and direct aim to reach the heart rather than inflame

the imagination of thL- hearer, the melting and outflowing of one's

whole individuality in the discourse—these are not difficult to such

men, and a better oxamj)le of what success they can attain, is not on

record than that of Suminerfleld.

The best judges, who were familiar with Summerfield's preaching,

find it impossible to tell precisely in what its interest consisted.

We venture to repeat that the solution of the problem is to be

found mostly, if not wholly, in what the French Avould call the natn-

rel of the man—the beautiful compatibility between the preacher and

his preaching—a harmou}' that revealed itself in his looks, his tones,

his gestures, and all the subtler indications of verbal style, men-
tal aptitudes, and moral dispositions. You have only to suppose

him strongly characterized by other traits than those mentioned,

to perceive at once that he must have been an entirely different

preacher. Had lie possessed the same intellectual capacities, but

been brusque, or denunciatory, or satirical—had he been tinged

strongly v.-ith moroseness, misantliropy, or self-conceit, his pulpit

characteristics would have been different ; he never could have won
the peculiar fame which attaches to his memory; he would probably

have gone down to the grave without public distinction. ^Vith a

mind susceptible of all graceful impressions, a heart whose sensibil-

ity was feminine—yet with such feminincncss as we ascribe to

angels, and think of as consistent with mighty though serene

strength—he united the veiy sanctity of religion and a simplicity

of purpose which saved him utterly from the affectations or artilices

that miglit have marred his character, and quite changed the effect of

his preaching.

Montgomery, tiie poet, expressed a just critical estimate of him
-when he said :

—

" Summcrfielil liaJ iiitoiiie aaiinal tl-eling, and imicli of morbid imagination
;

but of poetic feeling, and poetic imaginati<jn, very little—at least there is very
little trace of eitlierin anything that he has lefu beyond a few vivid but mo-
mentary flashes in hh .<ernion<."

Tliis "animal fecHng," however, must be understood to have been
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refined and intensified by divine p;race, into the holiest moral affec-

tions; so that the sympathetic instincts of the natural heart became
in him pure reli;^ious passions, and seemed such as might befit the

bosom of a seraph.

His ap})earance in the pulpit was cx]n-essive of liis character, and
contributed much to the effect of his discourse. Though his face

possessed nothing at first and near view remarkably striking or

agreeable, yet when irradiated with the fervour of his feelings,

it Avas angelically beautiful. The portrait which accompanied
Holland's memoir is considered a good one, but it fails to repre-

sent the glowing life that played over his features and radiated

from his e3-e3. The languor of disease could not mar this moral

beauty; it rather enhanced it, by adding a delicacy which could not

fail to associate with the hearer's admiration a sentiment of tender

and even loving sympathy. His voice was not strong, but exceed-

ingl}' flexible and svreet, and harmonized always with the vibrations

of his feelings. His gestures did not violate the rules of the art, but

Boomed not the result of it. They were unexccptionably natural,

and yet naturally conformed to the art. He was, in fine, so exempt
from artifice, he so entirely surrendered himself to the occasion and
its concomitants, Avhatever they might bo, that he spontaneously fell

into unison with them, and seemed natuniUy and immediately to

acquire that mastery over them which the highest art cannot alwaj's

command. This is the truest genius ; genius is not independent of

art, but it is its prerogative often to as.-ume it intuitively, reaching

its results without its labours. Labour is an important aid to

genius, unquestionably; and the latter is seldom notably successful

without the former; and yet the great characteristic of genius is its

facility, the indolent ease, even, with which it accom])lishes what art,

without genius, reaches only through elaborate assiduit}^ Genius

suffers more than it labours, but it suffi.-rs not so much in action as

in reaction. Its sensibility is what gives it success, mainl}^, but

often inflicts misery also.

Though in the delivery of his sermons there was this facility

—

felicity we may call it—in th.eir prop.iration he was a laborious

student. He was a hearty advocate; of extempore preaching, and

would have been deprived of most of his j^opular power in the pitlpit

by being confined to a manuscript; 3'et he knew the importance of

study, and particularly of the habitual use of the pen in order to

success in extemporaneous speaking. His own rule was to pre-

pare a skeleton of his sermon, and after preaching it, write it

out in fuller detail, filling up the original sketch with the prin-

cipal thoughts which had occurred to him in the process of the dis-
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course. The first outline was, however, in accordance Avith the

rule we have given for extempore speaking, in a former article,

viz., that the perspective of the entire discourse—the leading ideas

from the exordium to the peroration—should be noted on the manu-
script, so that the speaker shall have the assurance that he is supplied

with a' consecutive scries of good ideas, good enough to command
the respect of hio audience, though he should fail of any very im-

portant impromptu thoughts. This rule we deem the most essential

condition of success in extemporaneous preaching. It is the best

guarantee of that confidence and self-possession upon which depends

the command of both thought and language. SummerSeld followed

it even in his platform speeches. Montgomery noticed the minute-

ness of his preparations in nearly two hundred manuscript sketches.

He cxempliiit'd his own views respecting the use of the pen, as

an aid to extempore style. Besides the large number of sermons

and sketches just mentioned, filling seven post-octavo volumes, he

left two considerable volumes, one " a counting-house ledger," filled

with exegctical notes on the Scriptures, in such minute penmanship,

and with so many abbreviations, that it is said they can scarcely be
" deciphered without a glass."

A volume of his sermons and sketches of sermons has been pub-

lished. They afford no criterion of the transcendent power of the

preacher. The " skeletons" contained in this volume illustrate, how-

ever, his pulpit style ; to such as heard him often they must recall the

image and indescril.>able mnnner of the preacher, his focility of thought,

Lis collofjuial and abrupt style, the fervent variability of his feelings.

They may be taken also as specimens of his outline preparations.

Not only arc the loading thoughts noted, but abundance of illustrative

details also. The i)iihy Scripture allusions with which they abound

ai'e characteristic of his discnurses : his own diction was sententiously

Saxon, but its terseness and simple beauty Avere continually enhanced

by remarkably apt ]>iblical phrases. His style was a mosaic of

pertinent and beautiful texts. The quotation of a single Avord would

sometimes terminate a climax with brilliant effect, or conclude an

illustration Avith ei)igranuuatic signilicance.

There Avas one respect in Avhich Summerfield Avas a model for all

public speakers, viz.. in the ease, as Ave have described it, Avith Avhich

he undertook his pulpit tasks. Doubtless he felt the usual anxieties

of preparation, in the study; but having made his preparations, and

committed them and liimself to God in prayer, he seemed to

enter upon his public duties' disburdened of all care. There was no

elaborate effort of thought or language—no fluttering after lofty

flights. If, as we have said, preparation is the most essential con-
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dition of success in extempore discourse, this facility, this self-

possession, the result of prei)aratioii and of the absence of all

egotistical aims, is assuredly the second. It may be affirmed that

failure is ne\t to impossible to liira who acquires it as a habit. Who
that has a suitable supply of thou^units, on a given subject. T^'ould

c.tpect to fail of an easy communication of them in his family circle,

at the fire-side V The right language will come to him "'of itself,"

and the i-ight modulation, and. if tiic subject demands it, pathos,

solemnit}-, or denunciation. IIow naturally does he assume the

appropriate expression both of voice and gesture I Wh}' can we
not have equal facility in the pulpit? ^Mostly because of the re-

straints vdiieh our powers suffer from our egotistical anxieties, our

attempts to do something great. Simplicity is an element of all

true greatness. He that would be successful, especially in public

speaking, should study his subject till, as we have above said, he

feels that he has provided lessons which his hearers will respect, and

then, unanxious about himself, simply intent on the task before him,

enter directly and calmly into it. lie will soon lose himself in his sub-

ject ; language better than he could ever have elaborated in the study,

•will flow from his lips; his sincere and self-possessed spirit will be

susceptible to the pathos, the severity, or the dignity Avhich tlie dif-

ferent phases of his theme inspire ; a natural and therefore beautiful

compatibility will usually exist between his subject and his own
mood, and not unfrequently the latter will be exalted by the former

to the loftiest elevations of thought. This we again afhrm vra?

Summerfield's great pulpit characteristic.

AY hat would have been the effect of years on the eloquence of

Summerfield? The question occurs to us very naturally, and is a

curious one at least. AVc so spontaneously associate his juvenile

delicacy and beauty Avith the impression of liis ])reaching. that we can

hardly conceive of him as the same man, in middle life or old age.

He was but about twenty years old when he began to preach, but

twenty-three when he arrived in America, and only twenty- seven

when he died. His personal ajtpcarance first excited the anrciety

of the hcarei', next won his sympathy, until he discovered in it at

last, by the contrast of his mature and resplendent ability, only an

additional reason for wonder and admiration. The circumstances

under which his second aijpearancc in public, after his arrival in

this country, took place, vcr}- liap])ily concurred to enhance this ad-

vantage. It was on the anniversary ])latform of the American Bible

Society. A masterly address had just been pronounced by an

eminent clergyman; murmurs of applause were audible in tlio

assembly. l)r. Bethune, who was present, says :

—
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" Tiio cliair announced the Ilev. i\Ir. SuniincrfieM, from England.— ' What
presumption !' said my i.-lciical noiglibour; 'a boy like that to be set up, after

a giaiit !' But the stripiini^ came' in the name of the God of Israel, armed
with 'a few smooth stomas from the brook' that flows ' hard by the oracles of

God.* His motion -vvas one of thanks to the oHlcers of the society for their

labours during the year; and of course he had to allude to the prcMdent, then
reposing in another part of the Iiouse ; and thus he did it :

—
' Wlicn 1 saw that

venerable man, too aged to warrant the ho[)C of being with } ou at aiiother

Sflniversary, he rembuUd i.w. n/' Jacob hanimj upon the top of his stajf\ llesginy

his chiMrcn before he flrjxirttd.' He then passed on to encourage the society by
the examjilc of the Jiritish Institution. ' AVhcn we first launched our un-

tried vessel upon the deep, tin- storms of opposition roared, and the waves dashed
angrily around us, an<l we had hard work to keep her head to the wind. We
•were laint with rowing, and our strength would soon have been gone, but we
cried, " Lord, save us, or wc perish !" When a light shone upon the vuters, and
ice saw a funn icaltin;/ i!j,o;, the troubled sea, lite unto that of the Son of God,
and he drev: near the ship, and we knew theit it teas Jesus ; and he stepped upon
the dcct, and laid his hand on the helm, and he said unto the leinds and the

waves, Peace, he t'till, and there was a great caLn. Let not the friends of the

Bible fear; God is in the midst of us. Grod shall help us, and that right early.'

In such a strain he wont on to the close. ' "Wonderful ! wondertul !' said my
neighbour the critic; 'he talks like an angel from heaven.'"

" Ho talked like an ungcl," not merely because his tliouglits -were

excellent, but becau.sc the visible man, clothed with physical delicacy

and youthfulness, and ;;loAving v,-ith moral beauty, seemed an embodi-

ment ofyour ideal of an an;:5clic apparition. Riper years ^vould doubt-

less have modified thi.s peculiar charm of his youthfulness; but -sve

doubt that they could have marred the efieet of his eloquence ; -we

doubt it, for the good reason that his oratory -was perfectly natural.

Being natural it avouM have been permanent as his nature, taking

new hues from the changes of life, but only such as being congenial Avith

those changes v.-ouM render it congi-uous with them—would sustain

his bcautifid naturalne.'^s. \Ve suppose, therefore, that if Summer-

field's eloqiu'nco Itad lost some of its juvenile traits in maturer

years, it would have gained in riper and richer qualities, as good

wine gains in zest, though it loses in sweetness by age. Emanating

as it did from the very nature of the man, we can imagine it to

have retained its cspontial charm uninjured though Varied even in

old age; and if John Sinnmerfleld had lived to hoary years, we can

conceive of him only as the St. John of his day—the beloved dis-

ciple, vdio still saw the visions of God, and upon whose lips, as was

said of riato, bees from the flower.s had shed their honey.

In private life Sunnneifield was, if possible, still more interesting

than in the pulpit. He was fertile in conversation. He had a flowing

but delicate humour, quite Addisonian in its character, always ap-

propriate but never sarcastic. His extraordinary memory rendered

him familiar with the names of all who were introduced to him, even

children and .servants—ho seldom or never forgot them. Above all,
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he had the happy faculty of introducini^ into all circles appropriate

subjects of religious conversation. There was no cant about him,

no overweening endeavour to impress the eager groups around him
with a sense of his clerical scrupulousness, but an unafTected respect-

fulness, a confiding courtesy, which conciliated the listener and com-

pelled him to look upon any devout remark as happily congruous to

the occasion, and even felicitously befitting to the man.

An incurable malady reminded him that he must work while the

day lastcth, for the night cometh. lie was incessant in his labours,

preaching often from five to ten discourses a week. Besides frequent

addresses in which he Avas remarkably happy, he delivered about

four hundred sermons in the first year and a half of liis ministry.

Tiu-oughout his brief but laborious career he bore about with him
that " morbid feeling," of which ^Montgomer^y speaks, and which seems

indeed a usual pathological accompaniment of genius. '^^ His conver-

sion was clear and decided, yet in his subscrpient religious experience

he was subject to severe inward conflicts, and Jlolland has justly

remarked that " the light of spiritual ilhimination in him (vrhatever

may have been the case in others) did not vnintcrrvjAcdhj shine
' brighter and brighter unto the perfect day ;' but clouds and dark-

ness frequently intercepted the rays of that Sun of righteousness

which had so evidently arisen on his soul. Indeed, the Lord seems

to have led his servant, not with the shadow b^' day, and the glorv'

by night, of the pillar of cloud and fire, but ahcrnately, amidst per-

petual natural gloom, presenting to him the light of the flame that

cheered the Israelites on the verge of the Jied Sea, and the darkness

behind that frowned upon the Egyptians their pursuers. But God
•who is ' love,' was equally present to him in the splendour and the

terror—in the hidings as in the revealings of his face—and by that

mysterious dispensation, we cannot doubt, led him, as the best mode
of guidance, thrpugh the sea and llie wilderness, over Jordan to

Canaan and Jerusalem which is above."'

This Avas his discipline—he needed it amidst the perilous flatteries

of his success. It was probably one of the most cflcctual causes of

that profound humility which was at once the protection and the

charm of his saintly character. Could we read the inmost history

of most of the mighty men of God in the earth, we should find that

the}'' have been summoned by him, to confront, like ]Moscs, the fiery

terrors of Sinai, or like Daniel, to c;ill upon him from the lions' den,

or like Paul, to bear with them to the grave the thorn in the flesh.

The youthful hero, wounded in the well-sustained conflict, retired

at last to his tent to die. " Well—yes—locll—all is ivcll." "I

° " Genius," says Heyne, the Gorman, " is .a diseaoc. a? tLe pearl is in tbo oystei-."
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vrant a change—a change of form—a change of every thing," he

said feebly as the last struggle approached. " Al—though—sin

—

has—entered:" but his utterance failed in the quotation. xSight

came on; with increased energy he exclaimed, "All's perfection!"

" Good-night F' Nvcre his last words.

George G. Cook.m.vn disappeared from our midst by a ten-ible

disaster in the prime of his manliood, and at a period in his minis-

terial career -when the star of his fame seemed about to culminate,

and attract the gaze not only of the Church but of the nation. If he

had not a rcjiutation co-extensive with that of the other characters

sketched in this article, none who knew him can doubt that it would

have sooner or later ranked him Avith some of them, and beyond

others, had it not been for the premature termination of his course.

He was born in ]>nO, at PIull, England, and came of a good old

Wesleyan stock. His father, a man of wealth and of high respecta-

bility, was a Methodist local preacher, and his early domestic edu-

cation tended to i'orm the son for the Avork of his life. While yet

very young he gave evidence of his peculiar capabilities for public

speaking, on the platform of Sunday-school and juvenile missionary

anniversaries. Some of these efforts of his childhood are said to

have excited extraordinaiy interest.

In his eighteenth year the death of a young friend left a profound

religious impression tipon his mind, which resulted in his conversion.

"When about twenty-one years old he visited this comitry, on busi-

ness for his father, and while at Schenectady, K. Y., received the

impression that it was his duty to devote his life to the Christian

ministry. He began there, we believe, his labours as a local preach-

er. In 1S21 he returned to Hull, and entered into business with his

father, exercising his talents meanwhile zealousl}' in the Wesleyan

local ministry. He continued in his fathers firm during four years,

but with a restless spirit ; his ardent heart panted for entire devo-

tion to Christian labours. So profound was his conviction of duty

in this respect tlmt it visibly affected him; and his flither, prizing

him vv-ith an Englishman's regard, as his eldest son, and the repre-

sentative of his family, but perceiving that he "i7iiist go," gave him

up, and bade him depart with God's blessing. Having witnessed

the heroic labours and triumphs of the Methodist preachers on this

continent, he resolved to join them, and forthwith took passage for

Philadelijliia. After labouring a few months in that city, as a local

preacher, he was received into the Philadelphia Conference in

1S-2C). He continued in the itinerant ranks, without intermission,

the remainder of his life, labourinir with indomitable energy, and
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constantly increasing ability and success, in various parts of Penn-

sylvania, xscw- Jersey, ^Maryland, and the District of Columbia.

Mr. Cookman was slight, but sinewy in person, and capable of

great endurance. His arms \s'ere long, and gave a striking peculiar-

ity to his gestures, llis eye was keen and brilliant, his craniological

development good, but not remarkable, and his loan features ^Yere gal-

vanic with an energy)' which. Englishman though he was, never allowed

any obese accuniulations to form beneath them. He had too much
soul to admit of fatness; frown not, ye Falstaff captains in the

armies of Israel !
" "Would he were fatter," said Ci'esar of Cas-

sius,—but Cffisar himself was lean, and he feared the leanness of

Cassius, because it had meaning in it,
—"he thinks too much."

Cookman's agile movements scouted with defiance the morbid mon-

ster, and kept it ever in distant abeyance. Every nerve and muscle

of his lithe frame seemed instinct with the e.Kcitcmcnt of his sub-

ject; even the foot often had its energetic gesture, and he took

no little perambulatory range when tlie limits of the desk or plat-

form allowed it. The latter was his favourite place; never did

popular orator revel more in the licensed liberties of the platform.

All his powers were brought out there, and lavished upon the

occasion Avith absolute prodigality,—strong argumentation, dazzling

imagery, satire, pathos, wit,—holding his hearers in a spell of close,

clear thought, shaking them with resistless strokes of humour, melt-

ing them instanter into tears, or, by some energetic or heroic thought,

throwing the whole assembly into tumultuous agitation, and provok-

ing from it irrepressible responses. If at such times his manner

tended to boisterousncss it seemed compatible with the scene : it is

not the zephyr but the mighty rushing wind that shakes and bends

the forest.

There was in his voice a strenuous, silvery distinctness, and even

music, which enhanced much the efloct of his more powerful pas-

sages. In a large house, or at a camp-meeting, where he was

usually, tbe hero of the field, he could send its pealing notes, with

thrilling effect, to the remotest hearer. The hall of representatives

at AYashington never echoed more eloquent tones, or more eloquent

thoughts, than when he occupied its rostrum during his chaplainc}'

to Congress. lie was peculiarly successful in these congressional

ministrations. ]S'otwithstanding the vast variety of character and

prejudice concentrated at the national metropolis, during the legis-

lative sessions, he was a universal favourite. All men a1)out him

felt that whether in the humble Methodist jjulpit.'or amidst the

magnificence of the national capitol, he was Idmsclf ; and men will

generally, if not always, wave their personal prejudices in the pre-
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seuce of taleut which'stancls forth before them in its simple genuine-

ness, Avhilc few things can more cfTectually defeat real ability than

attempts to exaggerate it by dissembling artifices. The trickery is not

only morally ugly by its disingcnuousness ; but the popular sagacity,

much keener than is commonly supposed, quickly perceives it, and
takes an egotistical but honest pride in defying it. Mr. Cookman's
sermons before Congress -were thoroughly prepared ; they were often

truly great, but directly to the purpose, and stamped throughout

with the honest, earnest individuality of the man. There was much
of special adaptation in them. He was always apt in seizing on

casual events for the illustration or enforcement of his subjects; but

his congressional discourses v,-erc peculiarly distinguished by the

success ^'ith which he availed himself of the exciting incidents of

the place and season. These discourses had also a deep moral effect

as well as oratorical interest. Several of his distinguished hearers,

both in Congress and the executive department of the government,

were awakened to a personal interest in religion by his powerful

appeals.

He was characterized by a sort of chivalry, a martial predilection,

which gave him real bravery, and combative promptness and energy.

This was one of the strongest elements of his nature. The military

events wliich stirred all Kurope during his youth, doubtless had an

influence on his forming character. It was affected by even an ear-

lier influence, probably. "Mind is from the mother," says Isaac

Taylor, and the characters of great men, especially, begin to form

under the impressions of the maternal mind (let her that readcth

imdcrstand) before their birth. The martial clangour that resound-

ed among tlie continental States, and filled all the homes of England

with loyal heroism, at the end of the last century, had possibly an

effect on the morale of Cookman. Be this as it may, there was a

military fire in him Avhich nothing could extinguish, and which,

sanctified by religion, gave an heroic and invincible power to his

ministrations. It influenced his imagery and his very language.

It revealed itself in his sermons, in his exhortations, his very pray-

ers, and most especially in his platform addresses. The first of the

latter that we open upon in his published "Speeches"* is an exam-

ple. It marshals the different evangelical sects of the country into

a general missionary conflict, and is full of chivalric spirit. His

martial temper rendered his assaults on error formidably vigorous.

He liked right well a manful encounter, and relished, with epicurean

** Speeches dclivcreJ on various o'-casions by Rev. George G. Cookmnii, of the

Baltimore .\nmiAl ("onforoiicc, aii'l Chaplain of the Senate of the Uniteil State?.

New-Yorlc: Carlt.ju >;. riiillij^s, 200 Mulbtrry-strect.
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zest, a pungent sarcasm, or a hnraorous thrust, that scattered iu

dismay sophistry or sceptical conceit.

He had good sense, and a good amount of it ; but his imagination

svas his dominant faculty. It furnished him incessantly >Yith bril-

liant illustrations. Besides the minute beauties Avith which it

interspersed his ordinary discourses, it sometimes led him into

allegories Avhich might have entertained the dreams of old John
Eunyan. The martial Bible- Society address at Ncw-Brmiswick.
iu 1S28, to -which we have referred; the mission ship, in his famous
Baltimore- Conference speech of 1829 ; the widow and her daughters,

in his American Sunday- School Union speech of 1831: and the

personification of liberalism, (the prodigal son of the " Spy Bigotry,")

in his ISew-York Sunday-school address of 18.'j2, are examples. It

can hardh^ be doubted that had he devoted himself to the production

of some work in this rare and difficult department of literature, he
might have become a worthy disciple of the glorious old dreamer of

Bedford jail. This allegorizing mood, however, befits the poet bet-

ter than the orator.

In his private life Mr. Cookman had many attractions. His piety

was deep, and he was always ready for any good word or work ; but
his religion never interfered with Ids enjoyment of life. He relished

good fellowship, enlivening conversation, and the entertainment of

books. He adhered through life, we believe, to the primitive Me-
thodist costume; it was not the most graceful for his lank person,

but under this Quaker-like external primness he carried a large and
generous heart—a heart which seemed ever juvenile in the freshness

of its sentiments and the ardour of its aspirations.

On the 11th of •March, 1841, he embarked in the ill-fated steamer,

President, and was never heard of more.

Pexry B. Bascom maintained an extraordinary reputation, as a

preacher, down to the last year of his life. He entered the itiner-

ant ministry in 1814, when yet in his teens. During fourteen years

he pursued its laborious duties in various parts of the West, and

through the ne.xt twenty years* occupied honourable positions in our

literary institutions, either as President or Professor. He was at

last elevated to the Episcopal oflicc in the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, but presided in only one annual conference, on his

return from which he was stricken down by death, in the very ma-

turity of his life and his promotion.

In person he was one of the noblest of men—substantially built,

well proportioneil, with full and manly features, a complexion of

English ruddiness, and a highly intellectual cerebral development.

Fourth Series, Vol. IV.—28
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His medallion likeness, in plaster, by ^lessrs. Fo^Ylel^ New-York,

accurately as -well as elegantly executed, is one of the finest exam-

ples of manly beauty extant. His voice was commanding, remark-

ably orotund, and even melodious, till affected by habitual snuff-

iaking.

The candid critic must find it difficult to delineate well his pulpit

character. His vianncr in the desk was conformed to the rules of

the oratorical art—strictly so. This fact secured him from the

irregular violence of voice and gesture to which his impetuous feel-

ings naturally tended, but at the same time rendered his manner

factitious and elaborate, especially in passages of studied beauty,

where the attempt at eOect, ho^vcver laudable, became too manifest.

This was in fine a characteristic of Dr. Bascom's eloquence through-

out; devoted as he was to the art, he did not attain that perfection

in it by which its labour is concealed or rather superseded. " Na-

ture," some one has said, " is the highest art," and to get clear of

our factitious habits and become wsthctically true to nature, in any-

thing, is perfection. Powerful as were some of Dr. Bascom's efforts,

the intclhgeut hearer could hardly divest himself of the consciousness

that he was listening to a proposed example of declamation, and he

found his mind spontaneously holding his heart in abeyance, that

the former might sit in critical judgment upon the performance,

admiring or condemning it. While this was the case with severer

minds, the multitude hung upon his discourse usually -svith more of

wonder than of any other emotion. We say iisvctlhj, for there were

occasions in which his own excited emotions bore down all criticism,

and swept along in a tumultuous current the feelings of high and

low. At these times, in spite of his hyperbolic imagery and lan-

guage, his noble voice assumed its fullest music, and fell into a slight

rccitatice, which seemed no fault, but actually enhanced its effect.

Some of the ancient -wi-iters on oratory speak of this manner as, an

excellence not uncommon in the classic eloquence. If we arc not

mistaken, Cicero somewhere alludes to it favourably. It may be

founded in nature, in a tendency of the sensibilities, ^vhen intensely

excited, to express themselves in ecstatic and musical tones, analo-

gous to their tendency under such excitement to poetic measures in

language. We find it still extant among the Quakers, and other

sects, though in great exaggeration.

Dr. Basconi's intellect presented a singular combination of excel-

lencies and defects. The poet and the dialectician were so mixed in

him as not to allow of a distinct development of either, but produced,

in his mental operations, such an habitual interplay of the logical

and poetical powers as often to confound each other. A severe
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critic would, we tliink, usually retire from his preaching, puzzled to

discrimiuate the intrinsic thought and the ovorlajing imagery of the
discourse, and yet compelled to ackno^vledge that there was a mar-
vellous exhibition of both. lie had little or no fancy, but an august
imagination. Contrary to the wont of imaginative minds, he seemed
always inclined to discuss subjects which admitted of elaborate

argumentation; yet in conducting his argument he could not proceed
with the measured pace of the logician, but must move with the
flight of an archangel Should the hearer divest himself entirely of
the propensities of the critic, and give himself uj) to the poetry of
the discourse, he would fmd him.self more satisfied than if, on the
contrary, he should sit in judgment on the process of thought alone,

or attempt to comprehend both.

The poetic element was, avc ihhik, his chief .distinction. The
strict art with which he studied oratory was not, however, equally

applied here; his imagination Avas often excessive. It lingered

not among Hervey's "Keilections in a Flower Garden," but aspir-

ing to a loftier flight, plumed itself among his " Starry Hea-
vens." Many of these flights showed a ^Miltonian grandem',
but they were oftener exaggerated, and habitually too frequent.

Some of his discourses seemed almost, from beginning to end, a
series of elaborated figures, '• chaijicd lightning," and sometimes,
perhaps, owed, like the latter, much of their apparent splendour
to the suiTouuding obscurity. Jupiter, at the request of Se-
mele, came to her aiTayed in the thunders and lightnings of the

god, but she was consujncd at his ap|a-oach ; the plain good sense

of popular assemblies is often bafiled and confounded by displaj-s of

oratorical poetry, and, let us confess it, more so in the sanctuary

than anywhere else.

Dr. Bascom Avas self-educated—a means of peculiar advantao-e to

some minds, but to an exuberantly fertile one, like his, the occasion

of a lax discipline and distorted growth. He emigrated early to the

"West; among its A'ast rivers, prairies, and mountain ranges, he
studied the revelations of nature, and his mental character revealed

the impression Avhich those grand scenes made upon him. Wliat-

ever other defects he had he showed no effeminacy, no dilution of

thought. His ideas were robust, his imagery rugged though Iilxu-

riant—all his conceptions seemed naturally to take a character of

magnitude, if not magnificence, like that of the scenery with Avhich

he Avas conversant. Jlis literary studies, ])ursued alone, and in his

ministerial travels, could not compete Avith the influence of the grand

associations which surrounds! him. The latter formed his intellec-

tual character; the former, though pursued assiduously, failed of
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their usual chastening effect, po far at least as his pulpit efforts -wcvc

concernetl; and to the last year of his life his preaching retained its

original characteristics, though its delivery was somewhat moderated

by the use of manuscripts in the desk—an ex]-)cdient very imwiscly

recommended by his medical advisers as a relief to a chronic inflam-

mation of the throat.*

He had little of tlie case and self-possession which we have

recommended. He evidently entered the pulpit bowed under the

burden of his task, and his discourse throughout was apparently an

extreme effort. It was not unu.?ual for him to spend most of Saturday

night in walking his chamber iloor, anxiously conning the next day's

sermon. Sucli elaborate attempts often defeat themselves, and IMr.

Bascom's failures vrero not unfrcqucnt. His sermons seemed inva-

riably delivered mcmoriter, though usually long enough to occupy

two hours; if he did not purposely commit them to memory, yet

their frequent repetition fixed in his mind their language as well as

their train of thought. Thoy were cndently prepai'cd with the

utmost labour. The paragraphs seemed often to be separate but

resplendent masses of thought, written at intervals, and Avithout

very close relations. This defect added to the obscurity of the dis-

course as a whole, breaking up its continuity in the mind of the

hearer. The elaborateness of his mental processes extended even

to his language ; it had something of the Latin pomp of Johnson,

with the bizarre complexity of Carlyle, and often, as a consequence,

presented sentences of striking peculiarity and force, notAvithstand-

iug its general defectiveness. Ho frequently coined words, or gave

them ncAV applications; the latter, however, were usually traceable

to some subtle etymological authority, and sometimes Avere marked

by beauty and pertinence. His published sermons Avill not endure;

they have not come under the attention of the higher class of critics,

and would not, avo think, be passable at their bar. Some of his other

productions, in Avhioh his poetical propensities had no room to play,

shoAV that if his education had been such as to effectually discipline

his imagination, his real ability Avould have been greatly enhanced.

His most important Avritings, besides those prepared for the pulpit,

are his "Bill of llights," A\Titten on behalf of the "reform" move-

ment of 1.^2^; the "Protest of the Minority," in the memorable

General Conferenco of 1S44; the "Report on Organization," at the

formation of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South; and a subse-

quent elaborate volume in defence of the Southern Church, entitled

" Methodism and Slavery."

° AVe liclievc; thai cxtemporizors huffei- much less than sormon-rcaders from

this ailment—anl there are obvious reasons vrhy this should be the case.
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In social life Dr. Bascom was not readily appreciated, except by
his familiar friends. To others he was taciturn or abrupt, and appa-

rently frigid. There was about him that uneasiness which so often

accompanies men of rare powers and marked individuality—the

morbid eflect usually, the honourable but not often honoured wounds
of hard-fought inward conflicts. lie suffered no little misconstmc-
tion in this respect, in addition to the sufforhig which the conscious

defect itself inflicted. When Sir Humphrey Davy, by the special

permission of Xapoleon, visited Paris, at a time when the country

was closed to Englishmen, he was conducted by the French savans

with great courtesy and eclat to the principal scientific resorts of

the city ; but no sooner had he left it than a torrent of abuse over-

took him for his "English hauteur"—the stolid pride with which he

appeared to receive the attentions of the learned Parisians. His
biographer explains the case. It was not pride but its direct oppo-

site that affected the great English philosopher. His constitutional

diihdence—not an uncommon trait of the iiighcst and purest style

of mind—embarrassed him so much that he knew not hoAV to receive

the polite attentions showered upon him ; and while he was publicly

condemned for his pride, he was secretly agonized by his self-

depreciation. Dr. Eascom was an example of the same weakness,

or virtue, as some would call it. To those Avho enjoyed his intimate

acquaintance he revealed a nature full of generous frankness and
cordiality. "To such," says one of his Souihern brethren, "he
was as simple as a child, open to suggestion and counsel, amiable

and lovely as a friend.""- "A warmer heart, and more noble feel-

ings," says Bishop Andrew, " beat not in the bosom of mortal ; there
,

was a spring of kindest affection there which never run dry."

He died at Louisville, Kentuek}', surrounded by old and endeared

friends, on the Sth of September, 1S,30. When asked if Ins spirit

was sustained in the final conflict by the grace which he had preached

to others, his reply was, " Yes, yes, yes I"

JS^otv.'ithstanding any critical detractions from the popular estimate

of his intellectual character, those who have heard him in his suc-

cessful efforts will remember the occasion as a privilege, an exhibition

of magnificent mind—magnificent, though, like the grandem* of the

mountain, made up of broken outlines, rough cliffs, dark ravines

below and sunlit efTulgence above.

We pass to another name which has become a synonyme among us

for almost every trait of mental symmetry and moral beauty

—

Wilbur
FiSK. He also, like Cookman, came of a primitive IMcthodist stock,

° Ur. 'VViglituian, l^outhevu Oluisthiu Advocate.
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and a strong ingi-odicnt oF New-England Puritanism did not mar
the composition of his noble nature. He began his ministry in 1818.

•when about twenty- six years of age. His pastoi-al labours extended

through eight years ; the remainder of his life, including some four-

teen yeai's, Y>-as spent in literar}^ institutions of the Church. lie may
be pronounced the founder of the educational provisions of jS^ew-

England Methodism—provisions which we believe are now more
complete than in any other section of the Church, comprising a well-

related series of one or more independent academies for each con-

ference, and a university and theological school for them jointly.

Dr. Fisk saw the absolute necessity of such institutions for ^Nlethod-

ism, especially in the' j']astcrn States, where the whole people were

educated, and where education could not well be divested of sectarian

influences, except in its most elementary forms. His successful

plans have rescued the youth of the Church from the proselytism

of other sects. They have already made a visible, an almost universal,

impression on the character of New-England Methodism, especially

of its ministers, a very large proportion of whom have spent more

or less time in preparatory studies in its seminaries.

"Wilbur Fish's person bespoke his character. It was of good size^

and remarkable for its symmetry. His features were beautifully

harmonious, the contour strongly resembling the better Roman out-

line, though lacking its most peculiar distinction, the 7iasus aquilinus.

His eye was nicely defined, and Avhen excited beamed with a

peculiarl}' benign and conciliatory expression. His complexion was
bihous, and added to the diseased indication of his somewhat at-

tenuated features. His head was a model not of great but of well-

proportioned development. It had the height of the lloman brow,

though none of the breadth of the Greek. The two portraits of

him which have beoi given in this work recall his appearance well

enough to those who vrere familiar with it, but can hardly afford an

accurate impression to such as never saw him. The first of them,

presenting him in the ])rimitive ministerial costume of the Church,

(which he doffed, we believe, in later years,) has too much of the

languor of disease : there is an aspect of debility, if not deca}', about

it Avhich did not bi-loug to the original, notwithstanding his habitual

ill-health. It is pn-fcrred, however, by many of his friends, to the

second engraving—an l-lnglish production, marked by ideal and some-

what pompous exaggerations, and not a little of that exquisite and

unnatural nicety with which our English brethren are flattered in

their published portraits. There is a bust of him extant; but it is

not to be looked at by any who Avoidd not mar in their memories

the beautiful and I'cnigu image of his earlier manhood by the dis-
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figurations of disease and suffering. His voice was peculiarly flexible

and sonorous: a catarrhal disease afTectcd it; but just enough,
during most of his life, to improve its tone to a soft orotund, T\-ithout

a trace of nasal defect. It rendered him a charming singer, and
was an instrument of music to him in the pulpit. \Vithout appear-
ing to use it designedly for vocal effect, it was nevertheless an im-
portant means of impression to his sermons. Few men could indicate

the moral emotions more effectually by mere tones. It was especially

e.xpressive in pathetic passages.

His pulpit manner was marked in the introduction of the sermon
by dignity, but dignity without ceremony or pretension. As he ad-

vanced into the exposition and argument of his discourse, (and there

were both in most of his sermon.=?,) ho became more emphatic,

especially as brilliant though brief illustrations, ever and anon,

gleamed upon his logic. By the time he had reached the peroration

his utterance became rapid, his thoughts were incandescent, the music
of his voice rung out in thrilling tones, and sometimes even quivered

with trills of pathos. Ko imaginative excitement prevailed in the

audience as under ^Maffitt's eloquence, no tumultuous wonder as under

Bascom's, none of Cookmans impetuous passion, or Olin's over-

whelming power, but a subduing, almost tranquil spell, of genial feel-

ing, expressed often by tears or half- suppressed ejaculations; some-

thing of the kmdly effect of Summerficld combined with a higher

intellectual impression.

We cannot claim for Dr. Fisk g-.-nins, nor the very highest order

of mind. Good vigour in all his faculties, and good balance of them
all, were his chief intellectual characteristics. His literary acquisi-

tions were not great. The American collegiate course in his day

was stinted; after his graduation he was too busy to study much,

and he Avas not a great reader. J lis resources were chiefly in him-
self—in his good sense, his quick sagacity, his generous sensibilities,

and his healthy and fertile imagination. He possessed the latter

power richly, though it never run riot in his discourses. It was
a powerful auxiliary to his logic—an c.xcm])lification of Dugald
Stewart's remark on the intimate relation between the imagination

and the reasoning faculty in a well-balanced mind. Its scintillations

were the sparkles that flew about the anvil on which his logic plied

its strokes.

His sermons, if examined in print, would pass for good but

"second-rate" productions, that is to say, they would rank below

those of Chalmers, Channing, Robert Hall, or Olin; but if heard

from his own lips in the pulpit, the hearer—even the educated and
critical hearer—inspired with the preacher's manner and sensibihty,
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would be disposed to assirru them to tlic "first-rate" class. His style,

not bein<; formed from books, was the natural expression of his

vigorous and nicely-balanced mind; it was therefore remarkable

for its simplicity and terseness, its Saxon purity and 'energy. You
cannot find a meretricious sentence in all his published writings.

He was not a metaphysician nor a dialectician, and yet by natural

disposition he was a polemic. This was a marked propensity of

his mind; it was never abused into gladiatorship in the pulpit, but

inclined him almost incessantly to theological discussion out of it.

A jealous regard for the truth doubtless prompted this disposition

;

but we think it had a deeper foundation—that it was founded in his

mental constitution. His polemical writings were not only in good

temper, but examples of luminous and forcible argumentation. The
sermon on Calvinism may be referred to as a specimen. That dis-

course, with his sermon and lectures on Universalism, his essays on

the ISJew-Haven Divinity, his discourse on the Law and the Gospel,

his tract in reply to TieiTepont on the Atonement, &c., would form

a volume vdiich the Church might recognise as no ignoble memorial

of both his intellectual and moral character. His travels in Europe,

though containing some examples of elaborate reflection and pictu-

resque dcsci-iption, was not a volume of superior claims—it had too

much of the ordinary guide-book character.

That very significant and convenient word, tad, expresses a quality

which "Wilbur Tisk possessed in a rare degree. He was uncommonly
sagacious in perceiving, and prompt in seizing, the practical advantages

of his position, whatever it might be ; hence his adroitness in contro-

versy, the success of his platform addresses, his almost certain

triumphs in conference debates, and the skill of his public practical

schemes—excepting always those which were financial, in which

respect, we think, he signally failed, a defect quite usual with men
of genius, but not with men of his mental characteristics.

His moral character,was perfect as that of any man whom it has

been our happiness to know. His intimate friends will admit that

there is hardly a possibility of speaking too favourably of him in

this respect. After some 3-ears spent in personal relations with

him, we are literally at a loss to mention one moral defect that marred
the perfect beauty of his nature. We are aware that this is saying

very much, that it is saying what cannot be said of one man perhaps

in a million, but we deliberately say it of this saintly man. Serene,

cheerful, utterly exempt from seUishnoss, pride, and vanity, tender

yet manly in his sensibilities, confiding in his friendships, entertaining

hopeful views of Divine Providence and the destiny of man, main-

taining the purest and yet the most tmelaborate. piety—a piety that
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appeared to believe and enjoy and do all thinp;s good, and yet to " be

careful for nothing"—he seemed to combine the distinctive charms

that endear to ns the beautiful characters of Fenelon and Channing,

Edwards and Fletcher of Madeley. His humility was profound, and

surrounded him with an aureola of moral loveliness. It was not a

burden of penance under which the soul heaved with self-cherished

agony, still less was it a "voluntary humility"—an assumed, an

affected self-abasement; but it seemed tlie spontaneous kindly and

tender demeanour of his soul, it mingled with the cheerful play of

his features, and gave a sweet suavity to his very tones. It was his

rare moral character, more even than his intellectual eminence, that

gave him such magic influence over other minds, and rendered him so

successful in the government of literary institutions. All about him

felt a sort of self-respect in respecting him ; to ofl'end him was a self-

infliction which even the audacity of reckless youth could not brook.

Fisk lived for many years in the faith and exemplification of St.

Paul's sublime doctrine of Christian periection. He prized that

great tenet as one of the most important distinctions of Christianity.

His own experience respecting it was marked by signal circumstances,

and from the day that he practically adopted it till he triumphed

over death, its impress was radiant on his daily life. With John

Wesley he deemed this important truth—promulgated, in any very

express form, almost solely by Methodism in these days—to be

one of the most solemn responsibihtics of his Church, the most

potent element in the experimental divinity of the Scriptures.^'' In

his earlier religious history he had felt the influence of those tempta-

tions which have betrayed so many young men from our ministry

into other communions, where better worldly auspices rather than

better means of self-development or usefulness were to be found;

but when he received the bapti.<m of this great grace, his purified

heart could not sufficiently utter its thankfulness that he had been

" Isaac Taylor, in his latj vork on Mcthodisni, repels tliis doctrine as rofated

by every man's consciousno?s. Knox, iu a letter to Bisliop Webb, says, "Their

•view of Christian perfection is, in iny min'l, so essentially right and important,

that it is on this account particularly I value tlieiu above other denominations

of that sort. I am aware that ignorant individuals expose -K-hat is in itself true

by their unfounded pretensions and irrational descriptions ; but with thcslncerest

disapproval of every such excess, I do esteem John Wesley's stand for holiness

to be that which does immortal lionour to his name. '^ ^ ^ In John Wesley's views

of Christian perfection are combined, in substance, all the sublime morality of the

Greek fatlicrs, the spirituality of tlve mystics, and tlie divine philo^^.iphy of our

favourite I'latonists. Macarius, Fcnelon, Lucas, and all of their respective classes,

have been consulted and di,::;ested by him, and his ideas are essentially theirs.

Thirty Years' Correspondence. Letter XIX.
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providentially kept -within the pale of a Church vrhich clearly tauc^ht

this pre-eminent doctrine. This alone was a denominational dis-

tinction sufliciently important and sublime to be set off against any

drawback that Methodism might present. In a letter to a bro-

ther clergyman, he expressed, Avith overflowing feelings, his renewed

love of the Church. ''1 thank God," he said, "that 1 ever saw this

day. 1 love our Church better than ever. How glad am I that I

never left it." There are two periods at which a Methodist assuredly

feels no regi-et for his connexion with the denomination—when he

learns by experience what is the meaning of its instructions respect-

ing Christian perfection, and when death dismisses him from its

communion to tlio Church triumphant.

On the '2'ld of Fcliruary, l;^oO, in the forty-eighth year of his age,

Wilbur risk received that dismission. His chamber had been for daj's

sanctified as it were b}' the glory of the Divine Presence, and his

broken utterances were full of consolation, and triumph over death.

"Glorious hope I'' was the last and whispered expression of his

religious feelings.

Stephen Oi.in stands forth with commanding prominence and an

imperial mien, auumg the princes of our Israel. A brief biographical

and characteristic sketch of this truly great man was given in om'

October number; at the risk of repeating what was there said of

him, and has within the last year been abundantly said elsewhere,

we here introduce his name again. His omission from our present

list would be unpardonable, for he was a shining light, a full orb

—

if not the most notable, yet the most intrinsically great man, take

him " all in all," that American ^Methodism has produced. So mani-

fest and commanding were his traits, that this pre-eminence can be

awai'ded him without the slightest invidiousuess.

His character—moral, social and intellectual—Avas, throughout,

of the noblest style. In the first respect he was pre-eminent for the

two chief virtues of true religion—charity, and humility. AVith

thorough theological orthodo.xy he combined a practical liberalism

which Ave fear most orthodox polemics Avould pronounce dangerous.

There was not an atom of bigotry in all the vast soul of this ra:-e

man. Meanwhile, it could be said of him as RoAvland Hill said of

Chalmers, " The most astonishing thing about him Avas his humility."

He Avas the best example wc have knoAvn of that childlike simplicity

AA-hich Christ taught as essential to those Avho Avould enter the

kingdom of heaven, and Bacon declared to be ccpuilly necessary

to '• those Avho Avoidd enter into the kingdom of knoAvledge." Like

Fisk, he was a personal example of St. Paul's doctrine of " Christian
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perfection" as expounded by AVesley. Rcspectinr^ the Methodistic

hypothesis of that doctrine he at first entertained doubts ; but as he

advanced in life, and especially under the clrastening influence of

affliction, it became developed in his own experience. " 1 sunk into

it," he remarked to the Avriter, in substance. " My children, my wife,

ray health, my entire prospect on eartli, all were ^i^one—God only

remained ; I lost myself as it were in him, I was hid in him v.ith

Christ—and found, without any process of logic, but by an experi-

mental demonstration, the 'perfect love that casteth out fear.'"

He was never obtrusive in the avowal of this great truth, but ever

ready to give, with all lowliness and meekness, a reason of the hope
that was within him. TIiq marvellous grace that imbued and, Ave

were about to say, glorified liis very greatness with unsurpassed

humilit}", TwTS owing, in a great measure, to his faith in this sublime

idea of Christianity.

He had defects, unquestionably; but so fiir as they took a moral

tendency, no effort of charity was requisite in order to attribute them
to his continual physical infirmities. Some of our most interesting

and precious personal recollections of him are connected with

instances of such apparent defects. The virtues which accompanied

them seemed rather to gain than lose by the contrast, as precious

gems are beautified by their inferior settings.

His social character was beautiful. If he could not indulge the

^icrsifla^e—the sheer inanities which inferior minds may deem the

appropriate relaxation of social conversation—yet was he ever readv,

for not merely the cheerful remark, but the exhilarating pleasantry

:

his familiar friends Avill never forget this charming trait. Nov were

these buo3'ant intervals rare or brief. Frequently through a pro-

longed but alvrays fitting conversation, would this play of sunshine

illuminate_his presence, and with it Avould intermix, congruously,

often most felicitously," the radiant play of thought or the hai)py

expression of Christian sensibility—never, however, the meaningless

twaddle of weakness. A truer and more forbearing friend could

not be found. His domestic affections Avere Avarm, and the circle

of his family Avas a sanctuary full of halloAvcd sympathies and

enjoyments.

It would require a more capable haml than ours to estimate his

intellectual dimensions. His seholar.ship Avas, Ave think, more exact

and thorough Avithin his professional sphere, than A'aried or compre-

hensive beyond that limit. We speak of scholarship as distinguished

from general information. At his graduation he Avas considered tlie

"ripest scholar" Avho had been examined in his college. Ho Avas

conservative in his views of classical education, and very decidedly
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opposed to the "modernized" system of training attempted and
abandoned at Harvard, iiud now experimenting at Brown University.

A high and finished classical discipline was his ideal for the college

over which he presided ; and that institution has sent out, under his

superintendence, as thorough students as have honoured the educa-

tion of the land.

AVhile he was a genuine scholar within his appropriate sphere,

he possessed also a large range of general intelligence, though, as we
have said, without that devotion to any favourite department of extra-

professional knowledge, Avhich often relieves and adorns the pro-

fessional life of studious men by becoming a healthful and liberalizing

counterpart to their stated routines of thought. We are not aware

that he was addicted to the national literature of any one modern
people, to the speculative philosophies which with so much fallacy

have also developed so much mental vigour and splendour in the

continental intellect of Europe, or to any one department of the

elegant literature of our own language. We know not that he had

more than a casual acquaintance with these, derived mostly from

Reviews. With the cuirent history of the world in politics, science,

and especially religion, ho had, however, more than the usual fami-

liarity; a remarkable memory, tenacious of even statistics and

names, doubtless gave him in this respect an advantage over most
intellectual men.

The ori<^in<il powers of his mind were, however, his great dis-

tinction. .-Vnd these, like his person, were all colossal—grasp,

strength, with the dignity which usually attends it, a comprehen-

sive faculty of generalization, which felt independent of details,

but presented in overwhelming logic grand summaries of thought.

This comprehensiveness, combined with energy of thought, was
the chief mental characteristic of the man ; under the inspiration

of the pulpit it often and indeed usually became sublime, Ave were
about to say godlike. AVc doubt whether any man of our generation

has had more power in the pulpit than Stephen Olin; and this

power Avas iu spite of very marked oratorical defects. His manner
was ungainly; his gestures quite against the elocutionary rules; his

voice badly managed, and sometimes painful in its heaving utterances;

but the elocutionist is not always the orator. While you saAv that

there Avas no trickery of art about Dr. Olin, you felt that a mighty,

a resistless mind Avas struggling Avith yours. You Avere over-

whelmed—your reason Avith argument, your heart Avith emotion.

When he began his discourse, your attention Avas immediately ar-

rested by the dignity and sterling sense of his remarks. You per-

ceived at once that something Avell Avorth your most careful attention
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was coming. Parajijraph after paragraph of massive thought was

thrown off, each showing a gradually increasing glow of the sensibility

as well as the mental force of the speaker. By the time he had fairly

entered into the argument of the sermon, you were led captive by

his power; but it would be difficult to say Avhich most effectually

subdued you, his mighty thoughts or his deep feeling. You sel-

dom or never saw tears in his o\vn eyes, but they flowed freely down

the cheeks of his hearers. Ever and anon passages of overwhelming

force were uttered, before which the -whole assembly seemed to bow,

not so much in admiration of the man, as in homage to the mighty

truth. Such passages were usualh"- not poetic, for he was remarkably

chary of his imagery; but they ^^ere ponderous vrith thought—they

were often stupendous conceptions, such as you would imagine a

Sanhedrim of archangels might listen to uncovered of their golden

cro\vns.

At suitable periods of the sermon, which usually occupied from

an hour and a half to two hours, he would pause briefly to relieve

his voice and his feelings. The mental tension of his audience could

be perceived, at such times, by tlic general relaxation of posture, and

the simultaneous, heaving respiration ; but as soon as, with, a peculiar^

measured dignity, he resumed the lofty theme, all eyes were again

•fixed, all minds again absorbed.

Effective as was his preaching usually, it was not always so. Ilis

ill health sometimes spread a languor over his spirit Avhich no resolu-

tion could throw off. AVe have recorded, on another occasion, an

instance, which furnishes to our clerical readers too good a lesson to

be omitted here. We spent a Sunday evening with him after he

had failed, as he thought, in a sermon during the day. He referred

to it Avith much good nature, and remarked that his history as a

preacher had tauglit him to expect the blessing of God on even such

efforts. lie proceeded to relate an instance which occurred during

his ministry in South Carolina, lie preached at a camp-meeting

where a Presbyterian clergyman, who was to address the next session

of his synod in Charleston, heard him. The Presbyterian doctor

repeated not only the text, but. substantially, the sermon before his

clerical brethren.' giving, however, full credit to its Methodist author.

So remarkable aVact could not fail to excite great interest among

the peoj)le of Charleston to hear tlie latter.

He at this time occupied the Methodist pulpit of that city, and

the next Sunday evening his chapel was crowded with the elite of

the community, including sevcr:\l clergymen. I le preached long, and,

as he thought, loudly and confusedly; in fine, he felt, at the close of

the discourse, confounded with mortification, lie sank, after the
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benediction, into tlie pulpit, to conceal himself from view, till the

assembly should bo all ,:^one. By-and-by he espied some eminent

individuals apparently waiting in -the aisle to salute him. His heart

failed. Noticing a door adjacent to the pulpit he determined to

escape by it. He knew not whither it led, but supposed it commu-

nicated with the next house, which had once been a parsonage, as

he recollected having heard. He hastened to the door, got it open,

and, stepping out, descended abruptly into a grave-yard, Avhich ex-

tended beyond and behind the former parsonage. The night was

very dark, and he stumbled about among the tombs for some time.

He reached at last the Avail which closed the cemetery in from the

street, but found it insurmountable. Groping his way to the oppo-

site side, he sought to reach a back street by penetrating through

one of the gardens which belonged to a range of houses there. It

was an awkward cndeavoui- in the darkness, and among the graves

;

but at last he found a wicket-gate. He had no sooner passed through

it than he Avas assailed by a house-dog. Having prevailed in this

encounter, he pushed on and reached the street, with some very

reasonable apprehensions that the neighboin-hood would be alarmed

by his adventures. He now threaded his Avay through an indirect

route to his lodgings, passed unceremoniously to his chamber, and

shut himself up f>r the night, but slept little or none, reflecting with

deep chagrin on the strange conclusion of the day. On the morrow

he hardly dared to venture out; but while yet in his study Mr.
,

one of the first citizens in Charleston, and a leading officer in a sister

denomination, called at the house; he was admitted to the preacher s

study Avith reluctance ; but AA-hat Avas the astonishment of the latter

to hear hini say tliat the sermon of the preceding CA'cniug had enabled

him to step into the kingdom of Grod, after many years of disconso-

late endeavours, during Avhich he had been a member of the Church.

The same day a lady of influential fiimily came to report the same

good tidings. Other similar examples occuiTcd that morning; and

this failure Avas one of the most useful sermons of his ministry.

His style Avas somcAvhat difiuse and ahvays elaborate, too much so

for elegance. Johnson used to insist that his OAvn pompous Latin-

ism Avas an eflcct of the magnitude of his thoughts ; its fantastic

collocation, even in the definitions of his dictionary, stand out, how-

ever, inexorably and grotesqucl}' against the fond conceit ; the critics

pronounce his verbiage a result of his early study of Sir Thomas

BroAvne. I'alse, in part, as Avas the great authoi''s apology, it was

also, in part, true. He had a magnitude, and Koman-like sturdi-

ncss of thought, which demanded capacious expression, though the

demand Avas exaggerated, and thus became a characteristic fault, as
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well as a characteristic excellence. Dr. Oliii's style was aiTccted by
a similar cause, but not to such a fauUy extent. The defect was
perceptible in his ordinary conversation, and quite so in his extem-

poraneous sermons. In some of his later writings, however, like

Johnson in his Lives of the Poets, he seemed to escape the excesses

while he retained the excellencies of his style.

Dr. Olin Avas gigantic in person. His chest would have befitted

a Hercules; his head was one of those which suggest to us super-

human capacity, and by which the classic sculptors symbolized the

majesty of their gods. Though of a very different craniological

development, it could not have been less capacious than that of the

noted American premier ; and, crowning a much more lofty frame,

must have presented, with vigorous health, a more commanding
indication. His gigantic structure was, hov.-cver. during most of his

life, smitten through and through with disease and enervation. The
colossal head seemed too heavy to be supported, and appeared to

labour to poise itself. The eye, somewhat sunken in its large

socket, presented a languid expression, though relieved by a sort of

religious benignity which often beamed with feeling.

This great man mmst be added to the long and melancholy cata-

logue of self-martyred students. His infirmities commenced in bis

college life; they were exasperated by his labours as an instructor

in a Southern climate; and were the burden of his later years,

almost to the exclusion of any continuous labours. During these

years his uscfidness was confined mostly to occasional discourses,

most of which have been published; to the quiet but inestimable

moral power which the mere ofiicial presence of such a man cannot

fail to exert over any responsibility to which he is related; and

last, but not least, to the ministration of example under circum-

stances of suffering and personal religious development.

He was frankly independent in his opinions, and not without what

would be called strong ])rejudices—no uncommon accompaniment of

powerful minds. He was decidedly conservative on most subjects,

though early inclined to political liberalism. On the rife question

of slavery he shared not the strong moral sentiment of the !North,

yet he lamented the institution as calamitous. The Fugitive Slave

Law he deplored as a necessary evil, and Avas favourable to its en-

forcement. }le inclined to stringent institutions of govei-nmcut in

"bolli "MitiTcli anf! ?tJitc. but at fhe satnc time deemed our oAvn

Church polity susceptible of many liberal improvements, in order

to adapt it to what he considered the demands of the times. He
wished to see the period of our ministerial appointments prolonged.

He was especially interested in the intellectual improvement of our
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ministry, and ^vas one of the -warmest friends of theological educa-

tion among us; before a theological school was begun in the Church

he ^Yrote home from London, -where he -witnessed the experiment

among the Wesleyuns, a public letter, urging the subject upon the

attention of the Church, and enclosing a considerable donation

to-v\ards it. He believed this, indeed, to be the capital Avant of

Methodism in our day, and never disguised the conviction amidst

any prejudice to the contrary. lie entertained sublime vieAvs of

our missionary resources, and longed and laboured to see its ener-

gies amply brought i>ut and applied to this great -work, especially in

the foreign field. The evangelization of the -v^'orld he deemed an

achievement quite ])nicticable at this day to Protestant Christendom.

Some of his discourses on the subject Avere signal efforts of intellect

and eloquence. One of the best papers v^diich it has been our privi-

lege to give in these columns from his pen -was on missions.

On the night of the loth of August, 1S51, it ^vas our mournful

privilege to stand in a small and silent circle by the death-bed of

this good and great man. The Herculean frame lay helpless and
heaving in the last struggle. " I hope in Christ," (pointing -with his

finger upward:) "mo.-t certainly, in Christ alone. 1 believe I shall be

saved, though as by lire," v\-ero among the last utterances of the

dying sufferer. Early the next morning he -was no more among
men.

Five of the most noial)lc men of our denominational pulpit have

thus passed in rcvii^-w before us—two of foreign, three of native

birth. Others might l>c selected from the dead, and there are among
the living those -\vho will take rank with such as we have recorded.

^Ye have endeavotired to render each sketch suggestive of its ap-

propriate lessons, and need not prolong our article by very minute

comi)arative remai-ks. Olin was unquestionably the greatest, but Fisk

the most ]ierfcct man in the scries. The foi-mer had both the largest

and strongest intellectual grasp, the latter more versatilityand pract-

ical skill. Olin had the highest, the philosophical genius ; and if his

health had allowed him a productive life, ho would have taken rank
where by the title of his genius he really belonged—among the fii'st

men of his day: ]''isk had talent and tact rather than genius; he
was the practical though not the technical logician in both specula-

tion and in life. Olin had very little of the detail of practical logic,

but in him the higher logic, the faculty of generalization, was pre-

dominant; it gave grandeur to his habitual conceptions, though it

could not take those minute cognizances of events or truths wliich

afforded Fisk an habitual mastery over any position in which he

fomul himself placed, and gave more perfect proportions to the
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development of his character. Cookman had neither the philoso-
phic comprehensiveness of the one nor the practical skill of the
other, hut more mental alertness and energy than cither. Olin
could have best planned the destinies of a state; Fisk could have
planned best the movements of its army; Cookman could have
best executed those movements. Cookman had much of Bas-
com's imagination. His nature Mas too hardy, too Sa.xon, to
admit of any resemblance to Summerfield. His allegorical skill
Avas all his OAvn. Summerfield's position in the group hardly
admits of comparison. He had none of Olin's intcliectual breadth,
little of Fisk's tactical skill, not much more of Cookman's ener-
getic vivacity, or of Bascom's imagination. His distinction was
almost enth-ely one of temperam.ent, a temperament to Avhich
was subordinated, in the happiest manner possible, all his powers
of intellect and of expression. His soid was not in his head, but
in his heart, if we may so speak. Is' ever was the power of a
pubhc speaker more pure, more anomalous. It was not the power
of logic proceeding from the intellect, it was not poetic power pro-
ceeding from the imagination, nor did it flow from the passions ; it

was a moral magnetism, a gentle suasive effluence from tho inmost
life of the man. His biographer, though he claims for him justly a
second-rate kind of "genius," declares the "predominating" quali-
ties of his mind to have been "good sense and good taste" Un-
doubtedly this was the case; but these qualities do not solve the
problem of his power. There are thousands of men who have " good
sense and good taste," but who have no such power. It proceeded,
we repeat, from the peculiar and sanctified temperament of the man,
his "intense animal feeling," as Montgomery somewhat equivocally
calls it, and his "good sense and good histe" were but its regulators.

In dismissing these estimates, we claim for them only the credit
due to disinterested honesty. A better proof of their fidelity can
hardly be given than the fact that they will be unsatisfactory to men
of e.xtreme prejudices for or against the characters sketched.

Fourth Series, Yol. IV.—29
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Art, VI.—M'COSH ON THE DIVINE GOVERNMENT.

The Method of the Divine Govcnvncnt, Phijsical and Moral. By Rev. James M'Cosh.

New-York: Robert Carter it brothers, IS-Jl. Pp. 510, Svo.

Never have >ve felt a more intense desire to get hold of any book,

than that -which stands at the head of the present article. Several

causes conspired to v,-ork in us this vehement desire. In the first

place, the subject of which it treats, thougli interesting to but few

laymen, possesses for our minds the greatest of all conceivable charms.

Besides the intrinsic grandeur of the subject,—involving, as it does,

every great question pertaining to the nature and destiny of man,

—

the fact that many of the most vigorous years of our life have been

earnestly devoted to the consideration of it, has given it an additional

value in oar eyes, as well as an increased power of fascination over

our hearts. Secondly, from the reviews we had seen of the book,

we expected to find in it the results of original, independent, profound

thinking, and not the mere repetition of repetitions, as is too often

the case with works on the divine government. ^Yeary of reading

books on such a subject, which, to borrow from old Burton, authors

had made not otherwise than apothecaries make medicines—namely,

by pouring them out of one bottle into another—we hoped to regale

ourselves with something as fre.sh and racy, as it was just and pro-

found. Coming, as it was said to do, from one who had equalled

the giant intellects of the past,—a Butler, a Cudworth, and a Kmg,
—in sounding the depths, and solving the mysteries of the uni-

verse, we were prepared to hail the work with delight, and to

revel in it as in a paradise of thought. In the tliird place, ^\c had
written a book on the same subject ourselves, (still in manuscript ;)

and hence the desire to compare our ovra views with those of an

author Avho had shot up into so great and so sudden a reputation,

may be more oa.-^ily conceived than expressed. We made haste to

get the book, we devoured it with avidity, and we formed our judg-

ment of its merits. This judgment avc now propose to lay before

the reader.

We do not mean our judgment of its merits in all respects. The
excellence and beauty of the style, though these are vmquestionably

very great, are scarcely worthy of serious consideration in a work
of this nature. They form a relative, not an absolute, perfection

;

they may seduce into error, as well as illuminate and adorn the path-

way to truth. Supposing the work to be sound, supposing it to

present correct views of the divine government, still we can entertain
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no doubt, that the secret of its success is to be found in the elevation

and beauty of its style. For such is the littleness and weakness of

the human mind, that it busies itself about almost anything rather

than Avith the transcendent glories of the divine government. Indeed,

it will hardly look into these at all, unless it be led on and beguiled

by "the concord of sweet sounds," or drawn forward by the power-

ful fascination of poetical imagery. But serviceable as these things

have no doubt been to the author, we shall pass them over in silence.

The only image in the book which shall engngc our attention, is the

image which it presents of the divine government, and the glory of

God therein reflected. Its great merit, if any it have, must here be

found ; and here accordingly we shall seek it.

The author proposes to set before us the divine government, not

in detached parts and parcels merely, but as one entire, con-

nected, and harmonious scheme. This is very well. Ijidecd, no-

thing short of this could meet the fundamental wants of the hu-

man mind. If we would understand any complex thing, we must
examine, not only the parts of which it is comjiosed, but also all the

relations which they sustain to each other, as well as to the design

of the whole. We may be perfectly acquainted, for example, with

the materials, the form and stmcture, of every wheel and chain and

spring of a watch ; and yet remain wholly ignorant of the nature of

a watch. To gi-asp this idea we must go farther, and determine

how all the parts of a watch stand related to each other, and how
they all jointly and harmoniously co-operate to accomplish its final

result—the admeasurement of time. The same is true of every

other complex thing or system, of evei-y other Avork of skill. It is

true of the earth, of the solar system, of the entire material globe,

including all the stars of heaven. It is also true of the individual

man, of society, and of the entire spiritual universe.

This idea, which we find in Butler, is very hap])ily and variously

illustrated by Mr. M'Cosh. Ho is about to apply it to the magni-

ficent arrangements of the divine government. Tremendous task I

Yet arduous as it is, he certainly possesses one qualification for its

accomplishment ; for he is deeply impressed with the sublime unity

of the Cosmos, the beautiful harmony of the world, the divine con-

course of all things in the one grand unutterable pm-jtose of Almighty

Love. But this impression, even when most deep and earnest, must

first exist as a blind instinct, or as a dark feeling but half-illuminated,

before it can unfold itself, like the leaves of a flower, to the sweet

dawnings of the great outer universal day, which, as yet, has fallen

but in broken and refracted streams of glory ujton this lower world.

We must first see through a glass darkly, before we can see face to
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face; wc raust first walk by faitli, before vre can be admitted to the

bright vision; and lieuce, we must first be hamitod with the dim

shadows of the mighty AVorM, flitting on all sides around iis, ere we

can behold the infinite unclouded splendours of that image of him-

self, which was by God originally stamped upon the created universe.

How far this sense, this instinct, this feeling, this faith,—call it what

you please,—has unfolded itself in the mind of our author, and become

a steady light to rolloct an image of the divine glory, we shall now

proceed to examine. Wc shall mark, if possible, the precise point

of development it has reached, and determine how far, if at all, he

has left other ethical writers and philosophers behind him. In one

word, wc shall endeavour to determine how far, and in what respects,

he has cast the clear light of reason into the depths and mysteries

of the world, beyond the points at which others have left us to walk

by faith, and not by sight.

The author insists, that the most perfect unity and harmony per-

vade the entire world of God, and its government. If this be so,

(and we most chcerfull}'- concede it,) then just in proportion as any

philosophy truly and adequately represents the world, as constituted

and goveraed by God, will it also possess a corresponding unity and

hai'mony in itself; and, on the other hand, just in proportion as it

is disfigured by incongruities and contradictions will it be unfit

to represent the divine constitution and government of the world.

A philosophy of " the divine government " approaches to perfection,

just in proportion a-? it exhibits the principles of the internal make
and constitution of the world in their true lights and just propor-

tions, and in relation to the grand end towards which they are, by
their mutual interworking, continually conducting the stupendous

scheme of all things. A philosophy which sh(i,uld set things before

us truly, and in a cloar light, would constitute the very perfection of

human thought, the final result of human investigation, the glorious

transfiguration of human knowledge. Let us now see whether Mr.

M'Cosh has marched boldly, and steadil}^ and triumphantly along

the line of such a philosophy, or whether he has not occasionally

halted and hobbled by the way.

The first point to be settled, is the end for which the world was

created. If avc fix the end wrong, everything will be seen amiss, and

nothing fully comjirchended. To a mind possessed with the notion

that a watch is designed to measure the temperature of the atmosphere,

it would be utterly impossible to render its mechanism intelligible.

In like manner, if we entertain a Avrong view respecting the final

cause or end of the woild, all its arrangements must needs seem to

bo out of joint, and all our efforts to comprehend the wonderful
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harmony pervading them, must prove utterly abortive. I^ow in re-

gard to this first and all-important point, -we are happy to be able

to agree with our author. In this respect "sve do not entertain a

doubt, that he stands upon higher and better ground than that oc-

cupied by most of those who have undertaken to grapple -with the

mysteries of the universe. Indeed, the attempts of Archbishop King,

of Leibnitz, and of Edwards, to solve the stupendous ])roblcm of evil,

were destined, we have long believed, to prove faihn-es, from the fact

that they had misconceived, or else occasionally lost sight of, the

final cause or end of man's creation.

The final cause of man's creation may be viewed in relation to God,

in relation to the universe, or in relation to man. Now it is in rela-

tion to man himself, that we consider this final cause or end of his

creation, when we say it has been so often misconceived. According

to Archbishop King, the happiness of man is the final cause or end of

liis creation. "Man Avas created," says he, "in order that he might

be crowned with suprcmest joy and blessedness." If so, why is he not

happy? ^Vhy this frightful flood of evils, which overflows all, and

overwhelms so many in hopeless and eternal miser}'? Has God
missed of his object? lias his eternal and most beneficent purpose

been frustrated? These are questions, to which the philosophy of

Archbishop King returns no satisfactory answer. It leaves us

precisely where it found us, to walk by faith and not by sight.

He tells us, it is true, that such are the inexorable necessities

arising from the nature of matter, that God could not make all men
happy.* But this is not so clear. After all he has said in favour

of this position, which is as old as ])hilo3ophy itself, its truth seems

more than questionable. The creation of beings possessed of bodily'

organs, who should be susceptil^le of pleasure, and yet forever free

from pain, implies no contradiction; andconsoquently such beings

might have been produced by the infinite wisdom and power of

God, and placed above the reach of all pain and suflering. The old

plea about the refractory nature of matter brings no light and satis-

faction to our minds. It brought no light and satisfaction to such

minds as Reid, and Stewart, and I3utlor, and Kant, and others

almost without number ; all of whom, though perfectly aware of that

plea, have pronounced the great problem of evil to be still involved

in unsearchable clouds and darkness.

]Nor has Leibnitz: met with better success. The argument of

Bayle, against which he broke a lance, remained as firm and unshaken

as if it had been touched by a child merely, and not assailed by a

giant. If God were infinite in power and goodness, says Bayle,

^* King's Oi-igin of Evil
;
preface -1, G.
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he Vr-ould be both ;iblo and ^vilHl^c^ to prevent sin,—then sin would liavc

been prevented. Sin exists, however; and hence God must have

been cither unable or unwillini;^ to prevent its existence. If unable,

his power is limited; and if unwillincc, his holiness is not infinite.

To this argument, which has, in all ages, been the great stronghold

of atheism, Leibnitz has not, we say, made a satisfactory reply.

He admits that God could very easily cause virtue to exist in the

breast of a moral agent, considered as an individual ; but if we take

into consideration tjje whole universe, God could not prevent all sin,

and cause virtue to reigii everywhere, without doing more harm than

good. Hence his very goodness determined him to permit the

existence of sin. This is the doctrine which is repeatedly set forth

in his great work, the Kssais dc Theodicee.

But how can this doctrine be made out ? The contrary seems very

clear. If God should make me perfectly holy, and consequently per-

fectly happy, this would clearly be for m}^ good. If he should do the

same thing for another individual, it would as clearly be for his good

;

and so on ad infiuitum. Now, how such a proceeding could be for the

good of each and every individual moral agent in the universe, and

yet not for the good of the Mhole, is more than we are able to con-

ceive. On the contrary, we must believe, that Avhat is for the good

of each and every part must be for the good of the whole. We say,

then, that God does not permit sin because, on the whole, it is for

the good of his creatures it should be permitted. Holiness is every-

where, and in all cases, better for them than sin.

The doctrine of l^eibnitz subordinates holiness to happiness, the

higher good to the lower. It represents God as setting a less value

upon the holiness than upon the happiness of his creatures. He per-

mits sin, according to Leibnitz, to raise its hideous head in his do-

minions, that he may bring good out of it. What good? Moral

good? This, it is conceded, inight be secured by the omnipotence

of God. \S\\y. then, permit the unholy thing in order to attain an

end, which might be attained without it? Is it natural good? This

must be the meaning : for the author could scarcely intend, that God
does not shut all moral evil out of the world for fear of introducing

a greater moral evil. No: he permits sin, because its prevention

would not conduce to the highest good, or happiness, of his creatures.

This, we rei)eat, is to subordinate holiness to happiness, the higher

to the lower g':>od, and to turn the moral world upside down.

There is a still more frightful subordination of virtue to pleasure,

of holiness to hapi)iness, in the scheme of President Edwards. Ac-

cording to his scheme God not only permits sin, he actually chooses

sin, and brings it to pass, with a view to the good of his creatures

!
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What good is it, we ask, which, according to the pliilosophy of Ed-
wards, God cannot produce by other moans, that he must have re-

course to the sins of his creatures in order to accomplish his pur-

poses? "We can conceive of no such good. It is certainly neither

the hoUness, nor the happiness, of the created universe ; for these,

we are assured by Edwards himself, God can cause to exist when-
ever and to whatever extent lie pleases. What other good is there

then, higher and greater, than the perfect holiness and happiness of

each and every moral agent in the universe, which God has in view,

and the pursuit of which is to justify the introduction of moral evil

into the economy of the world V To our weak faculties, to our human
modes of conception, the very existence of such a good seems an
utter impossibility-. If it exist at all, or can exist, we must believe

it on the mere assertion of the ])hilosopher in opposition to the

dictates of our own reason; and if we believe the pursuit of this

unimaginable good to be the motive which induces God to permit

sin, or bring it to pass, we must again sacrifice the clearest convic-

tions of our own minds to mere human authority. But were it not
better to begin and end by simi)ly reposing our faith in God, than

to make so great a display of philosophy, and attempts at explana-

tion, and then conclude by resting our belief on the authority of

man?
The vicAvs of King, and Leibnitz, and Edwards all proceed on the

greatest-happine^;s principle. They exalt happiness to the high posi-

tion of the end, and sink holiness to the subordinate rank of a means.

Nay, they place holiness side by side with sin, as a means of the

highest good. Isot so Mr. M'Cosh. In his ojiinion, as well as in

our o-^\-n, ahkeness to God, who is "glorious in holiness," is the end
of man's creation, and should be the aim of all his endeavours ; while

happiness occupies the subordinate rank of a means. .Happiness is

attached to virtue, in order thai men may become good ; virtue is not

enjoined in order that men may be happy. This constitutes one dif-

ference between the philosophy of our author nnd that of most others

who have undertaken to justify the ways of God to man. " So far as

Dr. Brown," says he, "conceives that, in the infliction of suffering,

God has reference to the encouragmnent of virtue and the discourage-

ment of vice, his views are clear, and solid, and consistent. lie has

discovered that there is a greater evil than mere pain, and a greater

good than mere pleasure ; and that the pain which exists in the world,

cannot be explained, except in its relation to the greater good and

the gi-eater evil. Instead of the " greatest-happiness " principle,

he might have seen what we may call the "greatest-morality"

principle; and the idea, if prosecuted, would have conducted him
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to a firm resting-place, from -which he might have contemplated the

full character of God, and his dealings to^vard3 a world, -which ^vould

have been seen by him as fallen. But v\-hcn the grand reconciling

truth was just dawning upon his mind, he turns to another truth

which has but sufficient importance to distract his attention.*

The production of the greatest possible amount of holiness is,

then, the first great end for which God created, and still governs,

the world. Such is the position of the author, and in this position

we heartily concur with him. But let us see how he prosecutes

this idea, so as to find a firm resting-place. Let us see if he has

really made such a use of this " grand reconciling truth," as to bring

the ])henoracna of the moral world into an agi'eement with the per-

fections of God, or even to harmonize one portion of his system

with another 'i

If God aims at tlio production of the greatest possible holiness,

why docs sin exist? If such be the purpose of the Almighty, why
is not holiness everywhere seen? why is sin permitted to reign,

and to mar the glory of the divine purpose? In regard to this ques-

tion, at which so many centuries have laboured in vain, the author

does not carry us one inch beyond the speculations of a Leibnitz,

or an Edwards, or a King. Indeed, his views are more vague, more
unsettled, more vacillating, and more contradictory, than are those

of any of his distingui.shed predecessors. Plere the "grand recon-

ciling truth" is of no use to him. He finds no resting-place, but

wanders up and down amid shadows as dark as night, and contra-

dictions as clear as noon-day.

When ho graj)ples with the difliculty, ho gives us the solution of

Archbishop King, which has been a thousand times repeated, that

"a condition of things, in which such disobedience was impossible,

may presuppose cither that no freedom of the will has been given,

or that it is being intoifercd with." P. 78. Having presented his

views of the origin of evil, he concludes, that "there is nothing

unreasonable in the idea that there may be a fallen world some-

where." lie ceases to wonder, at least for the moment, that sin

should exist ; and finds that a fallen world is, after all, a thing which

might bo very reasonably expected to present itself somewhere in

the dominions of God. But this removal of his wonder is not per-

manent. It seems to have been charmed awa}' by the force of words,

rather than solved by the application of principles. Hence it returns

upon hirn in all it.s power, and we hear him declare :
" Let the

problem be : given a God of infinite power and wisdom, to determine

the character of the world which he would fashion, and man's solution

° Kook i, chap, ii, sec. 2.
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•would present a very different world from the actual one. True,

the problem is confessedly of too high an order for human intellect

to solve it correctly; hut every approximation xvhicJt he makes, only

vnpresses him the more viith wonder, awe, and fear, when he com-
pares the results at ivhich he arrives ivith the actual results, as we
must believe them, of heavenly intelligence and love, in the existing

world in which avc are placed." P. 3G. Thus he comes, along with

Archbishop King, to a conclusion, which ho declares so exactly cor-

responds with the actual condition of this world, that vre should

cease to wonder ; and yet he as confidently asserts, that every result

at which the human mind can arrive, when compared Avith the actual

result, only impresses it the more with wonder, awe, and fear

!

AVe have long been accustomed to suppose that the great difficulty

pertaining to the moral government of the world, arises from the

existence of sin rather than the existence of pain. Our author is

on both sides of this question. In the first place, he is decidedly

of the opinion that the great and almost only difficult3r arises from

the existence of sin. " There may be a difference of opinion," says

he, " as to whether a satisfactory explanation can be given of the

origin of evil, or whether there can be any otlier than the one already

hinted at; but moral evil being sui.poscd to exist, it is of the last

importance to show that the other a]r])arent evils flow from it. After
the permission of sin, says Leibnitz, is justified, the other evil

in its train preseivts no difficulty, and we are now entitled to resort

to the evil of sin, to give a reason fi-r the evil of pain. iMoral evil

being presupposed, it may now be shown that physical evil in no

way reflects on the character of God." Pp. 80, 81. This is his

opinion on one side.

Here it is on the other :
" Two evils exist in the world ; the one

physical, and the other moral—the evil of ]iain and the evil of sin

.... The existence of these two evils forms the grand mystery of the

universe ; nor have all the ingenious thenries which have been con-

structed, been successful in removing the difticulties which press

upon the subject. Of these two evils, ))hysical evil is the one which
seems to bear hardest against the divine government. Not that it

is the worst of the two, but it is the one with which God has the

most immediate concern. The blame of the moral evil may un-

doubtedly be cast on the individual A\ho commits it. To deny this,

were to deny the possibility of free-agency and responsibility on
the part of the creature. It is surely possible for God to give free-

agency to an intelligent creature, and such a free-agency as implies

accountability ; and the creature, when so endowed, cannot throw

the blame of the sin he commits upon another. But the infliction
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of pain proceeds directly from God ; and the blame of it, if blame
there be, must lie upon him. lie ^Yho Avould justify the ways of

God to man, must be careful to defend the divine government at

the point at which suflbring is inflicted." P. 269. Now we are to

believe, first, that the evil of sin is the great problem to be solved
;

and if we can only account for the existence of this, the other evil

will present " no diilicult^^" \S a are to believe, in the second place,

that the difficulty arising from the existence of pain, is far greater

than the other I We are to believe, not only that the difficulty

arising from the existence of sin has never been clearly or satisfac-

torily solved, that it has never ceased to baffle the human intellect,

but also that it may be, and has been, brushed away by a few bold

dashes of the author's pen; while the "no difficulty" still remains

the grand difficulty, toward which all who would justify the ways of

God to man should direct their exertions ! Is it not beginning to

become apparent, that if we would follow the author very closely,

w^e must walk by flith, and not by sight ?

These are not all the inconsistencies into which the author falls,

in relation to the subject of evil. The attempt of Dr. Thomas Brown
to explain the cxi.-tcnce of natural evil, by showing the good efiects

which result from opposing one evil to another, is clearly refuted by
Mr. M'Cosh. Indeed, when the question is, AVhy does God permit

any pain or natural evil to afflict mankind? it is absurd to answer,

that one evil is necessary to counteract another. Why is not all

evil excluded ? If \vc answer this question by saying, that one evil

is very useful to ]aovcnt the bad consequences of another, we cer-

tainly talk at random, and very wide of the mark. Mr. M'Cosh
could see this i'.i regard to natural evils, and he triumphantly ex-

plodes the attempts of Dr. Erown to explain or justify their existence.

Yet this is preci.-?ely the course Avhich he himself adopts to explain

the existence of moral evils. Vanity and ambition, envy and evil-

speaking, says ho, arc often attended with good consequences. Nay,

in an evil world like this, all the malignant passions, all the evil

principles of our nature, subserve wise and beneficent purposes.*

All this may be very true ; but what does it signify, when it is ad-

mitted that " these passions would be unminglcd evils in a world

where sin was otherwise unknown ?"t If no sin existed, there would

be no need of '• juinciples that are evil " to counteract it. To this

reasoning about mural evils, we may then apply his own language in

regard to Dr. Brown's views of natural evils, " Acknowledging, as

all must," says he, " that there are incidental advantages arising

from the existence of sufToring in the present dispensation of things,

^ Book iii, chap, iii, sec. 3. f Ibid.
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there is the other problem starting to view, Why is there such a

constitution of things ? ^Vhy the need of one evil to counteract

another ? It is the existence of so many evils that is the grand

mystery in the world ; and it is not cleared up by showing that one

evil is incidentally or intentionally the prevention of another." P. 39.

It is a pity, that these very sensible and just remarks did not occur

to the author, in relation to his own views of the existence of moral

evils, as well as in relation to Dr. Brown's vindication of the permis-

sion of natural evils.

The truth is, that the philosophy of Mr. M'Cosh leaves him afloat

upon a dark sea, over which he is driven and tossed about by various

contending winds of doctrine. Now he sees an unsteady and flick-

ering light in one direction, now in another ; and hastily pm'suing

these, he follows no determinate course, but is seen veering in all

directions. One wonders how it .is possible that such a mind can,

on such subjects, so often abandon itself to mere conjectures, when
a few severe self- questionings might easily suflice to demonstrate

that they partake more of the wihhiess and incoherency of dreams,

than of the sublime unity and harmony of the actual world. Only

listen to him for a moment, " It might be interesting to know,"

says he, '-'what are the means which God employs in the govern-

ment of those worlds in which there is no taint of evil. Can we be

wrong in concluding that the main instrument, whatever may be the

subsidiary ones, is a grand internal principle by which the creature

is swayed—being an imperative sense of duty, and the love of God
reigning in the soul and subordinating all tilings to itself? This,

xcemiist believe, is the bond, stronger than the gravitation draioing

the planets to the sun, luhich holds the pure intelligences in their

spheres, and joins them to tJtc grand centre of all wisdom and

life.'' Now, the appalling fact set forth in the very next sentence,

should have cured him of the pleasant dream.

" But whatever may be the means which God employs in the

government of other intelligences," says he, 'Mt is obvious, even at

the first glance, and further inquiry deepens the conviction, that this

is not the ivay in ivhich he rules the v:orld in ivhich we dieell"

Now if such be the very perfection of a moral govemmcnt for other

worlds, why has it not been also adopted for our world? Has God
forsaken the inhabitants of the earth, or designedly adopted an im-

perfect mode of govcmment for them ? If so, tlie author should

have essayed to give us, not " the method," but the methods, of the

divine government. He should have told us, that there is a perfect

and all-glorious moral government for other worlds, but an imper-

fect and inglorious government for this ; indeed, this is precisely
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the thinf:; Avliicli he has toh! us in effect. In conclusion, if " we must
believe " that God sways the pure intelligences of other M'orlds in

the manner described by our author, why should not those pure

intelligences also feel constrained to believe, that such is the method

according to which the same wisdom and love governs our world?

Such a conjecture would evidently be as valid as that of the author;

and yet it would be most clearly a dream.

AVe are told in another place, as we have seen, that God does not

thus absolutely sway us to obedience and love, because it would inter-

fere with our free-agency. Pp. 77, 78. Why, then, should not the

same mighty, irresistible swaying be excluded from other worlds as

well as from this, because it would interfci'e with the free-agency of

their moral and accountable inhabitants? We can see no unity

of principle, no harmony, in the philosophy of ]\Ir. M'Cosh; we
trust that there is a greater unity, and a more gloiious harmony, in

the great world whose image he has undertaken to set before us.

In regard to that fy?/cri//o vcxatissima—liberty and necessity—no

two persons in tlie Avhole history of philosophy, are more clearly

and unequivocally on the different sides of it, than is the author

under consideration. lie is as rigid a necessitarian as Hobbes, and

as staunch a libertarian as Clarke. Edwards does not surpass him,

in fixing every act of the will beneath the stern dominion of pro-

ducing causes ; Coleridge goes not before him, in denying the influ-

ence of motives, and asserting the self-determining power of the

will. It may seem stninge, that any author, and especially that one

of so great a reputation, should be so clearly and so strongly on

both sides of tlie question ; but, strange as it may seem, the fact

may be easily established by a reference to his writings.

i'irst, he is a rigid )iecessitariaii. "It is, we hold, with all philo-

sophers who liave deeply studied this subject, a fundamental prin-

ciple of our very constitution, which leads us upon the occurrence

of any given event, to say it has a cause. And this principle

leads us upon the occurrence of a phenomenon to look for something

producing it, whether the piicnomcnon be material or mental." This

principle which loads us, on the appearance of any phenomenon,

to look out for a cause producing it, he proceeds to apply to the

thoughts and feelings, "the Avishes and volitions," of the human
mind. P. 'l'>\. The author's notion of causation is very different

from that of Hume and ]>rown, which he expressly combats. By
cause, he means that which operates to produce its effect. All the

acts of the will, tlien, are produced by the operation of causes. " We
are led by an intuition of our nature," says he, "to a belief in the

invariable connexion between cause and effect : and we see numerous
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proofs of this law of cause and effect roi.s^'nin.i^ in the human mind
as it does in the external world, and reiL^ning in the will as it does
in every other department of the mind." Pp. 2SG, 2S7. Here, as
well as in various other places, ^vc are plainly told that the same
law which reigns in the material world, and constitutes the fixed

mechanism of nature, also reigns in the human will, and produces
all its volitions. There is nothing in Hobbes, nor Kauies, nor Crom-
bie, nor Collins, nor Spinoza, which more strongly asserts the most
rigid scheme of necessity in regard to human volitions, than docs
the above language of our author. Accordingly we may, without the

least injustice, rank him with the stern defenders of that iron scheme
of destiny.

Secondly, he is a staunch libertarian. "True necessitarians,"

says he, " should learn in what way to hold and defend their doc-

trine. Let them disencumber themselves of all that doubtful argu-

ment derived from man being supposed to be swayed by the most
powerful motive." P. 294. " Nor have necessitarians," says he,

"even of the highest order, been sufficiently careful to guard the lan-

guage employed by them. Afraid of making admissions to their

opponents, we believe that none of them have fully developed the

phenomena of human spontaneity. Even Edwards ridicules the

idea of the faculty or power of will, or the soul, in the use of that

power determining its own volitions. Now we hold it to be an
incontrovertible fcLct, and one of great importance, that the true de-

termining cause of every given volition, is not any mere anterior

incitement, but the very soul itself by its inherent power of will."

Pp. 293, 29-i. Again, he docs not take the assumption of Edwards,
that motives sway the will. " The truth is," says he, " it is not the

motive, properl}^ speaking, that determines the working of the will

;

but it is the will that imparts the strength to the motive. As
Coleridge says, ' It is the man that makes the motive, and not the

motive the man.' " P. 280.

One more extract on this side of the question, and we are done :

—

" We rejoice to recognise sueli a being in ninn. We trust that we arc
cherishing no presumptuous feeling, when we Inlitvc him to be as free as his

Maker !•= tree. We behevc him, morally spe;iking. to be as independent of
external control as his Creator must ever be; as that Creator -vvas, -when in a

past eternity there was no external existence to control him."

Now, no advocate of the freedom of the human will, of its self-

determining power, has ever gone beyond this, even in the moment
of his gi-eatcst enthusiasm. Hence, wo may safely rank Mr. M'Cosh
among the warmest supporters of the frcodom of the human will,

and of its freedom in precisely that form which has always proved
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the most obnoxious to otlicr necessitarians. lie fights under the

banner of Hobbes, and Collins, and Ed^-ards, as well as under that

of Clarke, and Reid, and Coleridge.

Such inconsistencies seem the more incredible, because they pro-

ceed from one who aspires to exhibit, in his philosophy, a repre-

sentation of the great harmonious system of the -world itself. We
naturally suppose that these things, which appear so repugnant to

other philosophers, must be joined together and harmonized in his

mind, by some secret link, of whose existence we have not been

informed. AVe should certainly endeavour to search out and find

this secret bond of union, if we were not happily relieved from the

labour by the author himself. " "We can produce the separate proofs

of the two separate truths advocated by us," says he, in relation to

the law of cause and effect, and the freedom of the will. " Should

it be demanded of us to reconcile them, wc answer, that we are not

bound to offer a positive reconciliation of them. "We point to the

two objects ; but we are not bound to show what is the link that

connects them." !Now, if the author himself is not bound to recon-

cile his own doctrines, we certainly may be excused from any such

attempt. We arc, indeed, glad that we are not bound to reconcile

them ; that we are not bound to show how the will can be " self-

active," and yet have all its acts produced b}^ the operation of causes

;

or how it can be un<ler the same law which constitutes the mechan-

ism of nature, and yet bo as free as the unmoved Mover of the

heavens and the earth, above and beyond whose almighty power

there is, and can be, no controlling cause.

But, in our opinion, the author is bound to answer the demand for

a reconciliation of his doctrines. If he had merely undertaken to

give us " separate truths," in detached parcels, and not a harmonious

system of truth, we might have been content with his performance

as fulfilling hi.s promise ; but he led us to expect that wc shoidd see

in his work, nut only the various principles and laws of the divine

government as they are in themselves, but also as they are in their

relations to each other. Having invited us to behold the goodly

spectacle of a harmonious system of truth, more beautiful in the

mutual relations and adaptations of its various parts, than even in

its separate features ; we are not satisfied to be turned off with this

huge comjiound of the mere fragments and disjointed elements of

truth, as di.-cordant as the tongues about the tower of Babel, and all

over bristling with apparent contradictions.

In refusing to reconcile his doctrines, the author asks,

—

"Is it required of uj;, in any otlior (lo]iartmeut of pliilosopliy, to ]>oint out

the oond whicli unites two trutlis, fstabli^-lied on independent evidence, before
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tbe mind gives its assent to them V We do not require the physical investi-

gator to point out the coniicxiun between mechanical and chemical combina-
tions, before ve believe in their cxistenre ; we only require him to furnish us
•ft-ith the separate evidence of the existence of each." P. 284.

This is all avc require of the physical inquirer, provided he docs

not set out with the promise to show us the connexion, which he

afterwards finds himself unable to point out. But this only by the

way. The two cases are not ])uralh'l. There is no apparent contra-

diction between the existence of mechanical and chemical combina-

tions; and hence each may be easily believed upon its separate

evidence, though we see no bond of union connecting them. Not so

with the doctrines of liberty and necessity, as maintained by our

author. In the estimation of philosophers of all ages, and of all

sects, they stand out in direct and irreconcilable opposition to each

other. Indeed, the idea of liberty', as defined by him, is a direct and

flat denial of his own doctrine of necessity ; for it consists in the ab-

sence of motives, or causes, to sway the will.

The difference between the two cases may be exhibited in a single

illustration. If a witness should tell us, for example, that he had

seen elks in a forest of oak-trees or of elm- trees, we should certainly

believe him, without requiring him to show tlie connexion between

the presence of elks and the existence of cither oak-trees or elm-

trees ; but if he should, in one part of liis story, tell us, as a certain

traveller is said to have done, that he had seen immense forests in

which the trees were nowhere more than two feet apart, and, in

another portion of his narrative, that he had seen elks running

through those forests whose antlers measured twelve feet from point

to point, we should certainly not be quite so ready to yield our as-

sent to his testimony. And if wc sliould ask him how it was pos-

sible for elks with such antlers to i-uu through such forests, and re-

ceive the answer of the aforesaid traveller, that " that is no look-out

of mine,—the elks must see to tliat themselves," we should still

not be entirely satisfied of the truth of the narration.

We are aware that, hi maintaining both the scheme of necessity

and of liberty, while he refuses to reconcile them, ^fr. M'Cosh merely

follows the fashion Avhich seems to be set b}' the Calvinistic writers

of the present day. This mode of dealing with this very intricate

subject has, of late, frequently fallen under our observation. AVe

shall, therefore, bestow rather more attention upon it than it would

otherwise deserve.

"It is absurd," says Mr. M'Cosh, "to represent the one doctrine

as setting aside the other." Here we have the assertion of the

author for it, that it is absurd to represent liberty as setting aside
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necessity, or necessity as sottint^ aside liberty. Yet this absurdity,

according to tlie author's own shoAving, has been commonly committed

by both necessitarians and libertarians. P. 2S5, note, lie, however,

escapes this absurdity, at least in his own estimation. It were well,

indeed, if he had done so in reality ; for, whatever may be thought

of others, it were certainly a very striking absurdity, in one who
maintains both doctrines, to make the one exclude the other. Yet
this has been done by Mr. M'Cosh. He not only plants himself on

the doctrine of liberty, and njakes it exclude that of necessity ; but he

also plants himself on the doctrine of necessity, and makes it exclude

that of liberty. Both of these positions may bo clearly established.

Fii'st, he plants himself on the doctrine of liberty, and excludes

that of necessit}'. In his zeal on the libertarian side of the question,

he denies that the will is swayed by the most powerful motive.

The doctrine of Edwards, and other necessitarians, on this subject,

he expressly repudiates, on the ground that they do injustice to the

spontaneity of the human will. Now what does Edwa^d3 mean by
the most powerful motive? As quoted by JMr. M'Cosh himself,

Edwards says :
" When I speak of the strongest motive, 1 have

respect to the strength of the whole that operates to produce a

particular act of volition, whether that be the strength of one thing

alone, or of many together." V. 279. By the term the strongest

motive, then, Edwards means, as he here informs us, to designate

the cause, or causes, which produce a particular act of volition. To
deny his doctrine, tlien, that the will is swayed by motives, as Mr.

M'Cosh does, is to deny that the acts of the will are produced by
causes. But this is precisely to deny Mr. M' Cosh's own doctrine

of necessity. Everywhere, in the writings of Edwards, the words

motive and cause are used as convertible terms ; and hence to deny
that motives operate to produce volitions, is to deny that causes

operate to produce them. Hence, it is clear that Mr. M'Cosh, from

the overflowing abundance of his zeal in favour of the self-de-

termining power of the soul, has rejected and denied the scheme

of necessity.

In the second place he plants himself on the scheme of necessity,

and excludes tlie freedom of the human Avill. If every act of the

will has a producing cause, it is certainly very difficult to conceive

how it can be free. Accordingly, Ilobbes found the freedom of man,

not in the will or mind it.^elf, but in the external sphere of the body.

No matter how we come by our volition, says he, an external act is

free provided it How from our will. This definition of liberty, as

consisting in a power or opportunity to do a thing, if we tcill, with-

out any regard to how we came by our -will or volition, was, as is
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well known, aftenvards adopted by Locke ami Edwards. Leibnitz,

in his Nouvcaux Essais, has clearly shown that this definition allows

us no freedom of tlie will at all, but merely " elbow-roora." This
idea of liberty, it is hardly necessary to add, is perfectly consistent

with the most absolute scheme of fate that can possibly be conceived.
" No matter how wc came by our volitions," it says, we are free,

provided nothing hinders our volition from i)roducin.2; its external

effect, though our volition should be produced by tlie strongest

motive of Edwards and llobbcs, or by tho producing cause of Mr.
M'Cosh, or by the direct efficirncy of the Almighty, according to

the scheme of the younger Jvhvards
;
yet are we free, provided oiu*

bodies are free to follow their imjnilses. This, we repeat, is not

the freedom of the mind, but of the body. Its most ])erfect type is

to be found where llobbcs fii\ds it,—not in the world of mind, but

that of matter,—in the stream of a river, which, says he, is free to

flow down its channel, though impelled by gravity, but not free to

flow across its banks

!

Now notwithstanding Mr. M'Cosii's zeal for the inherent self-

determining power of the will, yet when lie comes to view the sub-

ject from the platform of necessity, he too finds the freedom of the

will in the absence of external restraints on the body. He says,

—

"If it be aUfged tliat the circuiir^l.Tiicc that volitions have a cause rcndei-s

the agent no longer responsible for tluin. we forthwith demand the ])roofs. If
it be replied that the conscience sns sf). then we meet tlie assertion Avith a
direct contradiction. The conscience eKMvIv aniionnccs the responsil)ihtv of
intelligent and voluntary agents, Ir.it it att.-ielies no sucli condition to respon-
sibility. Xo doubt it .»^iys, thai if ijrtlon<i do not jiroccnil jiom fhe icill, but
from something else—/row vicre j-ln/sii-iil or externnt restraint—then the agent
is not responsible for them ; but if the deeds proceed from the v:ill, then it at

once attaches a responsibility to them. Place before the mind a murder com-
mitted tlirough pure physical coini)ul.-iiin. brought tf) l)car on the arm that
indicts the blow, and the conscience s:iys, Here no guilt is attachable. But let

this same murder be done with the thorough consent of the will, tlic conscience
stops not to inquire whether this consent lias been caused or no."—P. 287.

Here the question started was, whether we can be accountable

for our volitions, for the acts of our wills, if they are caused; and it

is shifted—how silently and how completely!—from an accounta-

bility for the acts of the will themselves, to an accountability for

the external acts or bodily motions, flowing from these internal acts

or volitions. Thus, he finds freedom and the basis of responsibility

not in the will itself, but in the external sjihere of the body.

Again he says,

—

"If any man asserts, that.jn order to n'-iMWsiliility. the. will nnist be free—
that 13, free from pin/.dcnl i^estraint, fri'e to act as it jilcases—we at once and
heartily agree with him; and we maint^iin that in this sense the will ij> free

—

as free as it is jios'^ible for any man to conceive It to be."

Fourth Series, Vol. IV.—30
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Tbu3, viewing tho subject from tbc platform of necessity, he

entirely shuts out and excludes the freedom of the will itself, and

substitutes in its place that folsc notion of liberty which was so long

ago set up by Hobbcs, and so triumphantly demolished by Leibnitz.

Hence we find him guilty of three things:—!. Of holding and main-

taining both liberty and' necessity ; 2. Of making liberty exclude

necessity; and, 3. Of making necessity exclude liberty.

We shall now take leave of Mr. M'Cosh. ^\'c might point out

other inconsistencies in his work, almost without number; but such

a task would be more tedious than profitable. Having exposed the

great central contradictions of his work, which are fraught Avith so

many minor incon«5istencie3, we feel no desire to weary ourselves, or

'to Avcar out the patience of the reader, by descending to a critical

examination of the vast multitude of particulars in which he is at

war with himself

Wc do not deny that the book possesses merit. It gives us

many " separate truths," as well as many separate errors ; and these

truths are sometimes presented in impressive and beautiful lights.

But a system of truth it does not give us. The author is indeed a

o-ood writer, rather than a great thinker. He most lamentably fails

to give us anything approximating to the coherency and beauty of

a system. His view, or, rather, his manifold A-icws, of the divine

government, are about as fit to represent the order and harmony of

the moral world, as framed and ruled by God, as ore the wild bab-

blings of madmen to represent the sweet strains of the angelic hosts.

One reason of this discord is, that the author hns, in various

directions, dared to depart from the old landmarks of Calvinism,

Avhile he has resolutely held on to them in others. He has sought

for truth, not merely in the writers of his own school, but in the

g^•eat world of letters and of things; and hence the many cross lights

which have disturbed his vision, and prevented him from taking a

consistently Calviuistic view of the universe. In his opinion, the

"intellectual and s))iritual clearness" of President Edwards, in

questions pertaining to the divine government, approaches " nearer

the angelic than has been the attainment of any in these latter

days.""* IjC this as it may, it is certain that, in all matters pertain-

hic to the system of Calvinism, no man ever had so profound an

insio-ht as President Edwards. He untlerstood, in every particular,

not onlv Avhat was necessary to lay and secure its foundations, but

also to"^build it up into one coherent and harmonious scheme of

doctrine; and in our opinion, Mr. M'Co^i has in no one instance

departed from Edwards without introducing an element of discord

into the bosom of Calvinism. Without intending it, he has indeed
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aimed many lusty bloAvs at his system. The foreign and hetero-

geneous elements which he has thus introduced are, we have no
doubt, in most instances true ; and thoy are, for that very reason,

the seeds of dissolution which must ultimately Avork the utter ruin

and overthroAv of the entire fabric of Calvinism. The Calvinists of
the present day, if they did but know it, instead of bestowing such
indiscriminate and unbounded praise upon those who may under-
take to defend their cause, have some reason to exclaim, " Save us
from our friends

!"

Akt. VIL—short reviews A^D NOTICES or BOOKS.

(1.) 'M Kcia IIanno>v/ and Erposilion of (he Gospels, by James Stroxg,
A. M." (New-York: Carlton & riiillip.s IR.VJ ; 8vo., pp.'oGS.) In point of

external fmisli—paper, printing, biiulin;,', ami graphic illnstration—this is by
far the finest book that has yet been issued from the ^lethodist Book Concern.

And the gem is worth tlie setting. Tlio book is a noble example of the appli-

cation of genuine learning, unwearied imliistry, and critical sagacity to that

highest of all objects to which the wit of man can apply itself—the illustration

of the Christian Scriptm-es. In the brief notice we can now afford to give, it

is impossible for us to characterize this great book as it deserves: a fuller

notice will be given In our ne.xt number, and, In the mean time, we can do

little more than state the contents and scope of the work'.

The basis of the entire book is a new Ilnrmonij of the four Gospels. In this

part of the work, Mr. Strong accords, in the main, Avith Robinson, so far as

the arrangement of events is concerned : but in this, as in everything else, he

is clearly a man ?iu//('u.s addictus jararc. in verha mor/Utn; and v.hile he has

consulted all the harmonizers, he ha.s .•^lavishly followed none. A marked and

novel peculiarity of this part of the work is the arrangement of the Harmony
upon the page,—!Mr. Strong's metliod completely combining all the advan-

tages of tlie methods exemplified in Newcome and Towusend. The difEculties

of such a combination are very great, and Mr. Strong Las shown great tact and

skill in getting over them.

The next feature of the work is t!ie Exposition, which consists of a free

version directly from the Greek text. Tliere is much novelty also in the exe-

cution of tills part. !Many parapliya.<es of tiie sacred text have been attempted

;

but this is not a paraphrase : few words more than those of the text itself arc

employed, and the style is straight-forward and modern, and, on that very

account, all the more striking, even to tlie casual reader. By this ingenious,

but ditlicult mode of procedure, ilr. Strong ha.s suc<^eoded in producing what

he sought, namely, " an cxegetical maiuial, which, while adapted to ordinary

readers, should yet not be unworthy the ])enisal of peivons of higher attain-

ments." It is a comuientary, without the complexities. Involutions, and digres-

sions, which make nio?t conunentaries so dillicult of perusal.
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Besklcs the Harmony and Exposition, we have, still upon the face of the

page, a small, but compact, body of .V(/^t'.s-, containing such needful illusti-ations

and explanation? as could not find place in the body of the Exposition. The
topics re(iniring fuller consideration are treated in t^vo Appendixes, wliich

treat of tlie genenU chronology of the life of Christ, and give also a minute

investigation of the topograjihy of ancient Jerusalem. Each of these is a

treatise in itself The third Ap[)endix gives a general Index and Analysis of

the Gospel History, which is. in fact, as our author expresses it, "a commen-
tary in miniature."

The Illustrations, nineteen in number, are partly lithographs, tinted in the

finest style of the art, partly steel, and partly wood engravings, all executed in

the very best manner.

The book, as a whole, is an honour, not merely to our denominational lite-

rature, but to the 15il)liial literature of the age. And, what is of more import-

ance, it will f)ini, both for critical students and for coumion readers, an

invaluable help to a better understanding of the sacred Scriptures. We need

not bespeak for it a wide circulation : that it will be sure to obtain on the

strength of its merits alone.

(2.) KirwanV name is a terror, if not to the Pope, at least to Archbishop

Hughes; and his new volimie, entitled " Ilomani.wi at Home; Letters to the

Hon. li. B. Tdnr;/," (New-York : Harper & Brothers, lSo2; 12mo., pp. 272.)

will not at all tend to quiet the nerves of either Pope or Archbishop. His

former '• Letters " were confined mainly to the unscriptural doctrines of Popery
;

the present volume treats, in the same thorough and trenchant style, of its

" external arrangvinents, its government, its despotism, its legends, its relics,

and its influi-nee on the moral, social, and political interests of the world."

In order to do justi<"e to this aspect of the subject, Kirwan visited Rome, and

saw for liimself much of what he describes in this volume. It is a tenible

picture, but no le>s true than terrible. Our young ministers should read this

book as an int^^]IU•lioM to their a/uchj of Ilomanism,—a studv which every

American minister will find necessary within the next twenty years.

(3.) Lv the present muiiber of this Journal (pp. -450-1 o6) Dr.. Olix's style

of preaching is eharacterized at some length, and brief allusion made to the

forthcoming edition of his works. "We tiike great pleasure in welcoming tlie

first two volumes under the title, " The Works of Stephen Olin, D. D., LL. IK,

late President of the AVesU-yan Univci-sity." (New-York : Harper & Bro-

thei-s; 2 vols., 12mo., pp. 122. 4 To.) The first volume is wholly made up of

Sermons and Skctehes of Sermons, and alfords ample proof of the massive

intellectual power of the author, notn-ithstanding the fact that but one of the

sermons in the volume was pre])ared for publication by himself The first

sennon here given happens to be the first that we ever heai'd hini preacli—at

Wilkesbarre, Pa., during the session of the Oneida Conference of 1843. The

text is .Tohn xlv, 1. '"Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe in Crod,

believe also in mo ;" and the scope of the discourse is, that faith in God, with-
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out faith ill Christ, is adapted to awaken, rot to calm our feai-s—to trouble tlie

heart, not to comfort it. The impression of the spoken discourse can never be

effaced from our minds : its clear, logical force ; it^ attlnonce of thought ; its

overwhelming earnestness ; and the enormous power of its delivery, all com-
bined to make it tlie most impressive sermon we have ever heard from moi-tal

lips. And we find all the substance of the discoui-se reproduced here ; indeed,

in this, as in other instances in tlic collection, we are surprised to find that

Dr. Olin's manuscriiiLs were left in so perfect a condition. And—as we must
sum up in a sentence all Ave haA e now to s;iy with regard to this volume—it

is our judgment that no sermons printed since Kobert ITall's, can compare
with these in fulness, breadth, comprehensiveness, and in force of st}le. llic

second volume is devoted to the discussion of topics connected with Christian

Education, and also to Missionary and other Addresses. It contains seven

lectures on the Theory and Praclice of Scluilastic Life ; four Baccalaureate

Discourses ; and thirteen Addresses and Essiiys. In finish of style, as well as

in interest and novelty of topics, this volume suq)asses the other; and we
should gladly sec it placed in the hands of every college student in the land.

It should, })erhaps, be printed si.]Hirately for this purpose. We must now
leave this great work—advising all our readers to buy it and read it; and
hoping soon to return to it in an extended article, of which the lamented

author will form the subject.

(4.) "J. Manual of Grecian Antiquities, by Ciiarlks. AxxnON, LL. D."

(New-York: Harper & Brother.^, 1852; l-2mo., pp. 437.) This volume is of

the same size and jjlan with the " ^lanual of Fioman Autiquities " by the

same author, reccully published. It gives, in a brief and compact introduc-

tiou, geographical and historical outlines of am'icnt lb-lias; aud then treats of

the antiquities under the fiuir heads of the Heroic Age, Sparta, Creta, and

Athens. A vast body of information is condonsed into this volume, which is

certainly the best school-manual ujion the subject

(5.) TnK practical writings of John AxfiELi. Jamk.-^ bid fair to rival in

quantity, if not in excellence, those of lllchard Baxter. The last is now

before us iu the shape of ^'Pas/oral A<ldrc.^sc.<, chiefij on the Subject of Chris-

tian Duti/." (Xew-York: Carter & lirothers, 1852; pp. 408.) The book is

made up mostly, we should judge, of weck-nlght lectures to the congi-egatlon,

and is marked by the earnestness of feeling and ditfuscness of style that cha-

racterize Mr. James's writings.

(6.) " The Economy of Methodlvn illiistraird and drfauJed, in a Scries of

Papers, by 1'. E. Bond, Sen., il. D." (New-York : Cariton & Phillips, 1852
;

8vo., pp. 391.) This work is valuable not merely in the j)olemic-.d aspect

indicated bv its title, but also as a con(ributIi)n to the history—or rather to the

useful materials for the history—of the Methodist Episcojial Church. It con-

tains, I. Dr. Bond's " Appeal to tlie Mcthodiit«, in opposition to the changes
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proposed in tbeir Church government," published orisiinally iu 1827, and

which has been for many years out of jjrint; II. His "Narrative and Defence

of the rrocecdings of tlio Methotlist I'.piscopal Church in Baltimore City Sta-

tion ;" and, III., a number of misccllanoous articles, chiefly from the pages of

the "Itinerant," relating to the controvei-sy on lay delegation and kinrlred

topics. The Appendix touches brictly upon the recent movement in Phila-

delpliia in favour of lay delegation. The book, with the whole subject, will

call for a tuU review hereafter.

(7.) The second volume of" The JJfa and iro?7.s of Robert Burns, edited by

Robert Chambei-s," (New-York: Harper & Brothei-s, 1852; 12mo., pp. 317,)

continues the biography down to 1788. On the plan of the book, and its

excellent execution, we have .-poken in another place.

(8.) " Soni]S in the lloiigr of viy Pilgrimage" (New-York : Carter & Brotliers,

1852; pp. 31J) is a book of jioetical pieces, one for every day in the year,

selected with a design to present daily to the Clnistian's mind some precious

promise of the word of God to comfort the afllicted and encourage the ti-cm-

bling soul. It is a good design, and is well executed.

(9.) !Mn. Jacob Annorr is the benefactor par excellence of the children of

this generation. He has just oonnneneed the issue (or the reissue) of a series

entitled '• M'lrco Paul's Adcenlurcs in the Pursuit of Knowledge," which will

be as popular, no doubt, as the Franconia stories. Two books of the series

have already ajijicared, '• ^^arcn in Xcw-York" and "Marco on the Erie

Canal," (Harper .\ Brothers: 1852,) both of which blend instruction with

amusement in tliat skilful way in which no writer for children has excelled

Mr. Abljott. Two drawbacks, however—sad ones too—attend all his other-

wise faultless writing-; lur children : one is, that he is often careless enough to

use New-England wi.nls and phrases without any indication to the youthful

reader that they are provincialisms; and the other is, that the books are

printed in the nii-cral)I<^ Websterian orthography instead of English.

(10.) " An E.iposilioH (f .•'oiiic of the Lairs of the Latin Grammar, by Gkssxer

Harrison, M. ]>.. Brolcs-uir of Ancient Languages in the University of Vir-

ginia." (New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1852; 12mo., pp. 290.) This is

not a mere school-book, but a substantial and most acceptable contribution to

philological science—aila])ted, at llie same time, for use in college classes.

The work is made up mainly of Dr. Harrison's lectures to liis own classes in

the universitv, and aims '• to set furth a rational arrangement and explanation

of some of the more prominent phenomena in the intlectious and syntax of the

Latin language.'' It is, in tact, a connnentary uj>ou the Latin grammar,

exhibiting the results of the later philological inquiries—many of which arc

beyond the reach of most teachers, as well as pupils, in this country—in a

perspicuous ami satisfactory form. The book abounds in acute distinctions
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also, of Dr. Ilairison's own. We sliould be glad to give a uilnutc account of
tlie work did our limits allow; but we must content ourselves with urging all

teachers of the Latin language to get and study it f^r themselves, and with
expressing the hope tliat the work will speedily find its way into the higher
classes of all our Ameneau colleges.

(11.) OxE of the most successful of the many useful compilations which the
late Rev. Daxikl Smith has presented to the public is '• Gevis of Female
Biography." (Xcw-York: Lane & Scott; ISmo., pp. 430.)

(12.) ''Novelties of the New World" (Boston: Gould & Lincoln, 1SJ2: pp.
.324) is a pleasant book for youth, made uji ot'tlie most remarkable adventures
and discoveries of the first explorei-s of North ,\merica. It is uniform with
'' Plymouth and the Pilgi-ims," by the same author.

(13.) Tt is said that the manuscripts of Piiesidknt Edwaeds, if all pub.
lisbed, would be more voluminous than the works of any of the copious writers

of the seventeenth century, with the possible excej)tion, perhaps, of Baxter,

of eighty-volume memory. His unpublished MSS. were committed, some
three years ago, to the Rev. Tryon Edwards, wiio found among them a series

of Lectures delivered by Edwards in IT.Ss, to the people of his charge in

^Northampton, written out in full, apparently with a design for publication.

They are now issued under the title " Clarilij and its Fruits; or, Christian

Love as laanifestcd in the Heart and Lift" (New-York : Carter & Brothers,

1852; pp. 530,) forming a complete cxpOMtion of 1 Cor. xili.

(14.) "77ie Cliurch-Manhcrs MaivmJ, by 'William Ckovvki.i.," (Boston:

Gould & Lincoln, 1852; r2mo., pp. 272,) is an enlarged reprint of a work
with the same title, published some yeai-s ago. It gives a perspicuous account

of the doctrines, discipline, and usages of the Baptist Church.

(15.) Romanism has, if possible, more of the persecuting spirit now than

ever. Multiplied illustrations of this sj.Irit are afforded in a ''Memoir of the

Rev. AV. 11. IIkwitsox, by the Rev. John Baillie." (New-York: Carter

& Brothers; 12mo., pp. 3 74.) r\Ir. Ilewltson was a youthful minister of the

Free Church of Scotland, who went to ^ladeira for the recovery of liis health.

and there laboured, with great zeal and {)rudence, in teaching the simple

gospel of the Son of God. The malignity of the Roman Catholic Bishop of

Madeira and his satellites against Dr. Kalley, is a well-known story ; and Mr.

Ilewitson ivas baited and persecuted in tlie same way. lie subsequently

laboured as a missionary in Trinidad, and afterward entered upon regular

pastoral work in Scotland. Throughout his bru-f career (he died 1S50, aeed

thirty-eight) he lived in holy comnumlon with God, and tolled for his blaster

with consuming energy. The book is a precious record of Christian love,

zeal, faith, and triumph.
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(16.) ''Bronchitis and Kindred Diseases, by W. W. Hall, M. D.," (New-

York: J. S. lledfiold; 12mo., pp. 350,) is a very sensible statement of the

cause-! of tlie ailments named in its title. It is intended for ordinary readers

—not to enable thom to cure themselves, but to aid them in securing such

]iabits as •s\-ill prevent disease. Its general circulation would be a national

benefit.

(17.) One of the most interesting and instructive of the many volumes to

which the disa])pearance of Sir Julia Franklin has given rise, is the ''Arctic

SearcJiing Expedition, by Sin John RicnAiiDSON." (New-York: Harper

& Brothers, 1S52; r2nio., pp. 516.) In the spring of 1848 Sir John was

assigned to take the connnand of a searching party, to go by boats and over-

land to Fort Confidence, to winter there, and tlien to trace the coast between

the Mackenzie and Coj)pi'rniine rivers, and the shores of Victoria and "\Vol-

laston Lands. The expediiton discharged its duty—without discovering any

traces of the missing voyagers—and Sir John returned in the autumn of 1850.

The record of an expedition so full of toils, perils, and novelties, could not but

be attractive ; and Sir Juhn tells his story simply and well. The appendixes

give much new iufiirmation as to the geogi-aphy, climate, &c., of the hyper-

borean regions of North America. A map Is necessary to the completeness

of the -work.

(18.) " The Principles of Courtcs>/, by G. W. Hi'nvEY," (New-York : Har-

per & F>rothers; r2mo., pp. 3u0,) Is an attempt to set forth the elemeuts of

the duty of Christian politeness:—or, rather, to set forth the laws of courtesy,

without inculcating jM-rnicious opinions, or appealing to unworthy motives,

—

errors Into which writers ou etiquette commonly fall. It treats, first, of the

spirit of com-tesy; secondly, of the forms of courtesy in religious society; and,

thirdly, of the fonns of courtesy in secular society—a bad division, as all

secular society ought to bi- Ciiristian, and will be, before the millonnium comes.

(1 9.) " Lii-ing or Dead, by Kcv. J. C. Ryle," (New-York : Carter and Bi-o-

thers; ISmo., pp. 360,) is a scries of home-truths, practically put to the hearts

and consciences of ChrL^ti-uis and those who sliould be Christians. The
writer has an admirable hortatory style, vivified throughout by a profoundly

earnest sinrlt.

(20.) " The Jlislonj of Palestine, from the Patriarchal Age to the Present

Time, by John Kitto, D. ])." (Boston: Gould & Lincoln, 1852; l2mo.,

pp. 426.) This is not to lie regarded a.s an abridgment of Dr. Ivitto's larger

work. The Pictorial Ilistor;/ of Palestine ; it Is designed, and has been written,

expressly for use as a text-bwjk in .'chools, and as a manual of the subject on

which it treats. In a copious introtluction, of 125 pages, we have the historical

and phy>ical geograjihy of I'alestlne, with an account of the customs and

usages of the ^i^y>-<. The history proper is then exhibited in eight chapters,

bringing it down to the restoration of Syria to the dominion of the Forte.
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The book Las over 200 illustrative -ivood-cufs. "Wc know no single volume so

•well desei-^ing the name of a ^naiiual of the history and geography as this

—

-nith the single and almost fatal drawback, that it has no Index.

(21.) PcTXAJi's "Semi-monthly Library for Travellers and the Fireside"

continues to appear with praiseworthy ])unctuality. Among the recent issues

are, ^'Claret and Oliccs; from the Garonne to the liJionc, by Angus B.
Reach;" a '• Joumny to Iceland, and Traccls in Sweden and Xorwai/, trans-

lated by Charlotte Feximoi:e Cooi-eu ;" " Up the Rhine, by Thomas
Hood," 2 vols. ^Mr. Putnam has also commenced a new series of books in

Popular and Practical Science, in a form similar to that of the semi-monthly

Library, of which we have received " The Solar S?/slcm, by J. P. IIixd," a

descriptive treatise upon the Sun, Moon, and Planets, including an account

of all the recent discoveries. It is really marvellous that books of such vahie

can be got up in such a style for twenty-five cents a volume.

(22.) Among the new volumes of Bolm's Libraries arc '' HinnholdCs Cosmos,

Vol. IV., translated by E. C. Otte and Dr. Paul, with an Index ;" " Sir

Joshua Reynolds' Literary Works, with Memoir of the Author, by II. "Wil-

liam Beechey, Vol. 11. ;" " Cicero's Orations, literally translated by C. D.

YoNGE, ;M. a., Vol. III. ;" " Sir 2''homas Rroirnfr's Works, edited by S. Wil-
kin', F. L. S., Vol. m. ;" " Oersted's Soul in Xature, and other Works, trans-

lated by the JIisses Hokxer ;" " The Chess Tournament, edited by H.

Stauxtox, Esq. ;" ^'^ Rome in the Nineteenth Centur;/, [iM\ cilitiou, 2 vols.;"

^'^ Neander's Church History, Vol. Wl., with Index." An abundant supply of

these valuable series is always kept on hand i>y Bangs Brother, & Co., Park-

Kow, New-York.

(23.) " MUcellany : consisting of Essays, Biofjrnphical Sketches, and Xotes of

Travel, by the Rev. T. A. ^Moiutis, U. D., one of the Bishops of the JMethodist

Episcopal Church." (Cincinnati: Swonustedt & Power, 1852; 12mo., pp.

390.) Tliis volume consists of three parts,—Part L Essays; Part II. Bio-

gi-aphical Sketches ; Part lU. Notes of Travc-l. Most of the papers here pre-

sented have appeared at ditlerent times in various jieriodicals ; and Bishop

lllorris has done an acceptable service to the Chm-ch, and especially to its

youth, in gathering these "words of wisdfim" into a less perishable form than

that in v.-liich they were onginally sent forth. They are marked throughout

by the sobriety ofjudgment, clearness of thought, and chaste expression which

characterize all the writincrs of the author.

(24.) ''New Rhetorical Reader and Elocutionist, by William H. Gildep.,

A.M." (Xew-York : J. C. Biker; r2mo., pp. 330.) This is, in our judg-

ment, the best book of its class that has yet ai)peared in this country. The

Introduction sets forth the essential principles of elocution with great brevity,

yet amply enou'di for purposes of practical ins^tniction. Then follows a ju'.li-

30*
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cious sulootioii of jia^^ngos in prose, and verse, the staple of wliich consists of

extracts from tlio standard writers of the. language, wbilc a new feature is

introduced in the shape of excerpts from writers less kno->vn, but yet, in the

main, deserving of a phiee in such collections. Wo are glad to see araonn

them tile names of Oliu, Fisk, Emory, 'W'inans, Cookmau, and a number more

of the best v.riters and speakers in our own Church. "We counuend the work

to teachers, believing that they have only to examine it carefully to be con-

vinced of its eminent adaptation for use in American schools.

(25.) Seveual lives of Wesley have appeared in Germany, but the first, to

our knowledge, written in the German language ou our own soil, is "7)rti-

Lehen und Wirl-cn (Its Jofiannes Wesley und Seiner Ilaupt-Mitarheiter, hear-

heitet nach den bcsUn cnr/U.-dien Qucllcn, von Wilhelm Xast." (Cincinnati

:

Swormsledt & Powi-r, l.SO'J ; 12mo., pp. 300.) The work is not designed as a

complete history of Methodism, nor as a fuU biography of Wesley, but rather

as a sketch of the hi.~torical development of ^Methodism. The "sources"

spoken of in the title-page are mainly Watson's " Lite of Wesley," Jackson's

" Centenary of Methodism," and Larrabce's " Wesley and his Coadjutors
;"

the substance of which books—so far at least as might be of special interest to

German readers—is translated and condensed into the volume before us. We
trust it will obtain a wide circulation among the German people, not only in

this country, but also on the other side of the water.

(2G.) The " Pictorial Ficld-Boolc of the Revolution, by B. J. LossiXG " (Xew-

York : Harper &: brothers) is rapidl}- approaching completion—the twenty-

fourth nimiljcr having made its appearance. Our readers who wish at once to

gi-atify the tastes, imi^rovc the minds, and cherish the patriotic feeling of their

children, should ])Ut this book, by all means, into their hands. When the

work is completed, wi' hope to give an estimate of it more in accordance with

its merits than its fragmentary mode of publication has heretofore allowed us

to oiler.

C2 7.) We have received a copy of the xevcnth edition of " A Practiced Manned

of Elocution : cmlraciny Voice and Gesture, by MErauTT Cai,d"\vej.l, A.M."
(Porthmd: Sanl)orn &: Carter, 1S52; 12mo., pp. 357.) The value of this

work as a text-bo-jk for school and college use, is now not a matter of ques-

tion ; it has been proved by years of experience. No book on the subject,

issued either belbre or since the present work, approaches it, in our judgment,

in a clear and j.ractieal exposition of the theory and practice of tjlocution.

We renew our hearty roeommendation of the book, not only to teachei-s;, but

also to nunisters and >tudents of tiieolo^'v.

(28.) SciiMiTz's '• /;/. incntar'j Lain Grammar and Exercises" (Philadelphia:

Jjlanchai-d & Lea; ISnio., pp. 2-lG) is an abridgment of the larger grammar

by the same author, and is intended for the use of beginnci-s. The book is

clear and systematic, but lias few of the helps to memory needed by young

pupils.
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(29.) Hudson's edition o? '' The Works of S/iakspcarc " (Boston: James
Munroe & Co.) is going on to completion : ve have received the second, tliird,

and fourth volumes since our notice of the first, "^^'e are prepared to renew

oiu- declaration of confidence in ]\Ir. Hudson's capacity to pro<luce an edition

that will be the best in all respects tor general use. The notes and prefaces

in these three volumes bear anijilc testimony to his taste and judgment, while

the text is one on wlxich all readers may rely as approaching quite as near to

accuracy as that of any extant edition. And in the UK-chauical qualities of

type, paper, size, and form of volumes, tliis edition will have nothing to be

desired in ]>oint of neatness and convenience.

(30.) jMayiikw's ''London Labour and the LjOndo7i Poor" (New-York : Har-

per & Brothers) has reached the eighteenth number, and continues the search-

ing inquiry into the condition of the working classes of London, which ]Mr.

Iklayhew Las been so long and so strenuously pursuing. jS^o one could ima-

gine, without reading this book, how much interest may be thrown by a man
of genius about a subject which, in otlier hands, woull ofler nothing but mate-

rial for the dullest and the driest sUitistics.

(31.) " The Wai/ to do Good, by Jacob Aijuott," (Xew-York: Harper &
Brothers, 18j2; 12mo., pp. 402,) is the third and last of the "Young Chris-

tian " series, of which we have before spoken twice. ]\lr. Abbott's gi-aphic

pen, which charms all youthful readers in the simple beauty of his stories and

histories, is equally at home in ^\Tiling of practical religion. The present

well-known volume sets forth with ani])le ]X)\ver of expression and illustration

the excellence, the beautv, and the bli<s of a life of Christian usefulness.

(32.) ^- Mei/er's Universiun" (Xew-York: H. J. Meyer,) consists of a series

of -views of the most remarkable places and objects of all countries. The work

has been established in Germany for many years, and has had a very wide

European circulation. [Mr. Meyer lias now connnenced an American edition

in monthly parts, each containing four steel engravings, with description and

historical text by European and American writers, uuder the editorship of

Mr. C. A. Dana. It will be sold at the very low price of twenty-five cents a

number.

(33.) Accurate information with regard to the Holy Land, is now more acces-

sible than ever before, and new stores are constantly accumulating from the

researches of careful travellers. The latest information will ].h?- found embodied

in " The Land of Promise, by Joiix Kitto, LL. ]).," (Xew-York: Lane &
Scott; 12mo., pp.334.) which gives a topograjihical description of the principal

places in Palestine, and of the counliy eastward of the Jordan. Every place

of interest and importance is described as it no>n appears ; and the attempt is

made to combine the accuracy of scientific description witli the vivacity of a

book of travel. It is illusti-ated by a physical map of Palestine, and by numer-

ous woodcuts.
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(34.) " The IIoicQilji in Si/ria, by Geouge William Curtis," (Xew-York;

Harj>er & Brother? ; r2mo., pp. 301.) i", like the "Nile Notes" of the same

author, a series of poetical pieturc.-i, rather than a book of travel. Its dreamy,

exaggerated, and voluptuous stylo, hai-monizes well with the Eastern life which

it depicts. But its sweets arc t(x> sweet, and cloy from their ricli abundance.

(.35.) ^- ItevivcJ Miscclhihic.^, coutaining eleven Jievival Scniions, *"c., selected

from the icorls of the Kev. James Caugiiey, by Kcv. R. W. Allen and Eev.

D. Wise." (Boston: J. P. Magee; rJnio., pp. 442.) The sermons in tliis

volume are earnest and faithful exhortations; but have no other merit. A]>

pended to these are a number of loose essays, fragments of letters, &c. The
work may have currency, and be useful for a time, especially In quarters where

Mr. Caughey (who is styled in the title-page '• The Eminently Successful

licvivallst ") is pcr.-onally known.

(36.) The fourth volume of ;Mr. Putnam's Home Cyclopedia is the " Hand-

Book of the Useftd J;V.s by T. Axtisell," M. D. (New-York: G. P. Put-

nam, 1 852; 12nio., pp. COO.) The work includes Agriculture, Architecture,

Domestic Economy, Civil Engineering, Machinery, ]\Ianufactm-es, Photo-

genic, and Telegraphic Art, and affortls in a clear and comprehensive form for

popular reference, a diotionarj- of all terms used in the application of science

to th.e useful arts. It also gives sunnnary statements of all the most valuable

European and Anivri'-an patents of recent times. The work is admirably

printed, and is IHustrati d by a number of very fine woodcuts. The volumes of

the series can be liad si'[>arately, but none of our readers who mav purchase the

" Home Cyclopedia" as n whole, will ice occasion to regret it.

rs;.) The ^' Famili/ and School Monitor, and Educational Catechism" (New-

York: G. Savage: Jj^mo., pp. 170,) gives a large amount of valuable instruc-

tion in the form of question and answer.

(38.) " The Chain of S^vrcd Wvudcrs, by S. A. Latta, M. D.," (Cincinnati:

8vo.,) is still pubH<hed in quarterly numbei-s, as we learn from the first num-

ber for 1852, now before us. Xo number for 1851 except the first reached

this ofllce. In the present number the sketches are carried down to the

'•Meeting of Moses and Jethro, the j)riest of ^Midlan."

(39.) The ''H'P'.rt of (he Pirtiif'/hyinia Hospital for the Insane," for 1S51,

shows that the institution is in most excellent order, under the admirable

management of Dr. KIrkbrlde.

(40.) '-God in IIi<ior;:, by .Toii.v CrMMixo, D. D.," (New-York: Lane &

Scott; l2mo., pp. 1 "-;•.) eml)odies a number of fiicts illustrative of tlic presence

nnd providence of Gotl in the aflairs of men. It is written in the flowing style

characteristic of Dr. Ciunminf;.
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(41.) Ok tlie following pamphlets, essays, sennons, Sec, we regret that wc
are unable to give anything more than the titles :

—

Address delivered by the Hon. Daniel Webster in Faneuil Hall, ]May 22,

1852, at the request of the City Couneil of Boston.

Catalogue of tlie Officers and Students of the Xew-York Conference Semi-

nary, Charlotteville, Schoharie County, X. Y., during the first term, 1851-52.

Thoughts on Entire Sanctification, by Rev. H. Mattison.

A Discourse on the Horrors of the Liquor Traffic, both Wholesale and

Ivetail, delivered in Wesley Chapel, Lidianapolis, Sept. 14, 1851, by Eev. B.

F. Craiy, A. :M.

Obituary Adtbesses delivered on tlie Occasion of the Death of Augustus

Xeandei-, by the following eminent ]Men of Berlin : Xeander's Decease, by S.

Rauii, Licentiate of the L'niversity; a Discourse delivered in his Dying

Chamber, by Dr. Fredeuick Strauss ; a Discourse delivered at his Grave,

by Dr. F. W. Krum.aiacuer ; a Discourse delivered on the Day of his

Burial, July 17, 1S50, in the Hall of the Berlin University, by Dr. Carl
Lmmaxlel XiTZScn. Translated from the German, by the Rev. H. M.

Harmax, a. M. To which is prefixed a Sketch of the Life of Xeaudor, by

the Translator.

Freedom of Thought, the True !Meau.—An Address delivered bcfwc tlie

Philomathean Society of Troy Coni'erence Academy, West Poultney, "\'l., on

the Evening of July 15, 1851, by James Strong, A. M., formerly Teacher

of Languages in that Institution.

Catalogue of the Officers and Students of the Xorth-Westeru Virginia

Academy, Clarksburg, Va., for the Academical Year 1851-2.

Report of the Superintendent of the Township of Wateiford, in the County

of Canukn, X. J.

Catidogue of the Officers and Students of Providenc? Conference Scr.)inruy,

East Greenwich, R. I., for the Academic Year 1851-2.

Constitution and Rules of the Waterford Township Association of Teachers.

Instituted, August, 1851.

Catalogue and Circular of the Officers and Students of the Wcsleyan Fe-

male Institute, Staunton, Va., 1851-2.

Adaptation of Religion to Female Character.—A Discourse to Young La-

dies, delivered in the Fii-st Presbyterian Church, Richmond, Va., Feb. 29,

1852, by Rev. T. V. Moore.
Warning Words to Young jNIen.—A Discourse delivered in the First Pres-

byterian Cluirch, Richmond^, Va., Feb. 29, 1852, by Rev. T. V. Moore.

A Xew Tlieory of the Apocalypse, as Corroborated by Daniel's Xumbers,

by ]vev. S. S. Ivalstox.

Thirty-First Annual Report of the Board of Direction of the IMercantile

Library Assoelation, of the City of Xew-York.
Thinl Aniuuil Report of the American and Foreign Christian Union, pre-

sented at their Anniversary, held on Tuesday, jMay 11, 1S52, in the Broad-

way Tabernacle, Xew-York.
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Akt. vni.—literary intelligence.

ElllOPEAX.

We have received a cojiy of one of lliose

elaljoiafe works in special doi>artnients cf

Church History which CfLrin:i!i\ :ili5ne ])ro-

duces, entitled, "Die J'„t'^or<liiiiii.f n d-

r

abend'dii'linrJien Klrrlf, Vi)n I>r. F. W. H.

WASSEKscHLErKX, IVof. d. Rechte a. d. I'uiv.

Halle." (Halle, IsTA ; Svo., r2C, i>p.)
.\fter

au historic:'.! Iiitrodiu-tion, showiii.; a most

thorough survey of the wli'-Ie subject in its

original sources, nil the Penitcntials and

Canons rehitinsr to jicnanee in the Ilritish,

Irish, Anglo-Saxon, Fraiiki.-li, and Spanish

Churches, are given at len-^tli. It is a re-

pertory, in fact, of penitential law—not in

abstracts, bat in a rei-rint of the original

documents themselves.

The new " Poli/or-.'t.-n n:'- 1 z'mi ],niktl-

scJien n'ludrjflrai'ck" (r.i.MriVM, Vi Ihagen

und Klasinu') is eavrle.l on in tlie last num-
ber up to Jeremiah. It contains the IK-brew,

Septuagint, Vul;;ate, and IjUther's version

in parallel columns, and will be, when
completed, one of the cheapest and most
convenient Poiy.jlott3 extant.

The J.xinmf d'-t D-'"it>i announces a dis-

covery which, for the pn-si'iit at least, seems

to set a long-agitatL-d literary (jue-stion at

rest. As many of our re.i.lers well know,
the authorship of the famous work com-

monly ascribed to Thomas a Kempis, "Be
Liiifaiion", Chrifti," has ken disputed for

nearly four centuries. \ small library has

been written on the theme.—especially by

French and Xetherland aiiti<iuaries,—and

the tendency of opinion in Franco, at least,

has been to give the merit of tb.i ; celebrated

production to John C'lrsou, Ch.auellor of

the University of Faiis, who dii ;1 in lAJ'J.

Kempis was an exe^-Uent opyisi : his copy

of the Bible—the labour of lifieeu years

—

was thought a mastfri>Ii-ce of calliu't.'.i.hic

art ; and it has been inferred by M. l;.irbiLr

and M.Leroy that he was nuniy eni].lo\id

in tr.inscribing the work of (Icrson. Tiiis

inference has been drawn mainly frnni the

name and date of an ancii nt m.inuscrijit

of the " J)k IiiiHatioiie" preserved in the

library at Valenciennes. I'-iit. as ve learn

from the JJcbatt, M. ^Malou, bishop of liru-es,

has found a manuscript in the library at

Brussels v, hich bears the name of Thomas
a Kempis, ten years older in date than the
one at Valenciennes,— and ^I. iluller,

Bislioji of Munster, has discovered several

old M.S. copies, one of which is of the same
date as the Brussels MS., and also bears

the name of Kempis. " Thus," says our
contemporary, "the pious recluse of the

fifteenth century, blaster Thomas of Mount
St. Agnes and canon of Utrecht, called

Thomas a Kempis from the name of Kem-
pen, the place of his birih, is now re-

established as the true author of this ce-

lebrated and inimitable work." With this

decision Belgian antiquiiries will, of course,

be satisded. The controversy was one of

dates and names; and the attempt to en-

cimibcr it, as M. Barbier did, with compari-

sons of style and thought was of little use.

Almost every writer has his one best hook.
—Athcncrum.

We have received the sixth volume of

Neauder's -l''^£/7if i/ie Gcschtchte dcr Christ-

lichen Jit'ij ion I'nd Jurche. (Hamburg, Per-

thes, 1^.:.2: Svo., a'l.jpp.) This volume,

which constitutes the eleventh part of the

v.hok- Hisiory, is edited from Xeander's

posthumous papers by B. F. T. Schneider,

a pupil and friend of the lamented author.

It embraces the si.cth period of the History,

^iz., from the time of Boniface VHI. up lo

the Council of Constance, and so embraces

a time of deep interest to the Church,

covering the preliminary and preparatory

steps to the great Eefonuation, the move-
ments of V»'iclif in England, and of Huss
and his followers in Bohemia. The work,

of course, will be found very difiercnt in

finish and accuracy from the volumes pre-

pared for the press by Xeander's own hand

;

but the editor appears to have performed
his difEcult task intelligently and con-

scientiously.

We have received, but have not had
time to examine, two new works on Job,

viz., Philolo-iisch-hifitoriichcr Kommcntar
ziim Biichr Hioh, vou Dr. E. J. Magxus,
Breslau (Halle, 1S51 ; Svo., 41S pp.) : and
I><i-i Buck Ifiob, verdfiitsrht und erlHutert

vj.i Lie. KoxsTAvrn.- ScHOTTii.\.XN-. (Bor-
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lin, 8vo., r)C>7 pp..) The latter has a copi-

ous IntroJiu-iion of ]00 pa^'cs.

We have also received Vtr Prophet Hosea,

erkluit I'jid libcrartzt con Dr. AUGUST SlMSOX,

Liceut. d. Theol. in Kunig-sberg. (Hamburg,

ISJl; 8vo., a-Opp.)

The focoiul volume of Thcolorjie, von L.

J. Ri«KUT, Professor in Jena, (Leipzig,

1851; Svo., GlOpp..) contains the historical

part—the life and work of Christ, and the

Christian life.

Tile first series of Kitto's Journal of
Sacred Literature, 7 vols. Svo., can now be

haJ at the reasonable price of 31». Gd.,

bound in cloth, bringing the price to about

$9 here.

The apocrj-phal Acts of the Apostles have

been collected into a volume by Professor

TischenJorf, under the title, Acta Aposto-

loriim Ajiocri/pJia, ex iriginta antiqnia codi-

cibua vel nunc prinuim erult vel secundum

(itquc emtndotius cdidit C. Tischendohk,

/pp. Ixxx and 27G, Lips., IS-Jl.) "In this

volume Professor T. has edited thirteen

works professedly containing accounts of

the actions of certain of the apostles.

Seven of them have never before been print-

ed ; the rest appear now, with the benefit

of a new revision of the text from ^LS.

authorities."

—

Journal of Sacrid Literature.

TiiE second volume of Dr. Candlish's
" Contrih'itions lotrords un Etpo^ition of
the JJtjoJ: of GrnrKis" (Edinburgh, ]So2)

extends from Gen. xvii to xxviii. This

work, of which the first ^•olume appeared

a number of years ago, is not a comment.ory

upon the language of Genesis, verse by
verse, nor yet a series of expository lectures,

but an attempt to '.'unfold those views

of the divine government and of the history

of man, which the general strain of the

'narrative, in its obvious interpretation,

suggests."

The Confjregational Lectures have now
reached fifteen volumes, and it is proposed

by Messrs. Jackson and AValford, London,
to republish them in neat octavo volumes,

four at a time, the subscription for v.hich

shall bo twelve shillings sterling. For

the inf.'imation of our readers we give a

list of the \shole series, as originally issued:

1. Christian Kthics; or, M..ral Philosophy

on the Principles of Divine Kevelation.

By Ralph Wardlaw, D. D. :—II. The Causes

of the CoiTuption of Christianity. By llo-

lert Vaughan. D. 1).:—IIL The" Chri'stian

Atonement: its Basis, Nature, and Beiu'-

ings ; or, The Principle of Substitution Il-

lustrated, as applied in the Redemption of

Man. With Notes and Illustrations. By
the Rev. Joseph Gilbert:—IV. Divine In-

spiration; or. The Supernatural Influence

exerted in the Communication of Divine

Truth, and its Special Bc:iring on the (. om-
position of the Sacred Scriptures. Witli

Notes and Illustrations. By Eiienezer Hen-
derson, D. D. :—Y. Holy Scrijiture Verified

;

or, The Divine Authority of the Bible Con-

firmed by an appeal to facts of Science,

History, and Human Consciousness. By
George' Redford, D. D., LL. D. :—VL On
the Relation between the Holy Scriptures

and some parts of Geological Science. By
John Pye Smith, D. D., F. R. S., F. G. S. :—
VII. The Connexion and Ilarnmny of the

Old and New Testaments ; being an lunuiry

into the Relation, Literary and Doctrinal,

in which these two parts of the Sacred

Volume stand to each other. Bv Wi!li;un

Lindsay Alexander, D.D. :—VIII. The The.j-

logy of the early Christian Church, Ex-

hibited in Quotations from the writers of

the First Three Centuries. By James Ben-

nett, D. D. :—IX. The Existence of Evil

Spirits Proved, and their Agency, parti-

cularly in relation to the Human Race,

Explained and Illustrated. By the Rev.

Walter Scott, President and Theological

Tutor of Airedale College, Bradford. York-

shire:—X. The Sacraments: an Iiujuivy

into the Nature of the Svmliolic In-t:i;:-

tions cf the Chi-istiau Religion, u-^iially

called the Sacraments. By Robert Halley,

I). D. Part I., Baptism :—XI. The Doctrine

of Original Sin ; or, The Native State a::d

Character of Man Unfolded. By the Rev.

George Payne, LL.D.:—XII. The Revcahd

Doctrine of Rewards and Punishments.

By Richard Winter H.amilton. D. D., U.l). :

-^XIII. The Ecclesiastical Polity of the

New Testament Unfolded, an.l its Points

of Coincidence or Antagonism with Pre-

vailin;; Systems Indicated By the Rev. S.

Davidson, D. D., LL. D.:—XIV. Tlie V.'ork

of the Spirit. By William Hendry Stowell,

D. D. :—XV. The Sacraments : An Inrjuiry

into the Nature of Sj-mbolic Institutions of

the Christian Rcligloiu By Robt. Halley,

D. D. Part. U., The Lord's Su]iper.

A CHi:.\P and uniform edition of the prin-

cipal works of the late Rev. E.Bickersteih

is announced by Seeleys, London. It will

be comprised in sixteen volumes fcp. Svo.,

and sold at $2. Four volumes will lie issued

every six months. The works to be em-

braced in the scries are the following:—
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Christian Truth : a Family Guiilo to the

ChiefTruthsof the Gospt,-! -.—Tlip Christian

Student ; IVsigncd to assist Christians in

general in ac<iuiriiig Kcliicious Kuowlf(l,i;e :

—A Scripture Help ; Dosignocl to assist in

reading the I'ihle Trolitahly :—A Treatise

on the Lord's Suj.per. In two parts:—

A

Treatise on Prayer; DosiL'ned tn promote

the Spirit of Devotion :—The Chiif Con-

cerns of 5Ian for Time and for EtiTiiity :

—

Family Expositions of the K)iistles of St.

John and St. Jude :—The Christian Hearer

;

a Treatise on Hearing tin; Word :—Family
Prayers. A complete course for Eight

Weeks; with Additional Prayers, suited

to Various Oceasions :—The Signs of the

Times iu the East ; a Warniir,' to the West

:

—The Promised Glory of the Church of

Christ:—The Restoration of the Jews to

their Own Land ; in connexion with their

Future Conversion and the Final P)lesscd-

ness of our Earth:—A Practical Guide to

the Prophecies :—.V 'J'reatise on Baptism;

Designed as a help to the due improvement

of that Holy Sacrament: —The Divine

Warning to the Church, at this time, of

our Enemies, Dangers and Duties, and as

to our i-'uture Prospects.

Ik auswer to nunnnous questions, we
state again that Clark's " Foreign Theo-

logical Library" is still ])ul)lishing,—four

volumes a year, suh.^crii'tion price one

guinea per annum, amounting, iu Xew-

York, to seven dollars. SuLscriptions arc

received by 'Sir. John Wiky or by Mr. G. P.

Putnam, Park Place, Xew-Vork. The vo-

lumes already publi-hcd (".nutting Xean-

der's Church Hl>t.iry, w hicli is copyrighted

in this country) arc Hcngstenlerg on the

Psalnis, 3 vols.:—Hagenbach's History of

Doctrines, 2 vols. :—Gicseler's F.cclesiasti-

cal History, 2 vols. :—< )lshausen on Gospels

and Acts, 4 vols. :—on P.onians ; on Co-

rinthians ; on Galatiaus. F-idicsians, Colns-

siaus, and Thessalonians : on Philippiuns,

Titus, and First Tim.jthy :—Havernick's

Introduction to the Pentateuch :—Heng-
stenberg on the Ajiocalyp^e, vol. i.

Messp.s. B.vGSTtr.s (London) have lately

published a new work dc->i'.'nLd to aid those

who wish to acquire, by private study, a

sufficient knowledge of Greek to read the

New Testament in the original, under the

title of the '• Anri/,^t;'v,l Lf-xkon to th>:

Greek Xtw TenUimnJ .'' In this work every

word in the NewTest.iment is grammatical-

ly explained and referred to its root. It is

in one volume 4to.,uniform -vvith the Hebrew

Analytical Lexicon, and sold at twenty
five shillings sterling.

"Dohylon andjcnmnlemy (ISmo., IIG pp.)

is a letter, addressed to Ida, Countess of

Hahn Hahn, whom our readers will re-

member as a novel-writer of repute in

Germany—and as a lady of more notoriety

than good women generally desire. After

a life of worldliucss, when her novels be-

gan to pall upon the popular taste, and she

found herself upou the dreary side of forty,

destitute of excitements and of support, she

turned Catholic. The first fruit of her

conversion was a book entitled, "From
Babylon to Jerusalem,"—and the little

work before us is a reply to it. Keen, sharp,

almost Pascal-like in its irony, it is yet

everywhere respectful and even indulgent.

The translator attributes it toDr. Xitzsch,

of Berlin.

Of the new edition of Dr. John Owen's
works (publishing by Johnstone and Hun-
ter, Edinburgh, in IG vols. JC3 3), volumes
i, ii, V, vi, viii, ix, x, xiii, xiv, and xv,

have already appeared. The six volumes
[vols, iii, iv, vii, xi, xii, and xvi] in pro-

gress complete the AJiscellaneous Works,
and will be delivered in the course of

1S52 and lSo3.

The same publishers announce Owen's
"Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrew s,"

and "Theologouniena," &c. To appear in

8 vols., demi Svo., price to subscribers

£•2 2, i.ayable 1st January, IS-'JS, and 1st

January, IS.'l—the vclumes to be issued

in the course of 1S.53 and 185i.

The hiaterials for the early F.cclesiastical

History of England are abundant, but few

of them have been presented to the English

reader. It is proposed tc publish by sub-

scription all the extant a\ ritings from Bede,

inclusive, down to the date of Foxe's Acts
and ]SIonuments. on the plan of publication

jiursued by the Parker and other societies

—three volwnes of -100 pages each to be

furnished annually, at the rate of £1 (stg.)

c. year. The series will embrace the fol-

lowing authors, with others : viz., 1. Gildas

;

2. Nennius ; 3. Bede : Ecclesiastical History
and Minor Historical AVorks ; -i. Asser

;

5. Ingulf; 6. Florence of Worcester; 7.

Eadmer; 8. Simeon of Durham ; 9. Willi;ini

of Malmesbury; 10. Ordericus Vitalis;

11. Henry of Huntingdon; 12. Paehard of

Hexham ; 13. John ofHexham ; 14. Uichard
of Devizes ; 1j. Benedict of Peterborough

;

10. Brompton ; 17. Gcrvase of Canterbury

;

IS. Hovedeu ; 19. Balph de Diceto ; 20. Gi-
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raldus Cambrcnsis ; 21. Roger of W'eudover

;

22. Matthew Paris; 23. llemingford; 24.

Avesbury; 25. Hi-acu; 20. Matthew of

WestmiiiJter : 27. Thomas M'alsingham.

To Nvhkh must be added the SaxoiiChro

niele, and portions of various other docu-

ments, bearing- upon the History. Sul>-

scriptions should be adilressed to Messrs.

Seeleys, 54 Fleet-street, London.

We continue our summaries of the con-

tents of the leading European Journals of

Theology :—
The Tlieolor/ischr Studirn vnd Kritikoi

for April, 18o2, is thus analyzed in the Bri-

tish Quarterly. The number opens uith a

long and learned dis-ertation, by Bleek, on
thc^age and authcv.>liip of the latter half of

the book of Zccharwh, chapters ix to xiv.

The controversy has employed the pens
of De AVette ancl HIivernick, ilengstenbeig
and Umbreit, and the prophecies in ques-
tion have been attributed by some to Zeclia-

riah, by others to some prophet or pro-

phets who wrote previous to the time of
the exile. Dr. Lleek advocates the latter

view. The second paper is an essay, by
Luthardt of Erlangi.!i. on the reciprocal re-

lation of " faith " and the " word of God,"
as exliibited in connexion in .John vi, 29.

It contains some acute and suggestive re-

marks, though the positions advanced ap-

pear here and there open to question.

—

Next we have a Iniof article from Um-
breit, on the change of the name Saul
to Paul ; and next -4 Word from France.
M. Sardinoiix, professor of tlieolocry at

Montauban. has translated into French
]>r. Ulhnann's v.ork on the Nature of
Chri-;tianity, and the latter returns the
courtesy by here rendering into German
the substance of M. Sardinoux's introduc-
tion. The French professor points out the
inadequacy of the mauv contrivances
whereby his countrymen liave souirht for
the last half-century to strain social reno-
vation. The French people resemble some
luckless alchemist, ever sancruine though
over disappointed. About them lies 'in

heaps their costly and useless apparatus

—

the implements of the never-realized pro-
jection, most of thtni in fragments, all in
di-sordcr. The laborious enthusiasts are
scorched by their own funiace, scarred by
the exjdosion of tbfir choicest prepara-
tions. What can M. Sardinoux sav? He
reiterates the truth that the gospel only
can bring healing. He speaks carnestlv,
though in general terms. Napoleon has
fixed, for a time at least, that balance
which used to waver with everv mind, and
determined it after the old and b:irbarous
fashion of the Gullic tunqucror- of Uomc—
by throwing the swnrd into the scale.

^f. Siirdinoux observes that Christianitv
had in the cradle to coiitend with tuo
euoniics, the .Icwisli and the J'a-an error;
that Paul was her chamjiion agaiuNt the

first, .John nzain-^t the second. These two
serpents would SLcm to have been rather
driven away tluiu strangled by the in-

fant ITfrcules. The former revived in the
pageant of the mass and the power of the
hierarchy; the latter lives again in the in-
tidolity of the time. The Gnostic follies of
the second century, with their mythology
of abstract ion, their pst'udo-int el lee tualism.
and their immoral teiidLiicies, have all'

been paralleled or outdone by the socialist

theories and sceptical dogmatism of the
nineteenth. I\I. Sardinoux thinks that we
must exhibit Christianity in tl-.c sjdrit of
John to counteract this evil, as Luther
maintained it after the type of Paul to
destroy the other. There is some truth in
this; but, as for Frniice, she ha> more to
dread, we think, from po]'ery than from
scepticism, and lacks a Paul even more
than a John. Pojiery is the royal mistress
now of the continental despots, the in-

triguing courtesan who guides in secret
the politics of tyranny. All those in France
who have any of the' old lloman spirit in

them, will see in Jesuitism the Scjanus of
the modern Tiberius who occupies the
throne of France, who lives environed by
Ills legions, prescribes to a senate of auto-

mata, and whose only faith is universal
suspicion, his sole instrument universal
terror.—The Systcmntic Theology of Marten-
sen, a Danish professor, is reviewed at great
length.and very favourably, by Schoberlein.
Dr. Martensen'is already" known to us by
an able little volume on Master Eckart.

In that work, modestly entitled, "A His-

toric Study," Martenicn takes a more fa-

vourable view of the ojdnions of this mvstie
than that entertained by Dr. Schmidt iu

a paper which appeared some years ago

iu the Stmlien vnd KritUcen. From what
we have read of Eckart, we are inclined

to think that ho should not be classed, as

Martenseu would place him, vith Tauler.

Allowance should be made for the ap-

parently pantheistic expressions of a

poetical philosophy or religionism. liut

the matter and manner of Eckart are

scientific and metaphysical to a remarkable
degree for the class t'o which he belonged.

Unlike such men as Xenophanes, Novalis,

or our own Sir Thomas Browne, who wrote

poetical rhapsodies on philosophical ([ues-

tions, Eckart is argumentative and self-

pioisessed, and there is not so large a de-

duction to be made in his case from the

fervour or the fancv of occasional exjircs-

sions. In his theology, which would .iji-

pear to l)e in many res]'ecls a work of much
value for Gernuiny. Dr. Martensen has

marked out a path" lor himself, soTucwhat

similar to that of T«e.-ti n. as a corrector of

the prominent defects of Sclileiermacher's

system. He handles rcligii>n more as a
question of truth, and les,s as one of indi-

vidu;il expL-ricnce. While his system has
inevitably 'ft sjiecul.'itive character, he is

careful to part otf the respective domains

Fourth Series, Vol. IV.—31
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of thoology and philosophy. In his view
of evil he apinoaches too neaily to the
doctrine of Sehelliu?, though liis V-t':ii).i:o

of sin as a whole aitpears to rs wiro -.ul-

equate than that ot Sehleii'rmacher. His
theology is strongly iinbiiej with wliat

may be termed the Trinitarian tyjie, \vhii;h

has of late found much favour in Gi-nn.uiy
among men of very opposite opinions. .\ii

is arranged accordiu;,' to a snpjK)Mil tluLU-

fold development of tht; Divine Xature,
and on the suhject of the '• hnnianent,"
as distinct frorii the revealed, 'IVinity,

Martonseu losi s himself, like manv hefore
him, in a maze of words.—A jMistluniious

workofVinefs, entitled li^ttor.il Th-olo'iy,

or, The Th'-on/o/thr Krau.jrlk.rl Miiu.'try,

is reviewed by "Dr. Kiejiloi. From the
brief outline driven, it would ajipoar to be
all that mi.;lit be expected from the repu-
tation of this first of niodirn IVencli theo-
logians. The book on.'ht not to remain
long: without findin,' an Kn'.'li-li translator.

—Kling reviews the i'<>u,-th L'vuiije'k-ai

Ch>fi\h-drnj, hel.l at Illhorf.M in Sept.,

1S51. The number closes with an article

on the programnie of the llngtu- f'nion/or

the Defence of the ClirUtinn JieU'/ion for

1S51.

Kitto'a Journal of S'irn-d L!tfm>iire, for

April:—I. lUimanism as it is: U. (iro','ory

ofNazianznm: III. The R.'i.haim: l\. XI-

ford's Greek Testament : V. On the Xature

of a ^liracle : \l. Recent Trasels in Pales-

tine : VII. Klijah's Coming: VILI. The Last

Blessings of Jacob : IX.' The Epistle to

Diognctus : X. Israel after the Flesh

:

XI. Remarks on 1 Chron. vi, 1C-3S, and

Rev. xxii, 8, 0.

Xorth J}r!t;t.h n. i-!.~,r, for May :— I. Pros-

pects of British ."Statesmanship and Policy:

II. Phrenolo-y— its Place and Relations:

III. Village Life in England : IV. Roman-
ism and European Civilization: V. Life

and Chemistry: VI. Kin,- Alfrc-d: VII. Bi-

nocular Vision a:id the Stereoscope : VIU.
Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers.

Proipcciir'- R.ricr, ioT May :—I. Life and

Letters of Xiebuhr: II. Endi^h Liturgies,

Ancient and Reformed : III. Clerman Let-

ters on English Edueation: IV. Memoirs

of Margaret FulKr Ossidi: V. The Reforra

Act of 1^32: VI. The Soul in Xature.

Tkcolocjical Critic, for April :—I. Greg's

Creed of Christendom: If. R.marks on

lleiulerson's Tran.-!a'.ii)n of Isaiah: III.

Gottsehalk and the Predestinari.in Con-

troversy of the Xinth Century: IV. Ro-

mans ix, x, xi: V. The Evidi-nce of the

Genuineness of the Gospels : VI. Xew-
man's Lectures, addressed to the Brothers

of the Oratory : VII. The Cycles of Egyp-
tian Chronology: \TII. 1 Tim. iv, "-lO."

Eclectic Unietc, for April :—I. India and
our Supply of Cotton : II. Works of J.

Eeuimore Cooj)er : III. Wilkinson on the

Connexion of the lliunan Body with Man:
IV. Merivale's Imperial Rome : V. Patent

Law Amendment : VI. Longfellow's Gold-

en Legend : ^II. Science and Religion

:

MIL Roebuck's History of the Reform
Jliuistry. JIk)/:—I.. History of Mayuooth
College : II. Davidson's Introduction to

the Xew Testament: HI. Lord Holland's

History of the Whig Party: IV. Repre-

sentative Men : V. Xarrative of the Vovage
of H. M. S. Rattlesnake: VI. Howitt's

Literature and Romance of Xorthem En-
rope : Vll. The Life of Lord Jefirey. June :

—L Life and Letters of Xiebuhr:' IL Miss
Kavauagh's Women- of Christianity:

III. Memoirs of Margaret Fuller : IV. Dr.

Hooker's Rhododendrons : V. Local His-

tory and Public Librai-ies : \1. Bancroft's

History of the American Revolution :

\1I. The Visible Heavens: VIU. Doaiis

and Chapters.

CJiriitiun licincvilranccr, for April;

—

I. Tartary and Tliibet—Budhism: II. Cas-

V all's America : III. Perrone on the Im-
maculate Conception : R'. Margaret Fuller

Ossoli : V. Paley's Supplices of iEschylus.

Olp. English brethren .are taking a hint

from American publishers. A new " Foreign
Evangelical Review " is announced, to be

published quarterly, and to consist chiefly

of articles from the Reviews and ^lagazines

of the United States. It will contain 2i?i

pages, and be sold at about fifty cents a

number.

Amoxg the books in theology and
kindred subjects recently announced on
the continent of Europe are the following:

Synopsis evangeliorum Matthasi, Marci,
Luca? cum locis qui supcrsunt p;irallelis

litterarum ct traditionum cvangeliearum
Irena^o antiquiorum. Ad Griesbachii or-

diiiem concinnavit, prolegomena, selectam
scripLurx variot.atem, notas, indices adjecit

Jiiul. Anr/c; Phil, et Theol. Dr., utriusque
in acad. Lips. Professor, Ac. Lipsis, ISoi?.

314 pp., 4to.

Lehrbueh d. Kirchcngeschichte zuniichst

fiir hohere Lehranstalten. Von Ilnr. Kurtz,

I>r. dor Theol. und ord. Prof, an der Unir.
Doi-jiat, u. s. w. Mitau, 1S.D2. 1U pp., 8vo.

Die Waldenser im Mittclalter. Zwei
historische Untersuchungen von A. 'nilh.
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Dieckhoff, Lie. uiij Privatdoc. dor Theol.

r.GiJttiiigen. Gottin^'cn, 18">1. 420 pp., 8vo.

Specimen e litteris orientalibus, cxhibens

Libruni Genosco?, secundum arabicam

p<?ntat<;uclii saraaritani versioneni, ab ^6ii-

Sa-.ido consorijit.im, quod ex tribus

codicibu.5 edidii xibmh. K'litnen, Theol. Dr.

Lugd. Bat., ISJl. 1?9 pp., Svo.

Ui'bcr Micba deu Morastbiton mid seine

prophetiscbe Scbrift. Ein monojraphiscber

Beitra;^ zur Ge~cbichte des alttestamentl.

Schrif t tliums und zur Ausleguncr des Buches
Micba. Von Dr. C. P. CctJ!jx'.n,Uc. u. Leet.

der Theol. an der uorwegischen Universitat.

Christiania, InjI. ISO pp., Svo.

Geschicbte des Priszillianismus. Ein
Versuch von Joh. Mntth. Mfiiidirnich, Pries-

ter der Dliioese Trier. Trier, 1S51. 112 pp.
Svo.

Beitrage zur Erk!arun» des alten Testa-

mentes. Drei Abhandlungen. Von Dr.

Laiir. li'inh:, Prof. 1. Die Schwicriirkeiten

und Widerspriiche maucher Zahlangabcn
in den Biichern des alton Tcstamentes und
deren Entstchung und Losung. 2. Ueber
das Eecht der Israeliteu an Canaan und
iiber die Ursache seiner Erobcrung und der

Vertilgung seiner Einwohner duroh die

Israeliten, und dfe verschiedenen Erklu-

rungsversuche dariiber. 3. Ueber das Ge-

liibde Jephta's Ricbt. xi, 30-10. Miinstcr,

1851. 532 pj... ,Svo.

Commcntarius perpetuus inprioris Pauli
ad Corintliios epistolii? caput quintuiu de-

cimum. Cum epistola ad Winerum, thco-

logum Lipsicnsem, auctore Wcss. Alb. van
Hcngel. Eoterodami, 1S.51. 271 pp., Svo.

Versuch einet vollstlindigen Eiuleitnng
in die Oiienbarung des Johannes, und die

npokalvptischs Litteratur iiberhaupt. Von
Dr. Fr. Liitkc. 2. verm. u. verb. Auflage.

?. Lief, die Einleitnng in die Johanneisohe
Apokalypse, cnthaltend 1. Abthbg. Bonn,
1S51. 31.3-vi6G pp., Svo.

Do evangeliorura apocrvphorum origine
et usu. Disqniiitio hist, critica, quam
pra>tnio aureo dignara ccnsuit societas
Hagana pro defondcnda rcligione Chris-
tiana. Auctore Dr. C. Ti»chc„dor/, Prof.
Hngjc Comitiim. (Lugduui Batav., 1S51.
231 pp., Svo.

Amo.vg the works in Theology and kin-
dred subjects recently announced in Great
Britain, are the following :

—

Dis.scrlation on the Oii,'iii and Connexion
of the Gospels of Matthew, Mark.aud Luke.
With a Synopsis of the Parallel Passages

in Greek nnd F.irglish; and Critical Notes.

By James Smith, E.-q., ofJordanhill, ¥11. S.,

<tc., author of the ' Voyage and Shipwreck
of St. Paul,' ic. :—A History of the Chris-

tian Church ; for the use of Students in

Theology, and general readers. Part I.

—

To the Reformation. By Rev. James C.

Robertson, M. A. 2 vols., Svo. :—A IMemoir
of the Rev. W. E. Johnson, Missionary of
the Church Missionary Society at Regent's
Town, Sierra Leone. Compiled from his

own Journals and Correspondence. In one
volume, fcp. Svo. :—Xuns and Nunneries.
Sketches, compiled entirely from Romish
Authorities. In foolscap Svo. :—Ilippolytus

and his age; or, Doctrine and Practice

of the Church of Rome under Commodus
and Alexander Scverus. Bv C. C. J. Bunseu,
D. C. L. 3 vols., post Svo.':— A Handbook
of Hebrew Antiquities. For the Use of

Schools and Young Persons. By the Rev.

Henry Brown, M. A., Prel)endary ofCliiches-

ter; edited by the Rev. T. K.Arnold. M. A.,

Rector of Lyndon, and late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. 12mo.:— Eight Essavs
on Various Subjects. By the Rev. S. R.

Maitland, I). D., F. R. S., and F. S. A. Small
Svo.:— Eruvin; cr, Miscellaneous Essays
on the Nature, History, and Destiny of Man.
Second edition:— The Life of Cardinal
V.'olsey. By George Cavendish, his Gentle-
man Usher. New edition, reprinted from
Dr. AVordsworth's Ecclesiastical Biography,
with the addition of numerous Historical

and Biographical Notes. 4to. :— Letters

on the Church of Rome, addressed to the

Eev. Emmanuel Farant, D. D., and L. L.D.,

Ch.aplain to the King of Sardinia, and
Italian Missionary to Endand. By the

Hon. and Rev. Baptist W. Noel, M. A. Fcp.

Svo. :—Lectures delivered before the Young
Men's Christian Association,at Exeter Hall,

during lS:.I-52. Fcp. Svo. :— Rationale

Apocalypticum ; or, 'a Systematic Exposi-

tion of the Revelation: with Historical

Proofs and Illustrations. To which is aj)-

pcnded an Analysis of the principal 3Ioderu

Commentaries from Mode downwards, in-

cluding a Practical Examination fif Mr.

Elliot's " Hora; Apocaljiitica?." I'y the

Eev. Alfred .Jenour. 2 vols.. Svo. :—The
Eclipse of Faitli ; or, a Visit to a Religious

Sceptic. Post Svo. :—Count Arensberg ; or,

the Days of Martin Luther. By the Rev.

Joseph Sortain, B. A. Trinity College,

Dublin. 2 vols., post Svo. :—Progress of
the Reformation in Ireland. A Series of

Letters \Vritten from the West of Ireland

to a J'riend in England, in September, 1S51.
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By the Earl of Rodon. Second edition.

Fcap. Svo. :—The Resurrection of Life : an

Exposition of 1 Cor. xv, with a Discourse

on our Lord's Resunoction, by John Brown,
D. I). Svo. :—The IViplc Crown ; or, the
Power, Course, and Doom of the Papacy.

AMERICAN.

We are glad to see it announced that a

new and complete edition of tlie works of

Samuel Taylor Colerid-e, edited by Prof.

Shedd, of the L'niversity of ViTuiunt, is in

the press of Harper and I'>rothers. It is to

be issued in sis orciu'ht h:ind.s<jniely print-

ed volumes.

The Thirty-third Annual Rr-port of the

Missionary Society of tlie ^Ktliodist Epis-

copal Church (i<y2) is a well-tilled docu-

ment of l-'r>2 pages. It is by far the most

thorough and complete Report that has

yet been issued, thanks to the energy and

skill of the corresponding .Secretary, Dr.

Durbin. Illustrations, in the form of maps
and pl.ites, are not wanting; and the sta-

tistical tables at the end are very full. AVe

should be glad to give an abstract of this

excellent Report, did our limits alluw ; but

we must content ourselvts with expressing

the hope that it w ill be scattered broadcast

among the Churches, and do its work in

stimng uj) the peoj.le to new zeal in the

great cause of Christian Missions.

The first number of tlie " Prenhjtcrian

Quarterly Jl'jri- ir
'' givisp nuuise of a valu-

able journal. It contains seven articles:

—

I. " Our Church and Our Ue\ it. w." defining

the position of both, and sliowing in the

wants of the one the call for the other:

n. "The Mission of the Presbyterian

Church," which, according to the writer,

may be summed in f.>ur priucijiUs: 1. Re-

ligious Lil-erty in contract with ecclesias-

tical power; L'. A li\;iig C.\lvini-ni in con-

trast with a rigid dogmatic system, en-

forced in the iptifoima ifr/^« of the formu-

laries; 3. A cooperative Christianity, in

contrast with an exclusive ecclesiastieism

;

and 4. the aggressive, in contrast with the

exclusively conservatl\e tyrie of Chris-

tianity. Art. III. is an Introduction to the

Rook of D.tnicl ; IV. is u'.i explanation and

brief viudication of Ceolugy ; Art. V. (the

ablest in the number) is an examination

of the doctrine of "Dcvibipmoni " as

taught byXewmau and Mihler, in its ap-

plication to Romanism; .\rt. VI. is an

earnest address to the Laymen of the Pres-

byterian Church on their relations to the

Church and to the Ministry ; and Art. VII.

contains notices of books. We welcome

this Review into the ranks of quarterly

journalism, and wish it all possible success.

We continue our summaries of the con-

tents of the American Theological Jour-

nals :

—

Er.aagflical lieviciry, (Gettysburg, Pa.,) for

April :—I. Martin Luther, in Pictorial Re-

presentations, «tc. : II. Theories of Inspira-

tion : IIL The Intliicnce of Physical Tem-
perament on the Expression of Religious

Peeling : IV. The Necessity and Authority

of Apostolic Tradition : Y. The Importance

of Properly Develo]iing the Resources of

the Lutheran Church in America: VI.

Works of Melancthon : YH. Journal of a

Voyage by Rev. Di-. Muhlenberg.

Broicnaons Quarterly Review, (Boston,)

for April :—I. The Existence of God : IL
The Two Worlds, Catholic and Gentile:

m. Austria and Hungary : IV. Paganism
in Education : V. Reason and Revelation :

VI. Protestantism and Government.

Christian Ejca/niner, (Boston,) for April

:

I. The Andover and Princeton Theologies

:

II. ^lurray's and Latham's English Gram-
mars: III. Conditions of Social Progress:

TV. Tlic New Exodus : V. The Procession

of the Holy Ghost : VI. Juvenile Depravity

and Reformatory Schools : VII. The Rev.

William Ware : VIII. Life and Letters of

Niebuhr.

BihHothccaS(^cra, (Andover.) for April :

—

I. India as a Field of Inquiry and Evan-
gelical Labour : II. The Grotian Theory of

the Atonement, from the German : III. Life

of Zuingli, continued : IV. Writings of Ri-

chard Baxter: V. Observations on Mat-
thew xxiv, 29-.31, and the Parallel Passages

in Mark and Luke, with Rem.arks on the

Double Sense of Script ure : VI. The Prac-

tical Element in Christianity : VH. Re-

marks on the Idea of Religion from tlie

German.

BUnicalBcpcrtory, (IViuceton.) for April

:

—I. Works of John Owen, D.D.: IE Early

Christianity in the British Isles : III. Na.

tional Literature, the Exponent of National

Character: IV. Tlie Prophet Obadiah, Ex-
pounded by Charles Paul Caspain: V. The
Jews at X'ae-fuug-foo : \L Lectures on the
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Evidences of Christianity : VII. Bristcd's

Five Years in an English University: VIII.

Parrhesia, or Christian and Ministerial

Freedoru of Speech.

Christian Jitvinr^ (Xcw-York.) for April:

—I. Life and ^Vritiugs of Andrew Fuller :

n. The Method of the Divine Government:

in. Recent German Works on Latin Gram-

mar: IV. The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit's

Presence in the AVorld, Examined : V. Ad-

ministrations of Washington and Adams

:

Vl. Custom?, Manners, and Religion of

Nicaragua, in Central America : \^L Jloses

Stuart I Vlil. Baptism for the Dead.

Church lievictc, (Xew-Haven,) for April

:

—I. 3Iodern Theories of Social Progress :

n. "Western Church ^ilissions : lO. Syriac

Biblical Literature : IV. Letter on the Con-

firmation of Converts from Rome : V. T^-pe

of Church Life: VI. The Church and the

Times: VII. Stephen's Lectures on the

History of Franco : VIII. American Eccle-

siastical Histon,-—Humphrey's History of

the Propagation Society, &c.

Quarterh/ liciicw of the Methodist E.
Church, South, (Richmond,) for April :

—

I. Remarks, Exegetical and Doctrinal, on
Gal. iii, C-:.'l : II. Power of the Soul over
the Body : III. Life and Correspondence of

Thomas Arnold, D. D. : IV. Hannah :\rore :

V. Relation of the Church to Missions:
VI. The DIvii-.o Government : VII. Sketches
and Skeletons.

^Irrccrfhai-rj Jicvietr, (Mercersburg, Pa.,)

for April : I. Protestantism and Romanism :

IL Philosophy of Persecution: IIL The
Synergistic Laws of Spiritual Life in Man
IV. The Heidelberg Catechism: V. Latin

Pronunciation : VI. Systematic Benevol-

lence : VII. A Word of Explanation.

Southern Prcfihijtcrinn liccietr, (Columbia,

S. C) for April :—I. The Harmony of Reve-

lation and Natural Science—The Final

Conflagration : II. Pronunciation of Greek :

HI. The Character of Moses : IV. Remarks
upon the Will, with some Strictures upon
the Opinions of M'Cosh : V. Analogy of the

Southern Language of Europe with the

Latin : VI. The Unity of the Human Race.

Thcolor/ical and Literary Jo\ininl, (New-

York,) for April :—I. Genesis and the Theo-

logical Theory of the Age of the Earth:

n. The Sabbath and its Modern Assail-

ants : III. Progress of the Nineteenth Cen-

tTiry : IV. ^Metaphysical and Gosjiol Truth

and Error: V. The Figurative Character

of the Sacred Writings.

Univtrscdi^t Quarterly, (Boston,) for

April :—I. Progress, as exhibited in the

Government of Ancient Greece : IT. Im-

portance of Univcrsalism in Religious Cul-

ture : m. Cranmer and the Anglican

Church: IV. The Soul in the I'uture

State: V. Tyre, Commerce, and Proplu-cy :

\T. Justification by Faith, and Justifica-

tion by Works : \TI. Washington ; or,

Greatness.

dJnssicalanb HMGccllancoixB.
EUROPEAN.

The Messrs. Grimm have recently an-

nounced their German Dictionary; and the

favour with which it has been received may
be gathered from the fact of its sale to the

20th of A]iril having exceeded 7(X)0 copies

;

the first part, consisting of 120 pages, con-

tains about half of letter A, printed in

royal Svo., double columns.

The Leipsic Catalogue of publications

for the half-year ending ^Michaelmas last

(fair of St. Michael) comprehended 3Si30

titles, and llf,:i in preparation; that of

the Eastor b.3ok-fair of the last six months,
publications !."i".'7, rcpresentin;; the issues

ofOiXJ publishers,—one contributing 113,

and another 0">.

Amovg the works in Philology and gene-

ral Literature recently announced on the

continent of Euroiie are the following:

—

Gesammelte Abhandlungen aus dem clas-

sischen Alterthume. Von C. W. (wtiUnj,

Prof, zu Jena. 1 Bd. Halle, IS.Jl. 40.-) pp.

Die vicr Elemente der Baukunst. Ein

Beitrag zur vergleichendeu Baukunde. vou

Gottfr. &h;^x)-, ehemal. Director der Bau-

schule zu Dresden. Braunschweig, ISol.

108 pp., Svo.

Thorvaldscn'sLeben nach deneigcnhan-

digen .\uf7.eichnungen, nachgclassi'nen Pa-

pieren und dem Briefwcchsel dcs Kiinstlers.

Von Just. M. Thick: IVutsch uiitor Mit-

wirkuntr des Vf. von Jlnr. ILInm. 1. Bd.

W\t d. Portrait Tliorvaldsen's nacliEckcrs-

berg. Leipzig, 1S5:.'. 3.-)l pp., Svo.

Ge.schichte der Erzichung, des Unter-

richts und der BilJung bei den Griechen,

Etruskern und Romern. Aus den Quelkn
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dargestellt von Dr. J. II. Krausc. Hullo,

1801. 453 pp., Svo.

De rcducatioii. Systeme tht'oricjuo ct

pratique d'emulation et de diseipliuo, &c.,

par 31. Bfjxtu, chef d'institution. Paris,

1852. 8to.

Mjthologie der Skandinavier uiid I>eut-

schen mit BezugstcUcn aus doutscheii uud

nonlischcn Piclitoni. Vou A. J. W'ri'hu-

hach. Frankfurt a.M., 1851. 150 pp., bv.).

Amoxg the new works recently an-

nounced in Great Brit.xiu are the follLKviui;

:

Lieut. Sherard Osboni's Str.'iy Lca\cs

from an Arctic Journal. Pust Svo.:— Mr.

Samuel liaing's Xutis on the I'oliticiil and

Social State of Denmark and the I^nchies

of Holsteiu and Slcswick. Svo.:—China

during the War and since the Peace. By
Sir John F.Davis, Part., late Ikr Majesty's

ricnlpotcntiary in China. 2 vols., post 8vo.,

with ^laps and ^Vood Knjjriivin'j:^ :—The
Life of the Rev. \V. Kirhy : Chielly from

his Journals and Letters. I'y the Kev.

John Freeman, 31. A. 8vi>. AVith Portrait

and View of Barham Parsoinigc :—Dr. Ko-

get's Thesaurus of Lngli^h Words and

I'lirascs classified and arran,,'od to facilitate

theEspression of Ideas and assist in Litera-

ry Composition :—^lenioirs of the \\\u<^

Party during my time. ]5y Henry Piicliard

I,ord Holland. Indited hv his son, Henry
Edward Lord Holland. V.d. L Post Svo.:—

The I-ife of Marie de :.[cdici-i. (>ueen of

France, Consort of Hmry ]V. i'.y Miss

Pardee, author of '= The City of the Sultan,"

&-C. 3 vols., Svo. :—Tliirty-tivo Years in the

East. Adventures, l»iscoveries, E.\:piri-

ments, and llistoric.il Sketches, relating to

the Punjab and Cashmere. By John .Mar-

tin Konigborger, late Pliysician to the Court

of Lahore. 2 vols., 8vo. :—Xiebuhr's Lec-

tures on Ancient }Iistory : Comprising the

History of the Asiatic Nations, the Egyj^

tians, Creeks, Carthaginians, and Mace-

donians. Translated from the German by

Dr. L. Schmitz. 3 \uls., 6vo.:—On thi-

Methods of Observali'm and Boavonin!? in

Politics. By G. CorncwalL Lfwis, M. P.

2 vols., Svo.:—Lectures on the History of

Moral Philosophy in Kn-land. P.y W. Vvhe-

well, D. D., Master of Trinity Coliege, Cam-
bridge :— Leaves from the Note Book of a

Naturalist. P.y W. J. Broderii), F. B. S.

Reprinted from Frascr'i Mi'j-xzine :—'S[q-

liora ; or. Better Times to Come. Edited by

Viscount Iiigcslre, and containing Papers

by Rev. T. Bcamos, Hon. F. Byng, W. P.cck-

ett DenisoD, Rev. C. Giidlestone, Viscount

Goderich, Montague Gore, Dr. Guy, Rev. Dr.

Hook, H. Mayhew, Rev. C. G. Nicolay, Hon,

and Rev. S. G. Osborne, Rev. J. B. Owen,

Martin F. Tupper:— The Sis Colonies of

New-Zealand. By W. Fo.^ :—Handbook of

the Religion and Mythology of the Greeks

:

with a Short Account of the Religious

System of the Romans. From the German
of Professor Stoll, by the Rev. R. B. Paul,

and edited by the Rev. T. K. .\i-nold, M. A.

:

—Political Elements ; or, The Principles

of Modern Legislation. By Joseph Mosely,

B. C. L. :—-African Wanderings ; or, an Ex-

pedition from Sennaar to Taka, Easa, and

Beni-Amer ; with a particul.ar glance at the

Races of Bellad-Sudan. By F. Werne,

author of " E.xpedition in search of Sources

of the White Nile." Translated from the

G erman by J. R. Johnston. 16mo. :—^\'arie-

ties of ^lankind; or, an Account of the

Distinctive Characters of the principal

Races of ilen. By W. B. Carpenter, M. D.,

F. R. S., F. G. S., Examiner in Physiology

in the University of London. With numer-

ous Engi-avings on Wood. Being Dr. Car-

penter's Article on the Varieties of Man-
kind, reprinted, with Alterations and

Additions, from "Todd's Cyclopaedia of

Anatomy and Physiology:"—Notes on

Public Subjects, made diuing a tour in

the United States and Canada. By Hugh
Seymour Trcmenheere, Esq., author of

"The Political Experience of the An-
cients." Post Svo. :—Lives of the Earls

of Essex, 14.30 to 1C4G. 1. The Earl Marshal

of Ireland.—2. llie Favourite.—3. The Ge-

neral of the Parliament. Founded upon
Letters and Documents chiefly nnimblished.

By the Hon. Capt. Devereux, R.N. 2 vols. :

—

jMy Home in Tasmania, during a residence

of nine years. By 3Irs. Charles Meredith,

author of "Notes and Sketches of New
South Wales." Withlllustrations. Pest Svo.

We continue our summaries of the prin-

cii)al Reviews of Great Britain :

—

Quarterly Review, for April :—I. Sir Ro-
ger De Coverley: 11. Horace Walpole's

Garland: III. Diary of General Patrick

(iordon: IV. Recent Epics: V. Compara-
tive Anatomy : VI. Buliemian Emljassy to

England, &c., 1 1G(] : VII. Cannon, Musket,
and Rifle: VIIL California verang Free

Trade: IX. George lU.—Grenville and
Rockingham Papers—Lord 3Iahou's His-

tory, Vol. V. and VI. : X. Lamartine's His-

tory of the Restor.ition : XI. Lord John
Russell and the Earl of Derbv.
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Edinhnrijh J!cvicw, for April :—I. Tron-

son du Coudray; Xouvelles Causes CclC'

bres: II. National Education: III. The
Temporal Power of the Pope, Farini

:

IV. Athenian Architecture—Penrose : V.

Industrial Investments: VI. J. Knoxe's
Litur-y: VII. .M.ilkt du Pan: VUI. Roe-

buck's History of the Whigs : IX. Squicr's

Nicaragua : X. Lord Derby's iliiiistry and
Protection.

JJub^in Rcvuir, for April :—I. Philosophic

Researches on Christianity : II. Scipio de
Piici : m. The Leeds Experiment in Angli-

canism : IV. Scandinavian Literature—The
Royal Mirror : V. Are Heroes alv.ays He-
roic : \T Mignet's .Alury Stuart : MI. Wor-
saae's Account of the Danes and Norwe-
gians in Enghmd, Scotland, and Ireland

:

VUI. Dr. Newman's Lectures on the Pre-

.scnt Position of Catliulicism in England

:

IX. Lady Theologians.

Englifili R-'vinr, for April :—I. Alison's

Marlborough : II. Modern Latin Versifica-

tion : III. Dr. Newman and Protestant

Prejudice: IV. Archer Gourney's Poems:
V. National Defences—Colonel Chesuey :

VI. Price on the Anglo-Catholic Theory:
VII. Works of Eliot Warburton.

Irhh Quarterlj Bcview, for March :—
L History of the Streets of Dublin : H. D'ls-

raeli's Biography of llentinck—Free Trade
and no Trade : IIL Mitford's Literary Re-
collections : IV. Maturin : V. Sam Slick's

American Humour : VI. Irish Church His-

tory.

Westmimter Hci-iew, for April :—I. The
Governm/'nt of India : 11. Phy ?• c.al Puri-

tanism : III. Europe—its Condition and
Prospects: IV. ATheory of Popuhition, de-

duced from the General Law of Animal
Fertility: V. Shelley and the Letters of

Poets : VI. The Commerce of Literature :

VII. Lord Palmerston and his Policy:

Vni. Early Quakers and Quakerism : IX.,

X., XL, XII. Contemporary Liter.it ure of

England, America, Germany, and France.





A 1\EW MONTHLY.
The subscribers vrill issue in July the first number of a nc-vr monthly publica-

tion, to be entitled Tjie National Maoazixk, devoted to Literature, .irt, Rdis:ioii.

and General Intelligence. Its denoniination as "National" is not designed to

limit it to native pi-o<lucti<-,ns or national topics, but to express its adaptation to

the national tastes and to a national circulation. It vill consist largely of choice

selections from the current j>eriodical literature of the parent country and of
coutiuental Kurope ; but it shall be characteristically American in its senti-

ments, and will abundantly represent our indigenous literature.

Assuming that a "progressive" spirit, practical predilections, and the relig-

ious sentiment, arc characteristics of the American mind, and that these are not
incapable of union with the best aesthetic tastes, it will be the aim of this peri-

odical to combine, witli fucli articles as the popular mind usually relishes with
most avidity, an elevated literary tone, a critical appreciation of art, the discus-

sion of great practiral ipicstions, and a just recognition of religion—religion

without dogmatism ami without sectarianism. Nothing shall ajpearinit which
can directly or indirL'ctly olRnd the general Christian sentiment, or reudt-r it

unwelcome to the pure>t religious family. On the contrary, it will endeavour to

cnjiance its literary and other attractions by a pervading religions spirit. It is,

in fine, the design of tin- publishers to make it acceptable alike to the lovers of

elegant but healthful literature, to the domestic circle, and to the literary man
iu his study.

It will be embellislicd with numerous engravings—most of them illustrative

of real scenes or facts.

Besides an abundant miscellany of Essays, Sketches, Translations, Poeti'y,ifcc..

original and selected, it will comprise departments of Literary News, Art Intelli-

gence. Book Notices, Beligious Information, and General News, prepared thoi'oughly

by skilful liauds.

The public may rely with certainty on the regular and permanent issue of the
" National Magazine.'' as the fullest provisions for etliting and publishing it have
been made, based upun a capital entirely competent to the design.

It will be puhlished at thi- commencement of each month, and contain ninety-

six pages per m:m1 m-, making two volumes per annum, of nearly six hundred
pages each. It will bo tlio largest monthly of its price in the United .States.

A liberal discount will be made to wholesale purchasers. To clergymen and
others who act a-' agents in procuring subscribers, a commission of 'JO per cent,

will bo alloweil, or a .-ixtli copy of the work for five subscribers.

Terms §2 OU per annum, iu advance. Single numbers, 1S^4 cents.

CARLTON »L- rillLLITS.

The first number is in press, and will be out shortly. Its contents are

—

]'criodicnl Literature. IMitorial. Tliomus Moore—His Character as an .Vathor.

Sketch of Sti'i'lK'ii Oliii. (fn-ravins.) Po^m—lie Strong: A "Word to the Fearful of

Sketch of I>r. I.yman l'.<' i.hcr. (Jjitjravitig.) Heart.

Milton. (KivR eti::r;ivii! t.<
' The Schwlnia.ster in Goorgi.'u

Greek School.s of rhil.>ui !iy. iTwo eiigs.) History of the Pearl.

Tho Jews' \Vailin;^-l'l:ii'<; at Jcru-salein. (En- Marriaire Ceremonies.
trravinc.) Hartlfv Coleridge.

Poem—The Child in H- av.-n. Dust Showers and Red Twain.

Sketch of Sterlini,'— lUii-iMii of Carlyle. Control of Temp'Cr.

Poem—An old Idi-a m « iy Clad. Monomaniacs—Ludicrous E.\amiile.s.

lie not loo Fastidious. Svnchronistics—Tho year ItilS.

Tho Armenian Chun-ti a-nl Mount .\rarat. The Daughter's Marriage.
Autohiograi'hy of a >lii:iip;;. Lieutenant Holman, the Plird Traveller,

r.omantic FaLK- ami I'-j i;'ar Sujicrstitions. Hersdiell, Itosse, and the Telescope.

Gnindtvig and his S'l'.^- .1 Ir.iise. Mr.s. Frve.

Peter CartwriL'hl—A t h iricter. Mv.rillo-^Fxtraordinary Tuition Scene. (Eng.)

The DcacunFii e of llie 'l'\ rul.—Founded upon Art In tolligencc.

fact. Literarv Lecord.

Pol) Mnltif.irm— Th'^ " Ne'er do 'Well." Peligious Summary.
Zezides: or, I'evi; W > r-!in;iors. Seieutine Items.

Cai> of Lilcrty. Fditor.al Notes.





THE

METHODIST aUARTERLY REVIEW.

OCTOBER, 1852.

Art. I—the MOSAIC ACCOUNT OF CKEATION.

" It seems to be established that the stratified rocks, above the primary,

contain petrified relics of both plants and animals. The thickness

of these fossil-l)caring rocks is from three to seven miles, measuring

from the surface of tlie earth towards its centre. Through this entire

mass of rock organic remains are unequally but profusely distributed.

The number of their distinct species amounts to nearly ten thousand.

These organic remains exist in quantities incalculably great ; in some

instances, mainly constituting entire mountains. They vary in size

from the skeletons of huge monsters to those of animalculaj so small

that forty thousand millions are contained in a single cubic inch.

The less com])lex and perfect tribes of animals and plants predom-

inate in the loAver strata, and those of a higher organization, approach-

ing, as to structure, the types now existing, occupy the formations

near the surface of the earth. The general order in which they

occur, ascending from below, is fish, reptiles, birds, mammalia. Some

specimens of each type, however, are found in all the higher forma-

tions. The races, both vegetable and animal, preserved in the fissil

state, are, with few exceptions, now extinct ; and finally, a remarka-

ble circumstance, no traces of the human being, either of his person

or his arts, have been discovered in the fossiliferous strata. Tliese

facts arc supposed to be established.

"The deductions derived by geologists from these premises are,

that there has been a series of distinct creations on earth, occurring

at intervals indeQnitely long. At first, animals and vegetables, of

the sim})lc.-;t organization—shell-fish and mosses being the prevalent

types—were created, destroyed, and imbedded in the growing rock;

then a higher order of life was brought into existence—reptiles and

cone-bcaring trees predominating. These in turn bccnme extinct

and petrified. Upon these a third and yet higher creation was super-

imposed, and was in its turn entombed, to give place to another and

FouiiTii Series, Vol. IV.—SO
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more perfect system, until ot last the earth, as it now is, was formed

of the wrecks of all the earlier creations, and man, made a little lower

than the angels, Avas ushered into existence. It is further held, that

the first and second verses in the book of Genesis, relate to the

earlier and imperfect creations, and the narrative Avhich follows, of

God's work in six days, describes the formation of the world as it

now exists, with its firmament, its dry land and waters, and all their

teeming tribes. Such is the latest theory of the creation. It is

undoubtedly a splendid hypotliesis; but we must be pardoned if we
hesitate to ado])t it, in the present unsettled state of the science. AVe

must be allowed to subject both the facts and the theory resting on

them to a severe and almost a sceptical scrutiny."*

The above long quotation is given because it contains a very recent,

perspicuous, and, to a good degree, correct summary of " the facts,

and the theory resting on them," as they are now taught ; but es-

pecially is it given because it closes with an acknowledgment of that

hesitancy and even scepticism with which both the facts and the

theory are received by the mass of eminent theologians. The pre-

vailing theoij, as to the record in Genesis, would perhaps be more

accurately expressed as follows :

—

1st. That " the first verse is a simple announcement of the gi-eat

fact, that God originally, in the bcgijining," at so7ne "point in the

floAV of infinite duration," brought i/ito being the materials of the

luiiverse.t

2d. That the long lapse of ages, during which the fossiliferous

rocks were dejiosited. is passed over in silence.

3d. That " the second verse describes the state of the earth, pre-

vious to its being filled up for its present races,"t and that the

'remainder of the record gives an account of six literal days' work,

which God employed about six thousand years rtgo, in fitting up the

earth to its present condition, and in furnishing it with its present

inhabitants. ij

It is the puiiwse of this article to show that the iNIosaic record is

a literal account of the origin of the jn'csent order of things, in which

every word is used in its ordinary, obvious meaning. To prove this.

we shall endeavour to show:—I. That the word "beginning" does

not refer to the origin of matter, but to the beginning of the Human
Dispensation. II. That s"^:. [bah-rah, create,] in most passages

where it occurs, cannot mean "to make out of nothing:"—that in

no passage has it necessarily that meaning; and that probably it is

«* Dr. E. r. Ifumpbroy's Ad.lrcs:", at Centre College, Ky., pp. G, 7.

t Dr. Stowe. l>r. J. Vyf^ Smith, Scrip, and Geo!., pp. 227, 228. \ Dr. Stowc.

§ Hitchcock's Cicol., p. 290, and others.
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used in that signification nowhere in the Scriptures : and III. That

the fossiliferous rocks of the geologist -were deposited during periods

antecedent to the " hcginning," mentioned in the Mosaic record, and

hence cannot present facts in conflict Avith those given in the Scrip-

tures.

1. We are, first, to show that the word " beginning" does not refer

to the origin of matter, but to the beginning of the Human Dispen-

sation.

It is true, that most theologians, acquainted with the facts of

geology, give a kind of assent to the correctness of the hypothesis

quoted above from Dr. J. Pye Smith, and others ; but it is generally

a very reluctant assent—an assent, the heartiness of which is inti-

mated when they say, " It is better to accept this e.xplanation than to

admit a disagreement between science and revelation." But when
they would point out, in detail, the coincidences between this theory

and the sacred record, they find they -'must not he too particular

about ity The most familiar passage which seems to conflict with

the theory interposing millions of years before the creation of heaven

and earth and that of the existing races, is that giving the reasons

for the observance of the Sabbath-day: Exodus xx, 11, "For in six

days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them
is, and rested the seventh day," A:c. If this passage had been writ-

ten by one who had in his mind the truth of the above theory, we
might expect it to run thus, "For, though God created the heaven

and the earth millions of years ago, yet in six days he created all

that in them is, and rested the seventh day," t^c; or rather, we
should expect allusion to be made to that work only which he j)er-

formed in tlie six days after luhich he rested, in commemoration of

which we are commanded to sanctify the Sabbath.

The e.xplanation commonly given of this apparent disagreement

(not between science and revelation, but) between theor}^ and the

Scriptures, is, that the account of the creation given by Moses in

the fourth commandment is much briefer than that given in the

first of Genesis; and "that when a writer describes an event more
than once, his briefer description is to be explained by his more
extended account ; so that the fourth commandment is to be explained

by the fuller description in Genesis of the same event."* Still, if

" the heaven and the earth " were not created during the time of the

six days' creation, and had no connexion with the rest of the seventh,

it would seem natural that Moses, for the sake of brevity, as well as

consistency, would make no allusion to it, when enforcing that rest.

The fact, therefore, that ]Moses docs mention that work in this con-

" Hitclicock's GcoL, p. 290.
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nexion, is evidence that it was (at least) a part of the six da3-s'

labour, vrhich -wound up Avith the Sabbath.

But there is another passage to which this explanation will apply

with still less plausibility. In Exodus xxxi, 17, God commanded
Moses to say of the Sabbath, "It is a sign between me and the chil-

dren of Israel forever ; for in six days the Lord made heaven and
earth, and on the seventh day he rested and was refreshed." Here
is a case in which the statement is so brief, that in urging the ob-

servance of the seventh day, the work which, according to the theory,

was really performed on the six days, from which the seventh was a

rest, is not even hinted at, while that accomplished ages before, and
hence having nothing to do with the "rest,'' is given in full! This

is certainly the most remarkable instance of brevity on record!

These tln-ce passages, written under the guidance of inspiration,

by the same pen, are here quoted together, that their mutual bearing

may be more fully seen :

—

" In the beginning G od created the heaven and the earth." Gen. i, 1.

" For in six clays the I^okd made heaven and earth, the sea, and

all that in them is, and rested," t^'c. Exod. xx, 11.

" For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, and on the

seventh he rested and was refreshed." Exod. xxxi, 17.

It is difficult to perceive how there can be a difference of opinion as

to the general sco])e of these quotations. The phrases in the first and

third, ' the heaven and the earth," and in the second, " the heaven

and the earth, the sea. and all that in them is," are clearly summary
expressions, comprehending the same particulars, viz., the whole

work of recorded creation ; and it is equally clear that this whole

work Avas acconi])lishcd in the "six days." It results that "in the

beginning," of the first, and "in six days," of the second and third, are

synonymous expressions; the "beginning" referring not to the first

creative act merely, but to that series of acts extending through six

days, which, as a whole, is termed the "beginning" of the Iluman
Dispensation. Thus every creative act, from the command, "Let
there be light," to the formation of the crowning glory of the sinless

world—the mother of our race—was performed "in the beginning."

Such is the uniform testimony of Scripture. Our Saviour, speak-

ing of the institution of marriage, and of the permission of divorce

for trivial causes, says, (Matt, xix, 8,) "at the beginning it was not

so." " But from the beginning of the creation God made them male

and female," etc. Mark x, G. The " beginning,"' and the ^' begin-

iiing of the creation,'' refer to that spoken of in Genesis i, 1, and are

explained by the Saviour to include the creation of man—the last of

the six days' Avork.
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Again : "when forewarning the disciples of the tribulation "which was

to come upon the inhabitants of Jcrusalein and Judca, he says,

(Mark xiii, 19,) " In those days shall be affliction, such as was not

from the hcginniuu; of the creation xuhicli God created unto this

time, neither shall be." The utmost stretch of time, throughout

which suffering existed, to which might be compared those afflictions

of which the Saviour spoke, could have no earlier date than the birth

of the human family, and the Saviour dates that birth from " the

be2;{nning of the creation which God created."

In like manner Isaiah, in his answer to the question, Who is the

true God? says, (xl, '21, 22,) " Have ye not known? have ye not heard?

hath it not been told you from the hegi^ining 1 have ye not under-

stood from the foundations of the earth ? It is he that sittcth upon

the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshop-

pers; that stretchcth out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth

them out as a tent to dwell in." " Beginning" is used, obviously, in

allusion to that word in Gen. i, 1, when "the foundations of the

earth " were laid, and in the same signification. But from that same

"beginning" the human family had heard of God, which makes it

contemporaneous with the creation of Adam. A similar confirma-

tion is found in 2 Pet. iii, 4, and elsewhere.

The history contained in the first and second chapters of Genesis

gives interna! evidence of the correctness of this interpretation. The

Scriptures were not divided into chapters by divine authority. In-

deed the division of the Old Testament was made only about six

hundred years ago, and in many cases these divisions impair the

sense. Dr. Stowe says, " The first chapter of Genesis, and ^xqfirst

three verses of tlic second are one document—and very probabh' the

oldest written document in existence. The division of chapters iiere

is notoriously wrong ; what are called the first three verses of the

second, belong indubitably to the first." •

The first chapter, from the second verse to the end, contains a

statement of the special work of each of the six days ; and then, as

a conclusion to tJicse details, the second chapter proceeds, " Thus

the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them.

And on tlie seventh day God ended " [ceased from] " his work which

he had made ; and he rested on the seventh day from all his work

which he had made. And God blessed the seventh day, and sancti-

fied it." "Thus"—that is, in the manner detailed above—"the

heavens and the earth wore finished;" in other words, " The preced-

ing record gives the successive steps by which God accomplished

the great Avork of which the first sentence
—

' In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth '—is a summary announcement."
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The succeeding verses (the fourth and iiith) confirm this position.

" These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth uhen

they vrere created, in the day that the Lord God made " [created]

" the earth and the heavens, and every plant of the field before it

R'as in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew," <kc.

Bush says the term "generations" is nearly equivalent to occur-

rences, incidents, remarkable events ; and the phrase, "These are

the generations of the heavens and of the earth -when they were cre-

ated," is equivalent to, "The preceding is the narrative of the

remarkable events connected with the ' creation of the heavens and

the earth,' referring to the account given in the first chapter."* The
remaining clause, " in the day that the Lord God made the earth

and the heavens, and every plant of the field before it was in the

earth, and every herb of the field before it grew," implies that the

"day" in which (xod created the heavens and the earth, was the

same "day" [here a period of six days] iu which he created the

plants, herbs, and animals, and not two "days" separated hy

millions of years, as the theory requires.

This view of the subject docs not make the word "beginning," in

Genesis, refer to a ])eriod so remote in the past as does that under

review; yet it is the starting point in recorded history, beyond

which there is no chronicle of events—no era in the eternity of God,

from which to date the registry of his work. Thus, when in the

Scriptures immeasurable antiquity is asserted of the second person

of the Trinity, he is said to have been "in the beginning," that is,

from before thr h<gin)iing; for there was no earlier point in the

annals of time, by referring to which his great antiquity could be

asserted. " In the beginnhig was the Word !" but the beloved dis-

ciple did not stop here in his defence of the Divinity of the Saviour,

else his Godhead would have still been subject of cavil; but he pro-

ceeds, and rising in a glorious climax, he says, "And the Word was

with God, and the Word tvas God. All things were made by

inM, AND WITHOUT HIM WAS NOT ANYTHING MADE, THAT WAS
MADE."

So that this pa.-sage, taken in connexion with those above, cannot

be quoted as evidence in favour of the theory; it only shows that

the epoch referred to as the "beginning," is the storting point of

recorded history, and hence tiie most remote point in antiquity to

which historical reference could be made.

]]ut there is another position, from which, if this passage (Gen.

i, 1) be viewed, the same sense will be clearly presented. "In the

beginning God created the heaven and the earth." " Li the begin-

** Notes p. ol.
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ning " of what ? The historian does not state. The answer, then,

must be ascertained bj an examination of the context, according to

the laws of interpretation. The word "beginning" is repeatedly

used in the Scriptures, and almost always in sentences of this ellip-

tical form. What it is the beginning of, is seldom stated in terms.

But it is not, on that account, the less certain what is to be sup-

plied. Thus, John viii, 25, " Then said they unto him, Who art

thou '? And Jesus saith unto them, Even the same that I said unto

you from the beginning
:''—xv, 27, "And ye also shall bear witness,

because ye have been Avith me from the beginning
:''—xvi, 4, "And

these things I said not unto you at the beginning, because I Avas

with you." In these quotations the reader cannot be mistaken as

to the time referred to as the " beginning." It is so inwrought with

the theme of Christ's conversation, that all who heard would supply

the ellipsis without being aware of it—the beginning of his public

instructions.

Acts xi, 4.—Peter had, in consequence of a vision at Joppa, gone,

contrary to Jewish custom, to pi'cach to the Gentile, Cornelius, at

Cesarea. AYhen he returned to Jerusalem, those " of the circum-

cision contended with him. But Peter rehearsed the matter from

the beginning, and expounded it by order unto them, sajang, I was

in the city of Joppa, praying," &c. Peter did not "rehearse" the

matter from the creation of the material universe. He was accused

of going, contrary to law, to the uncircumciscd, and the burden of

his efibrt was to lay before them the circumstances tliat justified that

act. The beginning of these was the vision at Joppa, and there he

began. Compare Acts xi, 15; xxvi, 5; Luke i, 2, &c. In all such

passages the thought to be supplied is "inseparable from the theme

of the speaker, and it must be equally so in the first of Genesis.

What, then, vras the theme of Moses? Was it the displays of

Almighty Power throughout the universe of matter? AY hat a stu-

pendous theme for the pen of the inspired historian! But he docs

not enter upon it; or if he does, he sweeps the starry round more

swiftly than the flight of thought, and with one dash of his pen the

survey is com])leted 1 Even Moses could not have exhausted so

sublime a subject in one short sentence. lie did not attempt it.

He had before his mind the ignoble career of apostate worms of

dust. The points to be elucidated were, thei?- origin, primeval

innocence, fall, continued apostasy, and redemption. In other

words, his thence was the Human Dispensation, as exhibiting the

amazing condescension and mercy of God ; and no otiicr subject is

alluded to, except as it may be connected with this. The "begin-

ning'^ of this Human Dispensation, then, is the point of his depar-
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ture ; and it is safe to assert, that the man has never yet lived, ^vllosc

mind, on the first reading; of the account, Mas not invohmtarily im-

pressed ^vith the belief that the first sentence referred to a period

inseparable from the six days of creation; and that opinion has never

left the mind until it has been driven thence by something; extrane-

ous to the Bible,

By ^\hat process has this opinion become unsettled in the minds

of Christians? That j)rucess consisted of three steps, as follows,

viz. :

—

First: The early Christian fathers reasoned themselves into the

belief, that the Human Dispensation and the material universe had

a contemporaneous origin.

Second: That when the Human Dispensation was about to be

ushered in, it was indispensable that the materials of that universe,

that w-as to minister to man's happiness, should \>q.first called into

existence. Hence the first act in this great enterprise of Jehovah

was, (they concluded,) to make matter out of nothing, and of course

the word (it-,s "create") used by Moses to express that first act,

must mean " to make out of nothing." These two steps were taken

many centuries ago, and the conclusion of the second—to wit, that

"ci-eate" means "to make out of nothing"—has been received and

taught as a fuuuamental article of Christian faith ; and still continues

to be so held and taught, although the first, from which this was

merely a corollary, is now generally rejected.

Third: The third stop was not taken until geology liad ta^ught

the Avorld that this earth had existed during unnumbered years be-

fore the introduction of our race. As it had now become a cardinal

doctrine, that the introductory declaration of Scripture announced

the making of all things out of nothing, this new truth, discovered

by science, led directly to the carrying back of the "beginning" of

Gen. i, 1 to the origin of matter, and thus separating it from the

succeeding parts of the record.

Considering the circumstances of the case, the taking of the first

and second steps towards this conclusion is not matter of astonish-

ment. Jjefore astrononi}' had revealed the nature of the heavenly

bodies, and the immense uiagnitudcs and distances of the fixed stars,

men had no means of knoAving the true insignificance of our race,

and the earth we inhabit, when compared with the universe of God.

Tlie Scriptures, which were given to teach, not science, but our rela-

tions and duties to God and one another, are silent on the subject.

The religious world knew of God. and of angels, but they were spirit-

ual beings, and had no need of a material place of abode; and of all

intelligences known to the fathers, our own race was the only one of
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any dignity having bodies formed of dust, and hence the only one

that needed a home like this earth. All the inferior animals were,

as they supposed, created to minister to our comfort ; and there was,

therefore, no propriety. in their being brought into existence until

about the time their lord was commissioned to enjoy and rule over

them. As the dead matter of the universe was of still less dignity

than the inferior animals, and could, as was supposed, be of no ser-

vice, until " he for whose sake all nature stands " was ushered into

being, there Avas no conceivable reason why matter should be brought

into existence until the beginning of the Human Dispensation.

The necessary conclusions were, that man Avas the head of all

sublunary things -.—the earth, as his dwelling-place, Avas the centre

of all worlds ;—that the sun, planets, and fixed stars, revolved around

us in twenty-four hours, Avhile the earth stood immovably fixed ;—

that as they are for our pleasure and benefit, they were brought out

of nonentity just Avhen our race Avas about to need them, (for Avliy

should they exist sooner?) and Avhcn we should be finally removed

to the spirit-AVorld they Avould cease to be.

These conclusions were incorporated into our system of faith, and

their rejection denounced as damnable heresy. They thus became

entwined Avith all sacred things. Avcrc made to minister to devotional

exercises, and Avere dwelt upon as affording forcible illustrations of

our obligations and responsibilities. Such sentiments are even yet

uttered Avheu our " feelings" speak the language that has been taught

them, our intellects not perceiving that they contradict all our plii-

losophy. In one of Watts' s most impressive songs, Ave sing

—

" We, for Avhose sake all nature stands,

And stars their courses move."

When these vieAvs first took possession of the Christian heart, it

Avas not knoAvn that many of those " stars," supposed to moA'e their

courses for our sakes, are burning suns of far greater magnitude

than that which gives light and heat to our system ; nor that they

give light and heat to systems of Avorlds more magnificent than our

OAvn. It had not been suspected that many of those " tv.inkling

flames," Avhose uncertain light scarcely makes a distinct impression

upon our vision, are so remote, that the struggling rays by Avhich

Ave now perceive them, started on their lonely journey thousands of

years before Adam talked with God in Paradise; and that in those

distant realms of Jehovah's empire, they make the heavens of many

a peopled ])lanct gloAV Avith life and beauty :—or tiiey Avould not have

given our lost and ruined race a place so high in the scale of God's

intelligent universe. But Avith these limited vicAVS of the Avorks and
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govomment -of God, they fixed the beginning of our race at the

beginning of Time, and handed that opinion down to us, mingled

with so many doctrines truly divine, that we even yet tremble at

the thought of rejecting it. This was the first step. The second

was "like unto it." i'or if all nature stands for our sakes, why
should it be brought into existence until just when we were about

to need it? The preparatory act would be to call matter out of

nothing, and K~r " create," in Gen. i, 1, must mean to " make out of

nothing."

II. This brings us to the second general division of the subject,

in which we propose to show that {i*!:: bah-rah, " create," in most

passages where it occurs, cannot mean "to make out of nothing;"

that in no passage has it necessarily that meaning ; and that proba-

bly it is used in that signification nowhere in the Scriptures.

God created our first parents. Gen. ii, 7, "And the Lord God
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils

the breath of life ; and man became a living soul." Gen. ii, 21, "And
the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept;

and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof."

Gen. ii, 22, " And tlie rib which the Lord God had taken from man,

made he a woman, and brought her unto the man."

Such was the process by which God made man (not out of noth-

ing, but) out of the dust of the ground; yet the forming of man in

this waij, is called a work of creation, as follows:— Gen. i, 27, "So
God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he

him ; male and female created he them." Gen. v, 1, 2, "In the day

that God created man, in the likeness of God made he him ; male

and female created he them ; and called their name Adam, in the

day when they were created.''

Speaking to the Israelites of his leading them out of Egypt with

a mighty arm, God says, (Deut. iv, 32,) "Ask now of the days that

are past, which were before thee, since the day tiiat God created

man upon the earth, whether there hath been any such thing as this

gi-eat thing is," <k,c. Addressing Cyrus, God declares, (Isa. xlv, 12,)

" I have made the earth, and created man upon it : I, even my hands,

have stretched out the heavens," &c.

In none of these quotations can the word 5<-i5 mean to make out

of nothing. The same is true in the following, where it means "to

beget," "to be born," v.^c. :—Mai. ii, 10, "Have not all one Father?

hath not one God created (begotten) us? Why do we deal treach-

erously, every man against his brother?" Ezek. x.\i, 30, "I will

judge thee (0 'Ammonite I) in the place where thou wast created,
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(born,) in the land of thy nativity." Ezek. xxviii, 13, " Thou (kin^

of Tyre) hast been in Eden, the garden of God : the workmanship
of thy tabrets and of thy pipes Avas prepared in (Tyre) in the day
thou wast created (born)." Ezek. xxviii, 15, " Thou wast perfect

in thy ways from the day that tliou wast created, (born,) till in-

iquity was found in thee."

To distinguish a people by separating them from the nations of

the earth and conferring peculiar blessings upon them, is called cre-

ating them. Thus:—Isaiah xliii, 1, "But now thus saith the Lord
that created thee, Jacob, and ho that formed thee, Israel, Fear

not : for I have redeemed thee." On this passage Dr. J. A. Alex-

ander remarks, " The doctrine taught is, that their segregation from

the rest of men, as a peculiar people, was an act of sovereignty." etc.

\'et this "segregation" is called a creation. Isa. xliii, 5-7, "Fear

not : for I will say to the north, Give up ; and to the south. Keep
not back: bring from far my sons, and from the ends of the earth

ni}' daughters; even ever}' one that is called by my name: for I

have created him for ray glor}^ I have formed him; yea, I have

made him." On this text Dr. J. A. Alexander remarks, that " the

distinctions di'awn by some bet^Yeen created, formed, and made, are

more ingenious than well founded. It seems to be rather an exliaust-

ivc accumulation of synonymous expressions." Of coiu'se, neither

can here mean " to make out of nothing."

Again: Psa. cii, 18-22, "This shall be written for the generation

to come ; and the people which shall be created shall praise the Lord.

For he hath looked down from the height of his sanctuary; to loose

those that are appointed to death, to declare the name of the Lord
in Zion, and his praise in Jerusalem, when the people and the king-

doms are gatliered together to serve the Lord." The gathering

together of the people and kingdoms, is here called a creation.

To make, form, or cause, by governing the laws of nature in the or-

dinary providence of God, is called creating. Thus :—Psa. civ, 24-30,

" Lord, how manifold are thy works ! in wisdom hast thou made
them all ; the earth is full of thy riches. So is this great and wide

sea, wherein are things creeping innumerable, both small and great

beasts ; there is that leviathan, whom thou hast made to play therein.

These wait :ill on thee, that thou mayest give them their meat in due

season. 'J'hat thou givest them thc}' gather; thou opcncst thy hand,

they are filled with good; thou hidest thy face, they arc troubled;

thou takest away their breath, they die, and return to their dust.

Thou sendest forth thy Spirit, they arc created, and thou rcnewest

the face of the earth." The Lord is here said to create animals,

when under a kind Providence they multiply rapidly.
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In Isa. xlv, G, 7, God makes kno^vn to Cyrus that he is Jehovah,

and that there is none other ; and in alkision to the doctrines of the

Zendavesta, held by Cyrus, that there Avere two co-eternal principles,

"whose emblems were "light" and "darkness," -which managed the

affairs of the universe, he says, " / form the light, and create dark-

ness; /make peace, and create evil; /, Jehovah, do all these things."

The -word is used in the same sense in Isaiah xli, 20 : xlviii, 7
;

Ivii, 10 ; Amos iv, 13 ; Xum. xvi, 89 ; and in a similar signification in

Isa. iv, 5; liv, 10; Ixv, 17, IS; Exod. xxxiv, 10, (translated, "have

not been done f) Psa. li, 10; Jcr. xxxi, 22, in none of -which is it

possible that it can mean " to make out of nothing."

Thus, in the fifty passages in -VN-hich this word j^n^ occurs, in a

large majority it cannot possibly mean " to make out of nothing,"

and a careful examination of the few remaining passages shows that

it is not probable it has that meaning anywhere. .

O'hesc few remaining passages are the following:—Gen. i, 1, "In

the beginning God created the heaven and the earth." Genesis

ii, 4, 5, " These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth

•when they were created, in the day that the Loed God made the

earth and the heaveiis, and every plant of the field before it was in

the earth, and every licrb," t'cc. Psa. Ixxxix, 11, 12, "The heavens

are thine, the earth al.-o is thine ; as for the world and the fulness

thereof, thou hast founded them. The noi'th and the south thou

hast created them." I'sa. cxlviii, 3, 4, 5, "Praise ye him, sun and

moon; praise him, all ye stars of light; praise him, ye heavens of

heavens, and ye waters that be above the heavens : let them praise

the name of Jehovah: for he commanded and they were created.'^

Isa. xl, 20, "Lift up yuui- eyes on high, and behold who hath created

these things, that bringeth out their hosts by number." Isa. xlii, 5,

" Thus saith God, .leliovah, he that created the heavens, and stretched

them out; he that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh out

of it," etc. Isa. xlv. 1"^, "For thus saith Jehovah that created the

heavens; God himself that formed the earth and made it; he hath

established it, ho created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited."

The meaning which create has in one of these passages, it has in all

;

for all refer to the same act.

As this word is employed in nearly fifty other instances in the

Old Testament in the sense of i/iake, form, establish, collect, renew,

<fcc., when the materials were already in existence, it should not be

taken in a different sense in those just quoted, unless tlie connexion

requires it. Yet there is nothing in eith.cr of theni to show that it

is used out of its ordinary signification. Indeed there is evidence

to the contrary. Thus, in Gen. ii, 4 created is used as synonymous
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with made ; and vre have shoAvn above, (page 502,) that the clause,

" These are the <:^enerations of the heavens and of the earth, ^vhen

they were created,'" is equivalent to, " The preceding is the narrative

of the remarkable events (i. e., creative acts) connected with the

creation of the heavens and the earth." These remarkable creative

acts Avcre the causing of light to shine upon the surface, the causing

the atmosphere to scpai'ate the clouds from the -waters, the collect-

ing of the waters and causing dry land to appear, the production of

grass, herbs, and trees, causing the sun, moon, and stars to be visi-

ble, the creation of fowls and fishes, and finally, of beasts, creeping

things, cattle, and man. These, then, were the remarkable creative

acts which had been narrated, in no one of which had something

been made out of nothing. Yet avc are taught that lliese acts, taken

collectively, constituted that great Avork which is called " The crea-

tion of the heavens and the earth."

In Isa. xlv, IS, "created" is used interchangeably with "formed,"

"made," and "established," as having no higher meaning. In Jsa.

xlv, 12, God says, "I have 7nade the earth, and created man upon

it." If either Avas made out of nothing at the time referred to, it

was the earth ; for man Avas formed of the dust of the ground.

These S}Tionymous expressions are often used in such connexions

as to haA-e the appearance of a climax. Thus, in Isa. xli, 20, "That

the}' ma}' see, and know, and consider, and understand together, that

the hand of the Loud hath done this, and the Holy One of Israel

bath created it." Of this Dr. J. A. Alexander says. " There is a

climax in the last clause,—he has not onl}^ done it, but created it."'

But the principles of language Avould much more require a climax

in the following : Isa. xliii, G, 7, " I Avill say to the north, GIa'c up

;

and to the south. Keep not back; bring from far my sons, and from

the ends of the earth m}' daughters, even every one that is called by

my name; for I haA'C created him for my glory, I h:i\e for?nfd him,

yea, I hove ritade him" This has much more the emphatic form of

a climax than the other; yet Dr. A. says of it, " It seems to be rather

an cxhaustiA-e accumulation of synonymous expressions." If so. a

just regard to tlic laAvs of language, used by the same Avriter, avouM

seem to require that the expression used only a fcAV pages before,

should have the same explanation.

Tiie creation is often referred to by the prophets, as illustrating

tlic wonderful poAvcr of God; yet they ahvays speak of it as a work

in Avhioh he enqiloyed old materials : thus, Psa. cii, 25, " Of old hast

thou laid the foinidatio/is of tlie earth, and the heavens are the ivork

of thi; hands." Psa. civ, 5, " Who laid the foundations of the earth,

that it should not be removed forever." Prov. iii, 19, "The Loud
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by -R-isdora hath founded the earth ; by understanding he hath estab-

lished the heavens." Isa. xlviii, 12, 13, " Hearken unto me, Jacob,

and Israel, my called: I am he; I am the first, I also am the last;

my hand also haili laid the fourulation of the earth, and my right

hand halh spanned the heavens ; -when I call unto them, they stand

up together."

At this point it v^ould be improper to neglect the researches of

Gesenius into the "primary and native signification" of Hebre-\v

words, and his deductions thence "in logical order, of the subordi-

nate meanings and shades of sense, as found in various constructions,

and in the usage of difTerent ages and Avriters." Of k"i;:. translated

"create," he says—"j^-:i I. Primary meaning, 'to cut' 'to cut out,^

' to carve,' ' to fonn,' by cutting or carving. For the notion of

breaking, cutting, separating, -which is inherent in the radical sylla-

ble "15, sec under -r.c. The same notion belongs also to the softer

syllable ^-: compare -.•^:^ to separate, to sever out, nn^ to cut, to

cut asunder, r~i to cut, to cut in, whence (an Arabic word, mean-

ing axe,) r."::: to cut, to lieic, hence n-;-,^ cypress or pine, (the name

seems to come from the idea of cutting up into boards, plank, etc.
;)

T?!: to scatter, r,*;)^ pr. to break : also "irr, to cut, to cut up, to divide.''

[Under t^d (parad) to break off, to break in pieces, to separate

b}' breaking, (comjiaro the English word "to part,") be gives a long

list of kindred words, as above, showing that the primary force of

the biliteral ".c is al\v:iys that given above.] II. " 'To form,' ' to cre-

ate,' 'to produce;' compare (an Arabic Avord,) 'to smooth,' 'to polish,'

then ' to form,' ' to create.' Spoken of the creation of the heavens

and the eaith, Gen. i, 1 ; of men, Gen. i. "27; v, 12; vi, 7. Specially

of Israel, Isa. xliii, 1, 15; Jer. xxxi, 22: Jehovah hath created a

new thing in the earth, A icoman shall protect a man. Compare

Num. xvi, 30 ; also Isa. Ixv, IS, Behold I create Jerusalem a rejoic-

ing, i. e., cause her to rejoice. III. 'J'o beget, to bring forth,

whence ^z a son. W . To feed, to eat, to grow fat, from the

idea of cutting up food." From all which it is clear, that there is

nothing in the native signification of the word 5<:-;i^, create, that would

lead us to attribute to it the me:niing, "to make out of nothing."

The above result.^; are obtained froni an extensive and careful com-

parison of Avords containing the biliteral radicals ^.- and --2
: in Avhich

it is seen, that all words having the former, involve in their primary

meaning the idea of ci/tling, separating, forming, fashioning, making

by cutting, trimming, itc; and that those having the latter radicals,

involve the idea oi' hrcaking, separating, forming, fashioning, making

by breaking, Ac.



"^
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These conclusions in reference to s'ln " create," are confirmed in

a remarkable (not to say unexpected) manner, by a process entirely

independent of the above.

The Hebrew verb has a common, or ground form, to express the

simple idea of the verb, and modified forms to express modifica-

tions of the moaning. These modified forms are called, by some

gi-ammarians, conjugations, by others, species, (fcc. One of these

forms, expressing a modified sense of the verb, is called the Viv\.

Verbs -which arc transitive, ( K-jin is transitive,) in the simple

(kal) form, have, in the Piel species, the additional idea of inten-

sity. Thus :

—

Simple, or kal form. Piel, or intensive.

?wp to kill, ?ts? to kill ivifh violence, to viunlcr.

^'Z'd to break, is*:i to dash in pieces, to shiver.

nr-j to sacrifice, nst to s^m^cc frequentli/.

^5:0 to tell, n^D to tell incessanthj, to narrate.

Now certainly the idea " to make out of nothing " is the most

intense form of the idea "to make," and hence if the Hebrew lan-

guage contains a word which ever means "to make out of nothing,"

-vve -would find that meaning expressed in the highest sense in the

Piel species. We would, therefore, expect to find the simple or kal

form of X"- " to make ;" the Piel, " to make out of nothing." On

the contrary, Ave find the Piel of this verb to mean "to cut Onu-n,'"

" to cut down " with the purpose of destroying. It is repeatedly

used in this sense in the Scriptures. Thus :—Joshua xvii, 15, "And

Joshua answered [the sons of Joseph,] If thou be a great poopk\

then get thee up to the -wood-country, and cut down for thyself

there, in the land of the Perizzites." Joshua xvii, 18, "But the

mountain shall be thine; for it is a wood, and thou shalt o't it

down'' &c. Ezek. xxiii, 47, "And the company shall stone them

-svith stones, and cut them down [despatch them] v-ith their swords."

The word in the original, that is translated in these quotations

"cut doicn," is the intensive from of K"ns^ and hence the native mean-

ing of that word niust be simply " to cut.''

As materials are brought into shape, and articles made, formed,

or fashioned, by cutting, trimming, smoothing. <S:c., the transition

was easy from the native meaning, ("to cut,") to the secondary

meanings, "to make," "to form," "to fashion," "to remodel," "to

renovate ;" and these meanings were prevalent when Moses wrote

the Pentateuch. But vre have no evidence that it ever had the
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meaning " to make out of nothing " attributed to it, till after the

books -which compose the Holy Scriptures had all been WTitten.

This ti'uth -will become more manifest by considering; a peculiarity

of the Hebrew poetry, -which has not yet been alluded to. The
characteristic, \\hich, more than anythinn^ else, distinguishes the

poetic and descriptive ])art of the Old Testament from all other

writings, is the frerpicncy with Avhich the important thoughts are re-

peated,—expressed over and over again in different words,—until all

the different modes of expression are, as it were, exhausted. Thus :

—

Psa. i, 1, "Blcs.<ed i^i tlic nmii

That walkcth not in the counsel of the ungodly,

Nor stamloth in the -nay of sinners,

Nor sittetli in tlic scat of the scornful."

Here the same thought is dwelt upon and repeated three times in

different words. The remarkable tondenc)' to this style, in the

poetic writings of the Old Testament, will be seen in the following

examples, selected almost at random :

—

Psalm ii, 4, '• He that sittcth in the heavens shall lauf^h :

The LoitD shall have them in derision."

" vii, 14, "PK-hold, he travaileth -with iniquitA',

And hath conceived mischief,

And bruiiglit forth falsehood."

" vii, IG, •• His nii.-'liief shall return ujwn his own head,

And liis \;i)lcnt dealing shall come down upon his own pate."

" \iii, 4, '• "What is man, that thou art mindful of him?
Or the son of man, that thou visitest him ?"

" xxi, 8, " Thy hand shall find out all thine enemies;

Thy ritrht liand shall find out tho.=e tliat hate tlioc."

" xxvii, 1, ''Tiie LoKU is my light, and my salvation ; whom shall I fear?

The L()i;i> is the strength ofmy life; ofwhom shall I be afraid?"

" XXX, 11, '-'I'liou Iin.-t turned for me my mourning into dancing:

Tliou ha<t put oif my sackcloth, and girded me with gladness."

2 Sam. i, 20, '• Ti-II it not in Gath!

Pul)li.-h it not in tlie streets of Askelon !

Lest tlic daughters of the Philistines rejoice;

Lest the daughters of the uncircimicised triumph."

Isaiah liv, 4, ''Fear not; for tliou shalt not be ashamed:
Neither be thou confounded; for thou shalt not be put to

shame."

" Ivii, 4, " Again.vt wlmm do ye sport yourselves?

Against whom make ye a wide mouth, and draw out the tongue ?

Arc ye not the children of tran-^gression ?

Are ye not the progeny of fiilsehood ?"
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Isaiah Iviii, 6, " Is not this the fast that I have chosen ?

To loose the bands of ^vickc(.lnos3 ?

To undo the heavy burdens?

To let the oppressed go free ?

And that ye break every yoke ?"

Job iii, 3-5, " Let the day perish wherein I vyas born . . .

Let that day be darkness . . .

Kelther let the light shine upon it.

Let darkness and the shadow of dciUh obscure it

;

Let a cloud dwell ujjon it

;

Let the blackness of the day^ terrify it."

In the English language there is nothing like it. The thought
that, in the mind of the inspired writer, struggled for utteraiice,

comes forth and is presented in every imaginahle light, is clothed in

all the variety of Mhich the richest language is capable, so that it is

impossible that we should hiil to perceive it in all its force and ful-

ness.

The application is anticipated. The creation, as recorded by
Moses, is often a theme of the inspired poets. Whenever they would
dwell upon the grandeur of his throne, the glory and majesty of his
being, his omnipotence, the sublimity of his mighty acts, the sccnc:^

of creation pass in review, and no word is left uncai^jiloyed that could
add to the completeness of the description, as the reality Avas viewed
by the eye of inspiration; yet, strange to tell, in no one instance is

the thought that, as a part of that work, God made all things out of
nothing, even hinted at: nor is there a sentence that can be wrested
into an allusion to such an act, Avithout manifest torture. We who
have the idea of his making all things out of notliing, would no more
think of showing forth his power, without referring to that greatest
of all manifestations of it, than of presenting his plan of salvation

without the cross of Christ. It would be the alpha and omega of
our discourse ; and the only conceivable reason why it was not made
equally prominent by the prophets is, that they attributed no such
meaning to the word " create." The full force of this remark can
be felt by those only who have examined the Old Testam^ent scrip-

tures, in reference to this thought. The following examples will call

to mind others of similar character:—

,

Job .xxxviii, 1, " Then the Loud answered Job out of the whirlwind,
and said, . . Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will demand of
thee, and answer tiiou me. Vviicre wast thou when I laid the founda-
tions of the earth? Declare, if thou hast understanding, . . Where-
upon are the foundations thereof fastened ? or who laid the corner-
stone thereof: when the morning-stars sang together, and all the

I'oLRTir Serie.-?, Vol. IV.—33
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sons of God shouted fur joy ? Or who shut up the sea with doors,

. , . and said, Ilitlicrto shalt thou come, but no farther; and here

shall thy proud •waves be stayed? Hast thou commanded the

morning since thy days, and caused the da}^- spring to know his

place?" CCQ.

How appropriately would the doctrine in question have been

; stated here, if it had been a part of traditionary revelation, at the

time of Job I Also in the following:—Psa. xxiv, 1, 2, "The earth

is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof; the world, and they that dwell

therein : for he hath founded it upon the seas, and estahlisJied it

upon the floods." Psa. xx.xiii, 3, C-0, " Sing unto him a new song

;

. . for . . by the word of the Lord were the heavens made ; and all

the host of them by the breath of his mouth. He gathereth the

waters of the sea together as a heap ; he layeth up the depth in

store-houses. Let all the earth fear the Lord ; let all the inhabit-

ants of the world stand in awe of hira : for he spake and it was
done; he comraamlod audit stood fast." Psa. Ixxxix, 11, "The
heavens arc thine; the earth also is thine : as for the world and the

fidness thereof, thou hast founded them." Psa. xc, 1, 2, "Lord,
thou hast been our dwelling-place in all generations. Before the

mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth

and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God."

In all these varied presentations of the creation, there is still no

allusion to that work as being a making out of notliing.

Again: Psa. cxix. >^0-91, "Forever, Lord, thy word is settled

in heaven, thy t'aitlirnlncss is to all generations; thou establishedst

the- earth, and it abideth ; they continue this day according to thine

ordinances." Psalm cx.xxvi, 3-9, " give thanks to the Lord of

lords, for his mercy cndurcth forever ; to him who alone doeth great

wonders; to him that by wisdom made the heavens; to him that

stretched out the earth above the waters ; to him that made great

lights, the sun to rule by day, the moon and stars to rule by night

:

(chorus.) for his mercy cndurcth forever." Psa. c.xlvi, 5, 6, " Happy
is he that hath the God of Jacob for his help, whose hope is in the

Lord his God; which made heaven, and earth, the sea, and all that

therein is." Prov. iii, 10, " The Lord by wisdom hath founded the

earth; by understanding hath he established the heavens." Prov.

viii, 25-30, "Before the mountains were settled, before the hills,

was I brought fortii ; while as yet he had not made the earth, nor

\hc fields,- nor tlie highest part of the dust of the w-orld. When
he prepared the heavens, I was tliere ; when he set a compass upon
the face of the dejith; when he established the clouds above; when
he strengthened tlic fountains of the deep ; when he gave to the sea
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his decree, that the -waters should not pass liis commandment ; when
he appointed the foundations of the earth; then 1 Avas by him, as

one brou^lit np -with him."

It is amazin;^ that in this multifold description of the creation,

there is no allusion to "making out of nothing," if that had been

revealed.

Isa. xlv, 9, 11, 12, 18, " \Yo unto him that strivcth with his Maker!

Let the potsherd strive with the potsherds of the earth. Thus saith

the Lord, the II0I3' One of Israel ; I have made the earth, and cre-

ated man upon it ; I, even my hands, have stretched out the heavens,

and all their host have I commanded. For thus saith the Lord
that created tlic heavens, God himself, that formed the earth and

made it; he hath established it, he created it not in vain, he formed

it to be inhabited." Isa. xl, 12, 15, IS, 21, 22, ""\Ylio hath measured

the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with the

span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and

weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance ? Behold,

the nations are as a drop of a bucket, and are counted as the small

dust of the balance; behold, he taketh up the isles as a very little

thing. To whom then will ye liken God? Have ye not known?

have ye not understood from the foundations of the earth? It is

he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants

thereof are as grasshoppers ; that strctchcth out the heavens as a

curtain, and spreadcth them out as a tent to dwell in." Isaiah li,

12, 1'5, " ^Vho art thou that forgettest the Lord thy Maker, that hath

stretched forth the heavens, and laid the foundations of the earth?"

Jer. X, G-12, "Forasmuch as there is none like unto thee, LoRr>;

thou art great, and thy name is great in might. "Who would not fear

thee, King of nations? But the stock is a doctrine of vanities.

Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish, and gold from

Uphaz, the work of the workman, and of the hands of the founder

;

blue and purple is their clothing; they are all the work of cunning

men. But the Lord is the true God, he is the living God, and an

everlasting King : at his wrath the earth shall tremble, and the na-

tions shall not be able to abide his indignation. He hath made the

earth by his power, he hath established the world by his wisdom,

and hath stretched out the heavens by his discretion." Zech. xii, 1,

" The burden of the word of the Lord for Israel, saith the Lord,

which strctchcth forth the heavens, and layeth the foundations of

the earth, and formoth the spirit of man within him." Job xxvi,

G, 7, " Hell is naked before [Jehovah,] and destruction hath no cover-

ing. He strctchcth out the north over the empty place, and hangefh

the earth upon nothing."
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\yliy did he not, in this exhibition of the omuipotcncc of Jeho-

vah, ?ay that he had i/ui'Jc the earth out of nollang, as well as that

he had hung it upon nothing? Simply because it had not been

revealed to him.

It is certainly supposable that that (to us) incomprehensible state

of things—vrhcn Jehovah sat enrobed in solitary majesty, amid

limitless nonentity, shrouded in blackness of darkness, and terrific

silence—would pass unnoticed in the pages of revelation. But

>yhen the fiat of Chnnipotence pealed through the abyss, and the

universe bm-st into existence, flinging a new-born radiance through-

out the realms of night, a scene was enacted upon Avhich, if revealed

in the visions of the holy seer, he Avovdd have delighted to dwell.

AVith overwhelming sublimity would such an event have been por-

trayed by the writer of the following:

—

" God came from l.'cman, the Holy One from Mount Paran. His

glory covered the heavens, and the earth was full of his praise. His

brightness was as the light; before him went the pestilence, and

burning coals went forth at his feet. He stood and measured the

earth; he beheld and drove asunder the nations; and the everlast-

ing mountains were scattered, the perpetual hills did bow : his ways

are everlasting, ^he mountains saw thee, and they trembled : the

overflowing of the vrater passed by; the deep uttered his voice, and

lifted up his hands on high. The Sun and moon stood still in their

habitation ; at tlie light of thine arrows they went, and at the shining

of thy glittering sjjcar/' Hab, iii, o-G, 10, 11.

• To sum up the argument, we say that the word i^-^ bah-rah,

"create," docs not mean, in Genesis i, 1, (or in any other passage.)
''
to make out of nothing;" because,

1st. It cannot have that meaning in any of the succeeding cases

of the record, as all agree.

2d. In the many descriptions, in different parts of Scripture, of

the work recorded in thefrst verse, it is in every instance described

as a work jierformed on materials already in existence.

r.d. llesearches, into the primary and native signification of the

word, show that this idea does not belong to its primitive meaning,

ami there is no evidence that it ever became a secondary one.

4th. That remarkable characteristic of the Hebrew poetry—by
T.-hich important thoughts are repeated many times by the use of

synonymous terms and phrases, or by circumlocution—gives not a

solitary example (ultliDUgh creation is often the theme) in which

this scene is dwelt upon, in terms of any kind conveying the idea of

' making out of nothing." This omission certainly would not hayc

occurred, had this ivlca been in the mind.
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As these views require a modified translation of several otlicr

words, ^ve here give the first three verses.

Gen. i, 1. In tlic beginning [of the Ilimiau Dispensation] God
reorganized the atmosphere and the dry land. i'. For the land ^vas

desolate and Avaste, [i. e., not habitable ;] and darkness Tvas upon the

face of the deep
;

[i. c., the atmosphere permitted no light to pene-
trate to the surfiice ;] and the Spirit of God was brooding upon the

foce of the waters. 3. And God said, Let there be light; and there

was light: [i. c., Let the atmosphere permit the liglit to penetrate to

the surface ; and it was so.]

1\\ the above, " atmosphere' is used for " heaven ;" " dry land"
for " earth ;" '^ for" takes the place of " and ;" " desolate" is used for

"without form ;" "waste" for " void." A few references will show
that these arc the ordinary meanings of the words thus translated.

1. Atmosphere. All agree that the firmament, spoken of in the

sixth, seventh, and eighth verses, which separated the clouds from
the waters beneath, was the atmosphere ; and in the eighth verse, God
calls this fii-mament " heaven," thus defining the use of the word heav-

en in the first verse. Li conformity with this definition, this word
"zyz-^ shamayim, is used in that signification generally in the

Scriptures. In the following passages it is translated '-'air :"—Gen.
i, 26, 2S, 30 ;

ii, 10, 20 ; vi, 7 ; vii, 3 ; ix, 2. Deut. iv, 17 ; x.xviii, 20.

1 Sam. xvii, -IJ:, 4G. 2 Sam. xxi, 10. 1 Kings xiv, 11 ; xvi, 4

;

xxi, 24. Job xii, 7 ; xxviii. 21, etc. In an equal number of cases it

is tran.slated " heaven," but generally having the meaning of " at-

mosphere," as "fowls of heaven," etc.

2. Dry land. It is doubted whether the word y'^i^, ehretz, is ever

used in the sense of "earth" as a globe. It occurs in the Old Tes-

tament near one thousand seven hundred times, and almost always

in the sense of "land;" as the laud of Egypt, the land of tlio

Philistines, etc. E. g.. Gen. x, 10, "And the beginning of hi5 king-

dom was Babel, in the landol Shinar ;" xii, 1, -'into a land that I

will show thee." This word occurs with this signification, two hun-

dred and eight times in Genesis alone. "Wherever the whole globe

is intended, some other word is added, as " the earth and the .sea,"

or " the earth and the waters under the earth." Indeed, Moses gives

this definition to the word when he says, verse 10, " And God called

the dr^'' land y^.i*, eaiih.

3. For. We translate \ the first word in the second verse, " for"

instead of " and," as giving the reason why the atmosphere and dry

land were refitted,—the land, because it was desolate and uninhabit-

able, needed reorganizing ; and the atmosphere, because it was im-

pervious to li^ht.
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Dr. Stowc says, " The Hebrew i may be translated by any -word

that will translate the Greek lu.v, 6i:, i;at or yap.'' That yap " for" is

one of its ordinary 7ncaninp;s, will be seen from the following :—Gen.

XX, 3, God informs Abimelech, in a dream, that he should not take

Sarah, "fo?- she is a man's wife." I'salm vii, 9, " let the wicked-

ness of the wicked come to an end; but establish the just
:
/or

the righteous God trieth the hearts." Psalm Ix, 12, " Through God
we shall do valiantly : for he it is that shall tread down our ene-

mies." Psalm Ix, 11, " Give us help from trouble: fur vain is the

help of man." Isa. xxxix, 1, "At that time Merodach-baladan scut

letters and a present to Ilczekiah : for he had heard that he had

been sick," etc.

4. Desolate and waste. The word --'r, tho-hoo, occurs nineteen

times in the Scriptures; and is generally used in describing the des-

olation of a country or city after it has been destroyed and laid

waste.

Isa. xxiv, 10, " The city of confusion is broken down : every house

is shut up, that no man may come in :" [i. e., the city is become
" desolate ;" every house, etc.] It is also used in the description of

the terrible desolation of Edom, in Isa. xxxiv, 11 ; in Deut. xxxii, 10,

"in the vjaste howling wilderness;" Job vi, IS, "The paths of

their way arc turned aside; they go to notJiing, and perish;" [i. e.,

they go to ruin, and perish.] It is clear that the Jews imderstood

these words in the same way : for in the Targum of Onkelos, this

clause is translated, " and the earth was icaste and empty ;" and

in that of Pseudo-Jonathan, "the earth was confusion and empti-

ness, destitute of the sons of men and hare of all cattle.'"

Thus it is seen that every word is used in its " ordinary, obnous

meaning ;" and a very few Avords will serve to show the harmony

that is, by this literal interpretation, introduced between Scripture

history and the fact.> of geology.

Geology proclaims that the earth had existed millions of years

before the Mosaic era. Scripture grants it, claiming only that it

needed reorganization, in consequence of a state of desolation

brought about by a series of general convulsions, similar to many of

those revealed in geological history.

Geology proclaims that the inhabitants of the pre-Adamite earth

received Hglit and heat from the sun, to which their eyes and consti-

tutions were adapted as are ours; and that changes of season and

diflerencc of climate originated from the same or similar causes, pro-

ducing a succession of gi'owths in the trees, the foiling of the autumn

leaf, and the division of the earth into zones of dift'erent tempera-

ture. Scripture grants it, claiming only that in consequence of a
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temporary confusion of the elements, clouds and darkness filled the

air, shrouding in impenetrable gloom nil beneath it. The New Tes-

tament also testifies that the strong language of the narrative

requires nothing more. In 2 Peter iii, 5, C, and T, it is said, '' For

this they (seoHers) "willingly arc ignorant of, that by the -word of

God the Iieavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the

water and in the water ; -whereby the world that then was, being over-

flowed with Avater, perished : but the heavens and the earth which

are now, by the same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire,"

etc. Here the heavens and the earth (obviously tlic atmo.'^phere

and dry land) which were of old, are represented as having ;J^/•^s7/rc/

by the flood; and the heavens and the earth which are now, are, by

implication, in the above sense, a new creation.

Geology claims that deallt, has always reigned among the tribes of

earth. The Scriptures, in reference to the inferior races, as we be-

lieve, do not deny it. The whole earth was not an Eden : but a

garden, with fruits and fountains, was specially prepared for our first

parents, surrounded by an impenetrable enclosure, protecting them,

as we may suppose, from, the thorns and briers that bloomed, and

the ferocious beasts that provrled without ; and when they had for-

feited life, by transgression, they were banished thence, to take their

chances of life and suffering with the rest of animated creation.

If the foregoing views are correct, the theory of the days being

indefinite pcri^xls, as lately revived by Mr. II. Miller, and a kindred

one more recently proposed by Dr. Anderson, arc alike unnecessary.

The parallelism in the order of the geological and the Mosaic crea-

tions, is no argument in favor of indefinitely extended days. It may

bo rendered probable, that if the earth were made desolate a thou-

sand times, and a thousand times repeoplcd by the direct, creative

power of God, the different races and families would, at each remwal,

be introduced in the same general order.

We have been deeply impressed with the belief, that when the

true meaning of the original words in which Scripture histoiy was

recorded should be definitely ascertained, the obvious teachings oF

that history, when interpreted literally, will be found to conflict with

no development of science. We have here endeavoured to aid in

ascertaining those true meanings, and in establishing this substan-

tial harmony. AVe hope that we have been able, at least, to make

suggestions which others may employ in the discovery of important

truth. In the mean time we should be careful, not unnecessarily to

magnify the importance of those truths as to which there is a])par-

ent uncertainty. We have an abiding faith, that in His own good

time, and in tliat time when it will best subserve His purposes of
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mercy towards us, He Avill make it plain. Nor should wc have our

eye so fi-xod upon the few, non-essential points of obscurity, as to

become neglectful of the broad day-light of heavenly truth, shining

cloudless all around us. Fur truly the Suu of Ivighteousncss has

risen to his meridian ;^lory, not merely casting a bewildering glim-

mer upon unavoidable dangers, but illuminating with celestial bright-

ness the angel-guarded pathway to realms above.

iSor will it be imitrupcr for us to remember, while the way of sal-

vation is so plain that the wayfaring man, though a fool, need not

err therein, that yet multitudes of the most pleasing lessons recorded

in the JScriptures contain allusions which, if not explained from

sources external to the Dible, would lose all their force and beauty.

How much, for example, would have been lost, in the instructive par-

able of the ten virgins, had we not from other sources learned the

custom prevailing among oriental tribes as to the reception of the

bridegroom, upon which the fitness of the parable depends I Or
Avhen we read that the " man without a wedding garment"' stood

" speechless" in the ])resence of the king, how imperfectly would we
have comprehended the lesson designed, had we not read in profane

authors that he should have been adorned from the royal wardrobe!

And in the touching scenes of the last Passover, had we not learned

from history their peculiar posture at table, how strange would have

seemed the allusion to " the disciple whom Jesus loved leaning on his

breast at supper 1"

AV'hile, therefore, we should not neglect those lesser lights of his-

tory and science, including geology, which, by their clear reflection,

enable us to obtain more full and just views of the meaning of words,

and the force of collateral teachings in many parts of Scripture,

wc should never forget that, as to the great doctrines of the Cross,

we have " a more sure word of prophecy, whereunto we do well that

wc take heed, as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, imtil the

day dawn, and the day-star arise in our hearts."
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aet. il—haxnah moke.

A New Mnnoir of Hannah More : or, Life in Hall and Cottage. By Mns. IIklex

C. KxiouT. 12mo. New-York, IS^l.

GoETUE tells US :
" So much ave vcc iuclincd to the material and the

earthly, that wc should try to read, hear, sec or say something each

day, of the beautiful and the ideal,"'—intimating that this contempla-

tion has an elevating and refining tendency, lie spoke, however,

merely of culture in taste and art, and of its residts in this life only.

But to those who realize that earthly things are " passing uway,"

how infinitely superior seems the contemplation of the holy and

divine, even such manifestations of them as we have around us,

in men and women on the earth! The study of the lives and

conversation of eminent Christians, whether avo enjoy the privilege

before or after their death, may thus form one of the highest

means of moral culture. And if the 7nind is refined by the con-

templation of the beautiful, what can be more beautiful than a holy

walk and conversation? Again, we may learn from the lives

of the good and the piu-e what holy aims they cherished, and the

steps of their progress in securing them, and so make their experience

a guide for ours.

The history of IIA^•NA1I More is a beautiful development of a

healthy, vigorous, and life-giving piety. Whether we look upon

her in the intellectual and fashionable circles of London, in her happy

liome at Barley Grove, or among the poor of Cheddar, we must see

and feel how perfectly " strength may be perfected in weakness."

Archbishop Leighton^says, that "the grace of God in the heart of

man is like a tender plant in a strange, unkindly soil:" in Hannah

More wc see the tender plant grow in beauty and strength, until,

like the tree of life, it 'Mjcars twelve manner of fruit, with leaves

for the healing of the nations."

Nearly twenty years have passed since the publication of Mr.

Bobcrts's " Life and Correspondence of Hannah :More." That work

was prepared with very little judgment, and less of artistical skill

;

but the cliarm of its subject, and especially of the corrcsponilcnce,

which occupied so large a part of it, was suihcient to give it a wide

circulation. But a more portable book, and something more like a

hiogrnplnj, was needed: and the want has boon to some exton.t

supplied by the book before us. Mrs. Knight shows a good d<\il of

skill in tlie selection and grouping of her incidents ; her style, though

destitute of the ease and grace which nothing but practice in writing
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can give, is yet lively, spirited, and, in the main, perspicuous ; and,

what is of more importance, she holds in !ier hands the only clue

to the history of llaunaii More, in a just estimate of spiritual religion

and of its fruits in human life. Wc shall make use of her volume,

at pleasure, in the details of the sketch vhich follows.

Hannah More was bom in 1745, in the little liamlet of Fishponds,

about four miles from ]>ristol. Her father, Jacob More, was a high

Churchman and staimch Tory, but a man of piety and learning, which

were turned to good account in the education of his own children

and those of his neighbours, for he was the faithful master of the

village school for many years. It seems that in early life he had

expected to inherit the line mansion and estate of Wenhaston, but

by a law-suit had lost it all. This mishap, liowcver, seems to have

been well nigh forgotten in his happy country home, with his beloved

Mary and five daughters around him. He was a man of strong,

mind and sense, but had a great hon-or of (what we should call

"Blue-stockings," and la) female pedants. He strove, then, to make
these daughters, not learned ladies, but strong, healthy-minded women,

fit for usefulness, wherever and however God might lead tliem : not

fearing, liowever, in his dread of pedantry, as Sydney Smith says the

"most of mankind" do, that '"if you once suffer the women to eat of

the tree of knowledge, the rest of the family will soon bo reduced to

the same aerial and unsatisfactory diet." The good father stopped

far short of this : for he not only suffered, but encouraged his daugh-

ters to partake of the precious fruit—only taking care that it should

be at proper seasons, and in proper measure. In removing from his

native town to Stapleton, he unfortunately lost the greater part of

his books ; but this deficiency was in some measure supplied by his

wonderful memory, which enabled him to give oral histories of Greece

and Home to his little amlitors. A pleasant, beautiful picture, must

that happy household have presented, assembled round the evening

fire. The good mother, seated by the round table, looks often from

the knitting at the animated face of the father, as he tells of the

great battle or glorious victory of some favourite hero ; while the

steady Mary, the useful Betty, witty Sail}', sprightly Hannah, and

even the lamb of the flock, who sits on the good man's knee, are

listening with earnest, eager attention. Is it strange that ]Mrs. !More

should tell us, after the lapse of perhaps half a century, that " the

conversation of an enlightened parent constitutes the best parts of

a child's education." How much would parents accomplish if this

good example were followed more frequently in these days I Is'ot

only Avould the mind, but the heart be trained; love for home and

home friends would grow Avith the irroY,-th. and strensrthen with the
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strength. The. boy vrould appreciate and love these quiet social

hours better than the child, and the man more than the boy.

Mrs. JMorc (the raotlier) seems to liavc been an excellent house-

•svife, and a sensible, though not at all a brilliant, -woman. She had
great influence -with her husband; and it "was by her suggestion,

seconded by the earnest entreaties of Hannah, that each new study

>vas commenced. Thus he -was induced, after much consideration,

to teach Hannah "a little Latin;" but a few weeks trial served to

"frighten him with his own success," and he wished to lay it aside

immediately. Very differently thought his pupil; delighted with

her success, and much interested in the new study, she enlisted the

willing mother on her side, and the zeal of the one, as.sisted by the

plain good sense of the other, carried the point. This love for the

language continued Avith her even in extreme old age. iSIary, (the

oldest,) Avhen about twelve, was sent to an accomplished teacher in

Bristol to learn French. The steadiness and energ}-, which ever

distinguished the woman, may now be seen in emln-yo in the cluM

;

as three times a week, in sunshine or rain, she takes her solitary fom-

miles walk, to get the knowledge which is in the evening or on

the morrow to be distributed among the little ones. Hannah was

her brightest and most eager pupil, and thus was laid the foundation

for the intimate acquaintance with French Avhich she afterwards

acquired. As the family grew older, its increasing wants outgrew

the Dominie's straitened means, when the elder sisters proposed

adding to the family income by establishing a boardiug-schoc'l in

Bristol. Mary, Eliza, and Sarah imdertook this diihcult task, and,

under the patronage of ^Irs. Gwatkin and other influential friemls,

they succeeded admirably. These friends assisted and directed their

zeal. That their zeal should have been tempered at all by Avisdom,

is the more surprising when we remember that .Mary (the eldest)

was scarcely one-and-tvrenty at the time.

Years afterwards, Sally gave Dr. Johnson the following account

of the commencement of their career as teachers :
" 1 will tell you

how we were born with more desires than guineas, and how ; as years

increased our appetites, the cupboard at home began to grow too

small to gratify them ; and how, with a bottle of water, a bed and a

blanket, we set out to seek our fortmies ; and how wc found a great

house, with nothing in it ; and how it was likely to remain so, till,

looking into our knowledge-boxes, wc found a little learning a gocd

thing when land is gone; and at last by giving a little of this

learning to those Avho had less, wc got a good store of gold in return

;

but, alas ! wc wanted the wit to keep it." At the age of twelve

Hannah became a pupil in the now flourishing school ; and her rapid
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progress in all things good, speaks Avell for her instructors. She

seems to have cnjoyod these clays kuonly,—and what vtondcr? Her
careful and aflectionato sisters guarded her from all boarding-school

ills, while the best society in ]>ristol. yuung as she was, welcomed

her ever gladly. Sir .lames Stonehouse, whose writings for the sick

are known even on this side of the water, was one of her wannest

friends and admirers; one who could say years after, when the

fame of her intellectual and moral superiority was spread far and

wide—"Ah, I always said that child Avas a great genius." Her
conversational powers even then were remarkable: it is told

that she could make her physician (Dr. "Woodward, an intelligent

and cultivated man) so far forget both his time and his patient, as

to make a long visit, and only remember, as he was hastening down
the stairs or out of tlio front door, that he had quite forgotten to ask

the sick girl how she was. Even her games were intellectual

;

Shakspearc conver.-ations, in which no talk was allowed except

in the language of the great master, took the place of Blind-man's

buff, and the like, at her parties. And she tells us, in after life,

"it was wonderful how well the conversation was kept up." Those
days, however, were before the Edgeworths and Trimmers, the Mary
Howitts and Abbotts had arisen to bless and comfort childhood

:

books for the 3'oung w-erc almost unknown; but the Pilgrim's

Progress and Shakspearc were read oftener, and with better relish.

At ]>ristol she enjoycl opportunities of culture not only from books,

but fi-ora society. ^Vhen she was but sixteen, the elder Sheridan

delivered a course of lectures there on "Eloquence," which she

attended, and which " made so strong an impression upon her young

imagination, that her feelings could find utterance only in a copy of

verses." A. friend presented these to Mr. Sheridan, vrho soon souglit

her acquaintance and discerned her davtiiiug talent. Another friend

was soon after gained in Ecrguson, the astronomer, vrho imbibed so

strong a confidence in her taste, that he is said to have submitted

most of his writings to her for correction. She herself, however,

in later years seemed to think tliat she owed most of her improve-

ment at this period to a literary linen-draper, nam'ed Peach, with whom
she formed a close acquaintance. "With all these aids and stimulants,

her courage grew as well as her capacity, and at seventeen she wrote

a pastoral drama, called " The Search after Happiness," which

speedily ran through three editions. The "Inflexible Captive"

appeared about a year afterwards, and several other ])oetical works

followed. These were all well received, and have some merit, which

lies, however, chiefly in their high moral aim. Though much more

popular on their fir.-;t appearance than her prose works, they lived
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tlieir clay, and ai-e now almost forgotten, ^vhilc the more substantial

prose is still held in esteem. These dramas uerc ^vritten for school

performance. In tho.'=e days, acting; plays formed one branch of

boarding-school education, and many of these were far from being

cither of an elevated or refined tendency. The " Search rtfter

Happiness," was certainly a great improvement on those then in use,

and, as it took their place in many instances, we may say it did its

share of good.

By this time, such success had crowned the eflorts of the sisters,

that they determined to enlarge their domain, and accordingly

planned and built a large and convenient house ; but even it would

not contain the number of applicants,—sometimes twice as many as

they could admit, presenting themselves. The father, (the mother

had died some time before,) now an aged man, was comfortably

established in town near them, where he could enjoy, in turn, his

library, his garden, and his children. His was, indeed, a green

old age; now could he sec the fruit of the good seed early sown

in the minds of his children. It was at this time, when Hannah

was about twenty-one, that T\-as begun and ended her experience

in love, as the term is usually understood. The Misses Turner,

who had been educated at the school, had long been Hannah's most

intimate friends, and, by their persuasions, she was frequently in-

duced to accompany them to Belmont, the seat of their cousin,

Edward Turner, which Avas situated a few miles from Bristol.

He seems to have been a man of fme taste, and not a little culti-

vation, of both mind and manners. IS^o wonder, then, that a girl

of fine appearance, and able to sj^mpathizo with him in all his

intellectual pm-suits, should have interested and finally engaged

liis aficctions, though he was a bachelor over forty. It is certain that

he won her love, and asked her hand : but they were never married.

How or what brought about this unexpected termination of what

promised so fair, we cannot say. The blame is usually given to the

gentleman. At all events, the one experiment sufficed : she never

tried it again. 2kJr. Turner, however, continued to regard her Avith

the highest esteem. His first toast at dinner, Avhether alone or in

company, at home or abroad, Avas ever Miss Hannah More, and, at

liis death, he bequeathed to her a thousand pounds, as a slight token

of regard. Dr. Langhorn ofTercd himself to her, some years after,

and. though a rejected suitor, remained a warm friend until his death.

"We have noAV glanced at her childhood, and that dangerous period,

early Avomanhood. Even at this age. Avhen the Avorld and its pleasures

look so bright, Avliile the bloom of youth and beauty were on her check,

she Avas enabled to resist those influences Avhich, by leading her into
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fashion and folly, would have destroyed her taste and love for the

intellectual and the holy. And herein lies one of the chief objections

against what arc called " fashionable pleasures." The stomach,

accustomed to dainties, will not relish substantial and wholesome food,

and bad health and a ruined constitution are the consequences.

Hannah More avoided, in great measure, though not entirely, these

snares. How? She was a Christian—a very imperfect one then,

it is true; but yet on the tcaij to the kingdom of God.

We must now follow h^r to. London, where she appeared first

in the year 177P., and was most cordially received in the brilliant

literary circle which made this period so remarkable, as the favourite

of Johnson and Sir .loshua Kcynolds, the intimate friend of Garrick

and Edmund Uurke ; having the esteem and confidence of men so

opposite in all moral characteristics as Porteus (afterward Bishop

of London) and "Wilberforce, on the one hand, and Sheridan and

Walpole on the other. She had a strange and unusual opportunity,

as she writes to her sister in 1773, to " know something of the hurry,

bustle, dissipation and nonsensical flutter of town life," as well as

of the most brilliant literary circles. Never was woman more
flattered and favoured: little wonder if her head had been quite

turned. But, fortunately, slic was made of " sterner stuff" than the

sex (aye, or the other either) usually are, and was as much i??iproved

as injured by it all. Her raptures, when first introduced to a "live

author," she often laughed over in after years, when her sisters would

remind her of the tinif she was so anxious to see Dr. Johnson as to

wish for a hiding ])lace in some of his favourite places of resort.

The desire did not long remain ungratified ; for she had the pleasure

of meeting him very soon after, at the house of Sir Joshua Reynolds.

As he was handing her up stairs. Sir Joslma prepared her for the

possibility of his being in one of his taciturn moods. She was

agi-eeably sin-prised, however, when he came to meet her, with good

humour in his countenance, accosting her with a verse of a ^Morning

Hymn which she had written at the request of Sir James Stonehouse.

He continued (wonderful to say !) in this pleasant humom- all the

evening.

Of her first visit to the Leviathan in his own house, she says,

—

"We have paid anotiier visit to Miss Reynolds. She had sent to

engage Dr. Percy, (Percy's collection,—now you know him.) quite

a sprightly modern, instead of a ini-sty antique, as I expected.

He was no sooner gone, than the m.ost amiable and oblighig of women

(Miss Reynolds) ordered the coach, to take us to Dr. Johnson's

very oicn house; yes, Abyssinia Johnson I Dictionary Johnson!

Rauibler's, Idler's, and L-ene's Johnson ! Can you j)icture to your-
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9
selves the palpitntion of our hearts as ^vc approaclicd his mansion

.

Inc conversation turned upon a new Avork of his. just gohjg to the
press, (tlic Tour to the llehridos,) and his old friend KichTirdson.
Mrs. WiUiams, the blind })oct, -who lives -^vith him, v,as introduced
to us. She is enp;a;;ing in her manners ; her conversation lively and
entertaining. Miss Reynolds told the doctor of all our rapturous
exclamations on the road. He shook his scientific head at Hannah,
and said, " She Avas a silly thin^r ^Vhen our visit ^vas ended, he
called for his hat, (as it rained,) to attend us down a very long entry
to our coach; and not Rasselas could have acquitted himselT more
en cavalier. We are engaged with him at Sir Joslma's, Wednesday
evening. What do you think of us ?"

_

The friendship thus begun was not a transient feeling, but an afiec-
tionatc regard, which contiimed unabated on both sides until the
death of Dr. J ohnson. In the following year her sister Sally alludes
to the affection between Johnson and Hannah thus: "If a wedding
should take place before our return, don't be surprised,—between
the mother of ' Sir Eldred' [one of Hannah's late productions] and
the father of 'Irene'— nay, Mrs. Montagu says, if tender words
are the precursors of connubial engagements, we may expect
great things; for it is nothing but 'child,' a 'little fool,' Move,'
and ' dearest.' " Johnson often spoke afterwards of the interest and
esteem he felt for all the sisters, founded upon an appreciation of
their talents and characters. There was perhaps nothing about them
which struck his mind more forcibly than the love and harmony
which subsisted between them. Upon one occasion he thus S])eak3

of it: " What! five women live happily together ! I will come and
see you

; I love you both, I love you all five. I never was at Uristol

;

I will come on purpose to see you. I have spent a happy evening,
and am glad I came. God forever keep you. You live lives to shanic
duchesses." But though returning warmly the kind feelings of all

her distinguished friends, it was to Garrick that Hannah's heart
clung most strongly. He and his accomplished wife held the first

place in her affection; and from her introduction to him, in early
womanhood, till extreme old age, her feelings of love for him knew
no ebb. Only a few weeks before her death, and more than fifty

after his, she spoke of him most tenderly and affectionately.

Much as she enjoj-ed the "conversation" and cultivation of the
society in which she moved, her eyes were not blinded to the follies

common even in this refined circle. A fashionable lady's dress in
our own day is foolish and unreasonable enough, but surelv it is

Bcnsible and beautiful comj^arod with the absurd costume which then
prevailed. We find Miss xMore speaking thus of it in one of her
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home letter?, dated 1775. "1 am going, to-day, to a great dinner;

nothing can be conceived .so absurd, extravagant, and fantastical as

the |)re?ent mode of dressing the head. Simplicity and modesty

are things so mucli exploded, that the veiy names are no longer

remembered. I have just er-caped from one of the most fashion-

able disfigurers; and though 1 charged him to dress me Avith the

greatest simplicity, and to have only a very distant eye upon

the fashion, just enough to avoid the pride of singularity, -without

running into ridiculuus excess, yet, in spite of all these sage didactics,

I absolutely bluili at myself, and turn to the glass Avith as much caution

as a vain beauty just risen from the small-pox, which cannot be

a more disfiguring disease than the present mode of dressing."

Again she says, speaking of the head-gear of some ladies who had

just left her, " I hardly do them justice when I pronounce that they

had among them on their heads, an acre and a half of shrubbery,

besides slopes, grass-plots, tulip beds, clumps of peonies, kitchen

gardens and green-houses." I^or was this curious taste confined to

the gay metropolis; for, even in the country, she finds ladies "with

large quantities of fruit on their heads," and others with long "per-

pendicular caps, hung with four or five ostrich feathers of various

colours." Gan-ick struck a strong blow at this foshionablc folly, by
appearing one evening on the stage, his cap decorated with a pro-

fusion of every son of vegetables, and a huge carrot hanging down
on each side.

But to return to Hannah More, in London. Let us noM- pay a

visit with her to the lilue-Stocking club, and have what Mrs. Knight

calls a "Peep at the I'lues." This club was a literftry assemblage

which met at Mrs. Montagu's, or Mrs. Yese3''s. The strange name
of Bas Bleu, which has since become the family name of literary

or pedantic women, v.as suggested, it is said, by the hose of one of

its most admired iiuilr members, Jienjamin Stillingfleet. The club
" was composed of ]>crson3 distinguished for wit and talent, who met,

without ceremony or sujipcr, to cnjo}^ each other's society Avithout

cards or dancing." Eii/.abeth .Montagu, a most prominent member,
was one of the most elegant Avomen of her day,—a widow, Avith an
ample fortune, Avho had, in youth, possessed lare beauty, of which

traces Avere evident, even in her old age. Her splendid mansion
in Berkeley-s<iuare, Avas frcc[ucnted by a distinguished societ}', Avhich

her wit and grace Avere fitted to adorn. She Avas an author too. Her
essay on Siiakspeare. Avhicli appeared in 1700, Avas much admired;

CoAvper spoke of it in the most flattering terras ; but Ave know her

best by a A'olumo of letters which arc charmingly communicative.

One of her most loved friends Avas Elizabeth Carter, also a literary
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>voman. and a -roat favourite Avith Dr. Johnson. Let no parent
despair of a dull child, after Elizabeth Carter; for she is said to have
been so exceedin-ly stupid that even her father gave up teachin- her'
thnikin- it a hopeless task. J3ut she was faithful and industrious'
and at last con.piered ; for she became a really learned woman. The
fishermen at Deal where her country house was situated, called her the
;' Almanac maker," respectfully enou-h—to make an almanac bein-^
m their opuiion, the hi.L^hest achievement of intellect. This, with John-
son's high opinion of her acjuiremeuts, will surely be proof positive.
Another of the coterie was .Mrs. Chnpone, whose "Letters to the
Young" were once thought indispensable to every young lady's
work-table, and are even now to be found in out-of-the-way nooks.
Mrs. Boscawen, and the entlmsiasiic and accoiuidished Mrs. A'csey
were also members; and all thcsr, with lleynolds, ]}urke, Johnson
and Garrick, must have formed a goodly company. Miss Morc's
home letters at this period are very 'interesting, both for their free-
dom and vivacity, and for the details which they contain of her inter-
course with these great and gifted men.
During the interval between her first and second visit to the metro-

polis, she wrote several poems—Sir Eldred of the Bower, The Bleed-
ing Rock, and others—which were all well received : better, indeed, in
om- opinion, than they. deserved. It is not as a poet that Hannah
More commands our respect, but as an industrious. Christian woman.
Her "better life" we have not yet arrived at, though we have
followed her through thirty years of her stay upon eartl" Yet even
now we often find her speaking of the " wiarisomcness of fashionable
life," of her dislike of public amusements and of plavs, " unless, indeed,
when Garrick plays ;" and hereafter we shall hear her speak not
only of the wearisoincness of them all, but of their sinfulness and
vanity. She herself wrote several plays, which were performed with
great success ; but, in after years, she spoke in terms of the most un-
qualified disapprobation of such amusements. Even at this time
she saw and felt their injurious tendency; but fancied that the play
and play-house might be ]jurified an<l refined so as to make a
harmless, if not improving amnsement. Vv'ith this vain hope were
her plays written.

ller industry at this time was tmly remarkable. Even during her
stay with the Garricks in London, when society made so many in-
roads upon her time, she was accustome.l to re'^ad four hours a*day,
and often to write ten. Of her popularity with the pul>lic we ma'y
judge by the success of a little poem, written after her return to Bristol
and addressed to Dragon, Garrick's favourite dog. She had not
thought of publishing it, and manuscript copies were Jiandcd around
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ainoni^ her friends, till at last she was inducccl to print it, -when one

thousand copies were sold in a single week. The ode is certainly

a very sensible and Avitty one, to be addressed to a do^ ; but, doubtless,

as Mrs. Knight says, what Dragon tailed to appreciate, his master

would. Garrick, fur many years the prince and pride of the British

stage, was now about to leave it forever, and she refers very happily

to this event in the ode :

—

"IKnv ui?o! a short retreat to steal,

The vaiiily of life to feel,

Aii'l from its cares to fly

;

To act one calm, domestic scene,

Earth's bustle and the grave between,

Rotiri-, and learn to die."

DurinjZ the following summer we hear of her in Norfolk, " hunting-

up old friends of bur father s, visiting country cousins, eating brown

bread and custards, and thoroughly appreciating all the good sense

that foil in her way." A change this, from the elegant town circle

she liad so lately left; yet she seems to have enjoyed it well, and

esteemed most highly the "plain people" who surrounded her.

An extract from one of her letters speaks well on this point, and
gives us a good honielv truth besides. " I have long ago found out,

that hardl}'- anybody but frugal, plain people, do generous things.

Our cousin Cotton, who, I dare say, is often ridiculed for his simplicity

and frugality, can yet lay down iiJiOO, without being sure of ever

receiving a shilling interest, for the laudable purpose of establishing

a minister, to whom he is still a very considerable contributor.

This is commonly the case; and I am apt to conceive a prejudice

against everybody who makes a great figure, and to suspect those

who talk gcnen:>u.<ly.''

In 1777 we find her writing again, and, at the earnest solicitations

of Garrick, she resolved to try her powers in drama. "Percy" was

the fruit. Garrick wrote the prologue, and the success of the play

was complete: it ran for twelve nights with crowded houses, and

yielded the autlior jC7(iO. Her delight at its success is natural;

though this same success was a sad encouragement to the growth of

a certain kind of vanity, of which the good Hannah was never

destitute, and which peej.s out obviously enough in her letters of this

period. But, perhaps, we should rather be surprised to find so few

displays of this kind, when we remember the circumstances and

temptations which surrounded her. She was an " almost Christian
"

in a dream, from which the death of Garrick awakened her. This

event took place in 1770 ; her love for him was excessive, and his death

was a sudden and awful blow to her. She immediately went to London.
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to be with the one, (perhaps the only one,) Avhnse gt'icf "was greater

tlian her own. Her serious thoughts at this time we learn from her

letters, in which we frequently fmd such passages as the following:

"His new house is not so pleasant as Hampton, or so splendid as

the Adolphi ; but it is commodious enough for the wants of its

inhabitant ; and, besides, it is so quiet that he will never be disturbed

until the eternal morning. May he then find mercy!" And again,

after the last solemn scene was over, and she had seen his body

laid in the grave, she says, " And this is all of Garrick! yet a very

little while, and he shall say to the worm, 'Thou art my brother;

and to corruption, Thr)u art my mother and my sister.' So pas.^es

away the fashion of this world."

Mrs. Knight tells us a few particulars of his early life : how from

poverty and obscurity he raised himself to wealth and eminence in

the world ; of his entering, when about nineteen, the newly-opened

seminary of " Samuel Johnson, which, after a few weeks' trial, was

abandoned by both master and pupil ;" and how the two went together

to London, and at last made for themselves great names. She refers

also to the noble nature of Garrick, to his unfailing generosity and

benevolence, which never allowed him to turn a deaf ear to the cry

of the needy—heart, hand and purse were always open to them.

She dwells also upon the regret, which every pious mind must feel,

that all this nobleness, both of mind and heart, v.'as not turned to a

better account, than that of the mere amusonent of the passing hour.

In every social circle he was the admired of all; in his profession,

he undoubtedly stands first; and 3'et we can but say of him, "Alas,

poor Garrick I"

After his death, ]Miss More wrote two plays, " The Fatal False-

hood," and "The Inflexible' Captive," vrhich were her last dramatic

productions. She became convinced soon afterwards of the vanity of

attempting to make these amusements profitable ; nay, more, she saw

fully the sin of them, and laid them aside forever. Her opinion

on this subject is worthy of regard : for she had enjoyed both the

opportunity and tlie capacih^ of perceiving the effects of the theatre.

" 1 think there is a substantial diilcrcnce between seeing and reading

a dramatic composition ; and that the objections which lie so strongly

against the one, are not, at least in the same degree, applicable to

the other. While there is an essential and inseparable danger

attendant on dramatic exhibitions, the danger in rcndinsji; a play

arises solely from the improper scntimrnts contained in it. It is

the semblance of real action which is given to the piece by different

persons supporting the different parts, and by their dress^ tones, and
gestures, heightening the represent:ition into a kind of enchantment

:
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it is tilt' pa;^oantry, the spleiuluur of tlic spoct;iclo. and even tlic sliow

of the spectators—these are the civciunstances uhieh fill the theatre,

produce the effect, and create the danger. These give a pernicious

force to sentiments, which, Avher\ read, may merely explain the

mysterious action of the human heart, but which, Avheu thus uttered

and accompanied, l»ecomc contagious and destructive. These, in

short, make up a scone f-f temptation and seduction, of over-wrought

voluptuousness and unnerving pleasure, which ill accords with a

desire to be enlightened by tlie doctrines, or governed by the prin-

ciples of the gospel of Jesus Christ. What the stage might be under

another and an imaginary state of things, it is not very eas}- for us

to know, and, therefore, not very important to inquire. ]Sor is it

the soundest logic to argue on the possible goodness of a thing,

•which, in the present circumstances of society, is doing positive CA^il,

from the imagined good that thing might be conjectured to produce

in a supposed state of unattainable improvement; for, unfortunately,

nothing can be done until not only the stage itself has undergone

com])lete purification, but until the audience shall be purified also.

AYe must first suppose a state of society in which the spectators

will be disposed to relish all that is pure, and to reprobate all that

is corrupt, before the system of a pure and uncorrupt theatre can

bo adoj>ted with any reasonable hope of success : there must always

be a harmony between the taste of the spectator and the nature of

the spectacle, in order to produce pleasure ; for people go to a play

not to be instructed, but to be amused."

In 17S0 and IT^l we find her again at Hampton, cheering Mrs.

Garrick with lier society, and assisting her to read and an-ange

tho private letters of the departed master of the mansion; his list

of correspondents had been very extensive, and many a name of

eminence was there wliose owner, like Garrick, now slept in the dust.

Li writing home, she speaks of this employment (which, though sad,

brought with it the reward of wholesome refiection) thus,
—

" 1 have

been reading the friendly correspondence of all the men who have

made a figure in the ann.als of business or literature for the last forty

years: for I think I hardl}- miss a name of any eminence in Great

Britain, and not many in France. It is not the least instructive part

of this employment, to consider where almost all of these great men
are now I The play-writers, where are they ? and the poets, arc

their fires cxtingui.-^hed? Did Lord Bath, or Bishop Warburton, or

Lord Chatham, or Goldsmith, or Ciuu-chill, or Chesterfield, trouble

themselves with thinking that the heads which dictated these bright

epistles would so soon be laid low 'i Did they imagine that such a

nobody as I am, whom they would have disdained to reckon 'Avith
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the dogs of their flocks,' shouM have tlic arranging and disposing

of them?"

From the death of this dear friend till Hannah's retreat to Cowslip

Green, "we notice an cITort. manifest both in her life and letters, to de-

tach herself from the world and its amusements, to which she was now

beginning to feci that too much of her time had been devoted.

During this interval, she was a great deal with her widowed friend

at Hampton; where she Avrotc several poems, "Bel.shazzar" and
" Sensibility " among them : the latter being, perhaps, the best verse

Miss Hannah More produced. During the summer of 17S2 we find

her again with Dr. Johnson. She met him at Oxford, " sad, sick, and

disconsolate." The loss of a inuch-Ioved friend, (Mr. Thralc,) " one

whose eye, as Johnson himself said, for fifteen years had scarcely

been turned upon him, but with respect and tenderness," had over-

whelmed him with sadness. " For such another friend," he says,

" the general com'sc of human things will not suffer me to hope." And

again most mournfully :
" In our walk through life, we have dropped

our companions, and are now to pick up such as chance may offer,

or travel alone." Alas, the great man knew not then, " the Friend

that sticketh closer than a brother ;" else his pilgrimage to that hou;c

with many mansions, in the quiet land of rest and reward, would not

have seemed so wearisome and so dark. With this knowledge and

love in his heart, as friend after friend departed from him, " looking

unto Jesus," he might have said, " Thou wilt never leave or forsake

me." Jkit he left for a death-bed what should have been the work

of a life time—this very "looking unto Jesus;"—for a death-bed of

physical agony was reserved his solemn question,
—

" What man can

say that his repentance has not been such as to require beiiig repented

of V" and when the m.orality and good inculcated in his writings was

urged upon him, still his reply was, " How can I tell that I have

done enough?"—a fearful question this, that v:c may not answer.

Of justification hy faith, he seems to have had no just conception;

and when Mr. Winstanley presented unto him the "Lamb of God,"

as he who taketh away the sin of the world, he seized upon the

blessed tnith with earnestness; and "we can hope that it proved a

savour of life unto his soul. His physician, Dr. lirocklesly. tells us

:

" For some time before his death, all his fears were calmed and ab-

sorbed by the prevalence o^\\\?, faith and his trust in the merit and

propitiation of Jesus Christ." Here we see the difference between

nominal and real Christianity. This great and mighty man of genius,

on his bed of death, couUriiave been taught by the most humble

and ignorant of Christians ; for how many such are there, who can say,

"I knoiv that my Kedeemcr liveth." Happy, glorious way to ira-
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luortalily, in which a Mayfarinf; man, though a fool, may walk us

confuUutly and safely as earth's bri;:htost favourite. Johnson's

death, however, wc hojtc, was that of the righteous.

Ilaiinah's father died also in ITSo, and that too when she was

away from him at ]laiii})ton ; nor does she seem to have heard of his

illness till the sad news of his death arrived. Here was another

earthly bond unloosed. In the same year Dr. Keniiicott, one more

well beloved friend, was taken from her. Ur. Johnson's death

occurred after these, though wc have mentioned it first.

During the summer of 17S-J, while Miss ]Morc was with her sisters

at ]>ristol, she became ae(iuainted with the e.xtraordiuaiy person

known as the Bristol milk-woman. Aim Ycarslcy. She found her

in the most abject jioverty and misery ; amidst all of which, however,

she had written a large amount of poetry, which bore evident marks

of genius. Her ignorance, too, was extreme; her library consisted

of a Bible, and a copy of Milton. Miss ^lore at once began the task

of training her untauLiht mind; and having made her a comfortable

home, she corrected and arranged her poems, and, after writing in

her favour to many inilueutial friends, she circulated her poems

among them ; thus obtaining for the woman's use, subscriptions which

amounted to quite a re.^jiectablo sura, £500, or more. This she

placed in the funds under the trusteeship of Mrs. Montagu, to be

used solely for her. For thirteen months her time was chiefly

engaged in this most charitable undertaking. Ill rewarded, however,

wore all her pains ; the woman turned out unworthy and ungrateful

;

but her benefactor had at least the satisfaction of knowing, that she

had done her duty. This unfortunate example of ingratitude did

not harden her heart against the ueedy and the suffering; to such

she was ever kind and generous—generous not oidy with this

world's goods, but al.-o with the instruction which should prepare

them for another.

"We have frequently remarked the earnest desire of Hannah More's

heart, for a higlier and more religious life. These aspirations were

now assuming a more practical and enduring shape. In 17 85 she

had reached her fortietii year, and had written little but poems,

whose tendency Avas vioral indeed, but nothing more. Her life and

conversation heretofore had not been entirely unprofitable; but she

felt in looking back u)>on it, as if she had done nothing. From her

retirement to Cowslip Green (in 1T8G) until her death, we see a

ditterenfc being from the accomplished woman we have heretofore

been regarding : from this time her accomplishments and intellectual

gifts Avere used solely in the service of God. To fit herself for her

great work, was now her earnest endeavour; and she begins with
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her own heart. Her correspondoncc ^Yith several pious friends, but

esipecially her letters to llev. John ^'ewton, tell us \vell of the trials

and diflicultios which beset her path. As with most Christians,

trifles, and what mi^ht well be called " innocent pleasures," impeded

her progres.s more than au^ht else. In her letters to Mr. Newton,

we often find such passaj^es as the following, and how many of us

might truly say the like :

—

" The care of my rrartlcn gives mo employment, lioaltb. and spirits. I want

to know, dear sir. ifit'i.s peculiar to myself to'form ideal plans of j>orf<'ct virtue,

and to dream of all manner of iuiairinary goodness in untried circumstances,

while one neglects the immediate duties of one's actual sittialion ? Do 1 make

mvself midei°tood ? I have always fancied that if I could secure to myself

such a (juiet retreat as 1 have now really accomplished, I should be wonder-

fullv g.XKl; that I should have leisure to store my mind with such an.l such

maxims of wisdom ; that I should be safe from such and such temptations

;

that, in short, my whole sunnnei-s WDuld be smooth periods of ])eaco and goo<l-

ness. Now, tlie'mislbrtnne is, I have actually found a great deal of the com-

fort I expected, but w'thoiit any of the concomitmt virtues. I am certainly

happier here than in the agitiuion of the world, but I do not find that I am r.no

bit better; with full leisure to rectify my heart and atfcctions, the dispo>ition

unluckily docs not come. I liave tlie mortification to find that petty and (as

they are' called) innocent employments can det;\in my heart from heaven as

much as tumultuous pleasures. If to the pure all things are pure, the reverse

must be al?o true, when I can contrive to make so hannles? an employment as

the cultivation of flowers stand in tlie room of a vice, by the great portion of

time 1 give up to it. and by the entire dominion it has over my mind. You
will tell me that if the aflections be estranged from their proper objc-t, it

signifies not much wliether a bunch of roses or a jvtck of cards effects it. I

pass my life in intending to get the better of this; but life is passing away, and

the reform never bcain^. It is a very significant saying, though a very odd

one, of one of the I'uritans. that "hell is paved with\good intentions." I

sometimes tremble to think how large a square my procrastination alone may
furnish to this tcsselated pavement."

The good man's reply was most excellent, worth}' of being ofTcved

to every one in like mtmner perplexed and in earnest. This cor-

respondence was, doubtless, the means of much good to her, and her

advancement is very evident. Her first production in her couutiy

home was a little volume called " Thoughts on the Importance of

the Manners of the Great to General Society." It appeared anony-

mously ; and we may judge of the merit of the work from its being

attributed first to Mr. Wilbcrforce, and then to the Bishop of London.

It was not long, however, before the true author was known, and much

applauded by the }>ious and thoughtful. It was a direct attack upon

many evils prevalent in the higher circles. On this subject she was

well fitted to write : her acquaintance with fashionable life was neither

slight nor superficial ; moreover, her own mind was not led astray

by its tinsel and glitter. This little book was but the introduction,

however. Mr. Kewton says, " It is like the morning spread upon
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the mountain?, the horbin2;or of advancing; clay." She hciscU" says,

" In tliis little book 1 have not ;.;onc deep ; it is but a su])Citicial view

of the subject: it is confined to jircvailini,' practical evils. Siiould

this succeed, I hope, by the blessin;^ of God, another time to attack

more strongly the principle. I hope it niay be useful to myself at

least, as I give a sort of public pledii;e of my principles, to -which I

pray 1 may be enabled to act up." Of thnt numerous class which we

may call negative Chri.stians—those who kiww of God without serving

liim, acknowlege witiiMut believing on him—she writes clearly and

well, showing fully tlieir danger and guilt. The employing of hair-

di-essers on Sunday, tcnching servants the untrue "not at home,"

and other like custoni.s, she talks of vigorously, yet in a kind as well

as firm tone. The book sold well, seven large editions disnppcaring

in a few months ; and wc hope it did good also. In two years after

she sends forth another, and equally excellent volume, treating of

the same subject as its predecessor, only striking deeper, more at

the root. We may learn a little of its character from the name it

bore, "Estimate of the Religion of the Fashionable "World." AYe

have spoken of her pjvctical works having lived their day, which is

now gone by ; but very diflcrent are her later productions. These

lose nothing by age, and might now be read with as much interest

and profit, as though thcj^ wore the work of yesterday. Much good

might be done in this country, by a ncAV edition of some of them, well

circulated and well road.

She was at this time enjoying the intiinacy of tAvo of earth's

purest spirits, the Uev. John Xewton and AVilliam Wilberforce.

The influence of the fu-.st, wc have seen, was exerted to make her a

more earnest and devoted Christian. We Avill now look at the second

—and before avc regard their friendship and its effects, let us glance

for a moment at the i/ian. A fme intellect, a kind heart, an ample

fortune, and a seat in Parliament, are advantages

—

avc had almost

said snares—not often bestowed upon a man of six and twenty; yet

all these and more, were given to William AVill>erforce. Ilis first

distinct religious convictions were received from reading Doddridge's

Rise and Progress of Religion, which accidentally fell in his way
while travelling on the continent. Sin-prised at his own ignorance

and folly, thus fully disjilayed to him, he cried, '^I will search the

Scriptures, and see if these things are so." fleeting in them a

confirmation of all his fears, he began to search also for the Jiopc

set before him, and ere long was rewarded, for he found the truth,

and received it into a willing heart. Mrs. Knight says of him at

this period, " Wilberfn-co soon appeared a changed man, a living

epistle of the grace of God, known and read of all nicn. In his con-
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sccnition to the scitIcc oi' his Divine Master, there Avas no reserve,

or coinprouiise : he <:^ave up hiuisclf and his all: ' Ilenccfortli let me

do ^vith all my niii;ht, ^vhile the day lasts,' Avas the sleepless endeavour

of his lite."

Many were the good things which he accomplished; but the great

work of his life was the abolition of the African slave-trade :
this

lie undertook in 1767, when about twenty-eight years of age. The

subject had been privately discussed for several years, and many

agreed that it oi/^ht to be abolished ; but how V AY here was the man

strong enough, to stand forth calmly and resolutely against the fear-

ful odds in the British Parliament Y liurke had thought of it; but

he dared not undertake it. Wilbcrforce was the man with this stout

heart and firm arm. Vvork he found to do; and he did it with his

might. The length and severity of the struggle we know, and its

glorious issue too. Well may British freemen look proudly on the

name of Wilbcrforce; a beautiful and peaceful household word it has

now become. ]Mis3 Mure sympathized strongly in this battle for the

oppressed—we find the feeling in her letters, where, after talking of

the '^ champion,'' whose zeal she says was sleepless, she dwells upon

the justice of the cause. She even published a poem, which she

called " the Slave Trade." We should call her an abolitionist, for her

whole heart seems with him and his friends. As the twelfth of May

(when the question was to bo brought before the House of Counnons)

approached the excitciucnt increased,
—

'' the fate of Africa now trem-

bled in the balance." The eloquence of Wilbcrforce on that day

surprised even his warmest admirers; his appeal was, indeed, mas-

terly : so fully did he display the justice of his cause, that he car-

ried all before him. Pitt, Burke, and Fox followed where they had

feared to lead, and supported him manfully.

But to return to Miss More, whom we find next at Rosedale,

the seat of Mrs. :\Iontagu ; thence, after a pleasant excursion on the

Wye with Mr. and Miss AVilberforce, she returns home. Very shortly

after, the same little party arc together at Cowslip- Green, rambling

over the hills and cliffs, and enjoying country life in perfection. There

was one part of the neighbourhood the strangers had not visited -. and

from the disappointments which had followed every elTort, the sisters

abnost feared Mr. AV. would "never get to Cheddar." These were

bold romantic cliffs at about ten miles' distance from the cot-

tage, and from their wild beauty added much to the scenery, and

were the resort of all traveller.'^ in that region. At length, however,

a morning was given to Cheddar, and the sisters, particularly Patty,

looked anxiously for their guests' return, when ruiming into the

parlour she inquired triumphantly, " IIow he liked the cliffs "r" " Very
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fine," he replied, " Init tlie poverty ntul distress of the people are dread-

ful." " This was all that passed," said Patty, in relating the circum-

stanee. " Wilberforce soon retired to his room, and dismissed even

his reader. 1 said to JIannah and his sister, that 1 feared he was

not Avell. The eold ehieken and wine put into the carria!:!;c for his

dinner, was returned untouched. Jlo appeared at supper, seemingly

refreshed with a higlier feast than we had sent with him. Tlie servant,

at his desire, was dismissed, when immediately he began: 'Miss

Hannah More, sometliing must be done for Cheddar !' He then gave

us a particular account of his da}', of the inquiries he had made
respecting the poor ; there was no resident minister, no manufactory,

nor did there appear any dawn of comfort, citlu-r temporal or spiritual.

The method and possibility of assisting them was discussed till a

late hour; it was then decided, in a few words, by Mr. Wilbcrforce's

exclaiming: 'If you will ho at the trouble, I will be at the expense.'

Mr. W. and his sister left us in a day or two. We turned many
schemes in our head every possible way ; at length those measures

were adopted, which led to the formation of the different schools."

Here we see how Mr. Wilbcrforce's friendship was turned to good

account. This was " a word spoken in season, and behold how good

it was I" These industrious Christian sisters needed naught else;

the suggestion of the duty was all they required, and speedily both

heart and hand were busy with the new work. The population of

this region was in the lowest state of degradation and misery, living

iu the caves and fissures of the rocks, and earning a miserable sub-

sistence by selling roots and minerals to the travelk-rs who chanced

to pass that way. Trul}' it needed a missionary spirit to enter these

abodes of want and woe; and Avhat made the task more difficult,

these wretched beings themselves were unwilling to be enlightened

—civilized we might say. [Sunday scliools were established among
them ; then week-day schools, for spinning, knitting and sewing.

A faithful woman and her daughter were engaged to attend to the

schools, and nurse and visit the sick. Under the blessing of God, by
their labours, Cheddar became civilized, nay, more. Christianized, in

a fev,- years : and now these laboiuers must look for other fields.

These were to be found near at hand, and Shipham and Axbridge

felt their kindness. All this time Wilberforce was not unmindful of

the pecuniary means necessary to carry out these reforms. We find

him writing to the sisters thus: "1 have more money th.an time,

and if you, or your sister, will condescend to be my almoner, you
will enable me to employ some of the superfluity it has pleased God
to give me to son^e good purpose. Sure am 1 that they who sub-

scribe attention and industry furnish articles of more sterling and iu-
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triusic value. Besides, I liavc a rich ]>aiikor in IjOuJon, Mr. Henry
Thornton, wliom 1 cannot obh^e so much as by drawing on hiiu for

purposes like these, 1 s^hall take the hberty of enclosing a draft for

£40 ; but this is only for a beginning." Here was a rich man, laying

up treasure in heaven. Right joyfully did the sisters accept this offer

;

and the use they made of it, we shall sec hereafter. About this

time the elder ones gave up their school, and retired to a comfortable
house in P.ath, where "they might spend their old age in rjuiet and
peace." They were well rewarded for their twenty years' exertions,

both in honour and profit, and now they could command all the

comforts, and even many lu.xurie.s, so much enjoyed in old age.

Mrs. Knight says, " Henceforth the sisters had two homes—some-
times at Cowslip- Green, sometimes at Bath; and the fraternal tie

was strengtliened and hallowed by the hearty co-operation of each
other in holy purposes and useful plans."

Of the extent of their labours wc may form some idea from what
l^Iiss Hannah tells us of the teachers merely whom they employed
to assist thorn :

'• The teaching of the teachers is not the lea^t jjart

of the work, having about tliivty masters and mistresses, with under-
teachers ; one has continually to bear w-itli the faults, the ignorance,

the prejudices, humours, misfortunes, and debts of all tliese poor,

well-meaning people. I hoiic, however, it teaches one forbearance,

and it serves to put mc in mind how much God has to bear from
mo. I now and then comfort Patty in our journeys home at night,

by saying, If we do these people no good, 1 hope we do some little

good to ourselves."

Their energy and f\iithfuluess might well put to the blush those

who shrink from engaging in Sunday-schools now, when a few
minutes' Avalk takes one to an orderly class in a decent and com-
modious building. They had, in the beginning, to collect their

scholars, and build their school-house, and then commence at the

root of everything, in forming them. They visited every Sunday
at least two or three parishes, riding from ian to thirty miles,

and enduring thirteen hours' exposure to the weather, which,

when extremely inclement, sometimes compelled them to ]»ass the

night at some of the villages : and all this they continued for up-
wards of twenty years. AVhat examples are these to the Christian

women of those days! How much charity and long-sufi'ering are
displayed in these labours of love! Now were 31is.s Hannah's
longings for a '^ bettor life" satisfied—nay, not satisfied, for that were
impossible on earth—and still she wished for more to do, and the
ability to accomplish it. " Pray for mc, (she writes to a friend,)

that I may be able to do inorr and hcttcr:' xU this time, the "ood
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work liad been carried tliroii;j;li three parishes ; even Mendip, ^vhich

was most remote from Co^Yslip-Green, "was rejoicin;i; and prosperous.

Her intimacy and correspondence ^vith Mr. jS'ewton, continues

full of interest, lie spent one happy week with the sisters at the

Green, v.hen their pleasure was equalled only by his own. We can

well believe Hannah when she says, "^ly chief earthly pleasures arc

of the social kind; few others when they arc past arc pleasing in

the retrospect, but friendship founded in grace is always delighiful.

An interchange of iiearts. and even of looks, with those who have

joint communion in the objects and blessings of the gospel, is worth

more than all the glittering things the Avorld can offer." Siic was,

indeed, blessed in her friends.

Her next important publications were a scries of talcs of a political

character, advocating conservative doctrines, and intended as an anti-

dote to the democratic sentiments which were prevalent at the time.

These tales appeared in monthly numbers, and attracted so much
attention, that more than a million copies were sold. Finding it

so successful, she thought the same popular style might succeed

well in advocating temperance and religion; and thence sprung

the plan of the Cheap depository. This Avas a publication to

furnish a story, a ballad, and a tract, every month, to be sustained

partly by subscription, in order to enable the poorest cottager to

take it. The ])lan was very successful, not only in their own
parishes, but in all parts of England. Patty and Sally lent valu-

able aid; the one in distributing, and the other in assisting her to

write the tracts. Her friends in London too were much interested.

Bishop Porteus kept a table in his library always covered with

them, that they might at least be made the subject of conversation;

and the Earl of O.xford was equally anxious for their circulation.

" Thank you a thousand times for your most ingenious plan," wrote

he to 31iss Hannah: "may great success reward you! How calm

and comfortable must your slumbers be, on the pillow of every day's

good deeds I"

During the winter of 1791, she again visited London, and here,

amidst the fascinations and snares of fashionable life, we find her

keeping a close watch over her heart that she might retain the

Christian spirit that years of self-denial had given her. Her journal

says, in one place, " I see the need of doing the duty of every day

in its day. ^Vhen I look back on the past week, 1 see cause of

mourning over my vanity and folly. Sloth and self are getting strong

donn"nion, and nuich time wasted that 1 had devoted to improvement.

Let these continual discoveries make me humble." Again she

says, "Much kindness, literary and elegant society: but tlie habits
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of polished life, even of virtuous and pious people, arc too relaxin;^.

Much sericnis rcndiu;:;, hut not a serious spirit
; f^ood health AvitU

increased relaxation of mind : thus are the blessin^;:5S of God turned

against himself"

The tracts in the Cheap Jlepository are most excellent as ivcll

R3 popular; perhaps none of her writings have more merit. The
Shepherd of Salisbury Plain is one, and a happ}- specimen of her

skill in this department. The ballads were of the same character;

of these Mrs. Knight gives a fme example, in the Two \\'eaver3,

or, Turn the Carpet. We cannot wonder, as we read, at their un-

precedented popularity.

In 1797 we fhid Wilberforce, just after his marriage, making a

second visit to Cowslip- Green; and again at Chedd:ir too, which
eight yeai-s before he had visited under far diiTercnt circumstances.

"Where want, misery, and ignorance then prevailed, industry, con-

tentment and neatness now reigned. Schools and churches were
both attended and respected now, by the same people who had then
refused to hear of such dangerous innovations; and better than all,

there were earnest and true Christians among those who were then
no better than the heathen who have never heard of God. No w.ojider

that the soul of this sincere servant of God "swelled with joy and
gratitude," as he beheld the blessed improvement.

On the Xew Year's day of 170$, Hannah More renewed her dedi-
cation of herself to her Heavenly Master, even more earnestly than
ever. In her daily v.-riting we find, '• Let me now give myself away
with a more entire surrender than I have ever yet made." Durin'^

the past year she had lost many friends; yet had many left to love

and to flatter still. Of flattery she seems much afrai.l. We often
find her writing thus: " Am I tempted to vanity? Let me recall to

mind the shining friends I have lost this year,—eminent each in

his different way,—yet he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is

greater than either." Horace ^ValjJole was one of these, whose
con-e.spondencc and friendship had continued unehan^ied for twrnty
years. Her labours this year vrere extend'jd to Wedmoi-o—a large
and very ignorant pari.sh—where she met with much o])position ; the
farmers objecting much to what they called her interference, and op-
posing all her efforts so strongly, that many a less determined spirit

would have given up in despair. But she was enabled by God's
gi-ace to withstand it all, and was successful at last. About this time,
she published " Strictures on Female Kdueation"—a work of sncli
discrimination and good sense that we should wish to see it in every
fathers library or mother's work-table. Mrs. Knight (piotes some
excellent passages, which are strong enough to do good, even in the
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sihall quant itics licr space Avoukl allow her to give. About this

time she had sonic diilieultics relatiii;:^ to her schools, of a move dis-

coura;^ini; nature than all the opposition she had yet experienced. It

seems that the curate (pilose name -was ]>ere) of one of the parishes,

had charged the master of the school in operation there, uith being

a Methodist and also with teaching these doctrines to his pupils.

So far as we can learn this was inferred, because he sometimes

prayed extemporaneously, and encouraged the people to talk among
themselves of God's goodness to them ; in other >Yords, to tell their

religious experience. Cireat recommendation as this seems to us,

it "was a fearful fault in the estimation of these good Churchmen, and

the man was accordingly dismissed—scarcely with Miss Morc's ap-

proval, but certainly with her consent. Mr. Young (the accused

teacher) was a man of uprightness and integi-ity, and had been in

her employ for more than ten years. We should not have expected,

that one so discriminating and sensible as she usually was, would

have consented to injure one whose conduct both her judgment and

her heart approved ; we can only cover it with the charitable reflec-

tion that the wisest au<l best of human beings may sometimes err.

As she could nut procure another suitable teacher, the school was
disbanded and scattered, which cost her many tears. Yet even in her

fiirewell address to these pupils, after speaking of the sorrow she feels

at not being able to meet them, as she had formerly done, regularly,

she says of this man. whose enemies could accuse him of nothing worse

than " Methodism :" "
1 earnestly request that though you treat him as

a kind friend and neighbour, you do not, cither by many or by few,

resort to him for instruction." Alas for poor humanity, when even

Hannah More's heart contained so much of bigotry and intolerance.

Eating this one paratiraph. the address is a capital one, full of kindness
and love both to (lod and man. But her troubles ended not with

the dismission of the teacher and the closing of the school. It seems
that the rector, finding oii examination that Mr. Bere (the curate)

had shown a very michristian spirit in the matter, deprived him of the

curacy, all of which Mr. JV-re accused Miss ^lore of having brought
about on account of her dislike to him. He persecuted her "for years,

charging her with all sorts of injustice and wickedness—Jacobinism,
disloyalty, and even French infidelity were added to Methodism.
Hard charges, indeed, to be made against one who had so long

laboured against all these things
; yet for three years this persecution

continued. During this time, too, she had a most distressing illness,

which confined her to the house for more than seven months. No-
thing sliows n.nre conclusively her truly Christian spirit than the

manner in which she endured these trials. At one time, when thiu'^s
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vvei'C at their worst, she writes, " These calumnies are of too dreadful

a nature to be borne, except from a full conviction that it is the will

of God, who is pleased thus to exercise mc for my purification.

Who knows but in the final issue of things I may have reason to

think these bad men are my best friends, having never before tasted

anything but dangerous prosperity or unmerited praise ?" And again

she says, "If it pleases God thus to put an end to my little (how

little I) usefulness, I hope to be enabled to submit to his will—not

only to submit to it, because 1 cannot help it; but to acquiesce in it,

because it is holi/,just, and good."

In ISOl, she removed to IJarley-Wood. This was a much larger

and more beautiful mansion than the cottage at Cowslip-Green, sit-

uated on a rising gi'ound nenr Torrington, and commanding a tine

view of " hill and valley, haudet and green." The sisters resolved

to have but one home hereafter; and accordingly the house in ]>ath

was given up, and all removed to Barley- Wood. " Lord, grant,"

says Hannah, " that this prove a blessing to us all, and draw us nearer

to him ; make us thankful that our lot has fallen in so plea>ai!t a

place, that we have a goodly heritage ; but let us not take up with

so poor a portion as this life, or anything in it."

Her journal at this time is full of spiritual life; we now find

records of her earnest striving after "a closer walk with God." The

year 1S06 was au eventful period for England; for during itscoia-sc

Wilberforcc aecompli.slied the great work to which he had dcvuted

" the prime of his life and the strength of his manhood." The abo-

lition of the slave-trade had been gaining ground slowly but steadily

with the British public; and now, nearly twenty years after his

introduction of the subject to the House of Commons, we find its

advocate, earnestly as ever, labouring in its behalf. The first read-

ing of the bill took place in the House of Lords on the 2i2d of l\b-

ruary. Can we wonder, that Avhen the vote was taken, and stood

seventy-two to twenty-eight, he exclaimed, from the fulness of his

thankful heart, " Lord, let mc praise thee with my whole heart '.'"

And again, when a month later, having passed both houses, the

king's sanction had made it Jaiv, he says, " What thanks do 1 owe

the Giver of all good, for bringing me, in his gracious providence,

to this great cause, which at length, after nineteen years of labour,

is successful."

At Barley- Wood, too, there was rejoicing,' though the mistress

lay on a bed of suffering; her pain was almost forgotten, in joy

that the oppressed and enslaved, on ]3ritish soil, should evermore

be free.

Shortly after this, the Bishop of London, (Borteus,) her friend
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and counsellor in many a tryinc; hour, was laid in the grave. She
erected a cenotaph to his memory on her grounds at llarlcy-

"Wood, bearing the inscription, " To l>eilby J*ortcus, late I.ord

Bishop of London. In grateful memory of long and faithful friend-

ship. 11. M." Mrs. Montagu, too, had gone, and Mrs. lioscawen,

and Elizabeth CartiT. AVell may Mrs. Knight say, that "dead
leaves strewed her path;" yet of all these could she say, '^ Blessed

are the dead that die in the Lord." Her spiritual and intellectual

force seems still fresh and vigorous, though her age is more than

threescore years.

'•'Practical Piety," written in ISll, is full of energy and life. In

1809, she had ])ublished what was perhaps the most popular of all

her works, " Ca-lobs in Search of a ^Vife," Avhich ran through ten

editions in one year. So well is it known, that we need not dwell

upon its merits. Of " Practical Piety" we can say nothing finer and

better than the following from Mr.=?. Knight :
—

" This book cannot be

too highly recommended: it should be in every library, as Avell as

in every heart: it is a book for our serious and thoughtful mo-
ments, when we desire to inquire calmly and seek siiicerely for that

obedience which is 'perfect and entire,' wanting nothing: it dis-

courses earnestly of our duties and dangers as professed servants of

God : it deals candidi}- and plainly, telling us what we are, and what

we must bc: it shows that no superficial obedience can stand in

place of an entire surrender of the Avhole being to the service of

God : it allows no partial standard or low estimate, or sluggish action

in the Christian life."

" Christian Morals " appeared in 1812, and soon passed through

eleven editions. And '"now," says Mrs. K., "there is sorrow in

Barley-Wood: they who have comforted others, need themselves

comfort. Mary, the first-born of the sisters, is not; for God took

her. During five days of sufTering. no murmur or complaint escaped

her lips; calmly she talked of 'going home,' and picked out the

poor men who should bear her to her narrow cell. The sisters

gathered round her dying bed. It was Sunday morning Avhen she

breathed her last. 'How blessed to die on Easter-Sunday—to

descend to the gi-ave Avhcn Jesus triumphed over it !' " said Hannah

;

and thus they could console each other. This was in April. 1813.

In the summer we find her with Patty again, among the foAv London

friends that were left. They passed a day with Mr. Wilberforce, in

his happy and elegant home—where Hannah seems to admire him

more than ever. During this excursion she visited Mrs. Garrick,

whom she had not seen for several years, and who was now over

ninety. They found her at Hampton. "Alas I" says Haimah. tear-
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fully, " what wit, what talents, what vivacity, what friendship, have
I enjoyed in this place I Where are they now? 1 have heen mcrei
fully i;pared to sec the vanity and emptiness of everything that is

not connected with eternity: and seeing this, how heavy will my
condemnation be, if I do not lay it to heart!"

In 1S15, she wrote an essay on the character and writings of St.

Paul. During the same year she mourns another "vacant chair"

—

EiizabL'th, or r>etty, the household name, has gone to lier reward.
" Of diligent hand o!id jileasant memory, a large circle mourn her

loss."

Again, within the year, the grave is opened for yet anotlier sister.

Sally, the "life" of the household, Avas the third taken. In her
illness her sufTerings Avere e.Ktreme—but her faith was unwavering.
Once, when she had lain long insensible, a favourite verse was said,

when slie suddenly exclaimed, " Can anytliing be finer than that. ? it

makes one's face shine." "Talk of the cross to me," she says,
" the precious cross, and the King of love." '' Blessed Jesus !" were
her last words. Hannah and Fatty are now all that remain—the
former seventy-three, and the latter an invalid. The circle is broken,
and sadly, but with resignation, is the breach mourned. Yet is

the interest of both in life and friends undiminished. AVilling to

depart, they were also willing to remain; and never were tlicy lor-

getful of their duty to this world, while their hearts and hi'ghest

hopes were in the next. Here was old age more beautifurtlian
youth

: for it was divested of all that usually makes it seem sad and
repulsive.

In the spring of ISIS, Hannah wrote a small work, which appeared
in twelve papers—" Moral Sketches of Prevailing Opinions and
Manners, Foreign and Domestic," to which were added her " Pe-
flections on Prayer." The first edition sold in one day.
The Wilbcrforces made a short visit to Barley-Wood in 1S19.

and with them Miss Patty paid her last visit to Cheddar. After a;

long v,-alk, she came late to her sister's bedside (for Hannah was then
sick) to say, "Good-night. Our Wilberforcc and I have had such a.

nice hour's chat." said she. cheerfully ; and that night the pains of
death awakened her. "I love ray sufferings," she says; "they
come from God, and I love everything which comes from him."
Very soon after, the God. of her love took her to himself The
remaining sister's affliction at parting with, as she herself says, "her
chief earthly comfort, companion, counsellor, and fellow-labourer."

was indeed extreme. Yet in resignation she says, "I bless God
she was spared to me so long; that Iter last trial, though sharp, was
short

; that she is spared feeling for 7nc what I now feel for her '; and.
Fourth Series, Yol. IY.—35
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thoii<^h I imist finish my jounicj alone, yet it is a very short portion

of my pilgrimage uliich remains to he accomplii>hcd." She regained

after tliis a measure of health and strcngtli again, though her friends

feared she ^Yould not survive I'atty juany days ; and this time ^vas

employed usefully and enrefull}-. and not a moment wasted. Some-
times she vas ^vriting tracts, and again ]'ible verses and llhymes for

the Young ; but ever doing something, and that for good. Her mind
remained -wonderfully clear, even till the last, and Avas ahvays kept

busy in planning or doing some useful work. When unable to Avrite,

she could knit; and by disposing of those '"labours of the knitting-

needle," she made uji quite a respectable sum for the cause of mis-

sions. The -winter of her life is surelj" upon her no-^', for she is

more than eighty, and yet she is happy and useful. "1 bless God,"

she says, "I enjoy great tranquillity of mind, and am -n'illing to depart

and be with Christ, -when it is his will ; but 1 leave it in his hands

who does all things well." One more earthly trial has she before

she departs, and tliat in leaving Barley- ^^'ood. The mansion was

large, and needed a mistress; this she was not, and could not be, con-

fined almost entirely to bed: and after suffering much from the

ingratitude and wastefulness of those she had employed to do these

things for her, she neknowledged that a " situation less cumbered

with care would suit her better," and accordingly removed to a con-

venient house in Windsor-Terrace, Clifton. Five years longer, till

IS33, did she live here in contentment and peace, and then joyfully

exchanged this life for a better, on the 7th of September. She left

a handsome fortune, having accumulated by her pen alone .$150,000,

wliich was bequeathud to different charitable institutions. The good

she did we cannot calculate, for her labours of love were truly in-

caJcvlallc, and yet she ahvays felt that while life lasted her work

was not yet done.

What an example is this for us, for aU Christians 1 Constant

activity in a good cause is what is required from every one. Upon
what good deed can we pillow our head as the close of day brings

the hour of repose ? One good deed a day? Surely that were very

little! but if we begin there, not many da3-s will ayc be satisfied

-with only one; others will come, till by hours and minutes, rather

than by days, we number them. All this of course we mean by

•God's crace; for without it "wc can do nothing."
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ART. m.—THE THEORY OF REASONING.

The Theory of Reasoning. By Samuel I'.au.fy. Second Edition. London. 1852.

TuKRE arc two objects, by one or the other of which a periodical

should be alwaj-s governed in the selection of publications for

review. Its aim should be, to keep its readers informed, on the

one hand, of the new accessions made by works of genius to exist-

ing knowledge, as well general as local ; or, on the otiier, of the real

condition of the particular sciences, as best attested by the reception

of compilations upon the subject, in those countries especially the

most looked up to, by that of the critic, as complete models.

2so doubt the former of these walks of criticism, which might be

termed analytical, is, from the higher simplicity of the task, the more

attractive to the reviewer, and, from the mere novelty of the topics,

the more agreeable to the public. But the other—which we

pame historical—is far the more instructive, both from its easier

accessibility for frequent inculcation, and the greater variety of com-

mon aspects which it may open for self- comparison. In short, to

know the actual state of a particular art or science is a strict jue-

rcquisite to the ability of recognising any new accessions; and so,

of course, the anah'tic object presupposes the historical.

The latter, moreover, not only thus supplies the basis for ascer-

taining the ]»recise portion of originality, whether absolute or rela-

tive, in the creative works of science and imagination, but gives, at

the same time, the means of gauging, in productions the most ordi-

nary, the mental merits of their native country, for emulation or for

avoidance. And in serving as this double measure, the second

method of the reviewer has, besides, a positive and direct value of

the highest order ; for while its rival can yield, at best, but a more

or less correct analysis of an individual idea or system, the latest

compend of actual knowledge, surveyed historically, that is, jjJiilo-

sophically, may give a synopsis of the entire national civilization.

This aggregate of high advantages must therefore be a valid opol-

ogy fur honouring with a critical notice i\\c " Theory of Keason-

ing" of Mr. Eailey. We may fairly look for a sure criterion of

the utmost forwardness of British hitellect, in this most recent of its

essays on what Lord Bacon styled the •' science of sciences." That

the book can, in fact, be neither nnich below, nor much above this high-

water mark of the nation, may be indicateil, in advance, by two cir-

cumstances. iS'ot above: for the copy before us is of the second

edition within the year of publication. Not below; for Mr. Bailey
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belon<;s to tho "extreme left" of English opinion, as represented

by the school of Bentham in its extension by the two Mills.

In tho spirit of this school, accordingly, his book is hard-headed

and hnir-splitting; as in the spirit of the national intellect, it is

merely critical and crudely confused. Thus, on the same subject,

Mr. John Mill presents a mere digest or compilation, -when he prom-

ises a " Si/s(cm of Logic." And Mr. Bailey gives not even this,

^vith his higher label of " The 'J'heory."

In the fir.?t chajiter, he proposes to designate, for the purpose of

correction, the " intellectual operations which go under the name of

lleasoning." From all such, he begins with excluding not only per-

ception andmemory, but imnginatioi^, which, however, has rightly been

often accounted a sort of reasoning ; while, on the other hand, several

processes which arc universally so regarded—such as judgment,

reflection, generalization—are entirely unconsidered in his cata-

logue. Here, alread3% is something ominous on the very threshold

of the treatise, and in the fundamental matter of delineating the

subject.

But passing over his mode of attaining it, the definition is as fol-

lows :
" The determination of the mind to something beyond its actual

perception or knowledge, is obviously Avhat is termed reasoning.*'

(P. 3.) lie proceeds to add, that " there is, however, another mental

operation to be noted, which consists, not in our being led to believe, or

in our inferring from what we perceive or know, something else neither

perceived nor known ; but in our being led to discern some f^ict, not

directly manifest, through the medium of some other fact or facts in

Nvhich it is implied." IS'ow this is not "another mental operation,"

but the very same; or it merely differs in pursuing a new direction.

In the former, the fact inferred is external to the fact known ; in the

other, it is, on the contrary, internal to it. The intellect, as it Avere,

looks in the one case outwards, in the other, inwards. But the

looking is the same process in both the cases ; and the cases are oiu-

old acquaintances, styled induction and analysis.

Besides, the mention of those familiar names may remind the

reader of a third direction which the mind assumes in reasoning, and

which logicians call synthesis. This seems overlooked entirely, in fact

as well as name, both in the programme and whole volume of Mr.

Bailey; except that he mentions, quite incidentally, (p. 23,) a cer-

tain " mixture of the two preceding." inductive " in reality," and

analytical " in form." But this allusion is worse than silence ; for it

evinces the authors omission to be due not merely to that affectation

through which small reformers shun old names, but to a perfectly

honest ignorance of the tnie nature of synthesis, which he thus con-
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Elders as a bastard mixture, a casual confusion of the normal meth-

ods, -wliik^ characterizing it as ^hat it trul}' is, their quite legitimate

combination.

Be that as it may, the species of reasoning are, according to

Bailey, but the two described. And these, moreover, he new-names,
(as a matter of course,) the former by the term contingent, the latter,

the demonstrative. Or, adopting the really nugatory explanations

of the Scotch scliool, (for ]Mr. Bailey is still at this school, and not
in one of its highest "forms,") he styles them, respectively, the in-

stinctive and the intuitive.

Agaiust the instinctive and contingent (simply inductive) species

of inference, there may be urged, the author anticipates, one objec-

tion : "that it ^vould dignify nearly every intellectual act with the
name of reasoning." (P. 25.) We ask the reader to take note of this

significant concession
; he will hereafter find the fact which it recog-

nises as a stumbling-block, to be, on the contrary, a confirmation of
the true theory of logic. Meanwhile the author attempts to remove
it from his devious Avay by the desperate aid, or perhaps to hide it by
the dubious mist, of a simile. The colours of the rainbow, snys he.

though well contrasted towards i\\e middle of i\\Q bands, can bo dis-

tinguished by no precise lines of separation, yet no one doubts tliat

there are seven different colours ; and so, though other acts of intel-

lect may not be separable from contingent inference, it does not fol-

low^ that they are not heterogeneous. But this pretended answer,
besides being negative, refutes the purport of the argu'tnent. For
the prismatic colours in their broadest contrasts are but effects of
mere appearance ; in reality they are but so many summary modifi-

cations or progressive degrees, in 071c and the same action of undu-
lation. And just so with the reasoning process, whether contingent
or demonstrative, in relation to the mental acts which all assume,
indeed, to differ from it, but which difference the present writer fails

thus ludicrously to establish.

But let us set him on his legs once more, and suppose his subject

circumscribed, the specific nature of contingent reasoning is de-
scribed as follows : "A determination of the mind by present facts,

conjoined with experience or knowledge, to believe some fact i)asfc,

absent or future." (P. 27). Still creditablv sensible that this dim
description needs light, ho seeks to distinguish the basis of "knowl-
edge" from the "act of inference," in this wise: "We /l^o?/-," it may
be said, [i. e., although a " future fact."] " that the stone we hold in our
hand will sink when thrown into the water ; vo do not inftr it." To
this objection he first replies, that the same may be afiirmed with
equal truth of the usual examples in logical treatises. When it is
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argued, for instance, " tbat Peter is mortal (i. e., will die) because

Lc is a man, and all men arc mortals, is not my knovled;^c or belief

tbat Peter is mortal, cxactl}' on a level Avitb my kuowk-il^e or belief

tbat a stone -will sink in water"'" (P. 27.) Yes, undoubtedly ; but

that is doubling, instead of solving, the difficulty. Tins diflioulty,

after " worse confoumling it" b}' various other illustrations, he

resolves, at last, into the following curious predicament :
—

" ^V bother,

when I make sure tbat the same stone which I saw sink in the Avater

yesterday, will sink again when thrown into the Avater to-da}-, I

krioic the stone will sink, or I only infer it? and this, when maturely

considered, seems to bo a question of tcrnmiohgij and not o^ fact."

(P. '19.) So, then, to know and to infer differ only in more no-

menclature !—a conclusion quite in the teeth, itA^-ill be seen, of what

the author proposed to prove, as well as, manifestly, of the truth of

the case.

For this confusion of the two things is absurd, and the difference

between them quite simple. Keeping to the same example of the

stone thrown into water, we " infer" the fact that it will sink ; we
"know" the rclalion, the natural law which makes its unob.=tructed

sinking necessar}'-, and which is thus what authorizes as well as

inspires tlie act of inference. What a writer upon logic, v,-ho wad-

dles weakly thruugh several pages of equally clumsy argument and

expression, only to show his utter ignorance of a point so plain and

so fundamental

!

This distinction suggests, at the same time, the true solution of

another difficulty, no less fundamental to the science of reasoning

than it seems to bo puzzling to the writer before us ; as also, indeed,

to all others, without exception, to this day. Mr. Bailey names it

the cogcncij of contingent reasoning ; thus restricting to one alone

of his two divisions of the general process, what appertains alike to

both, or rather to all. the modes of reasoning. This error is aggra-

vated, and was possibly caused, by the further logical confubion of

treating the question as to the force of reasoning, before coming to

define its nature,—tiiat is to say, discussing the property bcf^orc

determining the subject,— a vare^tov rrQurtpov which has been

rectified in the spontaneous order of these remarks, and which is

worth noting as chanictcristic of both the author and his country.

But si/ch and as he takes it, what does this cogency consist in?

What is our guarantee fur the absolute truth of a fact of inference?

The author answers, after much, but not very steady, disquisition.

that no authority is even possible on the subject. " The only ques-

tion is. Does the reasoning, when clearly expressed, produce convic-

tion? or, in otlier words, Do the facts, when presented clearly to the
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mind, determine it to believe that which is expressed in the conclu-

sion ? If they do, tee have reached an uhimate fact, or law, or

principle of oar mental constitution, beyond vhiclt it is impossible

to go.'' (P. 17.) Here is a result T.hich, it must be owned, is nearly

peremptory, if not perspicuous. We had thouj^lit these expedients

of an '-ultimate fact, etc," were gone out of f\ishion with the

Scotch metaphysicians. But then the Scotch mctaj)liysicians have

not gone out of fashion svith Mr. Bailey—except, perhaps, as to the

multitude of the equally " ultimate" facts.

In general, this "ultimate fact'' is but a cover for proximate

ignorance, even as all focts appear to be ultimate to savages and

children. In the present case, the ignorance.is kno^vn, less learnedly,

by the name of instinct, -which is, therefore, -what the author assigns

as the sole sanction of the reasoning process. But then instinct

•\\ould be the higher faculty, (as sung, in satire, the -witty poet,) and

the brutes of course, possessing it in fuller perfection, the nobler

animals. Thus, too, -v\-ould instinct be the guide of reason, instead

of the reverse ; not even the " blind leading the blind," but the blind

leading the seeing ! In short, reason -wouhi be thus the cause, not

the corrective, of human error. But not to be rigorous ^vith so loose

a thinker, let us pass from the import of his language to his express

terms.

According to these, Ave see the solo condition, either possible or

requisite, to render valid even opposite inferences is " clear expres-

sion." We put aside the consideration, that this alleged standard of

clear statement must prove as variable, almost, as the individual

readers, and could not, therefore, be the basis of a test, or rule of

any sort. For argument's sake, ho-\vever, let us assume it to be pos-

sible, that the same terms could be clear alike to all minds, and ti-y

the result by the familiar passage (selected Avith all due reverence)

•^-herein the Saviour, in allusion to bread and v,'me, says: " This is my
body, this is my blood." What could possibly exceed this aflirma-

tion in " clear expression ?" Yet let us hear hovr different readers,

in even a number not more than three, -would be found to agree in

their several inferences from the statement.

The first, a Boman Catholic, is (to keep to our author's terms) " de-

termined by it to believe" the real presence of his God, in certain

portions of bread and -wine, after consecration by the priest; and

from this "fact," he again infers or is determined to believe, that by

partaking of these substances he ranctifies his soul. The next, a

Protestant, is, on the contrary, "determined by it to believe" that

the bread and Y>ine, however consecrated, are still but bread and

-wine, and that their efficacy, though indubitable, is merely emblem-
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atic. Our third reader, a gross materialist, admitting equally tlio

fact of eflicacy, is "determined to believe," on his part, that the

bread and \viiic Avill do him good; only not by sanctifying his soul,

or by symbolizing his redemption, but simply by satisfying or grat-

ifying his palate. It is clear that two, at least, of the three

inferences must be wrong. And yet, according to the author, they

would all be equiUy legitimate, might each ajjpeal decisively to an
" ultimate inct or law ;"' which is termed, respecLively, Church author-

ity, private judgment, or natural a])petite.

Mr. ]Jailey joins the crowd of metaphysical logicians in their con-

demnation, more just than intelligent, of the famous paradox of

Hobbes, to wit, that human truth was a thing of language, and de-

pendent on clear e.\i)ression. J^>ut his own principle, or rather nega-

tion of all principle, as just cxposeil, comes, in eflect, we have seen,

to the same thing. In fact the same failure to recognise the scientific

laws of mind was the jirecise source of error in Ilobbes too; the

diflerencc was, that tliis sturdy thinker had the logic and the courage

to see and stand by the strict corollaries of his mistake.

This common error respecting the " cogency" or efficient cause of

correct inference, did not imjiose, however, upon IJume's sagacity,

although he thought the thing inexplicable. Mr. Bailey, in essaying

to answer him with such crudities as the above, cites his admirable

statement of the point to be resolved, and we caimot do better than

here present it to the observation of the reader, in preparation for

our own attempt at solution.

After remarking, (says Mr. Jhiiley, p. IS,) that from the fact of

having been formerly nourished by eating bread, it does not neces-

sarily follow that we shall bo nourished by eating other bread, he

(Hume) proceeds :

—
"' At least it must be acknowledged that there

is here a consequence drawn by the mind ; that there is a certain

step taken, a procL-ss of thought and an inference Avhich wants to be

explained. These two propositions are far from being the same : /

have foiirul that such an object has been alicuijs attended icith such

an ejfect, and ' Iforesee that other objects xohich ore in appear-

ance similar trill be attended icith similar effects.^ 1 shall allow,

if you please, that the one proposition may justly be inferred from

the other; I know, in fact, that it alwa3-s is inferred. [xS. B. Here

is the error.] liut if you insist that the inference is made by a chain

of reasoning. I desire you to produce that reasoning. The con-

nexion between these propositions is not intuitive. There is

required a medium which may enable the mind to draw such an

inference, if indeed it be drawn by reasoning and argument. What
that incdiuia is, 1 mnsl confess passes viij comprehension ; and it
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is incunibont on those to ])roducc it -who assert that it really exists

ami is the original of all our conclusions concerning matters of

fact."*

To this rational challenge, ^Mr. ]iailey has no better to reply than

that " the explanation is needless, and totally uncalled for, and cannot

possibly be given.'' And then, in proof, he cites seriatim the lead-

ing fathers of the Scotch school, who all came, in fact, (but in de-

spair, and for the reason above suggested,) to the same convenient,

but merely negative, conclusion.

The '•medium" demanded by Hume and denied by all subsequent

philosoplicrs was above supplied, in the rectification uhich intro-

duced this long discussion, -we mean the distinction between fact and

relation. Taking Hume's example, the relation, known in this case

by the name of nutrition, between my body and the substance termed

bread, is agreed to be the same, csscnlialJy, at ;iU times and for all

breads. It is from this then, in reality, and whether conscious of

the law or not. that we always, last as first, infer a future fad of

nourishment ; for if previous facts were necessary, the inference could

have never begun. Suppose the materialist above imagined to have

enlightened his natural appetite by a scientific knowledge of the

laws of chemistry and physiolog}', he would make such inference dis-

tinctly upon the same authority, on all occasions. It would not be

because the present objects bore the 7iavie of bread and wine, not

even because the}' wore the usual appearance of those substances

;

but because of possessing certain properties which had a chemical

or vital afiinit}', a natural relation, to the elcmeiits of his body, and

of which relation the inferred nourishment v.as a direct consequence,

whenever drawn.

"What seems to maintain among unprejudiced writers, so univer-

sally, this singular oversight, is the tacit assumption, that one of two

things must needs be necessary ;—cither that the inference is from

a particular fact or facts of experience, or from a general concejjtion

of principle. These in fact arc the antagonist views that divide

the British logicians, as led respectivel}'- by John S. Mill and

Dr. Whewell. Neither dreams of a tertium quid, although thej'

thoroughly refute each other. Tims the doctor rightly urges—as

Hume, before him, above evinced—that the past occurrence of a fact,

in even munberless conjunctures, can never warrant us in predicting

its recurrence : and that, therefore, if wc do so, as is agreed on all

hands, it is in virtue of a mental principle extraneous to all instances.

To which the Mill school reply, with equal force, that any such prin-

ciple or concert can be but the summary expression of the actual

'^ fcJceptical Doubts. Part II.
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facts cxpcnonccd; and tlien, that the supcistiucrurc can be no firmer

than its foundation. So that both, avc sec, ahkc leave logic, science,

truth, morals to the arbitrary standard of human languar^o or con-

ception—as were respect ivel}' the just conclusions, but absurd doc-

trines, of llobbcs and Hume.
The true principle or cause of inference is, (piitc according:;!}', be-

hind them both. Jt is no other than the fixed relation betv,-ecn the

fact ocourrin;.^ and the mind perceiving, and Avhich, depending on a

law of nature, will be always of course made actual under similar

conditions, whether we are conscious of it or not. This new solu-

tion, which places certitude beyond the shifting soil of metaphysics.

or rather recognises it where it has ever operated, on the broad and

solid ground of general law, will be still more clear when we come,

in the sequel, to sketch a theory of the reasoning process that shall

take away this " difliculty," with all the others of our author, " at

one fell swoop."

This author next passes to his second species of reasoning, term-

ed demonstrative; of which he says that
—"whenever the mind dis-

cerns one fact to be implied in another, or the exclusion of a {\ict to

be implied in another fact, it reasons dcmonstrativeh^ whether they

are facts of quantity or otherwise." (P. 34.) It is trae, there is no

difference as to the nature of the facts ; the old distinction between

moral and mathematical evidence was <a mere prejudice of incom-

plete conception. J hit why, then, does the author, in admitting this

illusion, make a Corri'sponding diflerence in the processes of method,

referring the one to instinct, the other to intuition? Apparently

because he does not very avoU know what he is doing. Accordingly

this intuition—his occult principle of demonstration— is but the

instinct as just explained, under a new condition of complication.

What ho calls instinct being the perception, as we have shown, of a

relation where one of the terms or abutments (the fact inferred) is

in the mind, intuition is the same perception with the second term

rendered objective, and the connection thus made palpable that links

the consequent and antecedent. The cases might both be aptly

imaged, or possibly instanced, in a physical line—of which we know

that, presented end-wise, it can convey to the visual organ but the

impression of a seemingly isolate and inherent point ; while, if shift-

ed aside, by whichever end. into angularity with tlic eye's axis, its

linear nature and linking necessity become more manifest in that ])ro-

portion. Even so is it with instinct and intuition; they, in short,

arc but, respectively, the mind's reaction upon those impressions,

and consequently must be equal as well as opposed. That is to say,

instinct is this seemingly resolute andinherenfimpression of a ])onitas
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rejlcctcd ovtvarcls into a particular fact; and intuition, the like re-

action or rctloction of the linear image into the visible connective of

relation. And so the diflerence between them is, that, in the case

of instinct, or contingent reasoning, the inference is from a single

fact or term to the relation ; and the procedure from the relation,

thus obtained, to its other term, is the mode of inference called intu-

ition or demonstration.

We can eijually now resolve the specific characters of difference

assigned empirically, by the author, to those two processes, to ^vit,

that uhereas the one is a mode of reasoning from facts y^'c^c;*^ to a

fact absent, the other reasons from a present, fact to a fact "im-

plied," and thus equally present. The explanation is, that, in the

first and simpler mode, the facts alone impress the mind—their

mutual relation, though the agent of inference in this case too, being

unpcrceived, save in its rude reflection of mere physical resemblance

;

in the second and more for^vard form, the relation is the thing at-

tended to—one of the facts being unobserved, but of course imj)licd

in the relation ; not as our author and indeed all others have it, in

another fact, 'o-hich is absurd. For, though tlie arch implies its two

abutments, the converse is by no means necessary ; and still less

necessary or even possible, that one abutment should " contain" its

opposite. xVnd so once more we see the real principle and purport

of the reasoning process to be quite the same—with the sole ditTer-

ence of a mental change of view—in the so-called demonstrative

species as in the contingent.

The higher conclusiveness or "cogency"' ascribed to the former

method is then tlie consequence of its proceeding from relation to

relation, and by the evolution of an intermediate term; whereas the

procedure of its predecessor is from term to term, and by the obser-

vation of on i)itermediate relation. But the first, because tlie sim-

plest of all relations to be observed, is that of the whole to its parts

—

of the container to the thing contained. Hence the a.xioms and ter-

minology of the famous syllogistic system—a system ranked b}'

Mr. Bailey as a sort of sub-species of his demonstrative form, and

which he here goes on to expound to us no less uncouthly than all the

rest.

He begins, for example, by transforming the old and admirable

name into the clums}' designation of cIass-7-easonin^. This avow-

edly was suggested by the unjust allusion of the " container,"' which

was thought to be in all things a class. It would be nearer the truth,

as just explained, to call it. on the contrary, ' iiidiridi/al-reasonins:,

as the inference is always from single wholes to wholes. But i-cla-

tion-rcasoning, as distinct from fact-reasoning, would bo the accu-
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rate tcmi, if it Avcrc not cumbrous ; and tliis, acconlini^ly, is ctymo-

logically the precise import of tbo term sijUogis/n, Avliich means the

conjunction of two ])ropositions, that is, of two rcIatior:s, to infer a

third.

Then again the ?amc peculiarity pervades his notion of the mode
of inference—unless you count it an extenuation that indeed he

shares it Avith all his better:?. Mr. l^ailcy, ho\Yever, forfeits this mit-

igation by a special pretension to having untied the hardest knot of

tlie syllogistic system. This knot, so often tugged at, since Bacon,

Locke, and Cam|)bcll, is the famous and fatal objection of the pcti-

tio principii. Against this mortal attack, even ]\Ir. Mill has made
no better defence tlian the half evasion, that the syllogism is not at

all a mode of inference, but of interpretation. Undeterred, how-

ever, by the difficulty which thus constrained his latest model to

admit and to evade the alleged ossumption of the conclusion, Mr.

Eailey rushes into it, in the follo\Aing flatfootcd fashion :

—

" But tlic objection i-, that the major promiss not merply implies but con-

tains the conchuion: tliat the oonflusion is in reality a con.stituent or integrant

part of tlic major pn.ini>>. without whidi the lattei- would not l)c completely

true. This alleLMtinii. it rmi>t be eoiifl.-.-;--L(l, cannot be contradicted. The Ibree

of the rea.soninu' in a lI^•IllOll^l^ative syllogism, or an cnthymeme with a major
pi'cmiss, (iej)cnils aUogelluTon the fa<'t expressed in the concUision fomiincraji

integrant part of the gcmi-al fact expressed iu the major proposition, and con-

sequently no new or unlnon-n fact can ever appear as the inference. The
essence of the conrlu.-iDn, in such cases, consists in asserting that the subje< t

of it does fomi an integrant p.irt of the major premiss." (Pp- ^'^, -iO.)

The essence of a conclusion consisting in an assertion ! But pass-

ing over, as of connn.on occurrence, this gross inaccuracy of expres-

sion, the question before us, in fact, resolves itself into the " essence
"

of the assertion, in which, on the contrary, consists the conclusion of

a syllogism. I)oes this essence declare the subject (minor term) of

the proposition to be "contained in," an "intcgnmt part of," the

predicate (or m:ij'>r term?) Our author, we see, thinks the affirma-

tive undeniable. Mr. Mill, with more cautious vagueness, says the

same thing. And so, in short, do writers of all shades, to Arch-

bishop "Whatelcy himself, who. v.hile making the syllogism the type

of all inferences, holds the major premiss to "contain" the conclu-

sion. But here is a direct contradiction—namely, that of our being

said to infer what was already affirmed as known. Hence, accord-

ingly, the modern onslaught on the "Aristotelian logic," led in

France by Descartes and in Kngland by Bacon and Locke, and of

which the din is but just dying away, through its protracted rever-

berations by the monkey chattering of the Scotch metaphysicians,

ITence, the plea of "confession and avoidance" (as the lawyers style

it) put in by Mill, who admits there would be contradiction, if in-
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deed the s^'llogism did infer; but insists its function to be, not to

reason, but to read the record of a prtn-ious inference. \Yhilc

Mr. Bailey characteristically "splits the dillercnco" in this vase:

" Whether the declaration or rccop;nition of such a contained fact is

to be termed an inference or not, seems to be a question of phrasc-

olofiy." (P. 41.) AVith ^jr. B., ViC see, most dilficultics appear to be

questions of phraseology—to resolve themselves at last, like Yiri^il's

ghosts, into thin air. Indeed, his -whole book is a question—a puz-

zling question—of phraseology. And to make things -worse, the

phraseology is neither accurate nor abundant.

"Well, the cause of this long conflict, confusion, and contradiction

being thus reduced to the single notion, never questioned to this

hour, tl'.at the conclusion of a syllogism is contained in the major

premiss—it -would follow, thence alone, that the conception must

have been erroneous. But if, beside, -wc should pretend to have

above supplied the true one, Avill our presumption be perha]i3 con-

sidered as going too far? Let the competent reader decide, aficr be-

ing reminded, briefly, of the preceding and quite incidental expla-

nation of the syllogism. We called it a reasoning upon rel'itiuns.

But a relation, it is evident, implies its terms, but does not " contain
"

them. And this is true, of course, though the terms should be other

relations, in turn; as they always are inevitably in the last analysis.

The simplest subject of a proposition, even not excepting a proper

name, is in this predicament, no less really than the -whole sentence;

it is only relatively to the present assertion, to the relation it in part

supports, that -we vie-w it, for the time, as a fad or term—another

recurrence of the distinction above established. The conclusion,

therefore, in a syllogism, (-v\-hich expresses the relation hetirccn the

major and minor terms,) cannot -v^•ell be "contained" in either; and
j

less, if po5i:able, could one of the terms, as is also said, " contain
"

the other. It is precisely the same absurdity as (to recur to our

physical im.age) if one -were to conceive the arch to be contained in

its abutment, or one abutment to be contained in the other. In the

mental as in the masonic bridge, the truly necessary order, not still

of inclusion but of implication, is directly the reverse; that is to

say, to either of the abutments from the arch ; or, hy the arch, from

one abutment to the other.

It should be added, that what mainly led to so universal, though

gross an oversight, was the modern misconception of the hi-itorical

point of view, from which alone the syllogistic system, like every

other, can be read aright. The syllogism is Logic or Method in its

infant stage of language. But language, in the semi-barbarous ages

of mankin:!, is tlie accredited basis of truth. It is so even still, with
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the vast uvijority of the most civilized nations, as evinced in the

popular inlluencc of words.* The divine doctrine, that makes the
*' Logos" or Word the fountain of all truth, is pregnant also Avith deep

human philosophy. Qin catfil in LlTKUA, causa cadit, was a well-

known maxim in the ancient administration o^ justice, and was conse-

quently hut an echo of the same sentiment respecting tnitJt. We all

remember how prone, in Homer, the very gods are to verbal quib-

bling—a fact which connncntators and mylliologists have crudely

construed into lying and choaling, for want of discerning, like indeed

their betters, that to keep the Ictlcr and to keep the truth were things

identical in the infant ages in question. And, in fine, the names in

the Latin idiom, (i. e. vcrlntm and vcrutn,) as, we doubt not, in most

others, are the same in etymology. The syllogism, therefore, being

the application of the reasoning art to the icords of language, must

have been a process of real inference in times when words were

things and truths.

But when, by a natin-al reaction, the distinction between things

and terms came, in progi-ess of modern ages, to be carried to antag-

onism, the syllogism shared the fate—and for the fault—of its verbal

basis. Experience having shown, at last, that the terms of popular

language did not always s(piarc exactly with the physical truths of

nature, the cognate method of reasoning also was thence denounced

as futile. It inferred, it was urged, " no new truths "—meaning in

the new sense of this word ; whence it Avas further assumed to be

no inference at all. ]>ut, on the one hand, it never pretended, as we

now perceive, to infer such truths ; whereas, on the other, it still

infers what it ever did and always will infer, that is, the symbolical

truth of words, of names, of terms.

Kay, so confounding is the eflect of this historical transformation,

that even refill, as we have seen, denies all inferential cfilcacy to the

syllogism, Avhile recognising it, quite to the contrary, as the proper

method of interpretation ; for the definition of interpretation is, pre-

cisely, inference of tcords or tcnns. And, accordingly, the great

Bacon—whose denunciation of the syllogism was as ignorant, we arc

bound to ])resume, as that of the hollowest of his echoes—did he not

desi<Miate the boasted induction or analysis of his JNew Organum

(and with profound truth) the interpretation of nature? And was

he too not thus denouncing, under title of the syllogism, the very

process he Avas heralding, at the same moment, as the true method?

The fiict is no less certain than suggestive of sad reflection. In

truth, the syllogism is the same analysis, applied to the symbolic

° See. on this point, a sermon or rather dissertation of Dr. South, entitled

"2Vte Fatal Imposture and Force of Wordf."
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world of l:in^aa;i;c, ^vliich ^vas " iustauratoJ " first by Bacon into the

physical world of nature, and which still awaits the consummation of

a third and final institution, in the truly positive or logical ^Yorld of

science.

After all this strange imhro'^lio of absurd error and incomplete-

ness pervading the notions on the subject of the greatest minds of the

modern world, we need not wonder that Mr. Bailey has overlooked,

as already remarked, this third section, or rather application, of the

true theory of the reasoning process. But he does still worse, per-

haps, or more misleads than by thus failing to recognise it ; he,

moreover, mistakes it for a casual mixture of his contingent and de-

monstrative species, and under the name (to crov.n the confusion) of

induction, but induction mongrelized by a further amalgamation with

observation and experiment 1 We ask the reader to dwell a moment

on this topsy-turvy state of things, as being a just but a still inade-

quate representation of the ripest views of British intellect on this

radical subject of the " science of sciences ;'' and then, to pass from

the distressing spectacle, the designations above restored will lead

him out into the path of order which we strive to open through the

author's book. The reasoning processes which he denominates con-

tingent and demonstrative, Ave have shown to be no other than simple

induction and analysis. And it was further sliown, (and for the first

time, we think,) that both these terms refer, in reality, to one and the

same inferring process, but under diflerent points of view: that the

first is an inferring of relation through its terms ; the second, the

inferring of the terms through their relation; and that each, more-

over, is an induction and an analysis, at the same time—induction

applied to terms involving analysis of relations, or analysis of rela-

tions indirectly inducting the terms. Hence, the inferential efiiciency

and analytic character which we have vindicated for the syllogistic

system. Or, to sum up all in a still more clear and comprehensive

designation, the reasoning process, in its primary stage, (whether

called inductive, contingent, or otherwise,) is an inference from irholes

to wholes ; in the second stage (styled analytic or demonstrative or

intuitive) it is an inference from ivJiolcs to their parts ; in the third

(which is well distinguished by the name synthetic—that is, putting

together) the inference proceeds generally from parts to rcholes

:

thus completing, we sec. the circuit of scientific comprehension.

Well, the place of Mr. Bailey and of the foremost of his country-

men, in their conception of the theory of method, is now palpable.

It is still, at best, but at the second stage. The third they do not take

any account of, except by throwing its fragments into a final chapter,

under the title of anomalies or " mixtures ;"' just as the physicists of
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the middle ac^cs, and the i^raiTiniavians up to the juTScnt, dispose of

the fonns and phenonuMui uhieli they respectively cainiot explain, by

rcjcctinp; them to the end of the book, under the name of " monsters "

and of " hetcroclites;' In Mr. Bailey's book, accordin.irly, this

monstrous sujiplement to his monstrous theory is headed, (juite

characteristically, in this -wise: "The Rklatiox of Oujervatiox,

Expr.RiMEXT AND Indiction' TO Tiu: Ki:a50xing Pjiockss and to

EACH OTHER.'' ^Vhenee, by-the-by, it seems that neither of the tlirce

former ojierations, not even the far-famed induction it.self, is here con-

sidered a process of rea?;oninp;, since nothini; can bear a relation to

itself. We shall, however, doubtless find the contrary, on looking

into the contents of the ehapter. But before doing so, 'wc shall be

better employed in confronting the results of the foregoing explana-

tion of the part of Avords in the process and history of logic "with

some of the flounderings of our author, or rather, of our authors

authorities, in a chapter here thrust in -with his habitual incongr'uity,

and entitled, ''The ReJalion hcitrccn Reaso^ung and Languoi^e.''

He is fully convinced that this relation is in no sense a thing of

necessity—although he might be asked how, otherwise, it had its

rise so universally. That the reasoning process actually is (and. to

him, has therefore alirdi/s been) quite independent of the aid of lan-

guage, ho ^YOuld now think beyond di.-pnte, if the contrary had not

been so recently and so respectably reiterated by Archbishop

Whateley as felloAvs :
" Logic is entirely conversant about lan-

guage," or, " is Avhdlly concerned in the use of language." Again,

the "syllogism is an argument sd expressed, that the conclusive-

ness of it is manifest from the mere force of the expression, i. e.

^Tithout considering the meaning of the terms." These cxjiressions

Mr. Bailey rightly intei-prets to " declare, virtually, the reasoning

process to be impo.^sible without language, and moreover, to be so

much an aflair of mere words, that we can reason without attaching

any meaning to the words em])loyed." (P. 101.) And then he pro-

ceeds to " examine these two extraordinary positions.''

The former he thinks a "strange mistake;" and he brings the

proof to its strongest tc-^t of geometrical reasoning. Here, at least,

he can himself reason, he assures us, with the utmost case, and with-

out attaching even names or letters to the angles of his figures. And
in confirmation of tlio fiasibiliiy of this he cites a passage of Ilobbes

himself, who, although jilusquain nominoJis, made such a concession

as the following :
" A man that hath no use of speech at all, such as

is born and remains perfectly deaf and dumb, if he set before his

ei/cs a triangle, an<l by it two right angles, such as are the corners

of a square figure, he nri}', by meditation, compare and find that the
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three angles oUhat triangle arc Cjual to tliosc t^^•o ri;};lit angles that

stand hij it." {Lrviathcin, part 1, ch. -1.) J5ut botli the writers arc
mistaken in assuming the alleged instances—cither the personal one
of Mr. Bailej or the snpposed one of ilobbcs—to be cases of
rea.soning. in the strict sense, without language. They \vould only
be reasoning without sj)ccch, which is but one .species of lanf^ua-fc.

The triangles or other figures arc a language too, but of another
sort—arc signs as ai)i)rupriatc to the eye, as verbal sounds are to

the car—and if not classed, in fact, in the general category of

alphabetic signs, it is becau.-c of their \Yidc divergency in siniple-

ness of form, which still maintains the rude illusion of a diflcrcnce

in kind, although but proponional to the extreme simplencss of the

conceptions ropresenfed. This identity of nature will be better re-

cognised in the fundamental stage of the alphabet, known as hiero-

glyphic or pictured character.s. To reason by the aid of figures, or

of any other material signs, is tlicrefore still to reason by the instru-

mentality of language; and so the argument of Mr. Eailey not only

fails thus far, but, seeing he couM not push it farther, must be held

to turn against his position—to prove that language is indispensable

to reasoning.

As to Ilobbes, we should more than hesitate to implicate liim, to

the same extDit, in this palpable p/titio principii. He does not use,

it is worth observing, in the passage cited, the word reasoning; he
speaks but of meditation and comparison; and this the comparison
of two particular figures set before the eye—as v.itncss the tcrm.<i.

which we have italicized in the fpiotation: and this great writer is

notoriously without a second in the ICnglish language for sayin<T. pre-

cisely, neither more nor less nor other than ho means. So that even
should comparison be held a .\vnonym with reasoning, the process

here intended being restricted to the present figures, and conse-
quently not inferring any others, not generalizing, the concession

made to Bailey's position.—that general reasoning ma}-- proceed with-

out language.—would, after all, bo of very ccpii vocal value. Jjuf as,

moreover, we now perceive that the two particular figures compared
are to be regarded as still of the natine of language, (a truth un-
doubtedly unknown to Ilobbes. to his double discredit, as philoso-

pher and disputant. ) the case is tridy a refutation ii fortiori.

Quite accordingly, Mr. ]>ailey, but two or three pages after, turns

about, in fact, to combat the very same doctrine in Dugahl Stewart
who, he says, " goes even to the extreme nominalism of asserting,

that without the use of signs all our thoughts must have related to

individuals ; forgetting that since a sign must signify something, if

wc could think only of individuals, signs of individuals would be the

FoL'iiTii Skrik::, Vol. IV.—30
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only si<^n3 that could be invented." (P. 105.) This he doubtless

deemed a pretty rtdiiclio ad absurdum. But tlic clench is a<;ain as

fallacious us usual. Stewart was certainly wron^if in supposing that

all our thoughts, or ani/ one of thcui, could, in am/ contingency, have

"related to individuals.'" l>ut hl.s critic is no kss so, in admitting

the same thing of the signs. Both thoughts and signs, it was shown

above, relate alone and always to relations ; what seems to us,

through an illusion of conception, an individual, is but a relation, or,

rather, an aggregate of relations, in the state of term, that is, of sub-

strate to a special relation directly thought upon or designated.

Even the simplest of our sensations, not to speak of Ihoughts, is in

this predicament ; it is a relation, with its organic seat and our

mental consciousness for two terms. Relations, then, "not individ-

uals," being, from the first, the objects signified, and running all of

them, as all admit, by their very nature, into one another, it does

not follow from the mere event of our transportation from one to

one of the mind's extension of the more simple into more general

relations, that the transit has been effected without the vehicle of

signs or M'ords. Quite the reverse is, we see, the plausible pre-

sumption.

On the second of the alleged paradoxes,—to wit, "that the con-

clusiveness of an argument may be manifest from the mere force of

the expression, rcilhout considering lite meaning of its tcr?ns,"—
Mr. Bailey remarks more justly as follows: "To employ language

in reasoning witliout attaching some meaning to the signs employed,

seems to me, 1 confess, a sheer impossibility ; and there is to my
understanding a marvellous inconsistency in saying, that the conclu-

siveness of an argument may be manifest from the mere force of the

expression, without considering the meaning of the terms. Expres-

sion can have no f.n-ce but from its meaning. Language, in as far

as it has no meaning, has no strength : it is a mere noise—a nullity."

(P. 107.) Ko doubt it is ; but no such language could have ever come

into existence ; and even had it. it would not be language, and is there-

fore quite beside the question. This question hinges, then, upon the

nature, not the oxistcnce, of the meaning. And }>h: Bailey, there-

fore begs it, in assuming the non-existence of antj meaning in the

words of language, as distinguished from the " things " of nature.

While, on the other hand, it is conceded him, no less fallaciously, by

Archbishop Whateley, and all the other recent apologists of the syl-

logism, who allow tacitly that all our meaning can refer alone to indi-

vidual "things," yet at the same time insist that we reason through

a certain " force " in the mere terms. What is the kc}', then, or

the catastrophe, to this veritable comedy of errors? It is no other
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than the revolution, above explained, in this point of view, from

the ancient basis of the reasoninr;; process to the modern. The
former ve saw, liistorically as well as necessarily, consisted of

lani^uage, "which passed then for a sort of transfii;uration of the reali-

ties of nature. Its terms being, therefore, not as now, symbolical,

but representative, they were properly reasoned upon as real values,

carrying all moaning within themselves ; and so the syllogism, which

infers "by agreement or disagreement" among the names, or, as

Ai'istotlc ha? it, the dictwn de oriuii et de nnllo, was a complete type

of the logical system at this epoch, and in tliis hypothesis. And,

for thus much, it is valid still. Only give like names to like things,

and unlike to unlike, and your conclusions will be infallible, and by
the mere force of the terms ; that is to say, through the phonctical

relations of the sounds, assumed to have been pre-adjur<tcd to the

physical relations of objects. This assumption is made instinctively

or by noccssity, in all cases, during the ages of the formation of

languages ; and it always leaves, in most, a certain value to the

words, which, as in gold, is independent of the objects s3'mboli7.ed:

for words, moreover, or other signs, arc an emanation of natural

laws, and therefore concordant with the general system of phenom-

ena. From this double source proceeds the '' force" or mcaning/r/r

by Whatclcy and his fellow-advocates of the syllogism, but so little

apprehended by them, that they tacitly join their adversary, in trans-

ferring all meaning from the terms to the " things." And they do

so, of course, in conscqucjice of the same unconscious change of

view.

Now this change of mental bearing was effected in this way :

—

When, in process of ages, the counter-work of language gri'w,

as it were e.xterior to the physical world, mankind were enabled,

by this vantage position, to turn attention to material nature, to

bring the spy-glass of observation and the batteries of c.vpcri-

ment to bear upon its internal recesses ; and they were led to it

by the growing discrepancy, resulting from the march of expe-

rience, between the import of established words and the acces-

sion of new phenomena. The consequence of this transposition

was not less natural and necessary. As men forgot, during the

growth of language, the ground of nature whereon they stood,

and saw all knowledge, truth, significance, but in the symbols

before their eyes ; so this counter-world of language, when it came

in turn to be the platform, was similarly overlooked as beneath their

feet or beliind their eyes, and the physical Avorld, now placed in

front, was the sole seat of all significance ! For it is thus that )uan,

in the perversity of his short-sightednes.?, or onc-sidedness, is com-
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monly insensible to thiii,i:;s that serve him the most fundamentally

in the present, and ungvatcful to his best benefactors in the past.

His neck is no sooner freed from the yoke of cori)oreal slavery, than

he denounces the despotism that had rescued him from savage

slaughter. And language, to Avhich alone he oavcs the little develop-

ment of his reasoning faeult}^ is stigmatized a? a " senseless jargon,"

that has ever deluded and still degrades it! This senseless pro-

scription of the "terms" of language as in opposition to the

" things " of nature, is in fact the expression, in the subject

of method, of the great illusion of the modern "stand-point."

Nor did the crusade against the syllogism commence with Lacon.

as is commonly claimed; he had only the merit, or the fortune, of

being the organ of its crisis. The pretension that he or any other

single intellect or single age, could produce such a transfonnation,

as that explained, in the human mind, v;i\l be one day laughed at as

in the same category -svith the miracle of St. Denis, who made a

pilgrimage with his severed head under his arm : it is, however, but

a natural part, and thus a proof additional, of the general error. On
the contrary, Descartes and Bacon were but the extreme or second-

ary consequences of the great controversy of the middle ages be-

tween the Xominalists and the Eealists.

Of these two sects, so much descanted upon and so little understood,

the latter, or Ive.'di.'^ts. maintained the ancient and more concrete

conception of tena.<. They might be called the Sadducees of scho-

lasticism. "Witness their verbal materialism in their notion of

" species '' and " universals." Is it not strange that this famous

doctrine, so flippantly harped upon by the herd of logicians, should

have never yet suggested to one of them the above theory of the

syllogism ? We now can answer, it is not strange ; it is the normal

result of a general oversight, or, to speak more strictly, of the gen-

eral ignorance of the true historical point of view, rather than, doubt-

less, the incapacity to take it intellectually. The precise nature of the

"universals " has been conceived no better than that of the syllogism.

For instance Mill, among the latest and most enlightened of logical

authors, rojieats the silliness of imputing to intellects so acute as

the scholastics, the nurseiy notion of a universal man, a universal

horse, a universal tree. The thing effcctiralh/ intended by a "uni-

versal," or specific essence, was the relation or set of relations which

made a number of individuals bear a more complete and constant

likeness, each to all. among themselves than any one of them ap-

peared to offer to any other description of objects ; and this virtual

import will be sanctioned by the ripest decisions of science. Eut

the actual conception of the primitive in.tellect was of course difl'er-
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ent. All relation ho'mg an abstraction, it could not tlicn be appre-
hended unless subjected to the senses by materialization. This in-

carnation, in i:ict, -was furnished by words or names. And as the
extension of the name and the generalization of the abstraction went
on spontaneously and reciprocally together, the things became so
intertwisted as to pass, for ages, as the same " essence."

]3ufc when, as explained, the human mind, from the counter-plat-

form of language, could turn about to contemplate objectively the
several groups of individuals, and saw the objects all isolated,' and,
moreover, often at variance with the specific essences imposed upon
them, superficially; then was broken the equilibrium, and thence
arose the following dilemma : cither the things or the names must
contain the essence called a species. But it cannot be the things,

said one sect, for we see them vary from the type alleged ; it must
therefore be the names : and so far was this conclusion from having
been meant, as is now imagined, for a reduetio ad ahsurdom of the

syllogism, that, on the contrary, it was the schoolmen's warrant for

its really inferential virtue; and that of llobbes, in gouig still fur-

ther and making words the seat of truth. But no, cried the oppo-
site sect, the essence still is in the things alone ; for if some of these

appear to change their essence, it does not prove that they had not
any, but simply that the wrong one had been attributed. And this,

indeed, was the sounder doctrine, or rather, direction ; for at least it

pointed to the true essence in the common aggregate of like rela-

tions. But the latter notion, completely abstract, was not to be
reached save through a sort of compromise w^ith the sensible sub-

stances, things or names, with which the mind had been hitherto

conversant; and so the "real essence" had still to sojourn in a state

0^ substance—a "second substance"—supposed to "inhere" in the

frst substances, called individuals. This short historical analysis

may serve to rectify the current accounts of the great controvcnsy

between Nominalism and Ilealism, while it was also indisj>ensable

to a correct estimate of its lineal successor, to wit, the conflict now
before us between the so-called Things and Terms.
Whether considered as seats of truth, then, or as subjects of infer-

ence, it is now clear that these extreme positions are both alike falla-

cious, in a strict and absolute respect; while, on the other hand, con-
sidered historically, that is, relatively to tlieir points of view, they were
both alike entitled to be so regarded for the time. For both have been
representative of the real phenomena of nature, though the "things"
less incompletely as avcU as unconsciously. But the things are no
more identical with those phenomena tiian arc the names which
had been indicated, from the subjective side, bywords; they, too,
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are, in fine, but terras, the objective terras, of the same relations;

and in which relations alone resided both truth and inference from

the beginning, although of coiu-se not to be recognised till tiiis ab-

stract basis could be seen itself

Logic, then, or, more properly, method, proceeds progi-essively

upon three bases, each successively dependant or superposed on the

preceding, and all referring, but from difierent aspects, to the same
aggregate of natural laws. The aspects have already been charac-

terized as looking, the first, from wholes to wholes, the second from

wholes to parts, the third from parts to wholes. The correlative

bases, or instruments of sui'vey, are in the same chronological order:

first, language or terms : second, matter or things ; third, method or

relations. For, though the process be, in all, methodical, it is dis-

guised in the former cases, and fully developed in the last alone, as

well in nature as in name.

Now, of these three essays of the human mind to reduce to system,

that is, to unity, the infinite multiplicity of nature, the first and
earliest—proceeding by xcords, and from ivhoJes to loholcs, or super-

ficiaUij—is what was anciently, as etymologically, meant by LOGIC.

And such is still, of course, the philosophical, because the his-

torical, acceptation. Accordingly, this definition Avould explain, as

if by magic, at. once the opposite misapprehensions of the friends

and adversaries of the syllogism, and the justness of the criticism

above adventured upon both. Thus, for instance, in the matter of

inference, Ave see hov," plain is the illusion which led the one party to

claim all for, and the other to deny everything to, the syllogism. . The
former and traditional sect, observing names apply to things as wholes,

thought them consciiuuiitly applicable to the parts; for as the thing

"contains" all it.s parts, Avhy not the term do so too? and then all

science being but of wholes or parts, of course all inferences might

be by words or terms. The fallacy lurked in the assumption that,

in this sense, all the parts were either equal to, or even included

in, the whole; whereas, at least in physical objects, the rude and

aggregate exterior could alone have been seized upon by popular

language. It is true, it would be otherwise in artificial wholes

or aggregates; and here, accordingly, the syllogism had been

normal always, and is so still. For this verbal stage of the rea-

soning process is daily resorted to as indispensable for laying the

foundation in even tlie most positive of our sciences, though only

known perhaps by the name of grouping or nomenclature. And
those who understand the service Avhich it has rendered to the

special sciences, wlierever as yet a})plied Avith the requisite skill and

comprehensiveness—as, for instance, to botany by Linnanis, and to
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chemistry by Lavoisier—such alone may conceive the indebtedness

of general knowledge to the maligned syllogij^ni, even -when it -wrought

upon a basis of aggregates for the most ])art fantastical. But this

unreality of the subject-matter -was turned ignorantly against the

process—as if just reasoning and sound inference could not deal in

visions the same as in realities, or that arithmetic was less a science
"

when applied to counters than when to coins. And to this fault of

inferring, or aggregating individual objects of an ideal nature, as

parts of wholes, which were now discerned to be quite imagina-ry,

•was superadded the correlative charge of deducing contents that

were imaginary, or even of failing to draw the true ones from the

natural objects of the real world. As the former charge was imper-

tinent, the latter was absurd, the logical system being nevei- in-

tended to make an analysis of physical bodies, but simply to aggre-

gate, that is, to induct them, as individual wholes.

This exploration of the various substances of ])hysical nature in

their latent properties, composed the second and counter-circuit of

the reasoning process. Its direction, as already defined, was ac-

cordingly from wholes to parts ; and, no less suitably, its ground

and instruments were matter. In other words, matter came, not to

supersede, but to supplement, the substrate of language, as the inter-

nal and ohjcciive term of the general aggregate of sensible relations.

For the notion called matter is, in reality, but a method, an hypothe-

sis; and the materialists, who think of refuting the truth of religion

with this objection, should leam to see that they stand themselves upon

no different foundation—as in fact was shown them by Hume and

Berkeley, though but from the empirical point of vieAV. Here, on

the contrary, the methodic character of matter results deductively;

and is, moreover, confirmed practically, by the canting clamour of

the present age, for instrumental experimentation, and the scimcc

of "things" as opposed to words. It is, in short, evident that, for

instance, the telescope, or a chemical retort, is a means o^ infcrmiir

an unknown fact—is a "middle-term" in an act of reasoning—of

entirely the same purport with that of the syllogism. And it must

now, we trust, be equally so, that the purely physical objects, m and

bj which men look for truth at this second epoch of philosophy, are,

in realit}', no more its seat than were their ])redecessors of the

"verbal jargon." The jargon of "things," which still resounds

from the analytic or Baconian school, is the objective term or ex-

tremity of the real Avorld of relations, of which the Aristotelian

logic liad supplied the subjective; and between both of which

equal, opposite, and illusory extremes the human intellect is

brought to oscillate, through a third and final proces.s, into the only
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positive, though entirely ahstract, plane and purview of truth and

Bcicnce.

This la?t procedure of f^onoral method is, we may reniemhcr,

from parts to wholes. The instrument, now purely rational, is

classification, co-ordination; the object, to repair the anarchy and

petty individualism left in matter and in mind hy the decompositions

of its predecessor, to establish in empirical knoAvledges that grand

conformity- to entire natm-c which gives the scientific sanction of

unity and harmony. Jlcnce the happy propriety of its historical

designation by the term synthesis, meaning a putting together the

ascertained parts of a preconceived whole. The preceding stage,

\vhicli was a taking asunder of the conceived whole into its unknown
elements, has been pictured, with like felicity, by the name of

analysis. !Nor does the word logic describe less faithfully the

primitive epoch of the reasoning process, as a putting together, for

conception, the wholes of nature, by means of xrords ; for if the

denomination has been determined in this instance by the instrument,

and not, as with its two successors, by the operation, the cause is ob-

\'ious, in the extreme correctness of this infant stage of the procedure,

when the abstract aspect was still merged deepest in the material

and spontaneous n\edium. Another proof, by the way, that language

must be tacitly taken in early ages, as a representation of the reali-

ties of nature; and b}' recognition of which obsolete fact we were

above enabled to explain, as normal, the modern paradoxes that

place tnith and inference in predication and in syllogism.

Thus it appears, then, that the mental process described so

variously and vaguely, by the names of reasoning, inference, induc-

tion, method, vVic, is, in reality, the same action throughout; but

that, in applying it, we view each object, from the smallest body to

the entire universe, under three successive phases, or you may call

it their dimensions, and Avliieh divide, of course, the aggregate result

into so many distinct systems ; that not only are these generic sys-

tems distinct in form as well as time, but are even independent of

one another in the upward order, though dependant to the degree of

inclusion in the descending: for the logical, regarding nature as a

collection of individual wholes, confines its inference to the outMard

likeness, without a thought about their elements ; the analytic, in the

next place, proceeding on the wholes thus catalogued, directs its

efforts to their several elements, without attention to recomposition

:

while this proper task of the synthetic or final system of induction

must wait in abeyance until the two preceding liave made succes-

sively their separate circuits, and thus supplied it there quisite knoicl-

edge ; the one of aggregates, the other of elements, wherewith it
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proceeds to the rc-construction of the works of nature, Avliich alono

gives science. In short, the systems are but a tlircefold and suc-

cessivehj inverted series, or superposition upon one another, of the

same procedure in its cosmical range. "Whence the practical con-

clusion, that they should each be kept apart, in books of logic, or

rather method, whether theoretic or educational.

Wc had designed to detail more fully this new conception of the

subject, in its capabilities of constitution as well as correction. But

Mr. Bailey has drawn so largely on the application of the latter

process, that our limits have been hardly pressed upon in striving

fuU}^ to expose his jumble. The best, therefore, we can now do is,

to refer the reader to the source itself from which the theory has

been derived, and which is to be foimd in the chapter on ''Method"

in the Vestiges of Civilizatiox. This part, we think it proper

to say, is free, or nearly free, from the general irreligion of the

book.

A single indication here, however, in addition, before we close.

As the reasoning process assumes three progressive and comple-

mentary complications in its complete survey of the entire aggre-

gate, and in each object of phenomenal nature; so, of course, the

same triplicity should also have left its traces in the corresponding

instruments of method. But these instruments are, we say, respcct-

ivel}'', language, matter, and method proper—the latter being, again,

a juxtaposition of the two preceding; and all three of which should

thus exhibit a repetition of the generic forms, inductive, analytic,

synthetic.

Quite accordingly we turn to language, and recognise them in its

three elements, viz., denomination, predicaiion, ratiocination ; or the

term, the proposition and the syllogism of logicians. For denomina-

tion is induction in its simplest stage of instinct—is, in fact, the " sim-

ple enumeration" Avhich Bacon ignorantly stigmatized. Predication is

plainly analysis, because a separation, a specification of some particu-

lar attribute, in a general term. And that the syllogism is synihotic

is visibly manifest in the conclusion, which is its strictly character-

istical addition to the previous stages, and so combines the denomi-

nation of the one with the predication of the other.

The thing is equally manifest in the Material tools of reasoning.

Of these, the earliest, or the Inductive, are those employed in Ob-

servation, which is an inference or brinccing in of mere facts, and

may be instanced in the telescope and microscope. Another class

are those resorted to where the obstruction to visibility is not, as

previously, in the eye, but in the object, and thus removable but by
mechanical or chemical decomposition—an end so clearly analytic,
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as to have ciiGjrossed in flict the title, though no doubt but from its

coarser prominence in this predicament : but the same predominance

shouhl i^ive the process the special name of Instrumentation. A
last description of tliese material implements or "middle terms" of

the reasoning faculty are those devoted to recomposing or putting

together the tattercil elements Avhich had resulted from the devasta-

tion of mere analysis ; here the instrument of the process yields

the point of prominence to the purpose, -which consists in trying to

produce a natural or artificial combination, and the special name is,

quite accordingly, Experimentation : but of this procedure the generic

character is, >vo thus perceive. Synthetic. Li the properly synthetic

system the analogous subdivision coincides, in order, with Deduc-

tion, Classification, and Method; the latter taking, by pre-eminence,

the proper name of the reasoning process at the point of view

where it evanesces into Science. *

Thus spontaneously are ^ve brought back, from this flying excursion

round the world of Method, to what our author classes curiously in

a supplement of supernumeraries, comprising, we may remember,

Observation, Experiment, and Induction. These were to be treated,

according to the title, ''in their relation to the reasoning process

and to each other,''—thus implying, of course, that, in the author's

theory, they formed no parts of the process itself. Yd we ventured,

in alrcaJy reciting the passage in question, to predict, and not alone

from a full experience of Mr. Bailey's inconsistency, but, moreover,

from the necessities oi the subject, that the contents would be often

found in contradiction with the title. Accordingly, on the very

next page, we read the following:—"Induction is not some pro-

cess superadded to those here described (Observation and Experi-

ment) ; but it is, in this instance, a combination of the two intel-

lectual operations of observing and inferring, with the mechanical

aid of experimental contrivances to enlarge their range, and for

the purpose of deducing a general law." (P. 14.) Here, it will

be seen, (if anything, indeed, be visible through such a jargon,)

that Induction is made, "in this instance," whatever it may be

in others, identical with inference, that is to say, with the rea-

soning process, only mixed, it is true, to boot, with observation.

But it is to trifle Avith so grave a subject to stop to note the contra-

dictions of one who plaiidy has no precise notions of any of the

processes he so shuflles, although he gives us the foregoing specimen

as the most orthodox British view upon tho famous "Inductive

process," from " Lord Bacon down to Dr. Brown."

Indeed, ho is driven, at the close of the chapter, to make a frank

confession of tho confusion. After conning, as usual, the lung cata-
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logue of the Scotch metaphysicians, Mr. I>ailey proceeds to avow,

that the term Induction is employed in three difVerent modes at least :

"1. The investigation of facts preparatory to the formation of a

general law; 2. The mere inferring of the general law from the

facts brought together by such investigations ; o. The two preceding

processes combined." (P. 120.) Of all this, we trust, the reader is

now prepared to divine the moral. In this multitude of meanings

and misccllaneousncss of mixtures attributed to the process of In-

duction, he no doubt discerns a confirmation of the character above

assigned it, as the fundamental, the universal form of the reason-

ing process ; the others all, which alone are viethods, being but mere

modifications, resulting through a progressive series of correlative

complications, from both the instruments and the positions of the

human mind.

AVitli these properly methodic processes, as we have classed

and characterized them, a like peculiarly conclusive, because un-

conscious or forced concurrence, would be also found throughout

the chapter, and, indeed, the entire book. Wc cite, by way of

specimen, a single passage more: "Experiment (says the author)

is usually placed in antithesis to Observation, as if the one excluded

the other ; but surely the intellectual act, termed observation, is just

as much required for experiments, as it is for spontaneous events.

Unless experiments arc observed, they can clearly be of no use.

It is equally true, if not equally clear, that the observation of either

spontaneous or experimental phenomena can scarcely take place

Afilhout reasoning ; and if it could, would be of no scientific value," ttc.

(P. 113.) But ivJiercfore this dependence of experiment upon ob-

servation, and of observation in turn upon reasoning, is what the

author does not tell us. In truth, the reason has been first established

by the logical theory above applied, and which classes Reasoning at

the head of the scale, and Observation in advance of Experiment,

and shows that these and all other methods, both the special and

the systematic, must each effectually include the whole of its pre-

decessors.

Constrained throughout this article, not alone by the multi-

tude of our author's transgressions, but also by the interest of

the subject and the urgency of an example, to write with uniform

condemnation of the production of Mr. Bailey, wc arc quite hap-

py to find a decent pretext for concluding it with one exception

furnished by the closing passage of the book. The observations

are comparatively sound and suggestive; the writing, too, gives

a flattering sample of the author's general strain and style—

a

style already characterized as cold, cramped, callous ; the sterile
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style of a. liybrid school between Scotch metaphysics and English

empiricism.

" The progi-ess of pliysical science may be looked upon now as

sccm-e, [as now secure.] In this department of knowledge, the

human mind has succeeded in placing itself on the right track;

and although some improvement may be effected in the exact

expression of. abstruse scientific principles, what chiefly remains

to be done, is to go forward from tlie points already attained

to the investigation of facts hitherto overlooked, or not yet brought

to light, or not sufliciently examined -with all the aid supplied by
the exquisite instruments and subtle methods of calculation in-

vented by modern ingenuity. The proper mode of proceeding is

here insured by such ihustrious examples of successful investiga-

tion, that the neces.sit}- of rules and formulas is almost superseded.

[]Mark the true Englishman, who Avill have 'rules and formulas

superseded,' not by principles, but by precedents .'] But in morals,

metaphysics, theology, and politics, with all subjects belonging to

social science not comprehended by these terms, and I may add

in the science of medicine, a different aspect of affairs presents

itself. Hero there are innumerable gratuitous and baseless as-

sumptions, received with entire faith as unquestionable and almost

self-evident first j)rinciples, of the groundlessness of -which no sus-

picion is entertained. [How should there, Avhen received as imques-

tionable and self-evident".']

" Those are often mixed 's\ith truths, and the various deductions

from both being perpetually intermingled with the original data and

with each other, the result is a chaos of opinions, from which, in

moments of speculative despondency, it seems to a philosophic mind

impossible for the human race to be extricated.

" The only method of extrication is for the inquirer to allow no

facts, no propositions, no doctrines, no principles, or whatever else

they may be called, to jiass before him, on any question which he

has undertaken to examine, Avithout scrutinizing their character, and

carcfull}' investigating the evidence on which they rest, or are sup-

posed to rest; and where there is no evidence at all, attempting

(essaying) to trace the groundless assumptions to their origin in mal-

observation, misapprehension, ignorance, falsehood, the love of

fiction, or other causes.

"This course is, doubtless, opposed by a general and a repre-

hensible repugnance to review established doctrines, and by the mis-

chievous prejudice, which has so long obstructed philosophical inqniiy,

that opinions are legitimate objects of moral approbation and censure,

and that for the couclasions to which a man is brought in the free
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exercise of his intellect, lie may be justly subjected to moral con-

demnation.
" The destruction of this senseless and pernicious do;:;ma, which

subjects the thinking lew to the despotism of the unthinking many,

would sweep away one of the greatest impediments, not only to the

progress of trutii, but to the reciprocation of kind feelings and good

deeds, to the peace of the individual, the family circle, and tlie com-

munity ; in a word, to the happiness which is ready to How upon

the Imman race from a thousand source?, were it permitted to do so.

It is not yet adequately perceived how much the predominance of

speculative error costs the world."

Quite true. But the particular dogma specified as " senseless and

pernicious,"—the responsibility of men for the conclusions of a free

exercise of their intellect,—is, on the contrary, not an error at all.

The error and oppression are in the test, not in the yn-inciple. It

is not the right of thinking freely that, in reality, has been ever

denied; it is the right of thinking wrongly. iSJo one ever has

been persecuted for discussion, but for dissent; only conclude with

the multitude or other " powers that be," and you may canvass the

entire universe, both temporal and spiritual. But as this standard

lias been usually wrong, of course the results have been wrongs,

although perpetrated none the less in the name of right. So that

the evils, all, denounced are due alone to the criterion. In fact, the

"dogma" of responsibility for our opinions is unquestionable, and

holds no less in science than in morals and theology. The laws of

nature arc the most relentless executioners of error—and not more

really so, but only more palpably, in the material than the moral

world.

On the other hand, it is the author's own dogma, of irresponsibility,

that would be truly both " senseless and pernicious." For it would

sanction (as we see it do, in fact, in the slang language of our

politicians) the indisputable right of thinking, nay, of acting and

feeling, tcrongly. But happily, this profligate nonsense is but a

transitive illusion, and is, moreover, indispensable to ovcrtlirow the

false criteria. For illusion can be vanquished but by illusion. Pure

truth and pure cn'or ai'e as invulnerable by each other as Force and

llcason, in the famed apostrophe of Pascal. Tliere must, in both

cases, be a mixture, to bring the adversaries upon common ground;

for homogeneity is the first condition of all descriptions of re-

ciprocity.
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Art. IV.—:MERRITT CALDWELL.

L Christianity Tested hy Eminent Men : Being Brief Sketches of Christian Biog-

raphy. By MEF.Knx Caldwei.i., A. M. New-York : Lnne A: Scott. 1852.

2. The Philosophy of Christian Perfection. Philadelpliia: Sorin (L Ball. 18mo.,

pp. 159.

3. Practical Manval of Elocution. By Mct.kitt Caliavell, A. M. Portland:

Sanborn & Carter. Seventh edition, 1S52.

It is not our purpose at present to give any critical examination of the

works placed at the head of this article, but rather to present to our

readers such a sketch of the author's life as wc have been able to make
up from his papers and from the reminiscences of his friends. The
man, his character, and his position demand a fuller biography than

the pages of this journal can afford; but as some years have elapsed

since his death, and no steps, to om- knowledge, have been taken

towards such a work, we deem it due, not merely to the merits of

the dead but to the welfare of the living, to give such humble por-

traiture of him as our opportunities of information and the limits

afforded us in these pages will allow. It will fall naturally in cm'

way, at the same time, to give brief notices of the writings above
mentioned, as well as of others, published and unpublished, in the

chronological order in which they were written.

:Meriutt C.\ldwi:lt, was the third son of William and Nancy
Caldwell of Hebron, (now Oxford,) Maine, and was born !Nov. 29,

180G. His parents and grandparents were pious and exemplary

members of the Methodist Episcopal Church. ,His mother, who
is still living, is a woman of no ordinary cast of mind. She
has a deep expei-ience and an excellent knowledge in the things

of God. This excellent woman made a strong impression in

favour of the truth and loveliness of the Christian religion on the

minds of her children. As the result of her laithfulness, mainly,

it may be said that each of her four children, three sons and
one daughter, was early the subject of powerful religious im-

pressions. Comparatively early each one of the family became a

subject of converting grace. Mcrritt Avas always serious and
thoughtful from a child. To religious and sacred themes dur-

ing all his after life his heart was peculiarly susceptible. It was a

strong characteristic of his mind, as we shall afterwards see, to be

jealous for the honour of Clirist and our holy religion. Sometime
in the year L^24, being then in the eighteenth year of his age, while

a student at home, under the instruction of his brother, Zenas Cald-
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well, A. 15., when there was no special rcligioua excitement in the

community, he came into the liberty of the children of God. lie

very soon made a public profession of his faith, and united with

the ^Methodist Episcopal Church.

The idea of doing good at once took possession of his mind, and was

a prevailing, perhaps v/e may say, a powerful governing sentiment,

through all his subsequent career. In the winter of 1S'24-L) he made
his first essay in the business of teaching. xVftcr his school closed

he gave himself with diligence to his studies, and in the following

September, in the nineteenth year of his age, he entered the Sopho-

more Class of Bowdoin College.

Though at this time there was no Methodist Episcopal Church in

Brunswick, yet it is sufBciently evident that ]Mr. Caldwell did not

hesitate to profess himself openly both a Christian and a Methodist.

He seems to have taken at once special interest in the Theological

Society of the college, before which he read, in April following, an

able and interesting paper on " Extemporaneous Sermons preferable,

in general, to Written Sermons." Another essay written the fol-

lowing year on the Immortality of the Soul gives signs of the care-

ful research, independent thought, and decided ability to grapple

with difficult metaphysical subjects, for which he was distinguished

in after life. "While in college he applied himself with diligence to

liis studies, and sometimes when in feeble health. He was consci-

entious in the discharge of all his duties, maintained an honour-

able standing as a student, and was held in high esteem both

by the professors and his college associates. It is very evident

from his writings at this period that his mind took a new start.

Having a fme relish for poetry and polite literature generally, he no

doubt availed himself of the stores afforded b}' the college and other

libraries to gratify this taste. But the great object of his pursuit

was the acquisition of knowledge for the purpose of being useful to

others as a teacher. In the winter of 1S25-G ho again engaged in

teaching a town school, in Miuot, Maine.

In the year 1820 some benevolent and enterprising members of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, in ]Maine, conceived the project of

establishing a literary institution, to be under the patronage and
control of the Methodist Episcopal Church. This was one of the

earliest efforts of our Church in the establishment of literary in-

stitutions, after the burning of Cokesbury College. In the spring

of 1S25 the institution, under the title of the >rainc "Weslcyan

Seminary, went into successful operation. Mr. Zcnas Caldwell,

(the elder brother of ^lerritt.) who had graduated with distin-

guished credit at Bowdoin College, Sept., 1824. was called to be the
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first principal. In October. 1 8t2G, 'sve find the subject of this memoir
enr;a;5C(l as a teacher in the same institution. After the -winter

vacation lie again resumed his studies in college, and in September

of the following year, .1>^27, again engaged as an instructor in this

seminary. In July, iM^s, he -was elected principal in the place

of his brother Zouas, -who had been called away by death. In Sep-

tember following he graduated with honour and received his Bache-

lor's degree.

We now find Mr. Caldwell entering upon the great business of

his life, as an instructor of the young, lie deeply sympathized v.-ith

the Church of his choice in its eflbrts for the establishment of educa-

tion throughout its extended communion. But his interests and

eiForts were not confined to this branch of the Cimrch. lie sought

earnestly for the diirusion and improvement of education in the com-

munit}' generally. By his zealous and judicious labours in this

cause he soon became M'idely known and esteemed ; and on the re-

organization of Dickinson College in 1834, under the auspices of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, he was looked to as a most fit candi-

date for the office of senior professor in that institution. He was

accordingly elected to the I'rofessorship of Mathematics in the sum-

mer of 1>'34, and entered uj)on the duties of his office on the 10th of

September following.

But Mr. Caldwell, while Principal of the Maine "Wcsleyan Semi-

nary, was not the teacher and educator only; as a metaphysician, a

philanthvo})isi and a Christian, his character also beautifully develop-

ed itself. An early ti-ndency of his mind for metaphysical and

theological studies led him at this, as well as at other stages of

his life, to write nuich upon these and kindred subjects. His

occasional addresses, while principal of the seminary, and several

essays on "Human Depravity," "Christian Perfection," and "The
Human Will," which are preserved, are specimens of great acuteness

of reasoning, and of clearness, and sometimes of beauty of style.

Mr. Caldwell also greatly interested himself in all the great benevo-

lent enterprises of the day,—and especially those of the Method-

ist Episcopal Church. Tlic Bible cause, the Mission cause, and

particularly the cause of Temperance, engaged his strongest sympa-

thies. Often was his voice raised for the furtherance of these noble

institutions, and, according to his ability, he contributed of his

substance for their support.

Another interesting fact ought not to be forgotten in this connex-

ion. Surrounded as he was, by so many promising young men, and

many of them looking forward to the ministry of the word as tlieir

future calling, his heart was grcatlv moved in their behalf, and he
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Bought by all the means in bis poAver to advance them in tliosc

qualifications which uii^:!,lit fit them for increased usefulness in after

life. If an}' were destitute, his hand was freely open to supply their

"wants. If any were indiscreet or needed advice, in Mr. Caldwell

they found a ready, wise, and faithful counsellor. Few men perhaps

of his ai;e, in this country, who arc not clerpiyraen, have educated or

assisted in educatin^::, so many for the sacred office as Mr. Caldwell.

There is now a list before us of upwards of seventy clcr::ymen of

different religious denominations, nio-t of whom are still livinir, who
were under his instruction at the Maine Wesloyan Seminary. His

influence upon the young men was in tlie highest degree salutary.

Although not a minister himself, his views of the oflicc were e.x-

exceedlngly elevated, and he sought by all his influence and labours

to raise up an intelligent and godl}' ministry. For this purpose he

recommended, above all things, the diligent study of the Holy Scrip-

tures. Though, as he remarks in a letter to Dr. Fisk, on the subject of

Eiblical instruction in our schools and colleges, "I am inclined to the

sentiment that a comparatively limited course only of Liblical study,

or instruction, can be successfull}' introduced into any but our theo-

logical institutions," yet he vras a strong advocate for the study of the

Bible in every stage of the education of the young. I'his will ap-

pear from another extract from the same letter. "In my opinion,"

he remarks, " some plan of teaching the Scriptures should be entered

upon as soon as the education of the child commences, and it

should be contiuued^to a greater or less extent till his t-ducation is

comjileted. The reading and committing of select passages of Scrip-

ture shoidd be introduced into our common schools just so far as it

can be without sacrificing that rcsj^ect that children should always be

taught to show towards the Holi/ Bihlc. In schools of a liigher

character, but where classes can be arranged only for a few weeks or

months, I think the weekly or semi-weekly examination of select

portions of the Xcw Testament, or of the liistorical part of the Old,

should be strongly recommended. jVmong students of a more perma-'^

nent character, either in our academies or colleges, a more systematic

course can be advantageously adopted. The study of the historical,

practical and prophetical parts as circumstances may seem to deter-

mine, may be pur.sued by the classes to as great an extent as the

time allotted to it by the wisdom of the teachers will warrant ; at the

same time the use of the Greek and Hebrew Texts might, in my
opinion, be introduced without detriment by those familiar with

these languages."

AVe have already remarked that Mr. Caldwell was elected to the

Professorship of Mathematics in Dickinson College, in the summer
Fourth Series, Vol. IV.—37
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of 1834, ami entered uiiou his duties in the month of September fol-

lowing. Here, in some respects, a new field was opened before him,

and one of great rcsjtousibility. The professors' chairs were for

some time only partially fiUcd. The President of the college, Eev.

Dr. Durbin, was necessarily often absent in promoting the financial

interests of the college. Of course the niahi burden of both instruc-

tion and government, at such times devolved upon Professor Cald-

well. How ably, and how much to the satisfaction of the students,

these duties were discharged, wc hardly need state.

Among the young men in the lecture-room, or elsewhere, or among
his brethren, the professors, he was always at home. No excitement

or casualty ever niade liim forget himself. A manly dignity, a gen-

tlemanly bearing, and an almost imperturbable composure, character-

ized liim in all his intercourse with others. His masculine intellect,

his firmness of purpose, his steady and unwavering adherence to

principles and rules, ;ind his kindness of heart taught the young men
that they had a man to deal with Ayhoni they were bound both to

respect and to love. AVith such qualities he could not be otherwise

than successful, both as a professor and a college officer. And this

was his character, as is abuvidantly verified by his associates diu-ing

all the time of his connexion with tlic college. He was always suc-

cessful, always respected and generally beloved by both officers and
students during the entire thirteen years of his professorship.

He had not been lung at Carlisle before the business and opera-

tions of the college began to assume an orderly*and prosperous con-

dition, and by his labours, with those of his able associates, Rev. Dr.

Durbin and Professor Emory, a successfid course of instruction was

commenced. Tlie classes rapidly increased from year to year, and
there was evidently a growing respect for this ancient institution, both

at home and abroad. Tliough for various reasons not necessary here

to state, the operatiojisof the institution had been entirely suspended

before it came under the patronage of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, yet in a fc^v years it more than regained its former popu-

larity, and took its siaiid among the first institutions of the country.

But Avhile Professor Caldwell was assiduous in the perform-

ance of the duties of his office, his watcliful ej'e was also abroad

upon the great world, observing its movements and watching for

opportunities to be serviceable to its best interests. He therefore

seized upon the public press as the gi'cat organ through which

he might bo useful to his fellow-men. He had not even become

settled in Carlisle before he commenced a series of communica-

tions for the ^Maiue Wesleyau Journal, a paper at that time widely

circulated in Xcw-England, and especially in Maine, his native
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State. His contributions to this paper were continued, from time

to time, on various subjects of interest to the Cluirch and pbilantliro-

pist, for several years. His usual signature vras " Gleaner;^' and
many, 'who had the privilege of reading this paper at that time, A^ ill

recollect how eagerly these articles v.-ere perused, though the name
of the -writer -was unknown. ]Iis able and judicious ai'ticles on
the " i\fcans of Grace," published in this paper in the spring and
summer of 1S35, will be remembered by many as exceedingly timely
and profitable to the ]\I<^thodist Episcopal Church in New-England.
He never shut himself in his cloister or student's cell, except to

bring forth something valuable for the public weal. The general

good, especially of the Church, the advancement of religion and
learning among the people, and not personal profit or popularity,

moved him to labour so much as he did through the public press. It

ought to be mentioned here, that in 1835 he published a history of

Dickinson College, in the American Quarterly llegister, as he had
done before of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary. Tliese articles were
distinguished by that extreme concern for accuracy which is notice-

able in all liis other productions.

In the year 1837 he became, more than ever, active in the promo-
tion of the cause of temperance. He began to lecture and publish

in favour of this great moral enterprise, and in every other way coti-

sistently with his duties as a professor in the college to awaken pub-

lic attention to the terrible, growing evils of intemperance. He was
cvidc}itly looked to as the tower of strength for this cause in tlic

Cumberland Valley. The movement at this time was very un-

popular; yet he persisted fearlessly, in exposing the enormities

connected with rum drinking and the nmi trafGc. He hesitated

not to attack this evil in high places. The polite and weakhy
wine drinker, the judge and the legislator who violated tem-

perance principles by their example or public acts, were sure to have

the subject faithfully brought before them, and in such a Avay as to

an-est their attention. His friends may have had their a])])rehen-

sions that his zeal in this cause would work against his popularity;

but so judicious and firm were his steps that he alwaj'S gained

ground and lost nothing, and lived long enough to see the glorious

triumph of the cause. During this year, besides writing on various

topics cormected with education and religion, he also wrote and pub-

lished a new conjugation of the English verb, and a new arrange-

ment of English syntax. During the years 1S3S-0, he wrote his

Sketches of Great Men. It consists of brief biographical accounts

of distinguished Christian legislators, metaphysicians and poets

and some perhaps of other pursuits, to the number of about seventy!
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His original design ^vas to have can-ied the vrork much further. Tlio

principal object seems to have been to show that experimental

Christianity has readied the greatest minds in the most elevated

walks of human life. It forms an unanswerable argument for exper-

imental religion. It is an argument from consciousness and testi-

mony in the case of the ablest and best men of modern times.

During the winter of is:jn he vrent into an extensive investigation

of the subject of " Sleep and Dreaming," the results of which were

embodied in two lectures delivered in Carlisle. In the fall of

this year ho was exceedingly active in the borough of Carlisle

and vicinity in promoting the cause of temperance. It was his

custom to lecture once or twice a week, and often to ride out of town

into the remote neighbourhoods to arouse the people to throw off

the direful curse of intemperance. His labours in this way continued

tlu'ough the winter. During this time he never lost a single college

recitation or lecture, always returning to the college after the evening's

labour, or early next morning. In a letter to his friend, John Zug,

Esq., dated December 23, 1S40, he remarks, " Since the election

has passed away, (refemng to the presidential election of the pre-

ceding fall,) we have set ourselves to work to help the cause of tem-

perance in other parts of the country, by visiting them, circulating

papers,—and la.-t, though not least, by getting command of a column

or two of each of the papers of Carlisle for temperance purposes.

If 3'ou read the papers of Carlisle you have noticed this part of our

movement. Will you not help us out here? Write for the tem-

perance department of our papers, or select,—sending directly to

the editor, or sending the papers marked to mo. I will attend to

them. Wo may do much good in tliis way, and much good remains

to be done in this cause."

These active labours led to frequent exposures, which finally re-

sulted in a deep-seated affection of the lungs. His family and other

friends becanie anxious, and he sent for his old friend and former

physician, E. Clark, M. I)., of Portland, Me. The doctor found him

dangerously ill, liaving tuberculous cavities in the right lung.

Copious hemorrhage occurred in the month of April, 1841. His

attack was so very severe that his friends generally despaired

of his ever entering again upon his duties in the college. But

during the following summer, which was spent among his rela-

tives in Maine, he was so far restored, by the blessing of God,

as to be able partially to resume his duties at Carlisle in the

following Septfiiiber, and fully in. January. In July, I'^^l, lie

published an excellent article on Eloquence, especially pulpit elo-

quence and the ciltivation of the voice, in the Methodist Quar-
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terly Review. It contuius an analysis of the celebrated ^YOl•k of

Dr. Jaincs Rush on the philosophy of the human voice. It -was
\

probably written before the failure of his health, in the winter of

1840-1. It is an article of rare excellence; and, in connexion with

the work that followed on Elocution, has done much to stimulate

the young men of the Church to the cultivation of oratory. His

health continued in some degree to improve, and he engaged again

with his accustomed zeal in his literary pursuits.

His labours, however, were too great for his slender, and already

broken constitution. It was often painfully evident to himself and

friends that he was still the pre^' of lung- affections. But he con-

tinued to labour on, and sec himself to work in preparing a text-

book on Elocution, which was finally published in 184o, at Phila-

del])hia. Though the market was already oveiilowing with text-
|

books on this subject, yet the work has passed tlirough several

editions, and still is highly valued. In the year 1842 he became
|

deeply interested in the discussion of a theory of Temptation, set

forth by the Rev. Dr. Durbin in the Methodist Quarterly Review

for October, 1841. This theory seemed to harmonize with his views i

of Scripture truth, and, as he thought, with every true system of
j

Psychology; and as soon as Dr. Durbin's views were questioned, '

he at once came to the rescue of the theory—not so much because

it was the theor}' of a friend, as because he conceived it to be the

true view. It was also, perhaps, entered into with more interest, in-

asmuch as it is a question which has heretofore been but little dis-

turbed by theologians, and especially by the theologians of our ov/n

Church. It is not our object in this paper to enter into any discussion

on the theory, or to pronounce either for or against it; but simply

to give some i\icts concerning the controversy, so far as may be ne-

cessary to a full understanding of his connexion with it. Certain

it is that he was deeply interested in the subject. His earnest and

able defence of the theory brought him into collision \dth several

able and estimable brethren of the Church, who felt thcu^sclves

bound to take a different view of the subject. Among these was the

Rev. Abel Stevens, editor of Zion's Herald, who opi)Osed tlie theory

with distinguished ability and in excellent temper, in this Review.

Prof. Caldwell replied, at least Avith equal ability, which 1)roiight, out

a rejoinder from the Rev. ^Mr. S. A short reply only to this rejoinder

was permitted to be publislied in the same work. Prof, Caldwell,

however, felt himself called upon to proceed in his investigations.

Tlie intimate connexion of the theory with the doctrine of Christian
j

perfection, or entire sanctification in this life, gave it, in his mind,

a transcendent importance. This doctrine was ever dear to his
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heart, and everything -whicli tended to illustrate and establish it,

was treasured up in his mind. The result of his thou;^his on this

and kindred topics in theolo^iy, was published in 1 8-17, in a -work,

entitled "Philosophy of Christian Perfection." Whatever may be

thought of the doctrines of this -work, there has been, so far as wc
have heard, but one opinion as to the ability displayed in it. For

clear thinking, and accurate, furciblc expression, it is a model. But
as wc intend to consider the -work more at large Avhen we come
to treat of his writings, we will add no further remarks upon it in

this place.

During the year 18 i3 much interest was taken in the discus-

sion of the question of slavery by many ministers and members
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, both North and South, lie was
not an inattentive observer of the events going forward on that sub-

ject. In a letter to the writer, dated March 19, 1843, he thus

expressed himself:
— "Do you read the True Wesleyan or Zion's

Herald? Things are coming to a strange pass; we, at least.

I can contemplate in the future but one of three things,

—

either slavery must be abolished in our Church throughout the

United States; or we must separate into two Creneral Conferences;

or vast secessions will take place in New England—such as -will

amount to the destruction of the Church there. The right measures

are not in progress to secure either of the former; the latter, there-

fore, Avith the present agency at work, must ensue. Whom have we,

that can now moun.t the whirlwind, and with steady rein direct the

storm ? I know not the man."

The result has shown the correctness of Mr. Caldwell's judgment
in the case; the General Conference of IS-U proved the truth of his

prediction that there " would be two General Conferences." But he

did not foresee all the grounds, nor perhaps the chief ground, which

brought about this disastrous division in the Church. The fact that

one of the bishops was deeply involved hi slaveholding, was not gene-

rally known, until the session of the General Conference, about a year

after, in May, 184-k While Professor CaldAvell was decidedly anti-

slavery irj sentiment, he v/as also conservative in respect to tlic con-

nexion of slavery with the Church. While he would destroy slavery,

he would, if possible, preserve the peace and unity of the Church.

He laboured for this more ihan a year before the General Confer-

ence of 184 i, and wished to form such a conservative influence as

might save the Church. But his hopes, as well as the hopes of thou-

sands, were blasted by the course of the southern ultraists on the

floor of the General Conference of 1 844.

In the latter part of tliis year he published his " Manual of Elocu-
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tion." Under date of December 15, he thus writes: "The object I

have in view in preparing the book, is to furnish a more peifect sys-

tem of preparatory discipline to the speaker, tlian is furnished by

any other text-book now in the market. The advanta2;es proposed

by this training are, first, to make oratory, or rather the public

efforts of the speaker, more effective than they are at present ; and

secondly, to give to the speaker such habits of intonation, and so

to cultivate the vocal functions, as to make all his efforts at spenk-

iu^^ at least, harmless to himself, instead of producing, as they now

so frequently do, disease of the vocal organs, which requires him to

leave the field of labour just when he has learned to be useful in it, or

else hurries him to a premn.ture grave." He also wrote an article

on elocution, which he considered supplementary to the one written

and published in the Quarterly Eevicw in 1S41 ; as the first pub-

lished treated on the voice, the latter was devoted to gesture and de-

livery in general, or what was called by the ancients, action. He
maintains that excellence in delivery can be attained only b}' study

and practice, and fortifies his position by the opinion of both ancient

and modern writers and speakers. He closes up, animadverting

strongly upon the views of Archbishop "Whately on the subject.

The subject is one of great practical importance, especially to

public speakers and those designing to become such, and is discuss-

ed with his usual ability and discrimination.

In the latter part of this year public attention was called to the

importance of closer union among Protestants in various parts of tlie

world, by a series of powerful articles by Rev. J. Angell James, of

Birmingham, England. They were copied by the religious papers

of the country generally ; and the favour of the Christian and Prot-

estant public was extended towards the plan, one feature of which v.as

a convention at London of individuals from the various Protestant

Churches throughout the vrorld. The project was deemed l)y Prof.

C. as not only Christian and sublime, but feasible; and so most of the

wise and excellent men of our country viewed it, both among the

clergy and the laity. The unsettled state of his health led him to

believe that a voyage to England and back might be beneficial, and

he accordingly dctennined, in the spring of 18-lG, to visit London,

and attend the Convention there, during the following summer. He
was also appointed by the State Temperance Society of Pennsyl-

vania a delegate to the World's Temperance Convention, which was

to assemble in London at nearly the same time. At the end of the

college year in rluly, in company with several delegates to London,

ho embarked at Puston on board a British steamer. The ship in

which he sailed having become unseaworthy, in the judgment of
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some, by runnini^ upon a rock in Halifax Bay, Avas left by a number
of the passengers at Halifax. A majority, ho^YCver, determined to

go on, and I'ruf. C. was of the number. His health improved f;reatly

during the voyage. Before attending the conferences in London,

together -with several other gentlemen from the United States,

he travelled over England, Scotland and Ireland,—having visited

most of the large cities Avithin these kingdoms. After the ad-

journment of the conferences, in company Avith Rev. Dr. Emory,
Rev. Dr. Peck, Rev. John B. Merwin, and some others, he

visited France, Belgium, and Germany, and returned to the collogo

in the month of November following, considerably improved in

health, having been absent four months.

He at once resumed his duties in the college, and labom-ed during

the year with his usual diligence and success. In the spring of

1847 he had a violent attack of pleurisy, which so weakened the

powers of life as to induce a general development of tubercles.

Again he visited his friends in Maine, as had been his custom in

former years, and at the commencement of the college session, in

September, was found as usual at his post in Carlisle, with health

somewhat improved. He resumed all his duties; but it was not

long before he was again acutely suffering from the jirogi-ess of disease

of the lungs. Afterwards a general derangement of the digestive

fmictions, and finally ulcerations of the intestines and throat super-

vened, ^\llich coiuiiuicd to increase until death. He was still buoyed

up with the hope, that it miglit please God to spare him and raise

him up from this attack, as he had done from others in former years.

He did not yet look upon his work as done. In March, he left Car-

lisle on a visit to his friend and brother-in-law. Dr. Clark, of Port-

land, Me., hoping that by the blessing of God he might be able to

resume his duties again at the college in a few weeks. But, alas

!

it was too evident to his friends, that the fatal consumption had

taken too strong a hold of his system ever again to be shaken off.

The tuberculous ulceration of the throat continued to increase, and

it was not long before the evidences of a speedy dissolution vrere

clearly seen.

Though Professor Caldwell had always lived with a wise reference

to eternity, ho was now awakened to a more earnest inquiry,

expressed by himself in the following phrases :
—

" Have I fully

put on Christ V'' "Am I fully ready to enter upon the joys of the

Lord?" "I seem to have been living too exclusively by faith."

He now panted after the fulness of love. He sought, he found,

ho felt and testified, that Jesus was the most precious, the loveliest

among ten thousand. The nan:ic of Jesus was now almost constantly
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upon his lips ; it was in bis silent breathings, and -when he opened

bis mouth in praise : the name of Jesus -was the first and the last.

A fulness of love towards him took possession of his soul. For

weeks before his death ho shouted continually, " Glory to God ! Glory

to God in the hishostl Glory to Jesus!''

Some of his conversations and sayhigs during the last week of his

life, as they were noted down or reported by his friends, some one of

whom was constantly near his bedside during this period of his

earthly sojourn, appear to us Avorthy of preservation here ; and wc

accordingly select from them such as most strikingly indicate the

strength of his faith and the fulness of his hope.

]\lay oO.—After inquiring the day of the month, he said, "1 may

live to sec the summer—to S'ce the earth spread over Avith green and

covered with beauty. But 1 wonder when I shall again see decay.

1 reckon there is no decay in heaven. If there are green leaves there,

they never fade. There shall be no death there, God, sustain

and save me!" On the next evening, just before retiring, while

observing his feet, that had commenced swelling, he looked at

Mrs. Caldwell with a smile, and said, "This is as strange to mc
as to you, yet it is pleasant to me;" and, after pausing a moment,

he added, "What a change there will be with you when I am
taken avray! j'-our cares and anxieties for me will all cease, and

you will have a plenty of time to be sad, if 3'ou will

;

—but you will not lie down upon your pillow and cryV Surely

you will not mourn for me, when God has been so good to me
all along, and will, I trust, sustain me till the end; and you

will for I'oursclf, surely you icill trust such a God; and if you

should visit the spot where I lie, you will not select a sad and

mournful tim,e—you will not go in the shade of evening or in the

dark night. These are not fitting times to visit the grave of the

Christian. Nor will you go there to weep ; but you Avill go in the

morning, in the bright sunshine, and when the birds are singing."

June 1.—He said, " One symptom after another assures me that

I am approaching near my end. I am graciously saved from extreme

sufferings. It may be I shall go down to death without them. But

1 think nothing of that. God knows what is best. I find an ad-

ditional sweetness in the name of Jesus." He then repeated the verse,

" Jesus, tlie name that charms our fears," I'cc,

and proceeded, " 1 have given my family so entirely to God, that 1 have

no anxiety for them—no care that disturbs me by day or by night."

Hearing the remark that the cares of earth would soon cease Avith us

all, though they now press upon us for a little time :
" yes," said he,
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" I -wonld not exchange. I have not viewed it in that light before.

no ! I would not exchange my condition with any of you. 1 am
now wholly the Lord's, and he is mine I Glory to God I Praise

the Lord!" He passed a very restless night, and was not able

to rise on the morning of June 2d, as he had always done be-

fore. But he said, "It is all well; the sooner will these days be

over, and I be at rest." He said to his mother, " I do not feel the

inward man much renewed to-day." Li the evening, after having

a half-hour of sleep, his feelings cleared up, and, looking up to his

mother, he said, '• I do feel the inward man renewed somewhat to-

day," and spoke of the love of the Saviour. On the next day, suf-

fering gi-eat debility, he said, " I am thankful my work is done—

I

have notliing to do but to resign myself to God in my weakness.

If I should lie down without strength to pray even, I should sleep

in Jesus." On Sabbath morning, June 4, after a night and morn-

ing passed almost without sleep, the words, " The rougher the blast,

the sooner 'tis past," were repeated by a friend. He replied,

" This blast is not very rough, but it seems to be bearing me home I

It is not vcnj rough, but requires patience, and God gives that.

It requires nothing of me

—

God gives it." This last phrase was

repeated with an emphasis that indicated the most perfect reliance

on God. Suffering great oppression and restlessness, he said,

" I feel just like lying down and sleeping in Jesus. I shall sleep

in Jesus. Jesus is my trust! Jesus is my trust! 3Iy end cannot

be far oft, and you cannot wish it prolonged ; I cannot, nor can you,"

addi'cssing Mrs. C. A little after, he said to his brother, when raising

him up, " Doctor, I am very languid." " Yes," replied the doctor

;

" but as your outward man pcrisheth," &c. " yes," he answered,
" when my mind returns from its wanderings and fixes itself on Christ,

then it rests." About 5 o'clock P. M., much more languid than ever

before, and troubled for breath, he said to his wife, '• Rosamond, I am
getting very feeble. I may not be able to say anything more in par-

ticular to any one." She answered, " You have already said nmch, we

cannot ask more." She asked him, " if he had anything in particular

to say," to which he answered, " No ! nothing. ]My mind and spirit

rest on Christ, the Hock. If I am able (to say more,) well I if not,

all is well!" In the evening he said to the doctor, "Faith is a great

thing; it enables me to stand on the dividing line between the two

worlds without trembling." On the next day he was very languid,

and said but little. Tuesday, June 6, the day of his death, at one

time he said to his mother :
" }»Iother, I have no temptation to nnn'-

murlng or impatience; but, on the contrary, I feel that heavenly

breezes are passing over me." His mother said, "Glor}^ to God!"
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and continued, " I shouted Glory to God ! -when you were converted;

but then I rejoiced ^vith trembling; no^Y I rejoice with joy unspeak-

able and fall of glory; and can I but rejoice, when I see my son

breathing his life out in the arms of Jesus, and melting away in

the light of heaven ?" Afterwards he said, " This is not death, it

is the consimimation of life; a little while, and it will be eternal

life, everlasting life."

About two hours before his death, suddenly, and with an expression

of anxiety, he said, "Mother, pray for me, that my faitli may not

fail—that I may not be overcome by temptation." Earnest supplica-

tion was made to God by his mother and friends, to which he re-

sponded most fervently. When the name of Jesus v.as mentioned,

he repeated it again and again, saying, in the language of supplica-

tion, " Jesus is my trust." After prayer he said, '' 1 seem to have

lost sight of my landmarks." Still he wrestled in the name of Jesus.

Prayer was continued till the song of victory burst forth from his

lips, " Glory to God ! I shall be saved. Glory to God I I shall live

in heaven. Why was it that I was left? All was dark; and I be-

gan to fear that I should die a sad specimen of a Christian." His
mother said, " It was permitted for the trial of your faith. Eut you
will come forth as gold. God will not forsake his children." He
replied with great emphasis, " But what if I had not been a Christian I"

He raised his head, and waved his right Land, shouting in a subdued
yet emphatic voice, " Glor^' to God I Glory to Jesus ! Jle is my trust

!

He is my strength! Glory to Jesus ! Mourn not for me ; Jesus lives,

—

I shall live also I Glory to Jesus ! He is my rock ! Jesus ! Jesus
!"

and repeated two lines, commencing with

—

" Jesus, the name," Sec.

" Jesus, my life ! Jesus ! Glory to Jesus 1" Feebly grasping the hand

of Mrs. C, he said,
'' Farewell, my dear wife. Glory to Jesus ! Jesus,

my life ! Jesus, my trust ! Jesus ! Jesus !" Thus he fell asleep

in Jesus, on the 6th of June, about 2 o'clock P. M., repeating that

blessed name.

Such was the death of this excellent man,—such a death as every

Christian would desire to die. The intelligence was received

with profound sorrow throughout the Church in the x<orthern and
Middle States, of which he had been a devoted member for more
than twenty years. The friends of Dickinson College, in whose
service Prof C. had spent the flower and vigour of his life, cspeciall}'-

bad reason to lament their loss.

A funeral discourse was delivered at Portland by Kev. Gershoui

F. Cox, and also one by the pastor of the I\lethodist Episcopal
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Church at Carlisle, llcv. B. II. Kadal, -which -was subsequently

published.

It remains for us no\Y to present the reader a brief account of

Prof Caldwell's writings, both published and unpublished.

1. The " Manual of Elocution." Any writer, profcssinj^ to luako a

text-book on any branch of science, must necessarily begin with the

elementary principles of that science. If there is a failure here,

there must be a failure in construetin,;^ the very foundations of his

"work, and consequei itly also in its usefulness. Again, if, after a proper

and full dcvclopmcut of the principles of the science, there be a fail-

ure in presenting a sufficient number of examples for the illustration

of those principles, such a work for learners must be considered

altogether defective. In the science of Elocution, as in grammar, or

arithmetic, or astronomy, there are certain elementary principles which

must be presented and illustrated by a great variety of examples in

order to be in the highest degree useful to the various classes of learn-

ers. Another [)rinciple important to be kept in mind is, that there

must be no unnecessary commingling of one branch with another, but

a strict adherence to the subject in hand. A treatise on Elocution

should not be a treatise on grammar, or logic, or philosojihy, though

grammar, logic, and philosophy are important to be uniler.stood Jjy

the elocutionist and the orator. These principles strike us as

among the most important, to be observed in the construction of

text-books for our schools. A work on any branch of science con-

structed on these principles cannot fail with proper ai>j)lication on

the part of the student to give him a full and definite knowledge of

that branch.

Measuring Professor Caldwell's work on Elocution by this standard,

we shall find that it fully meets every requisition. It commences

with a careful analysis of the voice, together with an abundance of

elementary exercises. The subject of articulation, time, stress, pitch,

waves, force, quality, and melodies of the voice, are all admirably

presented, and with a fulness sufficient for an understanding of the

subject. After this we have a practical exemplification of these

principles, in examples, calculated to show every variety of voice used

in speech. The second great topic of Elocution is gesture. The author

proceeds in this part of the subject as in the former, to discuss elemen-

tary principles, especially the elements ofgesture. This done, he brings

us to a chapter on the practical application of the principles discussed.

He finishes the subject of gesture by the addition of some general

precepts; and so far as our own experience and observation liave

enabled us to judge, this part of the work has been more sati.-factory,

and better adapted for the work of instruction, than any other within
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our acqnamtance
; and wc have used it ^Yith ^reat advantage in the in-

struction of classes in elocution for several years. The -work closes
up with t^vo very valuable chapters as an appendix—the first on
the elocution adapted to the pulpit, and the second on that adapted
to the stage.

Prof. CaldwcH's second published work was the " PliUosophj of
Christian Perfection:' This book, the occasion of which we have
briefly presented, professes to bring the principles of mental science
to bear upon the doctrine of Christian Perfection, and to explain the
nature of this doctrine in the light of well-ascertained iirinciples of
Psychology. The author, it must be observed, does not develop the
doctrine solely from these principles ; but first going to the Scriptures
ascertains what they teach on this subject, and then confirms
what they teach from philosophical principles. This certainly is a
legitimate mode of procedure in respect to any doctrine of our holy
religion,—first, to hear what revelation says, and then, what the
voice of reason declares; and thus out of the mouth of' these two
witnesses every point may be established. Jn regard to this book,
while we are free to admit that Ave do not approve of several things in
it, and freely expressed our opinion to its lamented author while
living, yet we are not ready to say, with some, that it must be summar-
ily despatched and consigned to the shades, never more to see the
light. It is a work of real merit : first, as to its literary execution

;

second, as to its brave independent thinking ; and third, as to th.o

clearness and ingenuity displayed in tlic conduct of the argument.
Whatever there is of truth in the book, let it live ; whatever of error,

let it perish. This was the sentiment expressed by the excellent

author on his dying bed. There was a solemn settled conviction in
bis mind that the main principles of his work were placed on solid

foundations. The first position of the book important to be named
is, that man's original perfection, or the perfection of our first parents,

was essentially a moral perfection. The author explains himself
by saying, that he uses the term "moral" in contradistinction from
both phijsical and mental. We suppose the author would be under-
stood to mean spiritual perfection in the primeval state of man, as
well as one merely moral ; inasmuch as he says, " We have concluded
the 'likeness' and 'image' of God, in which om- first parents were
created, was irrespective of intellectual power, consisting only in
righteousness and true holiness, and embracing only the knoAvledge
rcipiisite to the correct perception of moral truth." This was his
\\c\s of the original state of man. His state after the fall is described
in the following words: First, he is constitutionally destitute of the
love of God, as a controlling ]n'inci])lc of his nature. Second, as one
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consequence of the absence of this regulatinrr principle, he earl}' finds

his appetites and passions, and all the lo\Yer elements of his nature,

clamorous of indulgence, and impatient of control. Third, from
his connexion -with a sinful world, he must, on reaching the years

of discretion, find himself more or less under the influence of habits,

whose tendency is to incline liim to transgi-ession and sin, and
-which -will always bring him into sin until his heart be renewed
through the grace of (Jod and the power and agency of the Holy
Spirit, finally, it follows from all these considerations that even
prior to the effects of vuluntary sinful indulgence, his moral power
is enfeebled by Adam's disobedience, and ho has become subject to

temptations and dangers, though not as we can perceive differing

materially in their nature, yet more numerous and varied, than those

which attach to man's original condition. This is the professor's view
of man as fallen. Wc will now give his summary of his views of

man as restored from the fall, through the atonement, and in the

enjoyment of Christian perfection. First. In general terms there

is implied in Christian perfection a complete restoration to the

moral perfection of our first parents in the garden of Eden.
Secondhj. This perfection implies a perfect harmony of the action

of the various principles of human nature, but the destruction

or eradication of none of them. No new principle having been

implanted in the human heart as the consequence of sin, there is

nothing superiluous there. Third. It is implied that man thus

restored would be subject to trials and temptations, the same in their

general nature with those of our first parents, and only to such.

Fourth. The rc-establishment of the principle of perfect love

in the heart must, of course, just so far- as it is entire, restore the

lost power to regulate and control the appetites and passions,

to offer effective resistance to every assault, and to overcome every

temptation. Fifth. A necessary and very important inference is,

that as the restoration of this perfect love to the heart of the Chris-

tian does not secure him against trial, temptation and danger, so it

does not give him any perfect securit}' against possible or even actual

transgression, nor in any way conflict with the idea of his subse-

quent recovery. Sixth. Such being the nature of " Christian per-

fection" or "entire sanctifn-atlon," the evidence of its attainment

must lie solely in the consciousness of the possessor, and in the

all-pervading knowledge of the Supremo.

The above are the doctrines of the book. The remaining chapters

are devoted to the refutation of various Avrlters and theories on this

subject : as for example, the Old School Presbyterian doctrine, that

the entire sauctiCcation of man's moral nature is not attainable in
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this life, and the New School doctrine, that the entire sanctification

of man's nature is attainable in this life, but never attained. 1'hc

Obcrlin divines also come in for a share of criticism, as do some

Methodist -n-riters Avho have expressed themselves differently on

the subject of Adamic perfection, the continuance of the Adamic

law, as our rule of life, and the nature of temptation. Some of

the author's criticisms have been pronounced unnecessarily severe.

But they are a true repre.'=entation of the man. His course was,

not to spare even friends if he considered them as standing in the

way of truth. The objection to the work, that the author has

made use of the principles of Mental Philosophy to illustrate and

develop his subject, we look upon as altogether indefensible, and as

having been well answered in a recent number of this Review.

We now proceed to give a brief account of such writings

of Prof. Caldwell as have not yet been published in a permanent

form.

Prof. CaldwelVs labours in the cause of temperance were the

results of a noble philanthropic Christian spirit. He doubtless

never expected to gain any fame by labours of this kind, yet ho

devoted himself to them with great assiduity and with the purest

philanthropy, and finally became almost a martyr to the cause.

His labours were highly appreciated while living, and now that he

is dead, his writings connected with this cause, we believe, will not

be forgotten. They constitute no inconsiderable par| of his valuublc-

remains. They arc mostly made up of addresses, some of which

were published, and contributions to various temperance journal.-',

discussing almost every topic which arose in the progress of tliis

great cause during the first twenty years of its existence. He was

frequently called upon by literary societies to deliver addresses

before them. In these efforts he aimed to be useful rather than to

be brilliant. They are characterized by great purity of diction, a

calm dignity, a stern love of the truth, and a fearless c.x])Osin-e of error.

The follo\ving are the titles and occasions of his principal addresses.

1. An address on " Education^ before the Kennebeck County As-

sociation, in 1S31. This was first delivered at Yassalboro', Maine.

Tt is a clear and common-sense exhibition of the importance of

training and instructing the youth of our country, to prepare them

to discharge their duties properly as citizens. Its repetition Avas

twice, called for, and it Avas finally repeated at Waterville, Maine.

2. An address delivered before the associated alumni of AVater-

villc College, July, 81, 1833. This address is marked by much judi-

cious seasonable advice to the young scholar, both as its respects his

literary, moral, and religious character. It shows how elevated was
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the standard of the wi-itcv. and how his heart was engaged for the

good of the -world. 3. An address on the Errors of Education, a

liaccaUiurcate, doHvcred before the trustees and students of Dickin-

son College, at the Commencement in 1835, and published in the

Methodist Quarterly Review of LS3G. 4. A lecture delivered be-

fore the Society of Equal J lights, March, 1S3G, on the " Science of

the Human Mind." It is a delightful and most instructive })erlbrra-

ance. 5. A lecture delivered before the. Cumberland County

Lyceum at Shippensburg. and repeated by request at Carlisle,

December 30, 1S30, on the " Objects of Education." 6. Two lectures

on " Sleep and Dreaming." delivered before the Equal Rights Asso-

ciation, Ecbruary 1 0th and 20th, 1 839. These lectures are very elab-

orately composed, and throw much light upon a very difficult sub-

ject. 7. A lecture delivered in the college chapel on "Health."

Prof. Caldwell was a diligent student of this subject. Very many
rules and advices are here laid down, which ought to be under-

stood, especially by ever}- student. 8. A Baccalaureate Address,

being an answer to Uie question, ""What are the true objects of a

collegiate or liberal education "r" delivered before the senior class

of Dickin.-on College. July 13, 1843. This, in our judgment, is one

of the best of }'rof. Caldwell's orations. A copy was requested for

publication. The request, however, was not granted. 0. Enur lec-

tures on the English Language. Prof. C. paid great attention to

the subject of these lectures: it devolving upon him to give instruc-

tion upon this subject in the college. As we should have anticii)ated,

these lectures were composed with very great care. The first two

discuss the history of the foundation of the language, as it arose

among the first inhabitants of Britain through the Celtic, Cimbric,

Saxon, and Xorman stages, till the time of Queen Anne. The third

lecture presents a minute examination of the composition and struc-

ture of the language, by means of which he explains most of the

iiregularities found in its orthography and orthoepy. The fourth

lecturo presents an examination of the language in respect to

sti-ength or energy, to copiousness, flexibility, simplicity, harmony,

and softness or delicacy; as these embrace the leading character-

istics of language in general. 10. A lecture on the Temjierancc

movement in its general bearing and influence on the interests of

students at colk'ge and on the destiny of the scholar. This was

one of his last public addresses, delivered before the professors and

students of Dickinson College, in March, 1847. It is a solemn and

earnest admonition to students and literary men to abstain fjx'm all

intoxicating drinks.

It has been remarked above, that Prof. C. was a frequent con-
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tributor to various public journals. lie regarded writing for the

neMspoper press as a means of the greatest utility, and -which cveiy
literary man and philanthropist ought to improve for the good of hi's

generation. ]Many of his publications of this sort are of permanent
value. They were Avrittcn on a variety of topics, all, however, witli the

design of enlightening the public mind and subserving the public

good. Some of tliose topics are,—Temperance, Common Schools,

Education, Slavery, Phrenology, and ]\Iesmerism.

Art. v.—the GENEALOGIES OF ClIKIST.

The great importance of the genealogical lists of our Saviour's

ancestry, given in the first chapter of Matthew and the third chapter

of Luke, arises from the fact, that in various passages of the Old
Testament (e. g. Isa. xi, 1, 10; Jer. xxiii, 5; xxxiii, 15, 6c.c.) it was
predicted that the Messiah should be a lineal descendant of King
David, so clearly as to leave no doubt, at his coming, as to his

proper parentage, (Matt, xxii, 4-2.) If, therefore, it cannot be shown
by an appeal to authentic records then existing, that Jesus Christ

was literally and certainly " the son of David," whatever other claims

he may have to our confidence or regard, still he cannot be the

promised Saviour of the world. Any flaw in his title to the regal

throne, would have been a fatal bar to his succession, in every Jewish
mind; and the least suspicion cast upon his descent, would blast

forever the hope of every Christian.

Essentially important as is this point, it is nevertheless a re-

markable fact, well known to all who have devoted the slightest

attention to the subject, that serious, and, indeed, very fonnidable

difficulties arise, when we come to examine and compare the details

of the two lists furnished by the Evangelists, for the express purpose
of exhibiting this lineage. Discrepancies of the most palpable kind,

both with earh other and with the genealogical tables of the Old Testa-

ment, stand out at the first glance ; and our perplexity is increased

by finding, upon further research, that although the ingenuity and
learning of commentators and critics have been lavished upon the pnint?

of disagreci.ient from the earliest ages of the Christian Church, yet
almost no two of them agree in their mode of reconcilement, and
the explanations of all arc more or less inconsistent and improbable
in themselves, and fail to produce entire satisfaction. We do not,

therefore, presume, that any light which we may be aljle to shed uj^on

this qucp.stio vcxalissima^ will fully clear it up, or, perhaps, even lead

EouRTii Si:rji:>, Vol. IY.—3S
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to A more definite u'ljustmcnt: our reason for entering upon the

investigation, is, that ue cannot refrain from seeking some so-

lution of so vital a topic, for our own sake; and our apology for

offering it, is that by a free and candid discussion of its difficulties

only, can the doubts of those be dissipated, "who are not willing to

take for granted the gcnei-al conclusions. If we fail in our attempt,

wc hope at least to leave the subject no worse than we found it; and

Ave maj- even then take refuge in the general argument, with which

most arc content, and in which all are safe, namely, that whatever

difficulties icc may find in these genealogies, those who lived in the

times when they were written, and who had the best opportunity to

test their correctness, whether friends or foes to Christianity, never

expressed the least suspicion of their truth and accuracy.

We shall fir.st give a synoptical view of the names as they stand

in the several passages, according to the orthography of the original

languages, the Hebrew Scriptures being refen-ed to in the Old Testa-

ment, and not the Scptuagint.

Xo.

1.

2.

3.

A.

5.

-6.

7.

.-.8.

9.

..10.

11.

12.

13.

Ml.

15.

IG.

,17.

,18.

.10.

20.

21.

-22.

23.

21.

25.

26.

27,

Luko iii, CVIIS.

(hivcrlij.)

Adam
Seth

Eno3

Cainan

Malelccl

Jaicd

Kiioch

3Iathusclr\

I>amcch

Noe
Hem
Arpliaxad

Cainan

Snla

Y.hov

Ilagau

isavoutli

Nachor

Thara

Abranni

Isaac

J;ifob

Joudad

riiares

Esiom

Aram

Abraam
Isaac

Jacob

Joudas

Pliarcs

Esrom

Aram

Gen. V, X, xi, and
Ruth iv.

Adam
Seth

En OS

Cainan

Mahalaleel

Jarod

Enoch

Methuselah

Lamech
Noah

Shcm
Arphaxad

Salah

Eber

Peleg

Reu
Serug

Nahor

Terah

Abram

Pharcz

Hczrou

Ilam

1 Chron. i, ii, iil.

Adam
Sheth

Enosh

]vcnan

Mahalaleel

Jered

Henoch
Methuselah

Lamech
Koah

Shem
Arphaxad

Shelah

Ebcr

Peleg

Reu
Serug

Nahor

Terah

Abra(ha)m

I.^ac

Israel

Judah

Pharez

Ilozron

Ram
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No. Luko lii, 2.V33. Matt, i, 2-17. Gen. t, x. xi, and 1 Chron. I. U. Ui.

(Inverted.) Kuth iv.

71. Janna Klloud

72. Melchl Eleazar

73. Levi Mattlian

74. Matthat Jacob

75. Eli

76. Joseph Joseph

77. Jksus Jksis

What Ave propose to do, is to examine the discrcparicics between

the names in these several Hsts, wherever tlic difference appears to

be more than one of mere orthography. Other ])assagcs, especially

in the Old Testament, will be noticed as they bear upon the names
successively.*

• No. 13. Here JiUko inserts the naino of Cainan, which he had

also given at I^o. 4. Neifclicr of the lists of the Hebrew Scriptures

has the name in tliis jilace, but the Septuagint version has it

in Gen. x% 24; and in chap, xi, 1-2-15 it even adds his age, "and
Arphaxad lived one hundred and thirty-five years, and begot Cainan

;

and Arphaxad lived after he begot Cainan, three hundred years,

and begot sons and daughters : and he died. And Cainan lived one

hundred and thirty years, and begot Sala; and Cainan lived, after

he begot Sala, three lium.lred and thirty years, and begot sons and

daughters : and he died. And Sala lived one hundred and thirty years

and begot Ileber ; and Sala lived after he begot Heber, three hundred

and thirty years, and begot sons and daughters: and he died."

In 1 Clu'on. i, liowever, the Scptuaghit docs not mention the name

of this Cainan at :dl, according to the best editions, (verses 11-16

and lS-23 being entirely omitted;) while those that do insert it,

do so in such a confu.^ed and uncertain manner as to betray evident

corruption, (verses 17, IS, "The sons of Sera: Ailam and xissour,

and Arphaxad, and Loud, and Aram. And [the sons of Aram:]

Ouz, and Oul, and Gether, and ^losoch. And Arphaxad [and Loud

and Aram. Caina begot Cainan : and he] begot Sala," c^c.)

This is not the place to discuss the comparative authority of the

Hebrew text and that of the Septuagint; in this instance at least,

the Greek version is matiifestly at fault; having evidently borrowed

the na?nc of Cainan from the antediluvian patriarch, and his numhcrs

from those of his successor Salah, with which they precisely agree.

Luke, of course, had nothing to do in this case but to copy the list

<=' Our readers may find it convenient to compare, as they go along, a recent

Tfork, [J Ncf Jfanrumy ami Exposition of the Gospels. By Jamf.3 Stkono, A.M.

New-York: CarltoTi and Thillips,) which gives in two pages (IG, 17) a parallel

view of the It.ils in the go.- pel* containing these genealogies, and a tabular view

of the resitlls arrived at in llie following process of e.xamination.
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as he found it in the Septua^lnt, at that time current in all the

sjn:i2-oguos (.') for popular use, without needing to go into any

pedantic correction; he is, therefore, noways responsible for the

interpolation.

No. 30. Rachab, mentioned hereby Matthew, (vcr. 5,) was evidently

the wife of Salmon and mother of Boaz, just as Ptuth in the latter

part of the verse was the wife of Boaz and mother of Obcd. But

in that case, she cannot have been, as generally supposed, the 'iiarlot

"

of Jericho by that name (Josh, ii) ; for that would give an interval

of over three cenliiries between her and the time of David, whereas

the lists all agree in furnishing but four generations with which

to fill it. Nor is it likely that this coincidence was intended by the

name ; for the Jews held, traditionall}-, that the heroine of Jericho

married Joshua himself, and became the ancestress of eight prophets,

among whom they Ao not reckon David ; who the Kahab of Matthew

was, therefore, or why her name is inserted, it is impossible to guess.

No. of). Here Luke's and Matthew's lists divide, the former,

who wrote for the special benefit of the Gentiles, taking the natural

descent through Nathan, the ninth of David's nineteen legitimate

sons (1 Chron. iii, 1-9), while the latter, writing principally for the

use of Jews, traces it through the regal line from Solomon, David's

tenth son and successor. The true branches unite in Salathicl,

(No. 55,) and the hneage is thus confirmed.

No. 36. The name of Mattatha does not occur in the Old Testa-

ment. The same is true of Nos. 3S-41, 44-52, G3 and 04, in Luke's

list, and of all below No. 67 (exclusive) in both lists.

Nos. 37 and 3S. These generations we think of questionable

authcnticity,because they would unduly protract the interval between

Nos. 35 and 42 ; the names given at these latter numbers respectively

in the two lists, being contemporary, as we shall see, whereas between

them Luke gives six names, and Matthew (as in the Old Testament)

only four. The suspected names, however, occur in all the MSS.

and editions, and if interpolations at all, are doubtless attributable

to the family records which Luke merely transcribed.

No. 43. iVe here find the name of Ahaziah omitted by :Matthew,

as arc also those of the succeeding kings, Joasli and Amaziah, at

the following numbers. Some have supposed that this was done

in order to show a detestation of the memory of these wicked kings

—a mode of ignominy to which the Jews sometimes resorted in

their public records; but in that case, why were not the names of

other kings, as great or even greater monsters of crime and tyranny,

also thrown out? We are rather disposed to attribute the omission

to some uccidcntal imperfection of the popular Jewish list which
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Matthew seems to have followed ; for both the Hebrew and the Greek
Scriptures have these uauies iu tlicir proper place, (1 Chroii. iii,

11, 12; compare 2 Chron. xxii. 1, 11; xxv. 1, 27.)

In 2 Chron. xxiii, 1, we find mentioned one " Maaseiah, the son

of Adaiah;' as one of "the ca])tains of hmidreds," during the inter-

regnum that succeeded the violent death of Ahaziah, and that he

was one of those appointed to guard the young prince Joash from

the murderous tyranny of the queen dowager Athaliah. This

Maaseiah, we think it not unlikel}', may have been the same with

Simeon of this number, (the names being somewhat similar, or per-

haps two names of the same individual,) or at least a brother of his

;

for they vrere very nearly contemporary, (whether we compare the

generations in an ascending or descending order from fixed points,)

they Avere both ])er?ons of rank and apparently of princel}' con-

nexions, and their fathers' names, Adaiah and Juda, present more

than accidental points of resemblance, considering that they are

translations from different languages.

JSio. 53. Here Matthew omits the name of Jehoiakim; but it is

supplied in certain MSS. and versions, which read thus, " And Josias

begot Jehoiakcim, and Jehoiakeimbegot Jechonias and his brethren,

about the time they were carried away to Babylon." Most critics

explain the omission as in Nos. 43-45, and reject the insertion of

the name in this text, as an interpolation designed to patch up the

defect. To us, however, the matter appears differently :—In the

first place, it cannot be denied that the external authorities for the

emended reading are at least respectable, if not decidedly weighty,

and the fact of their existence makes a wide difference in the treat-

ment of this difficulty from those of Nos. 43-45, where all the read-

ings ai-e unanimous. In the second place, it is also nndeniable that

a name is here omitted, and as the correction suj^plies the proper

name, and at once remedies the error, there is a strong presumption

that it was so written. But, thirdly, the omission not only makes

Matthew guilty of an inaccuracy, by not saying enough, but also of

a contradiction, in what he has said; for he sums up the list by

saying, that from Abraham to Bavid, thence to the captivity, and

thence to Christ, are each fourteen generations; whereas, upon an

actual enumeration of his own names, we find but forty-one gene-

rations in all. Whether, therefore, avc reckon the Last term in each

of the three series as included, and the first of the latter two excluded,

(which is the most natural and correct mode,) or both terms as in-

clusive, or both as exclusive, there will in every case be more or

less than fourteen, in some one of the periods or other; as the

following; trial will demonstrate :

—
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In short, the only way to "make twice-twofivc" in this case, is

to repeat one of the terms in one of the series, ami in none of the

rest; in other words, to make a single name the representative of

two ^generations I This is accordingly done by most interpreters,

and they are only puzzled to decide, whether David or Jeconiah shall

be entitled to that honour. A wni:^ might suggest, as a relief in this

dilemma, that, as the Bahyhnion Capfivitij is mentioned in the list

as a, doubling point, this name might be conveniently pressed into

service, by v^-ay of " splitting the diiferencc," and the troublesome

blank would be neatly filled at once.* But, seriousl}', this counting

one name twice, in order to eke out a required number, is a mere
quibble, unworthy the resort of candid critics : better frankly avow

^ Indeed, Dr. r.ol.inson (Notes to his Harmony, § 13) does Tery nearly this

thing, by repoatiiig the name of David, and justifying his computation thus,

" It is ohvious that the first division begins with Abraham, und ends with David.

Piut does the second bvg'.n witU David, or with Solomon ? Assuredly with the

former; because, just as the first begins u~b 'ASpail/i, so the second also is said

to begin u-b Aavid. The first extends £6;$- AaviS, and includes him; the second

extends iuc tjj^ ueroiKeoiar, i. c. TO A\ ei-ocii and not to a persox ; and, there-

fore, the persons who are mentioned as coeval with this epoch (i-l rtjc utroiKcala^,

vcr. 11), arc not reckoned before it. After the epoch the enumeration begins agaiu

with Jcchoniah, and ends with Jesus." On the contrary, as the second division

extends quite down to the epoch, (?wr r//f lieromEaiar, ver. 17,) it ought to includo

every name mentioned before that epoch, and which continued under it, ('£Ti,T.ll;)

and this with cvc-n better reason, tlian that the third division should monopolir.c

a name v.-hich docs not properly belong to it, {ue-d,\. 12,) except by repetition.

In fact, this nice di.ninction involves after all a non frquitur, and leaves the dif-

ficulty still in every unsophisticated mind. If Jeconiah had been "coeval with

the epoch" of tlic deportation, he certainly might have been "reckoned before

it," with fully as much propriety as after it, and the instance of David would
have suggested a more correct and uniform mode of disposing of his name, by
repeating: it in like m.nnner. l?ut farther, Matthew, on referring to the list which
Le had just written, Avould have found that he had actually given this name
hefoic that epoch (vers» 11), and he only mentions it afterward (v. 12) in order

toconncct the two divisions ; if, therefore, he wished to make out a fair common-
sense ratio of the length of the several series, rather than a fanciful cor-

respondence in their n\inibers, he could not have totally excluded Jeconiah from

the second scries. Still farther, Matthew says that iu each of these periods

there were fourteen qemratiom, not merely that the number of names might be

made to tally, although lie evidently throws out of the account the three genera-

tions, Nos. i?,-i~)\ and every attempt to make any epoch or event a dividing

point, must savour of the absurdity of calling it a generation. In short, no good

reason can ever Vio given why Jeconiah'.s name should not be repeated just as

much as David's. Naturalness and consistency require three times fourteen

bona fide generntions in the entire lij^t, represented consecutively by the names

enumerated by Mattliow, and no jierson, from a mere perusal of the account it-

self, wouM think of looking for anything else than forty-two actual names in

direct descent from father to son; this, we claim, Matthew did mean to give,
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an inexplicable error at once, than thus insult the inquirer with a
coinj)ut;itiou which would be admitted in the settlement of no
ordinary account to the value of a shilling. We, however, do not
feel shut up to any such necessity in this case; wc accept'the im-
proved reading, both on account of fair external, and its over-
whelming internal, evidence, because there is not only good ground
to belic^•c that it is what Matthew did say, but it is- also clear that
it is what he meant to say,—and the whole list comes out naturally,

thus

:

1. Abraham
2. Isaac

3. Jacob

4. Judali

5. Pharcs

6. EsroiQ

7. Aram
8. Aminadab
9. Naason

10. Sahnoa

11. Boa.-:

12. Obcd
13. Jc?se

14. David

Whether Matthew himself counted up the names, in order to verify
this coincidence in the numbers of the respective scries, or merely
made the statement as a matter of popular remark, is itself doubt-
ful : if the former, he could hardly have been himself satisfied with
any of the ingenious expedients of modern critics ; and if the latter,

wc may throw the whole responsibility of the error upon the com-
putation then in vogue.

Another difficulty connected with this [No., arises from the addi-

tion by Matthew, (v. 11,) after the name of Jeconiah, of the words,

without being responsible, however, for any substitutions of equivalent names
iu the public authorities from whicli he cited.

It is true, that by the computation we have adopted, Jeconiah is, after all,

placed in the third division; but then his name is not repeated, nor is that of
David, so that uniformity is preserved ; and. moreover, as tiic introduction of the
captivity amoucr the generations in that emphatic manner, is not our hypr.thp?is,
wc are at liberty to count his name on either side of that event. The true reason
why that epoch is referred to in the enumeration of verso 17 is. not to avoid the
reduplication of a name, but because it was a better marked crisis iu the history
of the nation than was the comparatively obscure name of Jeconiah, and thus
corresponded better with the notable names of Abraham, David, and Jesus, the
other boundaries of the several series.

As emended.
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"and his brethren,'" implying; tliat Jehoiakim had at least more than

one son. Now, in the genealo^ijies of 1 Chron. iii, wc find (at v. IG, 17)

only this statement, " i\nd the sons of Jehoiakim : Jeconiah his son,

Zedekiah his son. And the sons of Jeconiah," 6cc. This nearly

all interpreters (who have noticed the passage at all) have regarded

as denying that Jeconiah had any brothers ; but we do not think

this by any means a Marrautnble inference. For, in the first place,

this whole passage is too obscure and incoherent to admit any very

clear or satisfiictory explanation, as any one may see by a mere

perusal, and as will presently more fully appear: nor are there any

various readings to as.sist in restoring the meaning; the Septuagint

also closely following the Hebrew text. But, in the next place, the

passage itself gives evidence of more than one son of Jehoiakim:

for, besides setting out to give his " sons," it actually enumerates as

two of them Jeconiah and Zedekiah. Now it will not do to inter-

pret the words, " /A'dekiuh his son," as meaning that Zedekiah was

Jeconiah's son ; for the very next verse sets out afresh to give

Jeconiah's sons, and actually enumerates them, while the name of

Zedekiah nowhere appears among them. Jeconiah and Zedekiah,

therefore, were both sons of Jehoiakim, and, in the addition "liis

son," the pronoun in both cases refers to the same person. This

Zedekiah must have been a different one from ISIattaniah, the third

son of Josiah, and the brother of Jehoiakim, whom the king of

Dabylon placed on the throne, changing his name to Zedekiah, after

the deposition of Jeconiah, (1 Chron. iii, 15; 2 Kings xxiv, IT;

Jer. xxvii, 1;) and in 2 Chron. xxxvi, 10, the two seem to have

become confounded, unless we may there interpret, " Zedekiah his

[Jeconiah's] brother'' to mean his relative, namely uncle. Lastly,

the silence as to any other brother of Jeconiah, does not prove that

he had no more than one ; for the list in 1 Chron. iii, is by no means

a complete record of the various families. And even if there were

but this one brother, we think the fact would meet the requirements of

Matthew's language, " Jechoniah and his brethren, about the time

they were carried av/a}- to Babylon ;" the Evangelist's whole object

in this addition being to allude to the transmigration which the

entire house then experienced, as affecting the fortunes of the

Messianic stock: and we know that Jeconiah's v.hole famil}-, in-

cluding his mother, (and therefore no doubt his brothers also,) were

carried into captivity with him. (2 Kings xxiv, 12, 14, 15.)

No. 55. Is the Salufhiel in each of the lists here the same

person? We take the afnrmative most decidedly, notwithstanding

the objections of great names; and for the following reasons:

In the first place, there is a very strong presumption of identity
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from the names being the same; and this is not only the case with

Salathiel, but also with his son Zerubbabel, where all the lists exhibit

the same name. These persons, also, must have been contcmjjorary,

as the mere juxtaposition of the lists sufficiently indicates for general

purposes. Noav, although instances are brought, on the other side,

of different persons of the same name elsewhere in genealogical and

other lists, there cannot be found anywhere iivo consecutive imincs,

severally contemporaiy with the same two in another such list, that

do not belong to the same individuals. Such a coincidence is

almost impossible, and not to be supposed without positive proof

In the second place, then, what proof is offered to show their non-

identity? none but speculative objections and minor difficulties.

The consideration of these will be the best mode of discussing

whatever relates to this No.

Salathiel being the lineal son of Jeconiah, according to Matthew,

could not also have been the direct son of iSeri in Luke; wliy then

should Luke, who so carefully traces back the natural descent from
Jesus to Adam, here abandon the true regal line, for some lineage of

inferior dignity and authenticity? Now it might be sufficient to

answer, that Luke is as good evidence of direct descent from Xeri,

as Matthew is from Jeconiah, or that these two names ma}'- have

belonged to the same person; but we admit that Jeconiah was
Salathiers proper father. The only other evidence of this is the

language of 1 Chron. iii, 17, "And the sons of Jeconiah: Assir,

Salathiel his son," &.c. This is another instance of the obscurity of

this passage before noted. As it now reads, we should take Assir

to be Jeeoniah's only son, and Salathiel his gi'andson; which, so far

from deciding between Matthew and Luke in this case, would involve

them both in equal and additional difficulty. A better mode of inter-

pretation, and one more congenial with the style of enumeration

tln-oughout this chapter, would be to make Assir a son of Jeconiah,

along with Salathiel and the rest in the folloAving verse, applying

the words ''his son" as in verse 16. A third mode is to regard

Assir, nss — "I'^x^ literally a prisoner, as merely an epithet of

Jeconiah, added on account of his peculiar affliction in the captivity.

This will agree very well with the manner in which ^Matthew intro-

duces his name as an exile. One of these latter modes of interpre-

tation must bo emploj-ed ; for the chronicler sets out with proposing

to give us the sons of Jeconiah, and not merely one son, Assir.

On the other hand, we claim that Salathiel was still lineally

descended from Neri, and that Luke merely takes the maternal and

private line, (as best agreed M'ith his purpose,) instead of the paternal

and royal one. The theorj' b}-- which we reconcile these apparent
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contradictious, is by assuming that Neri was the grandfather of

Salathicl, through the -wife of Jcconiah. In Jeremiah xxii, 12, is

mentioned one " Bavuch the son of Ncriah the son of Maaseiah,"

as a contemporary of the prophet, in the tenth year of Zcdekiah, who
succeeded Jcconiah during the captivity. The time, names and

rank of all the parties so well agi-ce, that we are disposed to identify

this ]Neriah with the Ncri in Luke, and his father, Maaseiah, with

Melchi preceding him. This latter may also not improbably have

been the same with " Maaseiah, the governor of the city," in the time

of Josiah the father of this Zcdekiah, 2 Chron. xxxiv, 8. In Jer.

li, 69, Ave have probably the same persons mentioned ; another member
of the family being called " Seraiah the son of Neriah, the son of

Maaseiah." I^ow it is traditionally believed by the Jews that

Salathiel's mother was named Susannah, and that Jcconiah married

her in his captivity; and, as this Xeriah was an elderly person of

distinction at that very time, lie may well have been her father.

This will easily and naturally reconcile the whole lineage, and her

name, of course, wouM be superseded in the public records by those

of her husband and fatlier. We are aware that there is much un-

certainty about tliis, but it arises from the nature of the case, and some

such relationship, it is admitted on all hands, must have existed

at this point. The only question, therefore, is, what supposition is

the most simple, and agrees best with all the circumstances and

probabilities known : the one we offer is at least more credible than

that all these coincidences of names, dates and relations (with others

soon to be presented,) are merely accidental and relate to individuals

totally unconnected.

Ko. 5G. The identity of the names Zerubbabel in the three lists,

has been assumed above : the subject will bear a fuller investigation.

It appears, however, from the statements in 1 Ghron. iii, 17-19,

that Zerubbabel was not the son directly of Salathiel, but of his

brother Pedaiah ; from which we conclude that Salathiel dying Avith-

out heir, his brother I'odaiah took his wife, and " raised up as seed to

his brother" Zerubbabel. according to the Levirate law, Deut. xxv, 5.

Hence, in the list in the Chronicles, the children of Jeconiah's third

son, only are given, because through them the family was continued.

This mode of descent is confirmed by

No. 57, which will be more conveniently considered, under

No. 58. The only two names that correspond here are Rhesa in

Luke, and Ivephaiah in Chronicles. But between llephaiah and

Zerubbabel, we have, in 1 Chron. iii, 19-21, a confused list of descent,

which it is very diJlicult to disentangle : "And the sons of Zerubbabel:

Mcshullam and llananiah, and IShelomith tbeir sister : and ilashubah,
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and Ohel, and Bcrccliiah, and Ilasadiah, Jushab-hcsed, five. And
the sons of liananiali ; Pelatiah and Jesaiah : the sons of Rephaiali,"

j

<fcc. iS'ow in tliis series, there are several difficulties, ^vhich we -svill 'i

consider in order.
|

(1) There are given at least six, and apparently seven, sons of
|

Zerubbabcl, besides one daughter; whereas at the close the}' are I

all reckoned as making five. This may be plausibly explained by
j

understanding the five names that follow that of the daughter, to i

be those counted at the close as Zcrabbabcl's proper heirs; and
j

assigning the two that precede her, as the legal representatives of
j

his brothers family, on account of the Levirate marriage.
|

(2) The line next proceeds, not through ZerubbaboFs eldest, but I

through his second son, Hananiah: this may naturally be explained
j

by the death of the first-born without issue.
j

(3) The chief difliculty arises from the mention of but two
j

Bons of Hananiah, neither of whom is Rephaiah, through whom
j

the descent next runs. Xor can our translators be charged with
|

falsely rendering the Hebrew text : for although they have properly I

followed those copies which read at the beginning of verse 21, — -i^i

"and [the] sons of" Hananiah, etc., instead of the common text
\

which has -\'z\ "and [the] son of;" yet they have retained in the i

intermediate clauses the undisputed i-s, " \^the'] sons of," rather than
\

read 1:2^ " his son," as the Septuagint apparently chose to do, from
'

its translating, "x\nd [the] sons (nalv'iol) of Anania, Phalcttia and
Josia his son {vlogavTov'), Rhapal his son," etc. Under these circum-

stances we can see no mode of unravelling the web of descent, except

by regarding Rephaiah as another son of Hananiah, through whom
the family was continued, as often before, by default of issue from
the first-born Pelatiah. Even if we adopt the (construction rather

than) translation of the Septuagint, Jesaiah will still be a son of

Hananiah, by the same process of explanation as was applied to

verse IG ; but Rephaiah will then be the son of the former, rather

than of his brother. Our ov.-n conclusion is somewhat corroborated

by the similar position of

No. o9. The list in Chronicles proceeds, " the sons of Rephaiah,
the sons of Arnan, the sons of Obadiah, the sons of Shechainah"—
a series that almost defies elucidation. We arc compelled to sup-
pose with the Seventy, that these are meant as sons in the direct

line as they stnnd. If so, the name of Joanna in Luke will agree
not ill with that of Arnan. i

No. GO. Mi^ro. the Abiud of Matthew corresponds so nearly with ;

Obadiah in the Chronicles, that we may readily identify them; and
this affords some confirmation of the position that the three lists are
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all along in tliis part the same. The name Juduh, given by Luke, is

not so diiTerent as to forbid all idea of identity with the two others.

No. Gl. In this generation the three lists give us, Joseph, Eliakim,

Shcchcniah—names that can only be harmonized by the supposition

that they were differc-nt appellations of the same individual. To
resort to a Levirate marriage with brothers, through whom the line

should return afterward, is not advisable on so slight gi-ounds.

iSo. G2. Here the names of Semei and Shemaiah agree so well,

that they at once identify themselves. Matthew, hov\-ever, appears

to have omitted this generation altogether.

l^os. 63 and 04. As Luke alone gives the names of Mattathiah and
Maath here, we arc inclined to suspect that they had crept into the

public records from jS!<js. 00 and 74, or else from Kos. 36 and 45;
the Avholc six names in iact being but variations of the same Hebrew
name r;"""'^, i. q. ^larSalog. If so, in

No. 65, we may easily identify the Naggai of Luke with the

Neariah of the Chronicles : as Matthew omits the name altogether,

there may have been some peculiar relationship between EUakim
and Azor, Nos. 01 and 00. The list in the Chronicles, however,

needs some elucidation : it reads thus (1 Chron. iii, 22), " And the

sons of Shechaniah ; Shemaiah : and the sons of Shemaiah ; Hattush
and Igcal, and liariah, and Neariah, and Shaphat, six." The difficulty

here is twofold: after setting out to -give the so7is of Schechaniah,

it gives only one, Shemaiah ; and in enumerating the sons of the latter,

we find only //fc, instead of sio\ The Hebrew text affords no relief;

and the Septuagint m.Toly avoids the plural in speaking of the heir

of Shechaniah, but leaves the rest of the verse in the same condition.

The only explanation of which we can think, of a statement too

palpably contradictory to have been intended in any other sense,

is to include the five sons of Shemaiah with himself, as the six

descendaTits ("sons" in the general sense) of Shechaniah : this will

obviate both parts of the difficulty at once. The line then proceeds
through Neariah (verse 23) as heir, instead of either of the three

older brothers : hence his name appears in Luke.

No. 00. The list in Chronicles (verse 23) here gives us as
" the sons of Neariah : Elioenai, and Hezekiah, and Azrikam, three

:"

the first of which names is readily recognised in the Esli of Luke,

and the third iii the Azor of Matthew. From this point, accordingly,

the lists of the two Evangelists diverge, until they unite again in

Jesus; carrying down the descent through these different brothers'

families.

No. 07. Here the genealogy in the Chronicles gives us (verse 24)

the names of "the sous of Elioenai: llodaiah, and Eliashib, and
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Pelaiah, and Akkub, and Jolianan, and Dalaiah, and Anani, seven :"

of ^vhicii the names of the fifth and the seventh, Johanan and Anani,

neavl}^ correspond ^vith the 2sahuni of Luke ; most hkcly the former.

By counting upward from the names of Matthat and Jacob, (I^o. 74,)

who, as \SQ shall see, there is reason to believe wore nearly con-

temporary, we find the interval between that and the present No.,

longer by two generations in Luke than in Matthew ; from which

we°nay conjecture that the latter has omitted two unknown names,

unless the ages in one family may be supjDOsed to have averaged

much more before marriage, than in the other. As the list in the

Chronicles ends here, bringing down the lineage some nine genera-

tions after Zerubbabel, under whom the Jews returned from the

Babylonian captivity, that is, to about B. C 2S0, we have only the

surprisingly short period of about lioo centuries and a Aa// preceding

Christ's immediate parentage, during which his whole descent is not

vouched for by the sacred archives of the Jewish nation!

Nos. 75 and 70. Luke does not mean to say that Joseph was the son

of Eli, any more than that Jesus was the real son of Joseph ;
on the

contrary, he only inserts Joseph as the nominal male link hi the

succession : wv(ojf evoni^ero) vlog 'lo)07]6, rov 'IVJ. Eli was,

therefore, Man/s father ; and Luke, writing to the Gentiles, adheres

to the natural line. According to early Christian tradition, :\Iary's

parents were named Joachin and Anna ; but the contemporary Jewish

writers also state that her father was named Eli : we may, therefore,

conclude, that he was known by both these names. Her mother,

Anna, again, is said to have been the daughter of one Matihan, per-

haps Christ's maternal great-grandfather, (No. 73.) Various other

relationships are spoken of or involved in the New Testament and

other ancient authorities, which it would be interesting here to trace

out, did space and pertinency allow : they may be seen presented

in a tabular form at page 072 of the October number of this

journal for 1851.

:Matthew, on the other hand, who wrote for Jews, follows the legal

mode of reckoning descent, and he gives Joseph's real fiither, Jacob:

'IaKW,3 6s iyivvipe rov 'luaijcp roi' dvSpa Map/o^", tf ijg eyEwiidr]

'h]oolg b XeyonEvoq X()io-r6g. Several circumstances render it hkely

that Joseph was much older than Mary : early traditions all assume

it; his known character implies it; (Matt, i, 19;) the reasons that

might be adduced to show that she was not his first wife, (compare

John xix, !25.) presume it; 'and the probability that his death long

preceded her's, (see John xix, 27,) justifies it. K so, he would be

more nearly contemporary with Eli as to age-a circumstance not

uncommon in Oriental marriages.
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Aht. YI.—JACOB ABBOTT'S YOUNG CHRISTIAN SERIES.

TIu Young Christian Series: comprising The Young Christiayi ; TJic Corner-

stone; The Way to do Good. V<y Jacob Akeott. Very greatly improved and

enlarged, vrith numerous engravings. In 3 volumes, 12mo. Nevr-York:

Harper <t Brothers. '[S'>2.

The disgust and rcpii2;nancc of many educated minds to religious

truth, is proverbial ; and its reality is conceded by many atLo most

deeply regret it. ^Yho reads a doctrinal or a practical treatise as a

matter of personal gratification? ^Yho sits down to a volume of

sermons without feeling he has a fasJ; in hand, Avhose irksomeness is

only mitigated—not removed—by the embellishments of fine writing

and the excitements of intellectual strength? Doid^tless very much
of this feeling arises from a source still deeper than that which

gives direction to taste—from the secret enmity of the heart to the

substance of the truth of God. Considered in its merely a2Sthetic

and literary character, no work in the whole circle of letters (Shak-

speare not excepted) has so much to commend it to the critical student

and man of taste, as the Bible; but because it is also most in-

tensely religious, it disgusts where otherwise it would please. ISIo

doubt, also, the prevailing disrelish for the current religious litera-

ture maybe charged to this cause, quite as much as to any infelicity

of style in which it is clothed. Tliis, however, instead of excusing

any from making efforts to accommodate religious instruction to

men's mental ta.-tvs, renders such efforts the more necessary. The

design of such teaching is not merely to leave men no excuse for

continuing in ignorance and sin, but to persuade them to come to

the light, and to cause them to become in love with piety. And if

they naturall}' turn away from the truth, there is the greater neces-

sity that they should be allured to it ; if the essence of the doctrines

of the gospel is distasteful, until by receiving it the heart is assimi-

lated to it, it is highly important that its salutary truths should be

arrayed in the most pleasing attire compatible with its simplicity

and practical eflkicncy.

AYc have been led into this train of thought by a reperusal of

the scries of works named at the head of this article. Of the gen-

eral character and design of these books, and their relation to our

observations, the reader has no need to be informed. They have

been now for a long period, according to the age of books, before the

public, and have secured a wide circulation, so that we may pre-

sume that most of those who shall read these pages are already

familiar with tliem. In our remarks, therefore, we shall treat of
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them, not as if to condense their substance into a brief article, but,

by discussing their plan, matter, and st^^le, at once to afford an agree-

able exercise, and to awaken a more lively appreciation of their

excellence.

The author of these volumes. Rev. Jacob Abbott, a clergyman by

profession, has been, by occupation, a school-teacher, and at the same

time an amateur author. Possessing great fecundity in book-making,.

he has "within a few years produced an amazing amount of reading

matter; and probably no other writer in this country has so many
readers, or is doing so much to form the taste and character, as well as

to inform the intellect, of the rising generation. Besides a large num-
ber of less substantial productions, the "Rollo" books; tlie series

of biographies, amounting to nearly twenty volumes, the ''Young

Christian Series," and the "Franconia Stories," still incomplete, and

the " Adventures of Marco Paul," present a mass of useful and

attractive reading seldom equalled in the works of any one man.

As a writer, Mr. xibbott has a st3-le and method, which, with-

out any special claim to originality, are justly and independently

his own. AVith less ability to arouse deep feelings than many
others possess, and, indeed, less gifted with dramatic povrcr than

his kinsman, the biographer of JSapolcon, he is still far from being

a feeble Ajriter, or one wanting the power to awaken and impel the

soul to action. His readers are seldom lifted out of themselves and

made the playthings of the author's fancy. His imagery and de-

scriptions are not of the kind that produce a mirage in the mind,

and seem to realize what is known to be only imaginary. Earth-

quakes and tornadoes, cataracts and whirlwinds, thunder and light-

ning, are not the instruments with which he operates. His is a

gentler genius. He leads those who submit to his guidance "through

green pastures and by the still waters." The current of his dis-

course is not a swelling and turbid stream, but a mountain rill, that

now glides over glittering pebbles, and then plunges into some dark

morass; that here leaps in babbling cascades down some declivity,

and tliere meanders betAveen embowered banks and among the abodes

of men. Simplicity rather than force distinguishes his style, and

beauty rather than sublimity is the emotion that is aAvakened by his

writing.-^, while a pleasing naturalness gives a lasting charm to the

whole.

The fitness of such a style, for books designed especially for the

young, is manifest. "WJiile on the one hand the humdrum style of

the formal teacher should be carefully c.-chcAved, it is equally im-

portant to avoid the opposite extreme—the florid, impassioned, and

impulsive manner of the novelist. The mental excitement pro-

PoLT.Tii Series, Vol. IY.—?>0
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duced by such a stylo jjiay bo very agreeable—and if not so at first,

use -will soon beget a taste for it—but its consequences must be

uniformly and intensely evil. It indeed quickens the intellect,

awakens the imagination, and develops the sensibilities ; but this

whole development is forced, and, consequently, unhealthy. As
iu the physical system, so in the mental, and especially in the

moral, food rather than stimulus is requisite to growth and healthy

activity. Strong excitants do indeed produce great immediate

effects ; but they are necessarily folloAved by corresponding reaction

into lassitude and debility, requiring in turn yet higher stinudants,

to be followed by deeper depressions, till mental disease and per-

manent imbecility supervene. There is excitement in ?ilr. Abbott's

books, especially the narratives, but not of that intense kind that

enfeebles by its reaction. Its effects on the mhid are like those

of the gambols of childliood upon the body; the weariness it pro-

duces leads to increased desires and enlarged powers to do and

to enjoy.

In the series immediately under consideration, ^Ir. Abbott ojienly

assumes the grave and responsible position of a religious teaclicr;

and, of course, to please is only a secondary purpose. But tliougii

secondary, it is nevertheless highly important to his chief design.

Ilis lessons, however excellent intrinsically, can be practically valu-

able only as they are read with such a degree of interest as can

bring the heart into contact with their instructions. Ilis experience

as a teacher probably aided him in this matter, as it had taught him

the difference between formal statements of truth and the imjiress-

ing of that truth upon the heart, or even lodging it in the memory.

It is a question of some practical interest, and one that may well

engage the attention of those who arc charged with such affairs,

Avhether a few years devoted to teaching may not be reckoned

among the best kinds of preparatives for the higher responsi-

biUties of the gospel ministry. It is lamentably true, that through

the want of such practical knowledge and tact, many a well-stored

mind is like a sealed fountain—affluent in its possessions, but prac-

tically valueless. It is not so however with ]Mr. Abbott, who has

certainly found out the way to engage the attention of his readers,

so that he is able both to enlighten the understanding and to rectify

the spirits of those with whom he holds communion.

Ilis social position, as the conductor of a private seminary, whose

success must depend upon the favour of its patrons, woidd naturally

incline him to avoid in his daily instructions, and thus by degree.^ to

sever from his associations, those speculative questions uj)on wliidi

good men arc divided, and as to which people may entertain the
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most opposite opinions, -without compromising tlicir Christian char-

acters. A conscientious teacher of youth -whose purpose is not to build

up a Church, nor to propagate a religious dogma, but to educate the

minds committed to his charge, iu religion as -well as natural tnith,

and to discipline them to do right as well as to act becomingly, Avill

aim chiefly to inculcate those great truths that lie at the foundation

of religion and morality, and from a proper consideration of these

to deduce such lessons of practical dut}'' as will coramend themselves

to every enlightened conscience. To this course he is bound by the

nature of his office ; and ^yhile thus occu])ied, he will come to view

man}- of the questions that divide the Christian world with com-

parative indifterence.

We believe, therefore, that we are justified in ascribing to Mr.

Abbott's position the happy exemption from theological exactness

that distinguishes his books. V/e call this a happy exemption, not

because wc arc indifferent to the smallest point of Christian doc-

trine, if, indeed, such a sj'stcm can be properly said to have any

small points, but because we believe that Avcre the whole class of

topics whose substance or essential forms are disputed among evan-

gelical Christians, wholly separated from our creeds and instruc-

tions, the symmetry of gospel truth would not be man-ed by the

excision. But, iu ascribing this freedom to our author, we would

not be understood to say that he does not clearly indicate his o^vn

theological pedigree. His emancipation from the leading strings

that guided his infantile and youthful footsteps, is only partial ; a

mere novice in such matters may confidently say to him, " Thy
speech bewrayeth thee." Still, we must say, that to any but a theo-

logical partisan, his writings will not be found objectionable in this

particular. His doctrinal system—for such a system he has—is

Christian and catholic, rather than sectarian. His modes of state-

ment are indeed more nearly conformed to a theological school to

which we claim no particular affinity, than to our own, and yet we

can cordially recommend his volumes to our own young people, and

believe that any Christian parent may confidingl}^ ]ilace them in the

bands of his cliildren, and expect that great good Avill result from

the perusal of them.

The three volumes here brought together under a common title,

are thus associated, not as a single work, but rather as a continuous

series. Each is complete in itself, and has no special reference to

the others, except as the same theme is the common subject of all

of them, and the minor points in each are aiTangod according to the

progressive development of the subject. As to the mode of discus-

sion, the .luthor himself remarks:

—
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"lu the treatment of tlic ^ariou.s topics discus-ed in tliesc volume?, the
author has made it lii? aim to divest the subject of religion of its seliolastic

garb, and to present it in all plainness and simplicity, and m a manner adapted
to the intellectual wants of cnminon readers, the great fundamental principles

of truth and duty."

—

Prcfiux.

In this endeavour, it must be granted, he has succeeded beyond most
that have attempted the same thing, as is sufficiently evinced by the

favour with -which these volumes have been received, both in this

counti-y and abroad.

The title of the first of these volumes, which also designates the

•whole series, though sufficiently appropriate, is liable to a miscon-

struction. Thnt volume especially, and the whole series generally,

are designed for the use aiid instruction of " young Christians
;"

but it is not necessarily the case, though such is generally i]iQ; fact,

that young Christians arc also young persons. Here, again, the

author shall be permitted to state his case :

—

" The Avork is intended, not for children, nor exclusively for the younjr, but

for all who are first commencing a religious life, -whatever their years ma}- bo.

Since, ho-wever, it proves in fact that such beginners are seldom found amou'^

those -wliQ have passed beyond the early periods of life, the anthor has kept in

mind the 'wants and the mental characteristics of youth, rather than t!io--e of

maturity, in the form in which he has presented tlic trutlis brouglit to view,

and in the narratives and dialogues •with which he has attempted to illustrate

them."

—

Preface.

To write books for children, and still more for adults of unculti-

vated minds, is among the most difficult of literary labours. This

is especially the case when the subject treated of is realh^ great and

elevated ; for since it is no.t possible to bring such subjects down to

the small capacities of the parties intended to be benefitted, it be-

comes necessary to elevate them to the level of the subjects dis-

cussed. This important work, which at best is performed slowly

and with much difficulty, can be effected only by presenting the sub-

ject in its utmost simplicity, accompanied with such illustrative

facts as tend to awaken the imagiuation and move the sensibilities,

till the more tardy intellect can be brought up to the same eleva-

tion. Aware of all this, our author, for the most part, avoids formal

argumentation ; and when, as sometimes he must, he assumes the

didactic style, he hides his precepts in illustrations, or embellishes

them with narratives. By such means he allures the fancy and

pleases the imagination, as well as elucidates the sober truths that

otherwise would seem dull or even repulsive. By this method lie is

also enabled to hold the attention of the youthful or the undisci-

plined mind, while he inculcates the great doctrines of Cinistianity,

and commends them to the hearts and consciences of his readers.
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As to the tlicology of the books, we a^ain quote the author's o^\^a

statement, as both just and felicitous :—

" In i-espect to the theology of the work, it takes everywhere for granted,

that salvation for the human soul is to be obtained tlirough repentance tor past

sins, and through faith and trust in the merits and atouemcnt of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus 'Christ. Its main design, however, is to enforec the practice,

and not to discuss the theoiy, of religion. Its object is simply to explain and

illustrate Christian duty, exhibiting this duty, however, as based on those great

fundamental principles of faith, in^vbich all evangelical Christians concur."

—

Pre/are.

These statements present ^vith sufficient fnhiess the general charac-

ter and design of the volumes that make up the " Young Christian

Series ;" a special notice of each volume, separately, may also aid

in forming a proper estimate of the v,'holc.

I. The Young Christian.

The author's secondary title to this volume very fitly and happily

describes its design o.nd character: "A Familiar Illustration of the

Trinciples of Christian Duty." To ans'.Ycr to such a title one -svould

not expect a metaphysical disquisition on the elements of ethical

philosophy, nor yet a long array of didactic precepts ; but rather,

as is here to be found, a skilful mingling of sober truths ^vith

attractive illustrations, divested of all magisterial severity, and em-

bellished Avith the flowers of rhetoric. The theme is unquestiona-

bly a severe one ; so much so, that a plain statement of its chief

points would present to those for whom the book is especially de-

signed, a formidable array of most uninviting topics. Take the

siibjects of the several cliapters, and stripping them of their drapery,

let them stand out in their naked simplicity, and who would think

of reading the matter thus introduced, except as a painful duty ?

Here we have the nature of sin discussed, and, in connexion with

this, the cflicacy of co)ifcssion to heal the wounded conscience
;
a

most fitting subject for a sermon, but who would read it in that

form? I^or is there anything in the statements and teachings of

our author on this subject that may uot be learned from any plain

treatise on practical theology, or an ordinary sermon upon the same

topics. The manner and the accompnnyuig illustrations arc alone

the special excellences. Let these things be presented to unculti-

vated minds, whether of children or adults, in either an argumenta-

tive or a didactic form, and probably both their truth and import-

ance will be conceded, but neither will be realized. T>nt when, as

in the ministrations of the Saviour, and as in these volumes, we

have the most abstruse doctrines brought to the understanding by
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means of tanf;;ible illustrations, the most undisciplinecl mind readily

grasps the abstract truth, lind feels its impelling force.

As a specimen of the ^vriter s method of stating practical conclu-

sions at the end of a course of illustrated argumentation, Ave give

the follo-\ving, -which is also -n-orthy of being often reproduced, on

account of the valuable practical suggestion that it conveys. lie is

treating of the immediate duty of repentance :

—

"I do not finfl that the Liblc requires anything previous to repentance. It

does not say that we must be miserable first, either for a week, or a day, or an
hour. I never heard any minister urge upon his hearers the duty of sufl't^ring

anguish of mind, and all the liorrors of remorse, a single moment in onlor to

prepare the soul for Christ. It is doubtless true that persons do often .^uller,

and are perhaps led by it in the end to fly to the refuge. But they outjhi to

have jl(d to the refuge vnthout this sufferinfj in the hcginninfj. 1'he truth is,

' God commands all men everywhere to repent.' It is a notorious fact that they
will not comply. AVhen the duty of humbly confessing their sins to (jod is

clearly brought before them, there is often so great a desire to continue in

sin, that a very painful struggle continues for some time. Xow this struggle

is all our own fault— it is something that ice add altogether

—

GckI does not re-

quire it."

—

Y. C, p. 30.

Thi? specimen e:dubits both the peculiar excellence of our author's

method, and also his greatest incidental defect. The directnf.-s of

his nianner of coming at a matter is admirable; and ]jis Avay of

breaking through the cobwebs of sophistry to arraign the intlividuai

conscience, is doubtless as expedient as it is just. The dcFect of

Avhicli -Nvc complain is tlie want of properl}' declaring the agency of

the Holy Spirit in the work of repentance. God indeed "commands
all men everywhere to repent ;" and what he thus commands is of

course a universal duty. But it is a duty that Ave can perform only

as we receive help from God. It is doubtless true that with the

command to repent is also the provision of the needed grace ; but

the gracious nature of the strength by which sin is forsaken and

duty performed by us, certainly ought not to be for a moment over-

looked. This manner of considering the subject has probably modified

theauthor'smanuer of chargingupon the individual tlic/f/;/// of his own

mental sufferings of remorse and anxiety. It is granted that these

are not integral parts of repentance, nor its inseparable accompani-

ments; and yet wc would hesitate to say, Avithout qualification, that

they arc " all our o^sn fault,''' or, that they arc always faults at all. It

is only as they are led by the Spirit that men come to sec their

need of the salvation to Avhich they approach by repentance. If

the remedy is found as soon as the need of it is ascertained there

is no occasion for anxious fears and forebodings of future perdition;

but if (as is the case sometimes) the discovery of the guilt ol ^'iu

precedes, by a somewhat protracted interval, tlic appreheniiuu by
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faith of the ^vay of salwation, that interval must be one of painful

anxiety. And so fxr from this being a fault in the a^vakeued peni-

tent, it is a necessary result of the ^york alrcad}'- cfTcctcd in him by

the quickening Spirit, and an evidence of its genuineness thus far.

This painful suspense is indeed seldom of long continuance, except

through some fault of the penitent himself, though not necessarily a

sinful one. The faith by Avhich vre "have peace -with God" is a

divine gift, as v>-cll as the light by M-hich Ave see our need of repent-

ance and forgiveness of sins.

Remarks very similar in character may be applied to the second

chapter, in ^vhich an attempt is made to illustrate the doctrine of

mediation. As a statement of the Scriptural doctrine of atonement,

it is Avholly defective, though that of 7nediation is very hapi)ily pre-

sented and explained. It is but just to remark that the Avholc subject

of atonement is considered at length in the second volun:ie of this

scries, and, therefore, its omission here is the less remarkable. To

the extent that the author designs to proceed at this point, his illus-

trations and doctrinal statements possess much of the characteristic

excellence of these volumes.

Among the chief excellences of this' volume are to be reckoned

the direct and pungent appeals that it makes to the individual con-

science, inciting to present efforts rather than delaying to consider

motives and reasons when action alone is required. Of this chai--

acter are the influences intended to be exerted by the fourtli and

fiflh chapters ; the foi-mer showing the fearful consequences of neg-

lecting religious duty when opportunities offer and circumstances

require it, and the latter exhibiting the ruinous effects of delaying to

perform what is already confessed to be both wholly right and infi-

nitely important. These chapters belong, not to the "young Chris-

tian," but rather to that large and most interesting class of young

persons who are living among the influences of rehgion, and arc at

once convinced of its truth, and impressed with a sense of the great-

ness of its interests—who are indeed almost, but still not altogether,

persuaded to be Christians. The danger of this position is not ap-

preciated by those who occupy it; and yet that it is peculiarly dan-

gerous, must be painfully evident to all Avho consider it. The story

of the unhappy Louisa, we may readily believe, is a plain relation

of facts; and, Avere it only a supposed case, it is so truthful as to

demand the most earnest attention of all who are in like manner

sinning against their oAvn souls. So, under the head of the "almost

Christian," the subterfuges and self-deceptions of the heart are

faithfully detected and exposed. Foav young persons of this class

ever resolve to reject religion: but what they could not be per-
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suadcd purposely and forever to abandon, tliey consent to delay, till

procrastination effects all the evil that the worst purposes couM have

done. Foremost among the causes of neglect of religion in youth,

and abandonment of all purpose of it in later years, is this perni-

cious spirit of delay. But there is a deeper and more stubborn cause

lying back of this, though often concealed from those upon -whom it

is operating most effectually. The sacrilices that piety demamls
are esteemed too great; the love of the -world silently but fatally

restrains the heart of youth from the paths of piety. Many a young

man has come to the Saviour asking what he must do to be saved,

and has gone awa}' sorrowful because of the required sacrifice. The
difficulties of religion lie at its beginning; while the pleasures of sin

are first, and its bitter fruits at the end. Hence young persons, with

Avhorn the love of pleasure is strong and impulsive, are drawn away
from duty to gain the present joy. To this love of the world must

be added the still more effectual influence of the fear of the world.

Young persons almost universally lack decision and independence

of character. It is also but too true, that ahnost "every one is

surrounded by a circle of influences which is hostile to jiiety."

Against this influence very many have not the requisite detcnnina-

tion to obey the dictates of their own consciences, or even to follow

their own secret inclinations. These arc the obstacles that mu.-t l-e

overcome—the crosses that must be endured bj^ all wlio would bo

Christ's disciples. The faithful and forcible exhibition of those

things by our author, cannot fail to do good wherever they arc se-

riously considered.

Passing from these considerations, which relate to matters that

precede the beginning of a Christian life, we are brought next to

those which pertain to that state itself It is granted that there arc

difiiculties of faith as well as of practice, and generally these dilS-

culties are greatest in minds most accustomed to think, and to ask

reasons for all that is considered. Among the very first things to

be learned, by all who would entertain right notions of things, is the

truth that all luiman knowledge is limited, and on every side are

barriers to thought, beyond which it cannot proceed. This remark

applies alike to natural and religious knowledge—to science as

well as to fiiith. It is, therefore, hardly necessary to reckon those

inexplicable mysteries of our being and of creation among the dilli-

cultics of religion, since they are equally opposed to both fnith and

belief; or rather, as they lie beyond the circle of human investi-

gation, the well-taught mind will consent to leave them as they are,

and seek to occupy itself with things more tangible and intelb.Lril'h'-

We may, therefore, pass over such subjects as the being of (.jou,
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the existence of creation, the notions of time and space,
—

\vhieli our

author reckons among the difficulties of religion,—as having no

proper relevancy to the subject, and presenting few, if any, real diffi-

culties to the minds of young Christians.

Perhaps, also, we should not very greatly err in disposing, in the

same manner, of the question of the existence of suffering in the

world. It is, indeed, a question hard to bo solved ; but we greatty

doubt -^vhether it often presents an}^ considerable practical difficulty

in the way of serious-minded persons seeking to please God and

enjoy his favour. These are philosophical questions, with which

men may perplex or amuse themselves according to their tempers,

and with which Christians may, but need not, distract their minds,

if they choose to forsake the clear light of revealed truth, to follow

the flickering taper of philosophy, vainly obtruding into things that

belong not to it.

Anotlier of the difficulties named by our author, cannot be so

easily disposed of—the co-existence of the divine prescience and

human accountability, which is only a portion of the more general

subject of divine sovereignty and human freedom. This is an old

question, and one that has puzzled the most poAverful and acute

minds that have attempted to solve it. ]\Iiltou makes it a theme of

discussion among the fallen angels, as specially adapted to their case,

both by its crabbedness and its impiety ; and probably many an

earnest inquirer after salvation has experienced the same difficulties,

opposing his progress and distracting his spirit with inexplicable

doubts. Perhaps no circumstances of mind are sufficient wholly to

obviate these difficulties; and yet we strongly incline to believe,

that most of this evil has been prepared by the unskilfulncss of the

teachers of religious doctrines. Had creeds and catechisms been

silent as to theories too deep for finite intellects, and had not philo-

sophical speculations been commingled with the verities of faith,

the simple minds of 3-outh and of the uneducated masses would not

have been, in so great a degree, sopliisticated and confounded with

questions that do not pertain to the substance of Christianity. The

Scri[)tures teach us two highly important truths as to this subject

—

the absolute sovereignty of God, and the real freedom of man.

Both of these we readily assent to ; but, if we choose to do so,

wc may bewilder ourselves in questions as to the danger of col-

lision between them; or, wc may wisely conclude that infinite

"Wisdom understands the matter better than we do, and infinite

Power can so direct all things as to maintain the harmony of the

universe, aud the integi-ity of the realm of Jehovah. Our author

seems to have had some suspicion that the difficulty of this case
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was rather created than inherent, and so anticipates, in part, our

answer to it :

—

"I know that some of my readoi-s will tliink that I make the difficulty

greater than it is. They will think that they can see much to lighten it, and
will perhaps deny some ot" my assumptions. Oi' such an one I woiihl simply

ask, were he before me—after havinjj heard all he should ha\e to say on the

subject— ' Can you, at>er all, lioncstly say that you understand, clearlif vmhr-
staud, how man can be fully accountable, and yet his heart be as nuich under
divine control as you suppose it is?' Every lioncst man will acknowledge
that he is often, in his thoughts on this subject, lost in perplexity, and forced

to admit, the narrow limit of the human powers."

The difficulty of the case, if one attempts to solve it, is granted;

but it is the attempt to sa}'' Jtmv the thing can be, and not the fact

that it is, that causes the difllculty. And is it indeed so hard to

"admit the narrow limit of the human powers," since this seems

after all to be the occasion of all the perplexity in the case? On
matters of this kind, one is compelled to speak from personal ex-

perience; and it is ver}' possible that the writer of these pages lias

felt less of these difhculties than has the author whose works lie is

reviewing and commending to the fiivour of the Christian public.

A happy exemption during the period of life in which his mental

character was fonned, from these bewildering questions

—

•' Of Pi-ovidencc, foreknowledge, will, ami fate,

Fix'd fat**, free-will, foreknowledge absolute,"

may have saved him from the difficulties that others experience, and

so rendered him less fit to pity and to aid those who are thus per-

plexed, than others who have been less favoured in their own ex-

perience. The author's final conclusion of this chapter of difficul-

ties, is, after all, worth more than volumes of speculations :
" An

humble, docile spirit will disarm every theoretical difficulty of its

power to perplex us, or to disturb our peace." Here, then, we may

rest securely.

Nearly a humlred pages of this volume are devoted to the "l^vi-

dences of Christianity." The necessity of fortifying the minds of

young Christians against the cavils and objections of unbelievers,

will not be denied; but it is quite possible that an unskilful advo-

cate may, in such a case, betray the cause he would defend. We
generally depend too little upon the overwhelming weight of

Christian evidences that pervades and controls our Christian

communities. U is less required of us to convince than to per-

suade; and even when a seeming scepticism is encountercil. it

is generally much more of the heart tlian of the understaiuhiig.

The appeals of Christianity to all men are uniformly clothi.'d with
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authority. Belief of its trutli is itself a duty, no less directly obli-

gatory than the consecration of the heart and the obedience of the

active po^Yers. The sin of speculative infidelity is generally a result

of dt'pravity of heart and viciousness of manners, and its surest

remedy is the removal of its cause. It is vain to attempt to diy

up this stream unless the fountain can also be staunched ; and ^vhcn

this is done, the other Avill follovr of course.

Wc do not, however, object to all attempts at su^^rgesting the evi-

dences of our faith, even in elementary religious teaching ;
but "we

must insist that in no case shall the truth of Christianity be treated,

even in argument, as a debatable question. The reality of the faith

in -which "^ve stand, must be constantly assumed, and then, from this

fixed point, the outposts of the system may be incidentally strength-

ened. The method here indicated is that generally adopted by om-

author. The credibility of the Christian revelation is never mooted

by him ; and in adducing the evidences on Tvhich this system of truth

rests, greater reliance is placed on those obvious phenomena that

display the present vital energy of Christianity, than on the histori-

cal and philosophical evidences that generally make up the great

amount of formal treatises on this subject. The great xVuthor of

our system of faith has sent it forth among men depending diiefly

on its OAvn active demonstrations of power for its credibility in the

world. Men do not gothcr figs from thorns, nor grapes from bram-

bles ; and since Christianity is constantly producing good fruits, we

arc justified in every unprejudiced mind in assuming that it is both

genuine and excellent.

The other chapters of this volume, devoted severally to the study

of the Bible, the Sabbath, trial and discipline, personal improve-

ment, and the conclusion, we must pass over without special notice.

Tiicy partake generally of the character of the whole Avork. Espe-

cially is the final chapter one of very great value, as it contains a

-wann and earnest appeal to the reader in favour of that earnestness

and decision in matters of religion, without which all instructions

and helps must be useless.

Before dismissing this volume frora our notice, a fiuther passmg

remark must be indulged. It is not pretended that the " Young

Christian" contains more or better religious instruction than may

be found in very many other treatises. Its special excellence is not

its jiiattcr, but 'its viaivicr. The Pilgrim's Progress is not intrinsi-

cally more valuable as a system of religious truth, than many of the

thousands of books on the same general subject that have been born

but to die unknown, since that work Avas issued. Its special worth

is its method ; and so of tliis. Not only is tlic " Young Christian"
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attractive, so as to secure .a reading; it is genial in its spirit, and
will as surely take liold of the afiections as it Avill please the fimcy.

It is at once a wholly safe manual of instruction, and also a most

certain excitant to religious thought and action. "We most heartily

wish that it could he in the hands of ever}' young person in the land.

II. The Corner- Stone.

The second vohuno of the series, entitled "The Corner- Stone,"

is designed to be " a familiar illustration of the principles of Chris-

tian tnith." .According to the author's own statement

—

'• Its aim is simply to present, in a plaiu and verj- practical manner, a view
of some of the great fundamental trutlis of revealed religion, on -vvLich the

superstructure of Christian cliaracter necessarily reposes. The character and
history of Jesus Christ, considered as the cornei'-stone of the Cln-istian faith,

form the main subjects of the vohuiie ; and the principles of faith wliich arc

brought to view, are jirescnted to the reader as they are seen in the Scriptures,

centering in him."

—

Preface.

The most remarkable feature of the work thus indicated, as pre-

sented in the volume before us, is the practical character of its teach-

ings, and the warmth and earnestness with which the claims of the

truth hicidcated are pressed upon the conscience. It too often hap-

pens that Christian motives arc divorced from theological di>cus-

sions, and truth is made ineffective b}' addi'cssing itself exclusivel}' to

the iutcllec!:. Such indeed was not the case with the teachings of

the apostles. V/ith them the "goodness of God," as shown in the

great work of redemption by Christ, was held and set forth as a

chief motive to repentance. The practical conclusion from all the

great doctrinal truths discussed and proved in that greatest of theo-

logical theses—the epistle to the Komans—is an exhortation " by

the mercies of God" to entire consecration to his service. There

is no doubt that a just exhibition of the grace of God in Christ

—

which is only another name for the doctrines of Christianity^—is the

most certainly efficacious method of demonstrating both the disease

of sin and its remedy, and at the same time of persuading men to

accept the proffered grace.

The nature of the theme of discussion for this volume necessarily

elevates the style and mode of address above that observed in the

former number of the series. The author, indeed, seems at times

to forget that he is writing for "young Christians," and so to give

"strong meat" instead of "milk." We have already intimated

that this is a subject that cannot be brought down to the level

of minds that will not think. The mind must be prepared to

receive great truths, if it is to be instinicted in " the truth
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as it is in Jesus." It is, indeed, tlic business of the religious

instructor so to impart the lessons of Christianity that the expand-

ing understanding shall gradually come up to their elevation. And
wo are quite ready to accord very full praise to Mr. Abbott for the

correctness of his views as to this matter, and the successfulness of

his cftbrts to accomplish this necessary, but difficult duty. To have

produced a system of theolog}' not only free from the terms and

expressions of polemical divinity, but equally free from the form and

style of disputations, is an achievement as difficult as it is desirable;

and so to present the doctrines of such a system as to make in each

case a direct appeal " to every man's conscience in the sight of God,"

is among the highest aims of "a good minister."

The defect in certain doctrinal statements noticed in our remarks

on the former volume, is fully made up in this. This is professedly

a doctrinal treatise; but the stern truths of divine theology are

most skilfully decked and half concealed in the accompanying illus-

trations. As the liberators of ancient Athens wrapped the sword

in "wreaths of myrtle, by which the fatal steel -was concealed, but not

blunted, so, here, the sword of the Spirit is wrapped in garlands

and decked with flowers, but its temper is not debased, nor its

powers of execution diminished. AVe read these doctrinal state-

ments and illustrations, and find nothing new in their substance and

composition. ]3ut the thoughts and ojnnions which had gained the

assent of the understanding and were laid up in the memory, are

now pictured in the fancy, and realized to the imagination, and nuido

to take hold upon the heart. The dimness of a dull intellection is

replaced by the vivid perceptions of a soul awakened to the reality

of religious trutlis and doctrines. On account of this property and

tendency of the " Corner- Stone," it deserves to be read and re-read,

as a means of awakening the soul, or keeping it awake, to the things

that belong to salvation.

To these commendations, which apply to the Avork as a whole,

and are most sincerely and heartily given, justice to all parties re-

quires that we make certain incidental exceptions. The tendency

somewhat manifested in the former volume, to look into nnrevealed

mj'steries, and to be perplexed with stibjccts that lie outside of

Cla-istian revelation, is still more fully developed in this; and. un-

happily, disquisitions and speculations on these points are intimately

commingled with the exhibitions of essential gospel truths. Sjjecu-

lations of this kind may be pernicious in their tendencies, without

being either irreverent in their manner or untrue in their determina-

tions. Indeed, many mental discussions of the deep things of

Divine Providence may be trulj- valuable to such as are able to use
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tlicm to advuntago ; but most pernicious in tlicir influence upon un-

taught minds. Among tliesc inscrutable things is that controlling

providence by which even sinful actions arc sometimes overruled

for good. It may be granted that such, to our imperfect apprehen-

sions, seems to be the case ; and yet speculations on this subject too

often tend to palliate the crime rather than to glorify God ; and,

therefore, the discussion of them is to be avoided in most cases, and

whenever introduced most carefully guarded. We strongly doubt

the propriety of inviting "young Christians" to speculate upon
such questions, and of affirming to them that "good is often done

by the conu/n'ssion and punishment of crime." Having been invited

into the field of speculation, the untaught mind -will most certainly

proceed a little firther, and argue somewhat thus :
" If sin is thus

made to glorify God, is it not reasonable to presume that God is

himself the efficient cause of that ^'hich thus promotes his glory?

And if some sins thus manifestly serve his purposes, is it not proba-

ble that in -ways beyond our knowledge all sins are thus overruled ?

And if God is the author of what we call sin, and if he employs it

and its agents as the instruments of his will, is it not probalile that

the criminality of sin is much more apparent than real "? May wc not

hope that the worst of his creatures, after serving him in llic com-

mission of those very sins by which he glorifies himself, will at

length be received back into his favour? as a spy returned from the

camp of the enemy is received with favour, although he had long

ranged himself under a hostile banner, and actually fought against

his riglitful prince?" Wc acknowledge the sophistry of this kind

of speculations, but is it probable that those "who are first com-

mencing a religious life" would perceive its sophistry, or fail to be

greatly perplexed, if not actually turned out of the -svay by it ? The

unlearned and unskilful will quite soon enough thrust themselves

upon these difficult and perplexing mysteries ; and, therefore, they

should be warned against their dangers, rather than invited too soon

to incur them.

Another, though less serious exception, may be made to the view

given of the nature and design of punishment. ^Ve do not complain

of this as positively incorrect, but rather as really defective,—

a

part of the truth being presented as the whole. This matter is thus

concisely expressed by the author himself:

—

" The olijects of law and penalty arc to hold up to the coinniunltv distinctly

the nature and tlie cfIVct.> of sin,— to innke a stroncr moral impression ;urain>t

it, and t!ui> to erect a barrier which ?hall prevent its extension."—P- ''•'•

And in another place, thus,

—
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" The (Iciign of God in conncctincj such severe and Ifistlnj; sufTerin-Ts with
sin, is not resentment Ofjainst (he sinnku, but a calm and benevolent interest

in the {jjeueral good. lie wislies no one to sudor, and has accordinnfly formed
a plan by which he can accomplish more perfectly, in another way, wliat would
naturally have been accomplished by the inflexible execution of the law. By
this means the wav is open for our forgiveness, if we are penitent for our
sins."—r. ISO.

"We readily grant the truth of all that is here stated positively;

it is to -Khat is not said, and to what is said negative]}-, that we
object. 'We cannot say wliat is the precise notion that is intended

to be expressed by the word "resentment" in this extract; but

taking that Avord in its proper sense, and explaining it by Scriptural

synonyms, our author's disclaimer seems to contradict such Scrip-

tural statements as, " God is atigri/ with the wicked ever}- day."

"The icrath of God abideth on him" [that believeth not.] '• Ven-

geance is 7?iine ; I will repay, saith the Lord." Can there be anger,

wrath, vengeance, and retribution for sin, and all these called into

exercise upon the sinner, and yet in all the sufferings thus caused,

no "resentment" against the sinner? The theory of atonement

thus developed, though sustained by high authority, is nevertheless

a most defective one. According to this theory, the atonement is

no more than an expedient, adopted by God to escape a diniculty,

forced upon him by circumstances, in the way of the accompli>liuicnt

of a favourite purpose. It rests the demands for satisfaction for sin,

not in the absolute holiness of the Divine Person, but in the ex-

igences of government. To us, at least, this seems like very low

orthodox}-. It leaves out of the account God's moral character, and

ignores tlic solemn truth that God, in his own person, hates sin,

and is offended with the sinner. It abandons tlte whole notion of

proper expiation, and reduces the work of substitution indicated in

the gospel to a mere s£mblance. It, indeed, allows that Christ suf-

fered for us, that is, on account of us, but denies that his sufferings

were instead of ours,—or that in any proper sense he " bore our

sins in his own body on the tree." This inadequate view of the

nature of atonement necessarily modifies and diminishes the notion

of sin. It is no longer an offence against the Divine Person, but an

infraction of the " order of the universe." God might, indeed, pass

it by, if it were "safe" for him to do so; and atonement itself is

valuable only as it is knoAvn and considered by rational moral agents,

and only on account of its moral influences ! We have not ?o learned

Christ 1 The modes of stating the truths and doctrines of Chris-

tianity employed by inspired men are widely different from this.

The language of conscious guilt and godly penitence, is, "Against
thee, thee only have I sinned,"—and not in the euphonious dialect
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of this school, " I have sinned against thy government, and vioh^ted

the order of the universe.'' This, Y,e repeat, though not heresy, is

something less than " the ^vholc counsel of God."

We make these exceptions to our general approval of the volume

under review, as a simple act of justice to the work itself, as well

as to our readers and ourselves. We indulge in no blind panegyric;

and while we feel impelled to recommend the volume, we must

not be understood as endorsing every point of doctrine it con-

tains; though, for a few defects, we will not cast so valuable a

possession aside. It is a book that we love to peruse and reperuse,

and as often as we do so, Ave iind the heart warmed and the under-

standing quickened. Let young Christians read it; for it contains

the milk of the gospel. Let the fathers read it ; it will strengthen

their hands, and elevate their faith in God. Let the Sabbath-scliool

teacher read it ; it will give him new interest in his work, and new

qualifications for performing it. Let ministers of the gospel read

it; it will cause them to feel the greatness of the work committed

to their hands, and, at the same time, teach them the most direct

and certain way to the hearts of their people.

in. The Way to do Good.

The third of the volumes under review, entitled as above, with

the secondary title, " The Christian Character ^latured," is designed

to serve as an incentive and directory to religious activity and be-

neficence—or, in the language of the author himself, " to pix-sent a

practical view of a life of Christian usefulness."

The opening chapter is in the form of a naiTative,
—"The story

of Alonzo,''—and aims to set forth the moral and religious history

of a youth growing up amoug Christian influences, and vibrating

between the control of sinful propensities and the authority of con-

science, till at length, and after many sad lapses into gross sins of

the heart, notwithstanding a fair exterior perpetually and very care-

fully maintained, he is brought by grace to rejoice in the gift of a

present salvation. The narrative is a highly truthful exhibition of

what is continually going forward in the hearts of thousand.s of the

best portion of the young people of the land ; and a judicious ex-

hibition of these things cannot fiiil to do good. The account has

nothing of startling interest about it, and to the careless reader it

may seem especially destitute of even the interest of novelty. I^nt

these properties arc its real excellences : this is holding the mirror

up to nature, or, like the work of the photographist, copying natuic

in all its living realities,—its details, as well as its gencrahiics

;
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its discords, as \vell as its harmonies. It is often found difficult

to brin;^ a dignified and serious subject among the familiar affairs of

evcry-day life, and not degrade it by the association. There is, in-

deed, no inevitable necessity for this ; but the ability thus to fa-

miliarize the most Aveighty truths without at all degrading them, is

a rare talent. And this, -wc think, Mr. Abbott has done Avith ad-

mirable success. "We heartily Avish that this " story of Alonzo"

could be read and considered by the millions of youths in our coun-

tr}', Avhose mental exercises and contiicts it more or less accurately

portrays,—believing that, instead of degrading the subject of experi-

mental religion, such an exhibition Avoukl quicken their sensibilities

to a more adequate appreciation of the subject, and give much useful

practical instruction as to the Avay of duty in such cases. Here the

awakened sinner may find the answer to the all-important question,

now rising unasked in his heart, and bursting involuntarily from
his lips,

—''What must T do to be saved?" The deceitfulness of

sin, and the deceivableness of the heart,—the struggling, but yielding

power of conscience vainly opposing itself to a flood of sinful inclina-

tions,—the tyrannous dominion of sin, and the utter helplessness

of the soul as to procuring its emancipation, and taking hold upon
the salvation of the gospel, are all clearly and forcibly tauglit. To
give the appropriate instructions to one thus inquiring for the path

of life, is among the most important duties of the pastoral office,

(though not exclusively the work of those v,ho arc set apart to that

office,) and it requires care in its execution, lest the smoking flax

be quenched, or the bruised reed broken. Each practical instructor,

too, in such cases, will have his own specially favourite modes and

agencies among those that may be used, upon which he will lay

more stress than others do. Theological systems will also modify

the modes of treating such cases ; sometimes leading to unskilful-

ness in the use of the gospel remedies, and sometimes to the " heal-

ing of the hurt of the daughter of my people slightly." Of this

latter, Mr. Abbott is not guilty,—with him the conversion of the

soul is the sole method of obtaining peace with God, and this is a

real tranformation, " a new creation." As to the other, we must
speak less confidentU". Certain of his metaphysical' positions arc

at least questionable, and these lead him to ccrtahi cognate doctrinal

errors, and suggest wrong courses of treatment for the sjjiritual

malady. We would have been better pleased with Alonzo's pastor,

had he spent more time in praying with and for the young inquirer,

if not less in discussing doctrinal truths, however imjiortant. Koth-

ing else is so directly effrctual in bringing the awakened penitent tO'

the light and peace of indwelling religious life, as earnest and impor-

FouKTii Seuie.s, Vol. 1Y.—10
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tunato prayer; no other exercise is so valuable to him that is bur-

dened in spirit ^vith guilt and fears of perdition.

It was certainly a happ}- thou;^ht to begin a volume on doing

good, \Yitli practical instructions how to become good, so as to be in

some ineasure adapted to the work designed to be effected. The

work of fliith is the first of good Avorks; it is only after he is con-

verted himself, that any man is prepared to strengthen his brethren.

Hence the fitness of the arrangement adopted by our author,—thongli,

to a careless observer, it ma}'" seem to be faulty. Having tlius fi.xed

the starting point of a life of beneficence, the further process in the

development of the subject is all plain and natural. The character

of the Tiiotives that give rise to good works, is seen to require to

be carefully observed ; a thoughtful regard to ourselves, even in

things generally deemed of little importance, is shown to be essential

to either usefulness or happiness ; the difficulties, dangers, and evil

consequences of mere almsgiving, is so truthfully exhibited, as to

convince the least credulous that without some other remed}-, poverty

and suffering can never be effectually alleviated. By this j.roccss

we arc led to that form of doing good that aims to renovate the heart

and rectify the life of its objects. All acts of beneficence that stop

short of this,—that do not aim at the promotion of personal iiieiv.—

are necessarily superficial and ineffective. The only way to do r.-al

permanent good, is to promote genuine goodness in the hearts and

characters of those whom we would benefit. The preparation f-.r

this work, then, becomes a matter of primary importance, and one

that appeals directly to the individual. Personal piety is begotten

rather than created in men's hearts ; and sympathy, rather than

reason, is the agency through which this work is effected.

A deep and wonderful philosophy underlies this whole sul)ject.

The operation of social influences is among the most remarkable

phenomena of human affairs ; and it carries Avith it the most tre-

mendous consequences. AS'c are perpetually inclosed in a tissue of

invisible, but almost resistless influences. While acting, as they

• suppose, from the sole dictates of their own will, men are, to a very

great degree, controlled by extraneous influences that mingle Avith

• their own original impulses, and modify their Avhole course of action.

Around every individual is an atmosphere of hidden poAver, that

tends, Avith all the force of his character, to assimilate the heart-

and wills of others to his own. This influence is ever active, and

operates through all the media of social intercourse. It flashes m

silence from tlie sparkling eye: it lauglis upon the cheek; it fVo\vns

forbiddancc from the contracted eyebrows; it sheds contempt from

the curled lips, and beams, with hope-inspiring kindness, from the
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illuminated countenance. And more cflectuall_y still, because more
secretly, it gives to every one a certain powerful, but unrecognised

influence over the actions, the words, the thoughts, and even the

very characters of all about him. As a consequence of this power,

no one can live for himself alone ; nor can the influence that lie ex-

erts among men differ from his own life and character. The only

eflcctual preparation for the work of doing good, is to become bap-

tised into the spirit of that work. How Avell and beautifully all this

is shown by our author, will be properly appreciated by none but

those who read for themselves.

Having attained to the point just indicated, the further subjects

of discussion occur naturally. Ko novel processes by which " to do
good," are indicated. To one thus prepared, the promotion o'ipublic

morah, the duties of the Church, the care of the sick and of

children, the giving of instruction, and the riglit use of prcpcrtij,

all become ways and means of doing good. These ways are, in

some degree, accessible to almost every one ; so that, wherever there

is found a heart to do good, the opportunity will not be wanting.

But we must not conclude because personal piety is an essential

preparation to a life of usefulness, that when this is attained, Ave

may trust to its spontaneous impulses, and " do good" only as our

hearts incline us to it. The piety requisite is itself much more a

settled habit of the spirit and life of the individual, than a series of

emotions and passionate impulses. The conscience, the judgment,

the understanding, as well as the feelings, must be called into action,

and required to perform their approj^riate functions. To adopt the

language of the author: "Piety, if it exist at all, must exist gener-

ally as a calm and steady principle of action Ilcligion is, to

say the least, quite as active a principle, when it leads a man to his

work in the cause of God, as when, in his retirement, it swells his

heart with spiritual joys Neither [of these phases of religion]

can exist in a genuine state without some measure of the other. It

is, however, undoubtedly the former which is the great test of

Christian character."—Pp. 16S, 150.

The fruits of piety are to be valued by us, not only because of the

good they do to others ; they_ are especially to be considered by us

as means to the attainment of further blessing and increase of

spiritual life.
. We should do good from the good impulses of our

renewed hearts ; we should do good in obedience to the dictates of

an enlightened conscience ; we should do good from a sense of duty,

and also as an invaluable privilege. As motives to do good, the

praise of God, the welfare of our fellow-men, and our own personal

religious interests, combine and harmonize in the most perfect unity.
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A few general observations and incidental criticisms must close

our protracted and desultory essay. Amon^^ the minor excellences

of these volumes may be classed the simplicit}' and purity of the

style in which they arc "written. An easy naturalness is every-

where manifest, while the words are well chosen, and the sentences

properly constructed, and each.of the several volumes arranged witli

projier regard to unity and proper subordination of ]->arts. A few

New-England provincialisms may be met with in the volumes, but

the violations of propriety in this way are neither frequent nor

flagrant. One little phrase that is often found in the works of some
very respectable writers, like cockle among wheat, may occasionally

be met with here. The natural history of that class of phrasis

would constitute an interesting study for some ingenious mind; and

a just elucidation of the whole subject would be a valuable service

rendered to the gi-eat commonwealth of letters. Of all this gipsv-

race of phrases, "as it were" holds the bad pre-eminence; and it

seems to be about the most difficult to eradicate. One is at a Ij.^s

to say what it means; and 3'et it has a meaning. It secmsifl &.-i-vc

a very useful purpose, when either the writer does not knoM- his own
meaning, or would cast dust into the reader's eyes, lia effect on

a sentence full of good, strong common sense, is perfectly ])ara]ytica!.

No matter Avhat a concentration of meaning may have bei'U com-

pressed into an array of words, onl}' place "as it were" along

side, and it means nothing.

It is proper to state in conclusion, a fact that has been constantly

before us, though we have neglected to mention it,—that these

works have been carefully and thoroughly revised by the author fur

this edition ; and so much amended, as to entitle him to a new co]ty-

right. In this form, therefore, they embody his latest and matun-st

thoughts, expressed as his experience and the increased facility of

much practice best enables him to do it. As to their mechanical

execution, it is enough to say that they are in tlic publishers' best

style; the paper, type, and execution, are all highly praiseworthy.

The engravings, of which there are about a hundred, are handsomely-

executed wood-cuts, for the most part illustrating some of the

scenes of tlie various narratives with which the works abound.

These add to the attractiveness of the books, and are not with-it

their directly-favourable influence in the fonnation of the youthlul

character. The three volumes together make a handsome little

collection, and contani a valuable system of practical divinity

—

theology made easy; and whoever possesses and uses them with a

heart to be piofited, will soon learn to esteem them for their matter

more than for their dress.
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Ai:t. VII.—SIIOKT REVIEWS .AJN^D NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) Amoxg the recent Sunday-school issues of the ^Icthodist Episcopal
Church, (New-York : Carlton & Phillips, 200 Mulboi ly-stroft,) are the fol-

lowing, namely, '' Volcanoes: their History, PIicnomcna,and Cattscs," (ISiuo.,

pp. 231,) a very v\cll-preparcd digest of the existing information on the sub-

ject. The '• Cldss of A-Thom:an(l-an<l-One" (iSnio., pp. 92.) records tlie in-

teresting experience of a teacher in a large Sunday school for poor children in

London. The '' Mlrihtj Deep," (18mo., pp. 88,) explains and illustrates

many of the most marvellous phenomena of the oceau. " WilUmii Throplillus"

(ISmo., pp. 152.) is a simple and pleasing record of the life of one of the most
venerable ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church, who now, at over four-

score, still survives to '- fight bis b.ittles o'er again," and to rejoice in the pro.^

pcrity of the Church of his early choice. ".-1 Will and a Way" (ismo.,

pp. 88.) is an interesting temperance story, in verse, by IMrs. ]\I. II. Maxwell.
" Marr/aret Browniju;" (18mo.. ])p. 147,) is a gem of a story, illustrating the

blessedness of trust in God amid the deepest adversities. Wo. road it through
at a sitting. " Traits and Let/ends of Shetland," (ISnio., pp. 78,) gives an
interesting account of the habits, privations, and pleasures of the Shotlandci-s,

and of Dr. Clarke's labours in their bohalt: The ''Local Preacher," (ISmo.,

pp. 135.) is a narrative of some incidents in the life of a Methodist local

preacher in one of the French "West-India islands.

(2.) " The Widow's Souvenir, by A. C. Rose," (Xcw-York : Carlton .^ Phil-

lips ; 32rao., pp. 128,) presents, in a very appropriate and attractive styl.-, the

principal consolations and encouragements afibrded by the gosj>el to the

bereaved ones indicated in the title of the book. It is beautifully got up, and
is a most appropriate " gift-book for widows."

(3.) " The Eclectic German Header, by AV. II. WoODBunv," (New-York

:

Lea\itt & Allen
; 12mo., jip. 2S0.) This work, for whose excellence the name

of the compiler is a sufficient guarantee, contains choice selections from the

best Geraian writers, with cojiious references to the author's grammatical

•works, and a comi)lete vocabulary. It is one of the best German Readers, if

not the very best, now extant.

(4.) Among the many excellent enterprises which Dr. Kii>i)Kit has pnyccted
and carried through as Sunday-school editor, none has ])!eased us more than

his proposed series of " Lives of the Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal
Church." The first of the scries is now before us: ^^ The Life of' Jji<:hon

M'Kendrce, by Bf.x.tamix St. J.\mi:s Fnv," (New-York : Carltoii & Pliilllps

;

ISmo., pp. 107.) The author a]>olngizes for the scantiness of his sketch, on the

ground of want of material ; but he has certainly used what lie could f^et to

goovl advant;ige, and has produceil a very silti^facto^y memorial, for so brief a
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one, of the excellent bishop. It abounds in accounts of the 'wonclorfnl labours

and perils incident to such work as a ^Icthodist bisliop's on the American fron-

tier, and is interestincr also for the liiiht it throws upon the jmitrress of IVIethod-

isni in the early ])art of the present century. AVc trust this little book will

find its way into every [Methodist family.

(.^.) Pi'TXAm'.s " Semi-monthly Library " continues to appear with praise-

worthy punctuality. Numbers XII. and XIII. arc " llouf/hing if in the Dush,

by Mrs. MoODiK ;" an account of the emigration and settlement in Canada of

an English family of the better class, in which the trials, perils and adven-

tures towliich such a family would necessarily be exposed in a new country, arc

told with much humour and in a glowing and attractive style.—Number XIV.
is " Strnij Lciivcs frohi an Arcfk Journal, by Lieutenant S. Osi'.OJix," who

spent eighteen months in the Polar Regions, in search of Sir John Franklin's

expedition, in the years 1850 and 1S5L The interest of these arctic voyages

is unfailing ; and Lieutenant Osborn tells his stoi-y admirably.—Number XV.
is " Home and Social PhUosophj" second series : an interesting serirs of

extracts from Dickens's " Household AVords."

(6.) Bonx'S S'undard Lihrari/ is certainly conducted with a great deal tS

pood sense as well as liberality. The latest issue is " Dutlrr's Aualo'j>i and

Scnnons," (12rao., pp. .0-15.) This is a new edition, with analytical infroihn--

tlons, explanatory notes, and an index, prepared by a uicmb'T of the Uni-

versity of Oxford. Did we not know that !Messi-s. Harpers have in pu-s a

new edition of the Analogy, with an analysis for superior to any yet ])reparcd

on eidier side of the water, we should recommend this as the sUindard editinii

of that immortal work. As it is, the Sr^rmons alone, in the English edlti'iu.

co.>t more than the Analogy, Sermons, Analysis, and all, are afforded for in this

edition. The la^t issue of the Classical Library h " The Comedies of Phnt-

tiis, Ukralhj translated, by II. F. Riley, of Cambridge, (Volume I.) Another

volume Avill complete the translation. The version is not only literal, but

spirited to a degree generally found only in free translations. All of Rohn's

series can be had of Bancrs, Brother & Co., New-York.

(7.) "\Vk have before spoken of the merits of Shaw's " Outlines of Enrjlish

Literature," (Philadelphia: Blanchard & Lea; 12nio., pp. 480,) and are now

glad to notice a new edition, with a sketch of '• American Literature," by II.

T. Tuckerman, Esq. In its present shape the work will be still more accept-

able tlian before, both for school use and for general readers.

(S.) Two additional volumes of" Marco Paul's Trareb. by Jacok AimoTT,"

(New-York: Harper is: Brothers; 1852,) have aj>peared to gladden the eyes

and hearts of the young folk. They continue, through i\Iaine and Verm":::,

the pleasant recital of travel ])egun and broken otV in the second volwni''

with the Erie Canal. This series combines instruction withannisenicnt better

than any juvenile works of the time

—

except others of Mr. Abbott's own.
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(9.) " Bishop Butler's Analogij of licligion, with an Anali/si.^ left unfinUicJ hy

the late Pav. K. EMoiiY, D. D., completed hj Rev. G. T\. CnoOKS." (New-
York: Ilaq.cr & Brothers, 1S52; 12mo., pp. 3C8.) "We rogret that wc liavc

not room pro]ierl_v to characterize tliis book. But avc can say, in one , sen-

tence, tliat it is tlie bei^t edition of l'>iit!er that has over appeared in Europe
or America. No analysis that has yet been given approaches in point of ful-

ness and logical accuracy that of ] )r. Emory and Mr. Crooks. Tlic bioLjniphy.

condensed as it is, is yet the best extant. The Inde.K is itself a species of alpha-

betical analysis. We are very snre that all professors in theological scniinanes

and colleges who may examine this edition, will at once cause their pu])ils to

purchase it instead of any other; and for private study, it will be even still

more desirable.

(10.) '' Mc'j':rs Uiilvcrmm" (New-York: II. J. iMeyer,) appears punctually

accoi-ding to jjroinlse. Part IT. contains -^iews of tlic Boyal Exchange, Lon-
don : of the famous city of Constantine, Africa, (the ancient C'irta :) of tlie

palace and gardens of St. Cloud: and of the harbour of New-York. Tart III.

has sketches of the Walhalla, or Hall of Heroes, erected by Ludwig of Bavaria,

near Katisbon : of Kichmond Park : of the Temple of the Sun at Baalbec :

and of Suvet Scenery in Constantinople. Part IV. contains the Cathedral of

Strasburg: Tell's Cliapel, (near Kussnacht in Switzerland:) the Palace of the

Legion of Honour in Paris : th.e Puins of Etawah in Bengal, (India.) The
cheapness of the work (twenty-five cents a number) is remarkable.

(11.) " Jl/y.^/t/vV.*.- 6»r, Glimpses of the Supernatund, by C. W. Elliott."
(New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1S52 ; 12mo., pp. 273.) This book is full of

affectation? of style, of method, and even of typography. Yet it is not with-

out good sense and shrewdness, and Avill do good in these days, when so many
sober people are taking leave of their senses, and the days of witchcraft, if

not of chaos, are come again. It gives pretty full accounts of the Salem
•witchcraft, of the Cock-Lane ghost, and last, but not least, the Pochester

tappings, and their successors throughout the country. Mr. Elliott gives no

quarter to these absurdities and impostures.

(12.) 'M Buclf.i:c Abroad, by Samuel J. Cox." (New-York : G. P. Put-

nam; 12mo., j)p. il-t.) This Avriter shows in every page of his liwk, the

charactenstlcs of the "Western American. In sj)ite of bad gi-annnar, he writes

with a quick vigour that carries the reader along with him. I-'ew editcated

Englishmen could write as lively and attractive a book of travels as this com-
paratively uncultivated man of Ohio.

(13.) " Cottage Beside nce.<t,hy A. J. DowxiXG." (Nev.-York : Jolm "Wiley,

18J2 ; 8vo., pp. 215.) The author of this book (alas ! that we have to speak

of him and his doings in the pa.st tease) did more in tiie la>t ti-n years of his

life-time, to cultivate tlie taste of the American j)eoj)le in douiestic and rural

architecture, tlian had been done before since the establishment of the republic.

The marks of his refining iullue!ice may be seen almo:,t everywhere in the
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Nortliorn and MitUUo States. The woilc before us contains a series of designs

for rural cottages and cottage villas, and for their pardons and frrounds,

adapted to N^orth America. It has passed to a fourth edition, and will, wo
hojic, go tiirough many more. To all our readers who may intend to build,

or who, living (hapyiily) away from the brick and mortar miseries of the city,

desire to surround their abodes Avith beauty, and so to make home attractive,

we conuncnd this biX)k as worth, more than its woieht in cold.

(M.) ^V^•DUK^v S.NouTOxis the most conservative and scriptural of the race

of Unitarian writers produced by New-England. lie has done good service in

vindicating the historical diaracter of Christianity against all forms of infulelity.

A number of his fugitive AVTitings have been recently collected into a volume,

under the title o( •• Tnicls Concerning Chrlsllanit!/" (Cambridge: John Bart-

lett; 8vo., pp. 392.) which is worth the careful perusal of theological students

—especially the four concluding essays on " Calvinism," the " Latest Form of

Inhdelity," the modern '• German School of Infidelity," and " Objections to

Historical Chrlstianitv."

(15.) " Missionf! in tne Tonga and Fcrjee Lhutds, by Ecv. "\V.\LTF.i: Lawjiv."

(Kew-York: Carlton & riiillips, 1852; 1 2nio., i)p. 409.) This bonk i> m.id.-

uj) from the journals of the author, who is the General Superintendent of l!i>'

Wesleyan Society's Missions in New Zealand, and Visitor of the Mi^'ion'? in

the Friendly and Fecjee Islands. Its most interesting portion (though all i^

i'uU of interest) is that which relates to the Feejee Islands. Th.- rvconl of

missionary success among the cannibals of that group, is one of tlir ir;0>t

remarkable triumphs of Christianity which the h.iftory of the Clnuxh aflbrd'*.

The work gives the most complete view now extant of the jiresent state of the

groups of islands to which it refers. Indeed, almost all the substantial knowl-

edge we possess of their climate, inhabitant^, &c., is derived ircm thi-^ and

other missionary sources. The map is tlie most perfect one yet publl.-hed,

having been corrected by Captain Uack, who combines liis own observations

^nth those of Captain "Wilkes, of the American Expedition. Apart from the

new knowledge it offers, this book abounds in incident of a kind to make it

attractive, especially to young persons.

(IG.) ''An Olio of Domestic Vcr.-ta?, by ]-2.milv Judson," (New-York: L.

Colby & Co. ; 12mo., pp. 2.35,"; contains a number of pieces of a higher order

of poetic merit than any of the previous effusions of the same author.

(17.) '' Scr:nci! and Thnugl.ts in Europe, by Gf.okge II. C.vl.VKrcT, Second

Series," (New-York : G. P. Putnam; 12mo., pp. 185.) is a book made up of

selections from a practised traveller's note-book. The writer l)elievts fimt

" the formulas of Fourier are the veliicle wherein the high ideal of Christ .<

teachings is to descend to the earth and become the reality of daily li'e." So

far as the book touob.os social topics, this is its tcaclilng.
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(18.) " T/iC Mother at Home, by J. S. C. Aijbott," (Xow-York : Ilarpor &

lirothci-s : 1 8mo., pp. 303,) is a new edition, greatly enlarjio'l and improvctl,

of a -work wjiich found on its fn-5t issue a large circle, of readers, and did a

great deal of good. It aims to illustrate the princin'' s of maternal duty in a

familiar way, and cannot fail to be useful to any ...aiily in which it is well-

studied and its precepts observed.

(10.) "Wk (ii)d upon our table two small tracts, than v.hich, in our judgmeut,

no more important publications—none more vital to the interests of Metliod-

isni—have ever been issued by the Book Concern. They are the •• O.ite-

chisnis of the M'Ahndbt Episcopal Church, Xo. 1 and Xo. 2." These

Catechisms have been prejjared by order of the Gcncrcd Covfacnce, and arc

now tlic standard Catechisms of the Church. The manuscript. was prepared

by Pr. Kidder, and then submitted to a most capable eommiltee, con^i^ti!lg of

Bishop Iledding, Dr. Bangs, Dr. Olin, and Dr. Iloldicli, whose cirtifieate

of approval is appended to the j.reface. It was then submitted for examina-

tion to the General Conference held in Boston, ]\Iay, 1852, and referred to a

select committee, consisting of the Rev. E. Bowen, the Eev. G. '\^'obber, and

the Rev. John II. Power, who carefully examined the work, and reiKiiied in

its favour. The Conference adopted the report, and also incorporated into the

Discipline a rule which cannot be too often repeated, requinng the pnrrhcrs

to catechise the children puUicl;/ in the Sunday school cud at special vicefinns

appointed for that purpose. If this rule be faithfully obeyed throu,i.dinut our

Church, a new era v.ill have dawned upon Methodism. In no one thlnL' have

VTC been more deficient than in the training of the children of the Chur.-h ;

and the chief excuse for this—namely, that we had no suitable catechisms— ii

now no longer valid. The two Ijcfore us are, in our judgment, tlie //..'/ cate-

chisms for the instruction of young children now extant in the Chrisuan

Church. We do not speak at random: cur judgment is made nj) al'tor a

careful personal examination of all, or nearly all, the existing catei-hi-m- ci

the Churches of Europe and America. Let the goo<i v.ork be conmieneed at

once in every school, in every family. Let every preacher, and every morc-

ber, 0?^ and 7/ov»/7, commit Catechism No. 1 to memoiy—and the next gener-

ation of Methodists v.ill be diflerently trained from the present with regard

to the dooti-ines of the Church. The whole Catechism can be i-ecited oyer in

fifteen or twenty minutes ; and a few weeks drilling in the family and in the

school will make all familiar with it. Let portions of it be recited at /ami!>/

worship, until parents, children, servants, and all, have it graven nj^ju the

memory. "When this is done, one great step towards securing the pcrmaw.ncj

.

of Methodism will have been taken.

(20.) " The Doctrines and Discipline of the ]\rcthodist Episcopal Church."

(New-York: Carlton & Phillips, 1852; 32mo., pp. 232.) The changes made

in the Diseipluio by order of the General Conference of 1S52, are of two

clacsos— first, changes in the form of the work ; anil secondly, changes in its

matter. Tho?e of the former class are such as we think cvcjy lover of our
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laws inu:.t approve, as (lie mcxlifications m:\ilo are all iiitondod to make the

book niori' pcrsiiicuou-, and to facilitate its use. i^Iany topics, even after tlic

valual)le re-arrangement of 1818, remained out of their ])roper places In the

book ; these, Avith very few exception?, are now properly arran_^ed and ad-

justed. References are made from one part of the Discipline to others, wlicre

the same subject is treated or alluded to. Tlic headings of the chapters and
sections have also been, in several instances, decidedly improved. The Index
is also full and accurate. The most important changes in the matter of the

Discipline will be found in the chapter on the Jnstniction of Children, (pp. S5,

8G:) in that on Churches and Church Property, (pp. 1G9, 170:) in that on
Sujiport and Supplies, (pp. 178, 187 ;) and in that on Mission?, (page 190.)

(21.) The '- Methodic Almanac" for 185.3, is the best of the scries yet Issued,

in point of fulness of matter,- excellence of arrangement, and abundance of

illustration.

(22.) Messrs. B.\xg<, Brotrer & Co. have sent us several additional vol-

imics of 15ohn's Libraries. '• Mcmoriah of Chritfian Life in the Earlij and
Middle Ages, by Dr. A. >:kander," (r2mo., pp. 5.38,) is a translation, by
J. E. liyland, of Xeauder's " Denkwiirdigkeitcn," a part of wlu'ch has already

been presented to the American public in Carlton & riiillips's beautiful

edition of '' Liijht in Dark Places." The second volume of " 7'<;m>;.<;/ Xar-

rolice (f Travels to the Equinoctial llerjions of Amcrira, ('>irii^f/ thi- ';-<:rs

1790-1804, by A. vox HvmijOLDT," (12mo., pp. .'i21.) will bo wehouie to

all collectors of goad library-books. Yonge's translation of " Cicero's (.)ra-

tions" has reached the third volume, containing fourteen of the orations. We
find, also, the second volume (but not the first) of " The Literary WvrLs of
Sir Joshua lltynolis" (linio., pp. -190,) a new and improved edition, with a

memoir of the author, and remarks on his ])rofessional character, by Henry

W. Bcccher.

(23.) " The Ilistorg ofthe United States ofAmerica, hy RicnARi) IIii.DitETn,"

Vol. VI. (Harper Sc Brothers, 1852; Svo., pp. 739.) This volume comjjletes

Mr. Ilildieth's plan, as it carries the history down to 1821, at which point

—

after the Missouri discussion—the politics of to-day begin. "We have largely

.examined In these pages the })revIous volumes of this History, and see little

reason In the final volume to cliange the ojdnions before expressed. Tlic merits

and defects of the author remain the same ; indeed, he is not a man to lose the

one or to mend the otlier : a .^ort of stereotyped man. we think. His History

containing, as It does, the only consecutive record of American annals in

portable fonu, is indis])ensal>le to every well-furnished library.

(24.) '• The Institutes of Ahjchra, by G. B. DocilARTy, LL. D., Profssorof

Mathematics in the Xar-}'(frh Free Aradeioy." (Xew-York : IIa>-per i^

Brothers, 1852; 12mo., pp. 275.) Knowing, as we do, Professor IXxhariy's

ability to treat mathematical subjects with skill and clearness, we are gltvl to
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learn that lie lio-s commenced the preparation of a Course ol' Mathematic?, for

the use of schiX)].>, a.-adomies-, and colleges. The fir-t fruit of tliis desi^^n ap-

pears in the Avork before lis, which contains a judicious selection of the por-

tions of Algebra necessary for the collegiate course, and Mhich can be taught

in that course. ^lost of the text-lxxiks err on this j^uint: giving, on some

topics, masses of matter, valuable indeed, but yet absolutely useless in the

coitiye, because they can form no part of it. It may be said that this is no

disadvantage, as such omitted portions maybe useful to the student apart from,

and after, his college course. But ^ve have had experience enough in teach-

ing, to discover that omissions from the text-book always have a bad efTect

upon tlie generality of students, antl that they find a cuust.ior.s gratification in

mastering the ichJc of a text-book. Professor Docharty presents the topics

of Algebra in a natural order, and wit!) great clearness of statement through-

out. We couunend his book to the careful examination of teachers.

(25.) " Cicfw's Tiiscitlan Disputotion.f, u-illi English Notes, critical and crplan-

aloru, by Ciiaelf.s Axtuox, LL. D." (New-York: Harper & Brothers;

12mo., pp. 3i)S.) The text of this edition is founded on those of Kuhner and

Tischer, amer.ded, ho-vvever, '• throughout in accordance with the suggestions

of the best philologists." Tischer's Xotes have also been taken as a Ivnsis for

the notes in this edition. "We are glad to see the book. A good xrorkinff

edition of the Disputations for school and college classes, has been long

needed, and this wiU precisely fill the gap.

Art. ^HL—LITEP.ABY I^TELLIGEXCE.

(Tljcolociical.

EUROPEAN.

A VERY interesting line of inquiry is sug-

gested by the title, '• Die Apostflge^chiclite:

ocfer dfr Eiiticklcchdiggyanrf dcr Kirche ron

Jtruaritem b(i Jiom. vou M. Baumgartex.

1 Theil, von Jerusalem bU Antiochia."

(Halle, 1S.J2-. pp. 30?.) The book is, in

fact, a commentary upon the Acts of the

Apostles, attempting a historical develop-

ment of the Church of Christ, as treatt-d in

that book. This Crst part extends the com-

mentary to the cud of the twelfth chapter,

and divides that portion of the Acts into

two parts : I. The Church among the Jews

;

II. The Church in transition from the Jews
to the Heathen.

Wr. mentioned in a former number, that

a firm in IMinburgh had commenced the

publication of n jiiratical Quarterly, made
np mostly of articles from American jour-

nals, entitled the " Forci'jn Enxiifjdkxil

JRii-iitc." We notice that its August num-
ber contains no less than three articles

taken from our own pages.

A GREAT change has come over the

English Ileviews with regard to Methodism.

The time is not far remote when W-li-y or

Methodism were only nanud to be sneered

at ; now, hardly an issue of any journal

reaches us without some criticism,

—

friendly or othorwifc, litit always serious,

as becomes toj'icsof tlie weightiest import.

In an article in the liritish Quarterly for

August, on the " Christian Ministry to

come,*' we find the following:

—

"Methodism was evidently a reaction
against the intiueiice and authority of the
hi;:li aiiddry people in the Kstiil.lii-hed

Church. It soizeil on the orthodox doc-
trines, but it di.l so that they mi^ht be
made to produce their proper spiritual
fruit. The nation h.nl seen cnoiil'h of a
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barrPu orthodoxy ; the time in wliich its

uses and value should be in.iJe evident

had now arrived. These doctrines are the

truth, said our orthodox. (.Ihnrchman ; bo

ye therefore christened, contirnied, eoine to

the communion, and, aVove all, be ye obe-

dient to maiiistrates and ministers, or it

V ill not liO well A\ ith you. These doctrines

arc the truth, said our orthodo.v Methodist,
therefore ye must bo born a'::ain. Our
Methodist friend is ri^rht ; and far bo it

from us to take exception to the warm-
hearted energy with which he insists on
being so regarded. Given the orthodoxy
avowed by both, the eonse.iuent teaching,'

of the Methodist is immensely the more
rational. It sets forth a rt?ult befitting;

the expenditure—an end worthy of the
means. If orthodoxy be true, the religion

of orthodoxy should" be a frrave matter. It

may be allied with ritualism, it may give

its sanction to everything favourable to

social order, btit its |>ur'iose must embrace
results of a much nir:her import, results

eminently spiritual, or th-re is no wise re-

lation bc-tween the cost which it incurs for

the sake of the religious, and the religious

as realized.
" Our praise of Methodism, however,

must have its limitations. We honour it

most sincerely, as compared with its un-
meaning, proud, and hoarlle^s antagonism
in the condition of our E.-t:il.lished t.'liurch

at that time. I'.ul Methodism, in its turn,

errs in many respects, botli in the way of

excess and of defect. We admire its spir-

itual T.urjwse, its zeal, its courage, its

many labours, its frequent spirit of self-

sacrifice. V«'ith the substance of its teach-

ing, moreover, v.e are in cordial agreement.

P.nt, in our judgment, that substance wants
discrimination," -wants enlargement, and
wants, not unfrequently. something very

diflerent as regards the mode of presenta-

tion. It seizes on truth, but it is on truth

in its sti-ong characteristics, not in any of

its finer moditications. It is in too much
haste to do its work, to allo\\ of its being

detained by inquirv" about the points in

which the 'ihings that diiFcr may still be

alike, or about the degree in which rules

may be softened by exception-;, of one

truth by another. "V.hat it does it must
do as at a stroke, or not at all.

"The Methodist clement, with all its

pood aud its not good, soon diti'iised itself

freely through other religious bodies. The
pulj.its both of the Est.ablishcd Church and
of the Nonconformists came very percejv

tibly under its influence. The preaching

of dissenters needed this new impulse

scarcely less than the preaching of Cluircli-

meii. I'.ut in neither of tluse connexions

did the train come without evil. Tlie im-

perfections and aberrations of ^fethodism

earne along with its better qH.ilities. Cler-

gymen from the colleges vf Oxford and
Cambridge, and Xoneonforniist ministers

from the academies of Dissent, went hirgely

with the stream, and the danger came to

be, lest the more iustrueti\e kind of

preaching, which had U^en sadly v.anting

m life, should give iilace to a kind of

preaching which, while possessing life,

would be sadly wanting in instruction.

We feel bound to say also, that the evil to

be feared in this form, did in great part

Among the new works in theology and

kindred subjects, recently announced in

Great Britain, are the following :

—

The Lands of the Me<.-,iah, Mahomet,

and the Pope, as visited in 1<J1. 15y John

Alton, D. D., ^liuister of Dolphintoii. 1

vol., Svo. ; with map :—.Vn Apology for

Wesley and 3Iethodism. In Reply to the

Misrepresentations of Isaac Taylor, the

North British Review, the Scottish Congre-

gational Magazine, &c. By the Rev. R. M.

Macbrair, M. A. :—Heroes of the Bible ; or,

Sketches of Scripture Characters. By Rev.

W. S. Edwards. 1 vol., Svo. :—Memori:iIs

of Early Christianity ;
presenting, in a

graphic, compact, and popular fonn some

of the memorable events of I'.arly Eccle-

siastical History. By tlie Rev. J. (;. Mi^ill,

author of " Footsteps of our Enrclalh. r»."

Tost Svo. :—Modern Romani-m. By J!. B.

Woodward, B. A. Svo. :~Mtnu.irs of the

Lives of Robert Haldane of Airthrev, aud

of his brother James Alexander Haldane ;

comprising notices of many of the most

eminent men, and the most reniarkable

religious movements, from the close of the

last century to the present time. By Al-

exander Haldane, Esq., of the Inner Tem-

ple, Barrister. Svo. :—Journal of a Tour

in Ceylon and India, undertaken at the

Request of the Baptist Missionary Society

in company with the Rev. J. Leechman,

M. A. By Joshua Russell. Post Svo. :—

An Analogy of the Old and New Testa-

ments, systematically classilied : Whereby

the dispersed Rajs of Gospel Truth arc

concentrated into Chapters. With the

Pnqihecies of the Messiah's Kingdom: the

Ali'lia and the Omega. By T. Wliowell. 2

vols., 4to.:—History of the Council of

Trent, from the French of ]j. F. Bimgcner,

with the Author's last Corrections and

Additions, communicated to the Transla-

tor. Svo. -.—Popery in the Full Corn, the

Ear, and the Bl.aile ; or, the Doctrine of

Baptism in the Popish, Episcopalian, and

Coii'.;regatioual Churches. With a Jlefencc

of the Calvinistic or Presbyterian view :—

The Light of Prophecy ; being an attempt

to trace out thereby the Coming Judgments
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and tlie PromUcd Glory. By Thomas I.u-

misdon StraiiLre :—Sorinoiis on National

Subjects, pro.iched in a Villajo Church, by

Charles Kingjloy, (author of Alton Locke,

1

8vo. :—Christophaueia : the Doctrine of the

Manifestation of the Sou of God under the

Economy of the Old Testament. Ey Rev.

G. B. Kidd. 1 vol. Svo. :—Notes and Re-

flections on the E]«i.-tle to the Romans,
(Cahiiiistic,) by A. Pridham :—Isaiali and
the I'rophets: Tlic Second Volume of the

Evening Series of Daily Bible Illustra-

tions ; being Original Readings for a. Year

on Subjects from Sacnd History, Biogra-

phy, Geography, Antiquities, and Theology.

By John Kitto', D. D.

(LlncGiral an^ iUiGccllnnrtjiio

EUKOPEAX.

We have received the second volume of

Auguste Comte's ^^ Si/itemc de Politique

Ponlivc" (Svo., pp. .573.) It applies the

Positive Philosophy to the highest prob-

lems of society, as the folloving statement

of the contents will show:

—

CIiop. I.

Theorie generale de la Religion, on theorie

positive de I'unite humaine. Chap. II.

Appr.'eiation sociologique du problome

humaiu ; ou theorie positive de la propri-

ctcmaterielle. Clinp.'ill. Theorie positive

de la famille humaine. Chap. IV. Theorie

positive du langage humnin. Chap. V.

Theorie po-itive de I'orgaaisme social.

Chap. VI. The'orie positive de I'existence

sociale, sy>tem.;tisee par le saeerdoce.

Chap. Ml. Th'orie positive des limites

geneiales de variation propres i I'ordrc

humaiu. A copious preface treats largely

of Comte's persi^nal alTairs—with regard to

which he secm^ to h:.ve lost all dignity of

feeling. Regarding himself as the apostle

of the final religion of humanity, he deems

it quite becoming that his "material"

support should depend upon the voluntary

contributions of his sujiportcrs. Deprived

as he has been, of his oflice in the Poly-

technic School, he finds himself, at fifty-

four, penniless—and with " a great and

incomparable mission " to fulfil. Counting

upon ten ye.ii-'; of " full cerebral vigour,"

he promises to devote tliem entirely to the

comjiletion of his task—the construction

" of the true religion." The first part of

that task was accomplished, he thinks, in

his Philosophic PtwiVuv, which demonstra-

ted the intellect iinl superiority of Positiv-

ism : the second j.art is now accomplishing

in the Politique Puxitivc, which is to dem-

onstrate its n'oml superiority. And in the

triumph of Positivism, Auguste Comte is

to be the s;iccrdotal, as well as the intel-

lectual retrenerafor of liumanity. As such,

he thinks it quite reasonable, n.ay, t!io

most reasonalJ.e of all things, that " hu-

manity" should pay his expenses on the

way. All this is very vulgar—very un-
worthy of a philosopher. A primte sub-

scription for M. Comte's support would
have been quite consistent with his dig-

nity ; but this public begging is intolerable.

But Comte's pretensions as a " priest

"

only afford another proof of the folly of

infidelity. The piefaves of these two vol-

umes absolutely overflow with absurdities

and vulgarisms. The " true religion of

humanity " begins, to say the least of it,

most inauspiciously. The fanatical and,

at the same time, ludicrous aspects of il.

Comte's religious enterprise, will save

many from falling into that gulf of infidel-

ity towards whieli bis inttllectual supe-

riority might have led them. Hereafl^-r,

Christianity has little to fear fmm Comte.

The preface to this volume speaks of the

reviews of the Pjoitiie Philo^oj.hif which

have appeared in our pages in the follow-

ing terms: " L'une des prinoipales revues

triraestrielles vient d'y publier, en jauvicr

et a.\T\\ derniers, une memorable a;)pri5-

ciation de mon ouvragc foiubinientale par

un digne antagoniste. Sou noble langage,

sans dissimuler nucunc dissidence, forme

un heureux contraste avec eelui de nos

psycolognes ou idi'alogues, ct nu'me avec

la froideur personelle de mes adherents

trop abstraits." 31. Comte also appends a

letter to the editor of this journal, in which

he speaks as follows of the clergy of this

country: " De tons les clenres qu' cngen-

dra la decomposition, d'at>urd spontanee,

puis svstematique, du monoth''israe occi-

dental* celui d.s Etats-l'nis me semble,

en srene'nil, etre aujourd'hui le seul qui

posside un vi'ritable pouvoir spirif.iel,

c'est-a-dire une autorit<', :\ la fois mentale

et monlle, toujours resulti'e do I'assenti-

ment volootaire d'un public aflVanchi de

toute contraiiite miUericllo. Si son eftica-

citi^ sociale ne devient pas jdus decisive

pour la reorganization moderne, je n'im-

pute cettc iuiulfisaiice ni a ses miui:,tres,
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ni nii'rae a sa population, mais snrtout i

I'irrevocahle inii)uis>aiioo d'une religion

raJioakiiicnt incapable d'omhrasscr le

T^ritublo ensemble dc I'existence qu'elle

doit systomatiscr, mcine en s'y boniant h

la vio inJiviJuelle, reellenient inseparable

de la vie collective."

" Zfas Claiisieche Aherihum in dcr Getjcn-

icart: cine Gesrliichtlichc B<t mclitwifj , von

Dr. "WiLiJ.vM Ilr.EBET," (Leipsijr:"Tcub-

ner, lSo2; 8vo., pp. 22i,) treats of the re-

lations of classical anti.iuity to the litera-

ture and history of modern Gcruiany.

According to tlie writer, a new infusion of

the trui- classical spirit is necessary to save

the German mind from the excesses into

which modern schools have led and are

leading it.

" ViitcrHtirliungen iihcr da.a kos)Hischc Si^s-

tcni d(» Platon: Scn'hthrcihf ii an A. Von
HnmhoMt von August Bocku," (Berlin :

1852; 8vo., pp. 1-52,) is a letter from
Bikkh to von Humboldt, full of learning

and acutencss, called forth by some re-

niai-ks in Gruppe's "Kosmische Sy.stem

dcr Griechen," and designed to show that

Plato did not reco.:,'nizc or teach the diur-

nal rotation of the earth.

AVe have received a eojiy of " Die Ty-

rannii in ihren Ixidui Pet-iodtn h'-i din nltfn

Griech'.u, dnriji utelH iiach Ur»ncheny Ver-

lanf iind ]yir/:unjcn. von H. G. Plass,"

(Bremen: 1S.">2; pp. TSo.)

Mr. Y. W. Xewmax has turned to a field

of letters in which he will do more good

and reap more laurels than in theology.

His " n-fjnl Rome" (London. 1S:)2) is In-

tended as an introduction to Roman his-

tory, treating the ante-historical period of

the history, into which Xiebuhr's keen

intuitive faculty has penetrated so deep-

ly. Mr. Newman's later turn of mind

is even more sceptical than Xielaihr'.s

—

but his vivid ima'^'ination and ready flow

of lan^uaire give him great advantage in

constructing out of Xiebuhr's criticisms

(for his so-called hijtory is little else) a

picture of ancient Rome. Tlie book is di-

vided into three parts, namely. Part I.,

Alban Rome: under wliich he treats of

Latium, the Latin lui^g'Kige, and of Rome
before Numa. Part II., Sabine Rome:
treating of the Sabinos and their institu-

tions, and of the Sablno-Uoman dynasty.

Part III., Etrusco-Latiu Rimuc, \^hi<h gives

the ori::in of the Ktruscans .and their civ-

ilization, and carries the history to the

end of Tarquinius SuperLus.

Chaki.es Kvtght (London) announces
a new EucycKipa;dia, under the title of
" The LnjH-riid Ci/ctoixcdia," to be publish-

ed in two divitiont and one guh-dirition,

each having its own alphabetical arrange-
ment, and forming, in fact, cycIoi.;eiiias of

distinct departments of knowlcd;'e, which
may be subscribed for as separate works.
The one ditivion comprehends all those
subjects which form the exclusive contents

of the earlier cncyclopa'dias, (such as the

folio editions ofChambers,) wliich were des-

ignated as diction.iries of arts and scien-

ces. The subjects of geograi>hy, hi-tory,

and biography, did not enter into their

plan. Tlicse subjects will be comprised in

a gccond division. Tho one division, by a
large generalization, may be called scien-

tiiic, the other, literary. Division I.: The
Cyclop:cdia of Sciences and .Arts, to be
completed in thirty-six parts, and in 2iinc

volumes, at the subscription price of three

shillings and sixpence each fur the parts,

and fifteen shillings for the volumes.

Divi;ion 11., The Cyclopajdia of Geoirra-

phy, History, Biography, etc., to lie ••oin-

pleted in thirty-six jiart^;, forming nino

volumes, at the snbscriptinn price of thrc«

shillings and sixpence each fiT the j art*,

and lift ecu shillings for the xoiumes.

Sub-division: Tho Cydopadia of the Brit-

ish Em])ire, to be com[tleted in two vol-

umes, illustrated with numerous ?t..el

engravings and maps.

A FOURTH volume of Ross's Travels

among the Isles of Greece, has appeared

under the title of " Jieiscn nnch A'<i«, JLi/i-

karmiiwi, Ilhodoi, und der Intd l';/ji'rn,

von LuDwiG Ross." (Halle : IS.">2 ; ^'v.i.,

pp. 216.) Ross's observations throw much
light upon the classical geography of the

regions he describes.

" Wiirzcf/vrscJiunrfcn, Von P.*.IL BoKTTl-

CHEK, (Halle: 1S52; Svo., pp. 4S,) will be

welcome to those (and to those only) who
study deepest in comparative philology. It

contains a series of acute observations

ui>on, and illustrations of, the relations

between the Coptic and the Semitic lan-

guages, and between both these and the

Indo-Germanic family.

Among the books in classical and gener-

al literature, recently announced in tJreat

Britain, are the following :

—

.Vutobiograjihy of William Jerdan : v. ith

his Literary, Political, and Social Remi-

niscences and Correspondence, durin:: the

last Forty Years. 2d volum.-, with Tor-
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trait of Ooorgo Csniiinc:, and View of

GloiK'cstor LoJ-e. Fust Svo. :—The Celt,

the Homaii, and the Saxon. A History of

the Pearly luhabitauts of liritain, dowu to

the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to

Christianity. By Thomas Wright, Esq.

M.A., F.S.A. With nuwcrous illustrations.

Post Svo. :— Sjjecitucusof old Indian I'oetry.

Translated from the oriirinal Sanskrit into

English ver.se, by Ralph T. lI.Grittith, .M.A.,

31. R. A. S., and liodeii Sanskrit Scholar in

the University of O\!'ord. Tost Svo.

ART. IX.—RELIGIOUS IXTELLIGEXCE.

ENGLAND.

The one hundred and ninth Annual

Conference of the Wesleyan Ministers in

England, commenced its session in Shef-

field on Wednesday, July 23, 1Sj2. The
Preiiaratoiy Committees, so called, by

whith great part of the financial business

of the Conference is, in effect, transacted,

had been in session several days before.

The rejiorts of the doings of these commit-

tees show that the unhappy dissensions

which have continued to agitate the society

during the past year, and the actual se-

cession of a largo number of members,

have embaiTasscd the connexioual finances

to a very painful extent; still the fiiilure

of supplies in some quarters has called

forth unusual liberality, amounting even

to sacrltice, in others.

The KiXGSwooi) and Woodiiouse Gp.ove

ScHOor. Committee report the internal

condition of the schools to be excellent,

but at the same time regret that, owing to

the present circumstances of the Connex-

ion, the school fund is considerably in ar-

rears ; whilst, owing principally to the fail-

ure of the general collection two years ago,

and partly to the old Kiiigswood premises

having sold for far IciS than their estimated

vrorth, the New Kingswood Uuilding Fund
is heavily in debt.

The information laid before the Commit-
tee on the CoxTiXGF.XT Fund was certainly

most distressing. Not, a few circuits have

been most painfully ciippled. Several

ministers have been reduced to the verge

of starvation. At the same time, the unre-

piuiug fortitude v, ith w liich such trials have

been borne by the ministers, and the noble

eflorts which have been made by tlie jieople,

especially in the jtnorest circuits, are such
as to call for the highest admiration. Many
were the eases of extreme distress which,

for want of funds, it was found impo>.-.iblo

to relieve, or only possible to relieve most

inadequately. Xeverlhek:,s, the receipts

ou behalf of the contingent fund, during

the past year, from the yearly collection,

have exceeded those of the former year
by four hundred and sixty-one pouTuls.

The di-mands upon the fund, however, dur-

ing the two past years, and the allotted

grants for the present year, liave so much
exceeded those of ordinary years, that the

fund is or tcill he in debt, on thr wJiofc, to the

nr.ioiint of soincthiv.fj lil.r gix thoumnd
poiiiidii.

The report of the Cit.vrEL Fi-xd and
Chai'el Bcilpixg Committee was very en-

couraging. Xotwitbslanding the depres-

sion of the year, tlie total cost of the
erectiansand enlargements effected during
the past year, has been i:42,S.Sl, The total

numlier of erections or enlargements re-

ported to the committee during the year, is

eighty-sis.

The report of the Look Committee
sliowed a healthy and .ictivc jiroLTcss.

The Tract department, e^peci.illy, has Uun
pushed energetically. Ijiu'ing the jjast year

something like a Million and a QfALTKr.
or Wesleyan Til\cts have been put into

circuI.Uion, of the general excellence of

which it is needless to sjaak. A series of

cfTcctive ANTi-Ponsii Tuacts has been
published, as specially called for by the

character of the time. The conmiittee

suggest the publication of a new monthlv,
better adapted to the wants of the ma-ses
than the Wesleyan Methodist Magrtzine;

and, along v.ith this, a Monthly or (.^»uar-

terly Review, for the more cultivated

classes. They are "following; in the foot-

steps" of the American llitok Concern.

The EuiTATioN CoirsiiTTEE is now only

second in import;iiic • Vj the 'Mission Com-
mittee. The report ..f tlio Xonntd S-hool

at 'WrKtinintt/.-r showed a debtor side of

£X<,^>-2 Ti*. 2'/., and a creditor siile of
£:^2.GS:? ]C». W., leaving a balance on the
wron- side of .£:\10!I S*. ll(/. This Nor-
mal Schoid is one of the greatest achieve-
ments of V.'esleyan Meth..di5m. It occupies
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an pxrc and tlireo qimrtcrs of land in the

\ery he.irt of Westminister, where land is

prodigiously cx;>cnsive, Imt, at the same

time, v\hi-re .1 poimlation is afforded of all

the most in need of sinh instruction as the

schools connected with the Nomnil Insti-

tution arc intended to bestow. The School

department of the Institution conipriscs

five schools, an infant, a junior, a senior,

an industrial (cirls") school, niul a mixed
or model village school, with twelve class-

rooms, affording alto.;cther the mc.ins of

instruction for two thousand three hnr.drod

and thirty-three children, and w ith ninple

and well-fitted play-grrounds. The Colle-

giate dep.artmcnt contains accomnioilation

for ]odc;incr, boarding, and trainin;^ one

hundred students—including, of course,

lecture-hall, and library, as well as dinincc-

room, kitchen, dormitories, ^)no for each

student.) A-c. In addition, the institution

includes commit tee-room, principal's house,

two masters' houses, gate-keeper's loJje,

and lofty and substantial walls inclosincc

the whole, and eficctually shutting out the

degrading associations of the wretched

district in which the institution is situa-

ted. This noble institution is the large-t,

the most substantial, and tlie most com-

plete anil beautifid building in Meth-

odism.

In the ^Iissiox Committee it was agreed

that the time had arrived for the estab-

lishment of scpar.ife Conferences in France

and in Australia. It was determined also

to open a Mission in Ciiix.v. and tiiree

missionaries will appear on the next min-

utes as labouring in th.it vast field. The
debate in the Conference on this mcasiue

showed great ignorance"of the missionary

operations of the American Methodist

Episcopal Churches in China. Dr. Alder,

for instance, (who, of all men, would t>c

supposed to know such points accurately,)

stated that " the American Methodist

Episcopal Chnrcli was adopting plans to

promulgate the gospel in China !"

The CoxFEunxci:, as we ha%e said, com-

menced its sessions on the i'Sih of July.

There were seven vafaneies in the Legal

Hundred : one by death, an I six. from su-

perannuation. They were filled by the

succession (by sci'.iorlty antl election) of

the Rev. Mes'srs. Henry V. Olver, James

Wethley, J.\mc5 Jones, 1st. Charles Haw-

thorn, Henry Rauson, Henry D.ivis, and

James Ro.sser.

The llev. JoHX Scott was elected Presi-

dent, and Rev. Joiix FAi:P.Ar. Secretary-

Mr. Scott is man of plain but substantial

parts, and of great energy of character.

Xotwithstauding the steadiness with w hich

he has resisted the recent proposals for re-

form, he is regarded, at least by the con-

servative party, as " among the most
lilicrally-disposed " of the ministers.

A commit tee, representing two thousand

Wesleyan Methodists, known as " Moder-
ates" in the recent party nomenclature,

requested iicrmissiou to jircscnt to the

Conference a paper known as the " liir-

mingliam Declaration," asking for certain

ecclesiastical changes. The Conference

sent a respectful reply, but refused the

permission desired. ICc cannot .«ee the

justice or even the policy of such a pro-

cedure—but F.ngland is not America.

Thirty-five candidates for the niini.-,try

were accepted from the English circuits:

and twenty from foreign station.s, among
whom were six F< 'jean converts. Tw onty-

seven preachers had died during the y.ar.

Xlne preachers, who had taken part in

the recent agitations, were dro|ii.od

:

either bj" the aci^eptance of their nsi^-na-

tions, or by expulsion. 'J'ho nuTnUr of

members lost during the year we li.ne

seen st.ited at twenty thousand : but l!ii»,

we think, must be an exaggeration.

Perhaps the most important nation rf

the Conference was that upon the rrp.irt

of the Memorial Committee. Soiral

measures, supp.:>sed to be profjrcs>.lv , imd

tending somewhat to liberalize the sys-

tem, were adopted, namely: 1. A diihii-

tion of the Quarterly Conference, and of

the persons to compose it. 2. -V sot of

regulations concerning memorials to the

Conference, giving somewhat greater lati-

tude than has heretofore been allowed in

that m.itter. 3. A provision in lien of the

Minor District Meeting, for certain extra-

ordinary cases. 4. A new law for the pun-

ishment of inveighing against the doctrine

and discijdine of the Church, or se.wing

dissensions in the societies. 5. A declara-

tory statement as to the rule for the trial

of trustees. C A rule so singular in its jiro-

visious, that we quote it at fidl length :

—

" n-joolrtd, unanimously. That a member

refusing to p.ay the usual contributions to

the society, (except on the pica of jKiverty.>

is thereby disqualified for mcnd..r?hij'

;

and that when such refusal sliall ha^e

been persisted in by .any nienilur for tlircc

months, such [.erson should be d-vrud to

have excluded liimseh', without the mccs-

sity of any formal expulsion."
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the Cross, (Xolice.) 313

Butler's (Bp.) Analogy of Religion

(A'odce.) r.

54

C31

96, 212

pist.

, his ornithological biogr.aphy ...... 415

Austrian government, false stej) of, in

the arrest of Baron Wessilcnyi.. 271

, infamous duplicity of. 273

Bailey's Theory of Reasoning M/
, general ifreliirion of the book 5C9

Barr's (Rev. J. T.) 'Merchant's Daugh-
teT, Ac, (A'ofi'cc.) 152

Barrows's (Rev. L. D.^ Discourse on the ',,.,' ^ / " oi
Usalres of Motl.odUm. {Xmicc). 300 bh.hmcut o^.... 91

Bartlolt's (W. U.) Niic-Boat, (Xndrr.) ir,? Cicero, his intlufnce m iH?rfccting the

Bascom, (P.p..') intcllfctual chur.iot-. r of 411
j

Beginning, relative positi

Caldwell's (I'rof. M.) Biography .^7•l

Christi.anitv tested, (X-,>'>r.) 151

Manual of Elocution, (X'.drr.).... 4s2

Calvert's (G. H.) Scenes and Tlioughts

in Eurojio, (Xodce.) ^'3

Carv's Dante reviewed 49, 50

Catechisms of M. E. Church, tracts on,

(A-.(.c..) 633

Caughcy's (Rev. J.) Revival ^Miscella-

nies, (X'lticc.)

Causation, of, M'Cosh, Hume and Brown
Chalmers (Dr.) on the present position

of the Church
Chambers's Life and Works of Burns,

{Xotirc.}

Chaiwiio (.Mrs.)

China and United States, the nltimate

frequency and steady communi-
cation between 93

Christ, tabular view of genealugy of.... 599

Christian Church, its present j.ositiou

with respect to civili/.cd com-

munities 342

,the voun? 613

Christi.anitv, evidences of. 618

uiiimix'dtd progress and csta-

bli.-hnieut of.....'.

484
468

344

478
529

jfthi

in Genesis 40S

structure of the Latin lan-

guage 45, 46

Civilization, vestiges of, reviewed 156

41
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Clark's Concise History of Engl:»nd,

{Xniire.) l'a!;e 150
Clark's (

Rev. R V,'.) iJciith-Bed Scenes
(Solirc.) 1'>G

Clay (Henry) on anti-slavery 360
Cooknian, person and character of 43S
Coles's (Rev. G.) My Youthful Days,

(Xotice.) ir>7

Colonization, African, reviewed 301
—— Society, labours of. 372

, supporters of SSf)

Commerce and travel, progressive re-

sults of 88
subsidiary to the accomplishment
of divine jirediction 91

Comte (M.) and .St. Simon, their com-
parative character 22

, error in r> ndoriuc: his svstem of
Positive riulosopliy exclu.-ive.... 29

, fallacy of his states and periods
as exhibited in his Positive

Philosophy 1C9
, his rank in the list of modern

philosophers 15
, his infidelity and rejection of

inetaphy.=iic3'. 170
.results of 103
, his unaided and independent per-

severance IS
, Insiauratio Nova, reviewed 321)

, persona! history, education, &c... IG
, Positive I'hilosophy, review of. 9, 109

, character and supremacy 191, 100

, plan of his Positive Philosopliy 24, 2^

194, 19G
, merely introductory to ulterior

s}>eculations 19

, singular neglect of this work by
the critical writers of England
and America 4, 10

Corner-Stone. the 620
Cox's (^S. J.^ Buckeye Abroad, (Xoticf.) 0.'31

Creasy s Fifteen Decisive Battles, {.Yo-

tice.) 1.-2

Creation of man, final cause of, con-

sidered..... 401

, opinions of the early fathers of

the mode, &c 50-c

, the Mosaic account of 497

Crowell's (W.) Church-Member's Man-
ual, (Xotice.) 479

Cumminci's (Dr.^ God in History, (A'o-

ti'ce.).....:
.' 4S4

Curtis's TG.W.) Howadji in Svria, (-Vo-

t,-ce.}..... : 451

Dant«, difficulty of rendering into Eng-
lish prose 50——, his genius and productions nS

, sketch of the liic and character of 54

, the merits of originality demon-
strated .~^ ". 64

and Milton, Macaulay's compari-

son of, examined &">

Day, the term so rendered in Psalm
exhi, 4, analyzed 242

Days, En'riptural oj)!iiions of this word 510

"Dead know not an'* thing," Eccles.

ix, 5, considered 242

Death, Adam's, a physical and spiritual

(^^ssaliun Page 25.1

Death and annihilation, these terms
compared and examined 2.V)

Democracy and absolutism, the antag-

onism of 2«0
Depravity of human nature 251

Diclionarinni and Lexicon, terms un-
known to the classic jxTiod of

Grecian and llomau literature... 3^

Dictionary, Calepin's Latin Oi^, 3'»

Dixon's OV. H.) LifeofP.nn Ill'

Docharty's (Prof. G. B.) Institutes of

Algebra. (Xoti'rc) 031

Doctrines and Discipline of Methodist
E. Church. (Xotice.) G^i-i

Downing's (A. J.) Cottage P.esidcnces,

(Xotice.) 0:^1

Education of candidates for Methodist
ministry 302

Educational institutions, theological,

advocacy for and opposition to,

considL-fed 3li<

Edwards's (President) Charity and its

Fruits, (Xoticr.) 479

Elliott's flV.C.j Sinfulness of American
Slaverv, (.Yo^ice.) 3U

(C.AV.) Mysteries, (Xotice.) G.)\

Elizabeth, (Queen,) her lovri of the

showy rites of Ponory 2»'"J

Elmsley's collatiim of the J^ophokl.mi

Encyclopn'dia, Icono:jrajihir, of S^iciu-o,

History, and Art, (Ayf.r/-.) \U
Evanselical Alliance, Convention of

the. 1S4C '••^

Events, current, tendency of, in moral

and material world '"^

Everlasting and eternal, meaning of

the original words -"'7

Faber's Thesaurus "-9

Facciolati and Forcellini'.s edition of

Calepiu's Latiu Dictionary........ 39

Faith and Science—Comte's Positive

Philosoj.hv 9, IGO

Fasquelle's (Dr." L.) New Method of

Leuriiiiiii the French Language,

(Xotice.) 310

Ferdinand 11.. of Germany, his struggle

to regain the crown of Hungary. 2o7

Fisk, (Dr.,) person and character of.... 445

Fourier, motives of his doctrines 22

Frennd's ^Vortcrbuch der Lateinischen

Sprache •*"

Friends, tenets of the, examined and

defined ^-^^

Gammell's (W.) Life of Koger Wil-

liam^...... 1?^

G.irrick and H vnnah More
^--"•^'';!i

Genealogies of Christ, the ''•''••

Genesis, Dr. Stowe on the first chai»-

ter of ;••
''-'

Geology coniirra.atorv of Scripture his-

Wv : ••:•• -^'"^

Gere's Government of Children, (Ao-

tice.) 1^"
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• Koss^^'^ ^^viU:>n character 279 ,^,^^^>^^- ^;;;--^-i-;;3e of

'''

llamilton;s >. J.) Koyal Preacher,
^^g' j,,„,,^ ^,^5,,,,^^,,, dissent fn.n,, «o,c.. 33S

Happ£;pdnoM\lc;tho.oVkiLg,Lcili King (Arch^.ishop) on Dn.ne Govern

nitz, aua F.Jwards 463

Hansburg, first connexion of the house
'

of, with the Hungarian govern-
265

478

ment "

Harbau-h's (Rer. H.) Heavenly Recog-

nition. (-Vof/c.) • 1^*

HaiTison's (Dr. G.) Esposition of Laws

of Latin Grammar, (Notice.)

Hebrew poetry, characieristics of:...^.. &<-

Her=ehels,(^'ir W.'i Discourse on >.a-

tural Philosophy 3^2

llervev's (G. W.^ Principles of Cour-

"tesy, {Xoticr.) 4S0

HiUlreth's (R,) Historr of United States

of America, {Xotice.) •• W^-

Hind's (J. R.) Solar System, (Xotice.) .. i '^l
^,. -j:„r„d

History, Aetiolo-v of. reviewed 136 pietlictea

HolmeVs (Rev. A.'T.I Duties of Masters

to Servants, {Xotirr.) iw
Home-Book of the Pioturesque, (Ao-

tice.) ••• ,"
1^'

Home and Social Philosophy, Putnam s

Somi-monthlv Library, (.^o(.co.) 809

Hood's (T.^ Up the Rhine, {Notire.).... 4><1

Hope in'disiicnsablo to human happi-

ncss ,••••;•;•••;••; ^^

of the worldly compared with that

of the Chri.'-tian ••83, 84

Hudson's Works of Shakspeare, (Ao-

iice.) •• ;
^^^

Hun-arian Constitution, the new,

granted bv the emperor, Jlarck

18-tS..." -'3

_ 464

Kind's' Gospel Harmony for S. Schools

and Bible Classes. (XnHc:) 14S

Kirwan's Romanism at Rome, (Ao<.<r.) 4(6

Kist's (Dr. E.) True Practice of Reli

gion, (Xotlf''.'^

Kitto's (Dr. J.) Daily Bible Hlustra-

tions, (Xntice.) •

History of Palestine. {Notice.) ....

l^and of Promise, (Xotlce.) •-

Knight's (Mrs.) Memoir of Hannah

More • '^-'•

Knowledge, human, irreducible to a

single and unvarying form -, .i-'

, human, proposed distributions of 32

and piety, a great enhargcment of,
^^

312

l.'iS

4St'»

4M3

16,

emancipation, reucwea exertions

for in 1841 271

. revolution, a war of races -o.-

Hungary, divi^ion of the government

under Ferdinand and Zapolya ... -i>)

Knowles's (J. D.) ^^lemoir of Roger

Williams •

Kossuth and Hungary, Dr. Telf t s, re-

view of.
•

first appears in the panorama ot

Huncrarian hist'-'ry, Is:',:?..^.

elected a member of the Diet ol

1S47

109

272

, on the surrender of Gorgey, seeks
^_

refuge in Turkey ••••— -'^

, to evade the prohibitions of -Uis-

tria, issues his Journal of Re-

ports in lithography and manu-

script •.
"'

, ungenerous attempts to stigma-
^_

tize the character of • -'°

Kossuth's integrity in rejecting Islam-
_^

ism ''

Lardner's Elementary Mechanics, .^c.

{Xoticc.)

.

310

_a^^s:^h:Dr:Tetft's.re..ew^ 26. I Larrabe.s JV- CO^I^aur. on ...

263 i Revealed Religion ,
(Ao^V..) -.;• • 1 ^

Geraau, !
Wesley and his Coadjutors. (Ao-

157 tier.)

and Transylvania, progres

tory of.

Hymn-Book, Metln dist.

(Xotice.) of Sacred
iLatta's (Di-. S. A.) Ch.ain

Italy, state of, from the tenth to the ct
"•••.••V-Vui'of'VinsHtUd... 43

• fourteenth centnrv r>?.

^'\'T''- r • ~„ .f 44
Italian patriotism in the'timc of Dante 53 |

.historical 'l^'V '^V^ '^^^ he' loVd-
Uinera^t Methodist Kpisco,.! service.

,,, I

—
'-^-r-.J--';;- ;:^^::^.;:.^i 54

particulars of deration of..... •^... - J
^

;:'.;,,,„ee of concrete forms in

a larger -^^

previ

the. 47
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Latin, rhetoricftl and statistical ele-

ments of. Page 40, 47
Lexicograpliy, reviewed 3S

Lawn's (Kev. W.)"Missions in the Ton-
pa nnJ Feeji-e Islauds, (Xoticx.) G32

Layard's (Mr.) Discoveries at Nineveh,
ftbridjreJ, (Xotice.) 312

Leibnitz, plausible fallacy of his pecu-
li.ir doctrines .". 13

Lexicography, ofcomparativelv modern
origin".....* "

3S
, grammatical and etymological

elements of. 42
Ijeiicon, literary, (lualitioations neces-

sary for production of a 40
Totius Latinitatis, J'acciolati's

edition of Calcpin's Sf>

Liberia and its influences 375
, increa.sing importance of this

Americo-Afrioan location 94
Lingua Toscana, the, established by

Dante 54
Literature, European, proeross of, from

the sixth to the thirteenth cen-
turies 54

and the Fine Art?, Hand-book of,

(Xotwc.) 15G
Literarv Intelli(^ence,TheologicaI, Ame-

rican r 1&4. 31G. 192
.European IGO, 313, 4*r., Cy.'j

, Classical and Miscellaneous.. IGG, 320
4D3, G37

Logic, M. Comte's acceptation of, ex-
amined 180

and m :-taphysic3, their position in
moral science 171

. neglect of. difficulties arising from 3.30

Lossing's (]}. J.) Pictorial lioIdlJook
of the Eevolution, (XnU'ce.) 4S2

Macaulay, (T. B..) hi.s statements on
the Penn History denied by Mr.
Dixon ." 129

Magyars' nationality, utter destruction
of the, the olyect of Austria 2G3

, revolting pt;rsecution of the. by
the Austrian c^overnnient... 200, 271

, right of, to their country, that of
conquest .". 278

, their passionate attachment to
civil liberty 2G4

Mantell's (T)r.) Petrifactions and their
Teachings, (Ao?iV/-.) 307

Manual of Elocution, design of Prof.

Caldwell's 5S2
Mathematics, analyzed and defined ISO

1!»1-193

Mayhew's London Labour and London
Poor, (Xotire.) 309, 4R3

M'Cosh (Rev. J.) on Divine Government 400
as a iii)ertarian •J.'JS

j

as a necessitarian 472
M'Hvaine's (Pp.> Char-e to tho Clergy I

of Ohio Diocese, In". I, (X,.t[cn.).. 1.33 I

M'Keudree, (P.p.) Frv's Life of.fAo^W.) 029
,

M'Tyeire's CRev. H. "N.) Duties of Mas-
|

ters to Servants, (Xvtirr.) ]r<0
;

Melville's (H.) Moby Dick; or, the j

"Whale, (AViWO 151

Metaphysics and logic, their positinns
in moral science Page 171

, rejection of, by M. Comtc 170
, uses and importance of 177

Metaphysical philosophy of the nine-
teenth century 340, 34^

Methodism, birth-i.l.V'o of .3i)()

, baniing of its trrcat leaders 300
Methodi.U fathers, their ministerial e.\-

ample to be followed 71
, En'.,'Iish and .\n\erican, preaeliers,

intellectual character of, i'.S, 79, iM)
llymii-liouk in German. (Xotirr.) 1,".7

ministerial labour, tlie present
identical in cliaracter with tint
of early days 2'^5

ministry, inereasing field for its

widest labours 2'^'?

oratory colloquial in its character 74
preachers, suggestions to, 70, 77, 79, .*0

preaching us it should be 7(>

, distinctive peculiarities of, C(i, 70, 2>l
, early method of, in I'. States 2'j2

, necess:iry characteristics of, in

the present day 2-^1

, need of, in the present day 2S.j

, progress of (",7

Meyer's I'liiversum, (Xotice.) 4%1, 631
Miley's (Rev. J.) Treatise on Class-

Meetings, (Xotice.) ^->^

Mills's Lo?ic, its value and soliditv ;Vi2

JMilton and Dante, ^lacauiay's conipar-

ison of, examined «>>

Ministerial candidates, reserved list

proposcil for ."VO, Z0\
^lonasteries, Irish, early literary char-

acter of the '. .' .M
Mont.ague, Mrs. Elizabeth :.2S

Moody's Xew Testament, (Xotirc.) Hi
More, Hannah, review of. "'.'l

, her early literary friends, Ac r>J{]

, her frieudsliip forCarrick .'">:M'>

, her industry ."29

, her last dramatic productions .'"•''.1

, her later writings 'jII

, practical commencement of her
religious life .'>•'!!

More's (Hannah) visit to ]>. Johnson. ."".JO

Morris's (Dp.) Miscellany, {Xoti<c.) 4sl

Nast's (Rev. W.) Life and Work.^ of

Wesley, in German, (Xutic.) ... 1^2

Neander's Epistle of .lames practically

explained. (Xntirr.) .". ,3)8

Epistle of Paul to the Philippians,
(Xnticc.) 151

Historv of the Cln-istian Churolies,
(Xot'icc.) 152

Nineteenth century, fundamental vice

of the 3.37

Nonconformi.sts, their persecution by
Queen Elizabeth .". 202

Norton's (X. S.) Tracts concerning
Cliristianitv, (Xoticr.) .". C"2

Novelties of the Now World, (Xoti.c.). 479

Olin, (T>r..) genius and character of.... i"^'-

, Works''of, (Xotice.) j^^''

'Opoiun, signification of this word 24-'5
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Organic remains, incalculable quiMiti-

ties of I'a-e 497

Owen, (Dr. J. J..) Iliad of Homer, for

schools, (Xot-xc.) 311

, (Robert.) governing intlucuccs of

his system 22

PanthiiMn, German S43, 349
Pascal, his genius and character a pro-

blem for study 223
, Provincials, editions of, bv Dr.

M'Crie and Mr. Pcarce .' 232
, recent editions and trausktious

of. reviewed 223
Pascal's TLoiishts, curious literary his-

tory of; : 229
, enioiubitions and additions to, 230, 231

, only faithful edition of 2?.l

Peun (S\ia:) as a Christian 123
, as a colonist 131

, as a courder 122

, general summary 13.5

and I'ox contrasted 125

, his connexion and difficulties

. %yith James II 12?, 132

, History aud Biography of, re-

yiewei .". 119
, his Puritan education 123

, his theolojical study under Amy-
rault, of Saumur 124

identitios himself with the follo\y-

ers of Fox 124
visits Paris, and becomes a m-iu

of fashion 124
Pennsylvania, name and settlement of. 132

Pfeili't-r's (Ida^ Ladv's Voyage Hound
the World, (Xotlcc.j 307

Philosophy, error of the recent forms of 346
, histuiieal method of Conuo's 34
, netessiiy for a reorganization of

our ))resent 121

, prevalence of ne\v schemes of,

.^ince A.]). 1=»0 330
Pictorial Field-liook of the devolution SOS
Piety, fruits of, to be yalued 627

Pilgrimuic, Sonss in the House of My,
(Xoticc.).'. 47S

Plays, Hannah More's distinction be-

twenu seeing and heariug 531

, mature opinion of. 529

Plutarch an eclectic 3vJ

Plutarch's theology 3S3
Poets, epic, of the tirst class only four 50
Pope's indebtedness to the writings of

Pascal 238
Popul.itiou of United States, stui)eii-

dousj-afio of increase of. 290
Porter's (liev. J.) Compendium of Me-

thodism, (Xotice.) 149
Positive Philosophy. Comte's, review of 9

, Comte's, illogical in its divisions

aud exclusions lf^4

Science, review of 136
Preachers, American and Knglish Wes-

ley.-xn 6.S

, superannuated and supernume-
rary, in MLthodlst Church 299

Preaching, cxtcni[)oraneous, esscutial

in Methodist ministry 78-80

Preaching, extemporaneous, prevalouco
of, among the Knglisli \\V.,l,y-

ans and on the continent. ..Page 79
, ^Ves!t'yan, the old and modern

styles compared 73
, secret of the success of, explained 74

"Presence of the Lord," this phrase of
very ancient use 260

Probationers and candidates for ileth-

odist ministry, increase of.. 297, 293
I'rophecy, how to be understood 2.jG

Protestant inquisition under the perse-

cuting tvTanny of Queen hliza-

beth 203
Union, convention of the 5S3

Pulpit eloquence and instruction, im-
proyement of Wesleyan, hints

for 293, 29G, 297
Puniihment, intermediate state and,

of the wicked 240
, primitive meaning of the word... 2.5S

Putnam's Home Cyclop:edia, {X-ti<e.). 4?4
Semi-monthly Library, {Xoi icr

.)

5ij0, 4S1, 630

Quakerism, examined and defined 120
, fictitious origin of, refuted 119
, services rendered by I'enn to 127

Reach's (A.B.) Claret and Olives, (A'o-

Uce.) 4S1
Reasoning, Bailey's Theory of 547

and science, their connexion with
metaphysics 178

Bedding's History and Descrijuiuu of
Modern Wines, (Xotke.) 307

Religion, state of, at jieriod of Reforma-
tion 121

Religious systems, diseased state of our
modern 342

Reprcsentalive population, rapid pro-

gression of centre of, west ward.. 200
Restoration of corrupted texts, only

three sources of. '.. 97

Reyiews and Notices, Short 485
Richardson's (Sir J.) Arctic Searching

Expedition. (Xotice.) 480
Roberts's Life, &c., of Hannah More,

iuefHciency of 521

Russia, its historical character 250
Ryland's (Eh-. J. l'.)cditionof Xeander's

Christian Churches, {Xolice.).. .. 152

Ryle's (Rev. J. C.) Living or Dead. {Xo-

tice.) ?. 4?0

Saunders's Memoii-s of the Great Me-
tropolis, (Xoticr.) 309

Saxon English, peculiar adaptation of

the, for popular preaehing '2

Scepticism of declining Greece aud
Rome 3^3

Schleiemiacher.his system partly trace-

able to his early Mora\ian train-

in.,- 1-M

Sehmitz and Zunipt's Horace, (A-fiT.) 310

Schmitz's Ovid, (Ao^Vv.) 119

EI.'UKUti.ry Latin Grammar and
Ex.rcises, (XoHee.) 4>2

Science, foundations of. 23
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Science of lilnctoontb century, censure

of rii[:e 31G, 353

, physical, criticism of 351

, svstoiii.itio, Lord Bacon's repre-

fiension of. 33

an<l rclision.Comte's sophism with

rcjr.irj to the associate incom-
patibility of 33

Sermon?, superiority of extempore de-

livery of 72, 78
manuscript, inefficiency of, in

pul'iit 81

Shaw's Outlines of English Literature,

{Xotk-e.) 630
Sheaf, the. (Xotire.) 15S
Shokin.ah, the, a svmbol of divine pres-

ev.ce : ;. 260
Shelton's Salander and the Dragon,

(Xotic:) 30S
I

Sigourney's Olive-Lenves, (Xoti'-a.) 159 I

Slavery. African, origin and condition of 361
, diiiiculties of.r "94

, linnted, till middle of fifteenth

century 361
Negro, its future inrlucnce on the
destinies of Asia and Africa 93

i

, question of, considered 363
, Prof. C:.ldwtirs vifws of 5S2

Smith's (DanitTj Gems of Female Biog-
raphy, (Xoticc) 479
Natural History of the Human
Species, (XoHce.) 156

Society, early condition of. 35
human, the condition and pros-

pects of, considered 86
SocioloL'v, or the general science of

s'ocieties 23, 24, 332
Sophokles, sketch of the life, ch.oracter,

Ac, of. 102—— Antigone, recent edition; of. 06
SophokIe,inMS5.,Elmsley's collation of 97
Soul,arguments fordistinct existence of 240

, attributes and functions of the... 240
, consciousness of the, in an inter-

mediate state 241

, immortality of the, considered... 248

, personal identitr and conscious-

ness of the .". 240
, Scriptural proofs of the 241

——, the, Scripturally declared to bo
essentially indestructible 247

, various passages of Scripture re-

ferring to the" state of.after death 242

Souvenir, the 'Widow's, (A'o<ief.) C29
St. Simon, rourier. and Owen 22
Stephens's (Sir J.) Lectures on History

of France, (Xotlce.) 312

Stowe (\^T.) on the first chap, of Genesis 501

Stowe's (Dr.) S-.-riptural Hebrai<ms 518

Strauss, evils of his system 343

, his mystical theory anticipated

by ti>e Quakers 121

Strickland's Lives of tht- Queens of Scot-

land and Fnglisli Princesses,

{Xotlce.} 153

Strong's Hannony and Exposition of

the Gospels, (Xotici:.) 475
Stnrgis's Duties of Masters to Servants,

(Xodcc.) 150

Summerfield, character of, as a Method-
ist preacher Pago -130

Sunday-school books, (jN'o^c*-.) 629
Methodist publications, (Xotire.). 159

Tcflt's (Rev. Dr.) Hungary and Kos-
suth. (Xvlicc.) 148

Temple's Cliristian's Daily Treasury,

(Xolice.) 150
Temptation, Theory of, Caldwell's

views of.
'.

.'iSl

Tennvson's credenre in the future .359

Theological ditiicultics, origin of the

modern 343
Theology, unreasoning, sources of. ex-

arai'.ied 35

Thesaurus Linjuai Scholasticje, Faler's .39

Thomson's .\ddress before the Ster'iir.'

Medical College, (Xoticc) .30.S

Trafton's Hambles in^ Europe, (Xoli'-c) 146

Tucker's Kainbow in the North, {Xoticc) 157

L'tilitarianism, fallacies of, pointed out

by M. Comte... 315

Vagrant, Life of a, (Xotice.) 157

Vail's CaldNvell's Christianity tested,

(Xotice.) 151

Vas.ari's Lives of the Painters. (Xotire.) .307

Vestiges of Civilization, reviewed 136
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